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XEVIOUS
Many eons ago, an advanced

technologically orientated

civilization was forced to

evaluate the Earth prior to

the Ice Age. Now, these

Xevious people are returning

to reclaim their heritage

through conquest. From the

controls of your Solvalu

super spacecraft, you must

defend the Earth from

takeover by the Xevious

invaders!

No more pushing, no more shoving. Long

agitated queues in noise filled emporium of

glitter and shine. And then when you get to

your ultimate challenge, the test you've

eagerly longed for it's over money
gone, gobbled up by insatiable drones in a

matter of seconds. Will you ever attain

superhero status? Don't wonder any longer,

U.S. Gold bring you four outstanding classics

with all the excitement and realism of their

arcade originals in the comfort and warmth
of your own home.

CBM 64/128

AMSTRAD £9.99 £14.99

SPECTRUM 48K £7.99 ®

GAUNTLET
Enter the world of monsters

and mazes. Travel the path

of mystery and combat in

search of the food that

replenishes your 'health'.

Your way is barred by an

array of monsters and

legions of enemy beings but

they are not your only foe in

the quest for food, treasure

and magic potions - your

fellow players compete in

search of the same good

bounty.

CBM 64/128 fa
AMSTRAD

rft nn ri „
atari £9.99 £14.99
MSX (no disk)

.

SPECTRUM 48K £8 .99 ®

AMIGA/
ATARI ST

IBM

Another classic.

Atari coin-op hits

the 6A! -7-7 a n l

XEVIOUS

U.S. Gold Ltd.,

Units 2/3, Holford Way,

Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX,

Tfel: 021 356 3388
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BREAKTHRU
Your mission - retrieve

PK430 your country's

revolutionary fighter...

location - 400 miles behind

enemy lines... possible

enemy armaments - flame

throwers, helicopters, tanks,

jeeps, landmines... your

equipment - the world's

most sophisticated armed

vehicle... mission status -

vital... mission consequences
- world peace... mission

objectives - you must...

ST* £9.99 £14.99

SPECTRUM 4SK £8.99 ®
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CRYSTAL CASTLES
Crystal Castles is a once in

a lifetime opportunity to

experience a true software

legend. A legend that will

continue because it is to be

produced as a Limited

Edition. Now that you've

heard of it you must buy it

otherwise you'll have

missed a true software

experience.

CBM 64/128 ®
amstrad £9.99 £14.99
BBC

SPECTRUM 48K ro 00 ©
ELECTRON «>.//
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ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

Movie Star. Comic Book Hero. Now making his debut on the computer screen in 'Adventure on
Volcano Island lv

', an all-action arcade adventure guaranteed to put feathers on your chest!

COMMODORE SCREEN'S

ACTIVISION
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE

Available on Commodore 64/128K cassette (£9.99) and disk (£14.99). Coming soon for Amstrad
and Spectrum home computers.

Mail Order: 23 Pond Street, Hampstead, London NVV3 2P\T

E\U & X 19S6 Marvel Comics Group, .a division ol Cadence Industries Coloration. Computer Sottvvareprogram C 1986 Activision Inc All rights reserved.
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Dear Lloyd
After reading the ZZAP! Rrap
pages month after month, I

decided it was time to amaze and
astound you and my fellow read-
ers with my airs and views.

First, I thank profusely the prog-
rammers and musicians who con-
tinue to produce first class
software like Green Beret, Rambo,
Monty On the Run, Knight Games,
and so on. My discerning ears are
very partial to a bit of inspiring
music (I can’t be the only

plight of many 64 owners. I, for
one, am sick and fed up of using a
piece of wire to reset my ‘64. Not
only is it tedious, but I run the risk
of blowing the fuse (we don’t all

have the manual dexterity of the
ZZAP! team). Can’t the ‘powers-
that-be’ run a reset switch offer or
something? I’ve tried and tried but
cannot buy one anywhere.
Stephen Fathers, Pakefield, Suf-
folk

Part ofyourplea has already been
answered this month, Stephen. Mr
Penn has includeda chart devoted
to the music that accompanies
games. This month, itkicks offwith
the ZZAP! team’s own favourites,
in order. From now on, you’ll get a
chance to vote for your favourite
tunes every month as part of the
1987ZZAP! Charts.
As foran album ofyour favourite

Commodore hits, a whole new
year is about to start, and as I’ve
said before, who knows what it will

bring?And as fora reset switch—
any hardware manufacturers out
there reading ?

music (i can i oe tne only one,
surely?!) The aforementioned
games all contain music which I

consider to be Top 10’ stuff.

Datahits was a novel idea, but it

was too ‘gimmicky’. What would
really liven up the album charts is

to have a massive compilation of
the best music from the most
popular games. I think that many
other readers (perhaps even
thousands) would like to see this
idea put into practice, too. So,
Rob, Martin, David, Tony, Ben and
all you other musicians and
software houses HOW ABOUT
IT?!!!

Secondly, I would like to bring
Gazza Penn’s attention to the

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1986 11

"°d«C£smo^ on the

2S@3S3==-

REPairman blues
I Clio'-' I UUI '-'I -

,
_ V

lad started to go wrong, ,nclud,n9 ^
Uridium and Scarabaeus. (My

recently acquired games

Warhawk and Iridis Alpha have 1

also begun to play up.)

In a foul mood, I returned, my
;

Commodore 64 to the repa!r shop, g
with my copy of Ghosts "Gob
//ns: I was told to collect them in 2

2 weeks |

When this happened a 3rd time

the bloke there insisted that I

nothing was wrong with either the

game or my computer, and would

not take my Commodore back

a9
^e

,0

onfy
Pi

Recently heard that

others have been conned out ot

the? money by the same repair

Sh
So, a warning to other ZZAP-

Pers: Take care when looking for a

repair shop, and be wary of the

small adverts in the local paper.

Andrew Sanders, Cambridge

This isn’t the first tale of woe I’ve

heard about difficulties experi-

enced at the hands ofCommodore

repair companies. Maybe other

readers would like to pass on their

experiences? If Computer repair-

ers get In touch too, to put their

side of the story, limight be able to

persuade Gary Penn to wnte a

small feature on fixing broken

machines . . •

Having enjoyed playing the arcade

machine of Ghosts n Goblins

decided to buy the computer ver-

S
'°Unfortunately, 20 minutes into

playing the game the zombies

started walking backwards and

the gatekeeper bounced around

without any legs. Then, JlTfonn thA screen, it decided to

crashed almost immeaiaieiy. v-
other side of the cassette acted

the same). Assuming I’d bou9ht a

dud, I
exchanged it for another

copy and found the same results.

Tthen sent it to a colleague from

work who tested it and found

nothing wrong.

And,^ after testing the game

myself, with another C2N and get-

tinq the same results. . . . and with

another Commodore 64 and get-

ting no trouble at all, I came to the

conclusion that my computer was

malfunctioning — (there s a big

WC
So^ on scanning the adverts in

the local paper I cameL^p^whc
one computer repair centre, (wnc

shall remain nameless!)

After having it repaired there anc

paying a hefty, very hefty,

invoice for it, I was extreme^

annoyed, in fact fuming, to find th<

trouble occurred.same
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IIM PURSUIT OF PERFECTION
Dear Lloyd
About your rating system: do you

nno/
' S correc1 10 award a Same100% in any ot the categories?

I

believe 100% Is perfect, andbecause games are improving all

mhtlTh
,h 'nl

La 9ame shou|d not
rightly be awarded 100%. | aqree
with Issue 19’s letter of the month

fr
y hls name because itw boost his ego even more — Iknow/ this because he is a friend ofmine and he keeps telling me hehas had his name printed five

t mf
S
'i

thlnk his ego is about three
S 'Ze 0f J R ’

s and that is«IO!) saying that reviews are
only guides I accept this but
would appreciate your opinion on
this matter.

i„J
de

1|
econd th 'n9 is to do with

,u
2 18

> on Page 56 you said that
the Expert Cartridge from Trilogic
would cost £28 95, but on page 93

£3i $v
c
ii

ad
y?u

says jt costs
1 f°und tbe only difference

was a free dust cover in the advert.
Drjes this free’ dust cover cost an
extra £3.00'>

b dr

John Simmonds, Eastbourne,
East Sussex,

Ifyou consult yourZZAPI archives
you should find that the only 100%
mark that has been awarded so farwas given to Paradroid for ‘Pre-
sentation

’

Admittedly
, once a game hasbeen given a 100% rating then it

is difficult to see how subsequent
games that are even better couldbe rated Which is where the time

tnnl
nt

r

C°meS in A" reviews are
written for a specific issue of the
magazine, and as such a time ele-ment is incorporated into the rat-
ings.

Standards tend to rise as time
on — which is why ZZAP-BACKs often throws an interesting

perspective on the development
or games programming. And Ihave always maintained that per-
centages are only a guide — the
written comments provide themost informative analysis of agame.

Dear ZZAP! 64
I refer to the enclosed article from
BANG Issue 5. In this article they
named Julian Rignall as being the
leader of an ‘amateurish software
piracy organisation!’ They have no
real proof that he is involved with
pirates. Serious allegations like

this should not be made unless
there is concrete evidence to sup-
port it. Julian’s name on a few illicit

copies does not mean he is a
pirate. It was probably a move to

gain attention from their friends. ‘I

know Julian Rignall, look here’s a
cassette I got from him!!’

From BANG’S point of view it

was probably a reader pulling

stunt to swell the ranks of BANG
readers, and also to discredit

ZZAP! and NEWSFIELD. Why do
some rival magazines always have
to play dirty tricks to gain an audi-
ence? Perhaps it isn’t good
enough to attract readers, without
first stealing other magazines’
loyal readers. Surly a magazine
should be a reliable reference
point, not a place to print silly alle-

gations and childish squabbles.

Well that’s my moan out of the
way, and I hope in future other
companies will please take note!
Thanks for a great read.

J D Funnel, Hastings, East Sus-
sex

Oh dear. Yourown letter illustrates

the way in which rumours tend to

% spread and the way in which the
printed word can so easily be mis-

# interpreted. Nowhere in the BANG
article thatyou refer to did theysay

# that Julian was the leader of an
‘amateurish software piracy
organisation’ — yet you quote

. those words directly in your letter!

Shortly after the story in ques-

0 tion appeared in BANG, one of the
allegations made against Julian

# collapsed totally. Furthermore, the
Hacker II investigation conducted
by Activision has now been con-
cluded and Julian cleared of any
involvement.

Coincidentally, BANG, like the
allegations it printed, collapsed

0 recently— the last issue appeared
early in November.

# LM

Dear Lloyd
I can’t take anymore, I’ve had it up
to here (I’m not very tall and ‘here’

is above my head— in other words
I’m swimming in it!!) Several things

are beginning to get on my nerves
and I’ve got to put pen to paper
or well, who knows?

Firstly, it concerns the question
of ‘individual taste’ with regard to

software reviews. I agree that they
are just opinions and that the
reviewers might have different

ideas of what makes a good game,
and that their ideas might differ

from mine (probably in fact,

because they all look like a bunch
of weirdos — just a joke fellas!).

But, what I dislike about these
opinions is that not only do we get
a paragraph or two or written opin-
ion but also a ‘mug-shot’ drawing.
Now If it happens that two games
on opposite pages were disliked

by the reviewers, we get an eyeful

of obvious discontent before
we’ve read a word! Hardly makes
for appetizing reading, now does
it? You could say, “but just ignore
the ‘arty-thing’ dear boy’’ (and
probably will) but that’s not the
point! Why give the reader an
immediate impression of ‘this is

junk’?

Secondly, I think that most
people would agree that even a
software review magazine can’t

exist by reviews alone. So let’s

have something that has lasting

interest, personal involvement,
excitement and above all— what I

want!! — something along the
lines of Final Conflict as in the now
extinct PCG.
Get rid of these ‘chance meet-

ijigs’ that seem to fill the pages in

one guise or another, (twiddling

thumbs, The Butler did it and so
on) and give us something with
lasting appeal.

You know it makes sense, don’t

you? There are other things I don’t
like but others have hit upon them
already so I’ll leave it at that.

Graham Anderson, Lincoln

:

I agree with your first point in part,

Graham. But I would have thought
that the facial expressions on the
drawings of our reviewers should
make very little difference — it’s

the fact that the pictures of the
1

weirdos’ are there in the first

place that turns you off. .. . only
joking fellas!

As for something ‘that has last-

ing interest . .
.
personal involve-

ment’ etc, I have heard whispers
that The Powers ThatBemayhave
some plans In that general direc-

tion for next year. Wait and
see. . .

.

LM
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MISSING TABLES TURBOSOFT
Alright, a joke is a joke, but where

is the Hi-Score table in Supercy-

cle? Eh? In Issue 18 I sent oft for

the Supercycle and Beyond the

Forbidden Forest offer. I have

recently received my games, ana

was very pleased with them but to

my disappointment there was no,

and I quote, ‘huge Hi-Score table

in Supercycle. Admittedly it does

not effect the game play but there

is no incentive to do better to beat

vour Hi-Score!.

Is it me? Am I not good enough

at the game (highly unlikely

because I’ve finished it all on the

first level so I should have a little

checkered flag next to my name

on the Hi-Score table)? Have I got

3
^ease assist me! or I might do

comethinq drastic. . • like

stop buying ZZAP! and you

wouldn’t want that, would you?

Steve Roff ,
Ashtead, Surrey

No we wouldn’t . . . Ooops! A

sliaht omission on our part it

seems, and another apology is

called for. Supercycle does have a

Hi~Score table on the disk version,

but in common with most games,

the cassette version of the game

doesn’t feature an updating Hi-

Score table. A bit surprised you

didn’t work that one out, though
LM

Dear Lloyd
I will start this letter in the time-
honoured tradition: I never write to
magazines but ... I felt I had to
state my views on two subjects.

First, let me tell you a story. On
the 10th July I trundled down to
my newsagent and bought Issue
16 of ZZAP! Great, I thought look-
ing at the cover, must be a review
of Green Beret But, even better,

upon turning to pages 98 and 99,

1

saw a review of a 128 game,
Kickstart 2. Since it was a SIZ-
ZLER, I saved up my pennies and
bought it, loaded it up into my

Oidf 128, and found a brill

What a happy story, you might
i thinking, but no! Now I see ini

subsequent Rraps, letters from
moaning 64ers complaining that
two pages out of 1 1 6 were given to
a 1 28 review, and I saw with horror
that you do not intend to review
any more 128 games! Just
because a 128 is 70 quid more
than a 64 doesn’t mean that us
128ers can buy every 128 game,
good or bad. We need a guide of
some sort, and ZZAP! is the only
mag yet to review a 128 game. In

my mind it does not seem that
64ers are going to miss the odd
page or two every so often. Since
128 games are coming out at a
very slow rate (only six have been
released since the 1 28 came out)
there would only be the occasional
review.

So, all you 128ers out there,
write in and show that a lot of
ZZAP’s readers own 128s and
would appreciate your reviewing
the few 128 games around. Any

64ers who do not want to read a
128 review can, I’m sure, summon
up the energy to turn the page and
ignore it.

Which brings me onto my other
gripe. I am sick of seeing letters in

Rrap from moaning minnies who
don’t like this feature, or don’t
agree with that review. If a reader
does not like an article don’t read
it! You don’t have to read every bit

of ZZAP! And please don’t write in

demanding such a such a section
be removed, there are other
people who probably like it. Also,
the ratings are not Gospel, so if

you buy a game and don’t like it,

don’t blame ZZAP! If you know
that you don’t like sports simula-
tions, don’t buy World Games just

because it was a GOLD MEDAL,
then complain by cluttering up
Rrap with boring letters. Leave it

free for more constructive criti-

cisms. Just remember that the rat-

ing are based on the reviewers’
opinions only and since not
everyone is Jazza or Gazza, not
everyone will like the games they
tike.

Marc Henry, Pinner, Middlesex

Maybe if lots of 128 owners wrote
in, there might be a slight change
ofpolicy in the future . . .but what-
ever the outcome, I tend to agree
with your view that some sections
ofthe magazine are likely to be dis-
liked by some people and raved
over by others. There is no simple
way to please everyone all of the
time— but we do try to please as
many people as often as we can.

LM

DISKSPEED 64
THE NEWESTAND THE BEST

Fast load/save cartridge yet DISKSPEED 64 is

compatible with 1541/70/71 drives.

DISKSPEED 64 cuts down loading, saving and
verifying times to a fraction of normal.

DISKSPEED 64 incorporates a reset button, fast file

copier, fast format, disk backup in approximately 2
minutes, and much more.

ONLY

GUARANTEE
At Turbosoft we are so confident in the qualityofourproducts we
willrefundyourmoney ifyou returnyourpurchase to us within28

days ofyour receipt, undamaged, with or without a valid

complaint.

ALSOAVAILABLE ONLYFROM US

TURBOSOFT SUPERKLONE

Fortape backup on Commodore 64/128, Vic, Pet home
computers.

Full instructions supplied.

No software required.

100% safe to use. 100% successful.
All you need to useSuperklone is yourcomputerand

access to 2 datacasettes.
Superklone will copy any tape program that will load
into your Commodore. In may cases the copy may be

of better quality than the original.

************++*+++*+*******+**++++*•************+*+++*++************+*

WARNING
It is an offence to copy copyright protected software for

gifts or resale

*****************+**+++*+*++*+*+*+++++**+*****++**+***+*****+*++++++*

STILL ONLY

To receive these products cross your cheque or
P.O. make it payable to Turbosoft and send off

today to

TURBOSOFT
74 SKIPTON ROAD, BARNOLDSWICK, COLNE,

LANCS BB8 5EG

and don’tforgetto includeyourname and address
DISKSPEED 64 £12.95 inc P & P
SUPERKLONE £8.95 inc P & P
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PERSECUTED
BY POST

Dear Lloyd
What has this magazine got
against me? I’ve been a reader
since Issue 1 and a subscriber
since Issue 2. I’ve never bought
CCI and enjoyed reading it, yet
how is it then, that I nearly always
get my copy of ZZAP! two days
late?

Once I had to ring subscriptions
to tell them that I had not got my
copy (about a week after it was on
sale!), and now it has happened
again with the latest, Issue 19. It

was on sale on Wednesday 9th
October, so I expected to get my
copy on Saturday. Nope, my copy
has gone astray again. (Do you
think someone in the Post Office

keeps pinching mine?) So, I

thought if I ring subscriptions on
Monday and tell them I haven’t had
my copy. I would have to wait until

Tuesday or Wednesday. I could
not wait so I went and bought a

copy from the newsagent! So I’ll

let you off this time!!

When my subscription runs out
I don’t think I will carry on with it, I’ll

just buy it off the shelf, it’s quicker

magI still think it’s a great
(shame about the service).

John Palmer, Tiverton. Devon

Sorry. Sorry. Everso Sorry. Ifyour
copies ofthe magazine are arriving
shrink-wrapped

, then the postie
can’tbe havingagoodreadatyour
expense, but if they’re not arriving

at all, something’s clearly going
wrong. There used to be delays
with subscription copies in the
past, but now subscribers ’ copies
are posted at our printers before
the lorries that deliver ZZAP! to
newsagents leave the premises.

We’ve definitely got nothing
againstyou . .

.

LM
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Dear ZZAP!
I can’t believe my eyes! I quote

from Simon Brown’s letter: ‘EVEN
I CAN SEE HOW (those) 1 7 YEAR
OLDS WOULD BE SLIGHTLY
PERSUADED BY THOSE REFER-
ENCES TO OLD FLATULENCE
BITTER’ oh yeah really, can just
picture it on Eastenders . .

.

Angie: Sharon, why are you drink-
ing?

Sharon: Well Mum, I read about
Old Flatulence bitter in ZZAP!

I mean can you imagine a 17 year
old being persuaded by a
magazine to drink by a magazine— yeah, his friends could per-
suade him but being persuaded by
a magazine?

Secondly, people who were
offended by words like CRAP, and
F’K’N. Have you just been born,
are you really trying to tell me your
schoolfriends and parents don’t
swear in front of you? But if these
words do offend you follow the 3
simple instructions

:

1. Don’t buy ZZAP!
2. Cut your ears off.

3. Pour acid in your eyes.
4. Fly to the sun.
Now, if ZZAP! had nude women

in it, I wouldn’t find it offensive but
I would call it unnecessary. But
ZZAP! has not, nor have any com-
puter mags (to the best of my
knowledge) included this type of
crap.

On to a more pleasant note, I

like ZZAP! a lot — it’s very good
and it being the best seller does
not surprise me. The only thing it

lacks is an ARCADE section, Okay,
it hasn’t anything to do with the
CBM64, but most people bought
the 64 with the idea of playing
games like them arcade thingies!
Malcolm Harrison, Reading,
Berkshire

Somehow, I doubt that ZZAPI’s
influence is all-powerful but you
never know ... As for the Arcade
idea, who knows what 1987 will

bring?

LM

* *

TARSTRUCK *

Dear ZZAP!
I collected six blue and six red
stars for the calendar in the
January issue. Having done this I

sent the calendar and a cheque for
£1 to cover postage and packing
to the address printed on the bot-
tom of the calendar. That was four
months ago. I wrote to US Gold
and I have received no reply and
still haven’t received the game
which I chose

(Infiltrator), although
US Gold have cashed the cheque
for postage and packing.
As the Calendar involved ZZAP!

64 1 wondered if you could help me
in getting my game sent to me as I

•fr# jv
^ can’t get a reply.

After waiting four months I have
nearly completed my second
calendar and I hope you can help
me and hurry them up for me.
Thank you.

P Hanlon, Stafford

I can only apologise on behalf of
US Gold here— but Gary tells me
your letter has been forwarded to
them. Infiltrator was only released
a few weeks ago (at the time of
writing), so with luck you should
have received Infiltrator by the
time you read this.

v LM
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Dear ZZAP! 64
The reason I’ve put penn to paper
(sorry couldn’t resist the pun) is

because that nauseating son of a
(cont page 202) Anthony Jacob-
son has again insulted ZZAP! by
saying:

‘ZZAP! are suggesting to their
readers that they should read CCI,
it shows very agreeable humility
when one magazine acknow-
ledges the superiority of another’.
How dare he! How on earth can

he carry on slagging off ZZAP!. He
goes on like his magazine is the No
1 bestseller. Maybe Mr Cream
Cracker is provoking an answer,
but I trust you are more sensible
than to waste publishing space on
a fool like him.

Also, in their September issue
he has Felix the Cat wearing rub-
ber gloves and holding a pair of
tongs. In the tongs is a radio active
lollipop, which is being sent to you.
But instead of ZZAP! they’ve put
Zzurps. Obviously this shows that
they are a bunch of twerps and I

can only conclude that the lollipop
became radio active after Mr
Cream Cracker had finished suck-
ing it.

Rocky Ming, Whatley Range,
Manchester

Well, I suppose if you've already
lost the war, allyou can do is snipe!
Like Eugene, Mr Jacobson seems
to be a man with an axe to grind

LM

DISKDEBATE
Dear Lloyd
I can’t help noticing that more and
more ZZAP! readers are becoming
worried about the amount of disk-
only software. But software
houses are obviously finding it

difficult to fit complicated games
on cassette and are being forced
either to put games on disk or just
stick to arcade conversions and
other unoriginal games.
Many readers complain that

they can’t afford a disk drive and
get themselves all worked up. But
if they can afford a 64 in the first

place then they should be able to
pay out the same amount again,
maybe a year or so later. See, it’s

simple really! If someone wants a
disk drive enough then they will
find a way to get one. This does

not apply to everyone, but to most
ZZAP! readers this should make
some sense.
Andrew Webley, Stoke-Sub-
Hamdon, Somerset

In an ideal world, everyone would
be able to afford a disk drive but
the truth is, not everyone can.
There are stillmany more 64 users
relying on cassettes to load prog-
ram than are using disks and
software houses are aware that
there’s a huge market for cas-
sette-based products — nearly
ten times as large as the market for
disk games.
Present day loaders load data

from cassette nearly as fast as a
disk drive running at normal
speed, so the waiting time need

I not be that much greater. Multi-
load diskproducts use disk turbos

I

which accelerate things rather
more, so the cassette system

I

starts to lag behind again.
It’s only really in the adventure

world that disk-only games have

I

been released, and they rely on
continual access during play. If

- you’re really keen on adventures,
I the day may come when buying a
disk drive may become more

I

essential, but otherwise there
shouldn’t be too much cause for

I

concern. Software houses tend to
know which side theirbread’s but-
tered on and are unlikely to move

I

away from cassette games for
some while.

I LM
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Dear ZZAP!
I have been a subscriber to your
jolly good magazine since the
beginning. Keep it up and prove
that the 64 is not dead and will be
around for quite a bit yet.

What concerns me more is not
the 64 however, but its big brother
the 128. I upgraded to this won-
derful machine as soon as it was
released, and since then I have
seen ONE review for it (Kikstart II)

and that is just a disk only version
of an utterly ancient game, on
which I had in it’s original incarna-
tion by Mr Chip Software ages
ago, and it cost me £8.00.

Software houses, what is your
problem?
Numerous software houses

have stated that they will provide
for the 1 28 when more people buy
it, but if there isn’t any software
(other than business — B-o-r-i-n-

g!) no-one will buy the machine
anyway. If it is cost that bothers
people — after owning seven 64’s
over a period of three or four years— the 128 is a godsend. Every-
thing about the machine is perfect

(Okay, there were a few very
annoying compatability problems,
but these seem to have been
ironed out now, thank you Ocean)
and after 64 BASIC, 1 28 Mode is a
joy to use.

I totally disagree with Tony
Crowther over the fact that ‘the

128 is just a 64 with a good
keyboard’. Have the bulls been in

here ‘cos I can smell something!
One hundred and twenty eight

kilobytes of memory! Read my lips

for Heaven’s sake! Just imagine
how much better games could be,
(not technically, but there would
be more! MORE of everything).

Commando ! Imagine a 128 Com-
mando ! Or Ghosts ’n’ (bad colli-

sion detection) Goblins\

Issue 19 contained two of the
most pathetic things I’ve read in

your magazine’s history: first the
question on Cameron Saunder’s
letter:

“Why the 128 review? It isn’t

ZZAP! 64/128 yet.”and secondly,
the reply:

“No-one liked the idea (review)

so that sort of 1 28 coverage won’t

To ZZAP! 64
Yes, I’ve now decided to write a
letter full of complaints, although I

may say something nice. I’ll start

with your US Gold calendar, last

one that is. After buying a sufficient

number of games, I cut the stars

out of ZZAP! spoiling my prized

collection for a game. I put a postal

order and the rest of the necessary
biz in an envelope and posted it

away. I still have no reply, so
please could you, being the mag
with the name, go and tell the
people down at US Gold to send
me my free game. I still feel uneasy
about my cut up ZZAP!s, but it

seems that you still have competi-
tions which need you to cut up the
magazine.

Please try an alternative as I

don’t have a colour copier nearby.
In your last ZZAP! I saw the ratings

for Druid, and after buying the
game I thought it was brilliant and
deserved a SIZZLER at the least. I

do admit I owe ZZAP! a great

favour as I thought about buying

*

(

Knight Rider, so I thank you for

that.

I may have complained here and
there, but I’m a loyal reader so
please answer my letter.

Andrew Banks, London

i

*

»

i

i

Your letter has been passed on to

US Gold Andrew, but if you
ordered a game which wasn’t
ready for release you may have
had to wait a while. Sorry for the

delay, in any event — matters
should be sorted out by the time

you read this. When it comes to

cutting up the magazine to enter a
competition, there’s no need to

get to a colour photocopier— an
ordinary one willdo fine, unless we
specifically need a coupon as was
the case in the first part of the

Gauntlet competition. Spot the

Difference competitions are obvi-

ously difficult . . . but you could
always copy out wordsquares and
entry forms in your best handwrit-
ing!

LM

be repeated in future.”

Cameron quite obviously
doesn’t own a 128 or he wouldn’t
have written that. Does he write in

to CRASH and complain about the
Spectrum 128 reviews? Did he
have a fit when he saw the review?
He didn’t have to read it, just like I

didn’t have to read the Atari Elek-
traglide preview. Humph.

I’ve said all I want to say. Please
read this letter in the spirit it was
written and give a mature reply; if

not at least take heed of my com-
ments.
Owen Bailey, Bassingham, Lin-

colnshire

Certainly, the extra capabilities of
the 128 mean that biggerand bet-
tergames can be written for it. The
problem is that software houses
have to spend more time, and
hence more money, developing a
larger game that takes advantage
of all the facilities offered by the
larger machine. They are less cer-

tain of recouping their costs at the
moment, because the number of
128 owners is still quite small.

Games written for the 64 require

a certain level of investment, and
software houses know that there

is a large market of 64 owners to

sell in to, and hence are fairly con-
fident of recovering their costs.

Until there are a lot more 128s out
there, writing a game specially for

the 128 machine is not going to be
an attractive proposition.

I What is likely to happen, is what

I happened on the Spectrum front,

I where companies began produc-

I ing enhanced versions of games

I

for the larger machine. If bigger,

,

better versions of 64 games
. appear, people may begin to see
the advantages ofowning the 128
and start to upgrade. Once the

user base for the 128 grows, it will
1 become commercially viable for

companies to start producing
original games for it. .

.

So don’t despair of ever seeing
another 128 review in the
magazine . .

.

LM

Dear Biased reviewers
Why, why, why are US Gold’s 1

games always given a good
review. Is it because they give

games to you and then you sell

them to us at a moderately cheap
price? Is it because that they are

distributors of NEWSFIELD’s new
software company THALAMUS?
Or is it because that you like to get

people to waste their money on
crappy games such as Infiltrator,

Super Cycle, and Beyond The For-

bidden Forest? Please print this

letter because I am sure that lots

of other people would love to know
why you are so biased towards US
Gold.
Dominic Sabatini, Jordanhill,

Glasgow

For none of those reasons,
Dominic. We aren’t biased
towards US Gold. Ifyou look back
through your ZZAP! collection,

paying a little more attention, you
will discover that US GOLD have
had a poor ride on occasions.
Look in Issue 15, for instance . .

.

New York City: 40%;Moon Shut-

tle; 13%; Neutral Zone; 9%; and
World Cup Carnival; 11%. If we
were favouring US Gold we might
have done better to have run a
competition for World Cup Carni-
val and avoided reviewing it, as
was the case in another
magazine. . .

.

No, if you look back into ZZAP!
history you will see that US Gold
have suffered from the slings and
arrows of poor reviews just as
much as anyone else— Legend of

the Amazon Women, Conan, Buck
Rogers — the list goes on. Given
the fact that the release many
more Commodore games than
any other software house they are
bound to get more good reviews
than anyone else — and it’s easy
to overlook the fact that they also
get more bad reviews.

As to the three game you cite,

I’m afraid it’s down to a matter of
personal taste — and in the case
of the three games you mention,
the majority of reviews they
received in the computer press
were favourable.

LM
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THE HEAT IS ON*
Get spellbound - and hot - with this unique medieval arcade adventure.

Another fast-moving, richly animated scorcher from 1985’s Programmer of the Year.
Steve Crow - author of ‘Wizard’s Lair” and “Starquake
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Available for Spectrum,
Amstrad and Commodore
SPECTRUM/AMSTRAD/
COMMODORE CASSETTE: £8.95

AMSTRAD DISK: £14.95

COMMODORE DISK: £T2.95

free Gift with every purchase
Offer closes 31st December

®
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\ For Moii Order send a cheque/P.O to
riewson Consultants Ltd. Oraer by Credit

\
Card sending your Access Barciaycard

number, and a specimen signature. Don't
forget to enclose your name and address.

nU
56b Milton Trading Estate, Milton, Abingdon, Oxon. OX'.d 4RX

As port of our continuing development of innovative software we are aiwayshappy to evaluate software sent to us witn o view to publication
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Commodore 64 available November 20th
Spectrum & Amstrad available February

Ihhhh
.

Sales dept.,

Castle Lodge, Castle Green,

Taunton, Somerset TA1 4AB
England Telephone (0823) 54489 & 54029

* R.R.P. £9.95
•

Trade enquiries to C^entresoft

on 021 356 3388

software getting harder

.
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Micropool Int. Ltd

4 Mercury House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston
Berks RG7 4QW
England

Tel: (07356) 77486



Dear Lloyd
I m not sure quite how to say this.
I read your review of Graphic
Adventure Creator, bought a copy
and then settled down to create
my latest masterpiece.

For days we puzzled as to the
meaning of ‘AOT, then, this morn-
,n9> my graphics designer col-
lapsed in hysterics. Realising that
it would have to be rude to cause
such hilarities I looked again. Then
the truth dawned and I too became
helpless with laughter. After an
hour

, and much tittering, I thought
I’d write and let you in on our dis-

covery. For unless I am greatly
mistaken^ ‘AOT’ stands for ‘arse
over tit’! ^

Just what type of filthy,

depraved mind does the program-
mer have, to believe that it could
get by unnoticed! Your secret is
out!!

Colin, Rhos on Sea, Clwyd, LL28
4NU. . lip

Dear Lloyd
During the past few issues, the
price of software has been much
debated and criticised. But why?
If people can afford £200 worth of
computer equipment and decent
joystick, not forgetting a portable
TV if they haven’t got one already,
then why quibble over the £10.00
price-tag of software? I agree that
various products are indeed over-
priced for what they are, but for
quality games such as Leader
Board

, Summer Games II, Ghosts
‘n ’ Goblins etc etc, surely it’s not
too much to ask.
What else could you do with

your well-earned tenner you may
ask? How about a couple ofWham
albums, a Manchester United
football shjrt, over 50 cans of
baked beans!!
The choice is yours, but I know

which I’d pick
A further point: bad language.

To all those potential Mary
Whitehouses out there— we’re allM I

men (or indeed women) of the
%orld and a few naughty words
isn’t going to transform us into a
bunch of drunken, foal mouthed
mugs. Remember, the average
reader is aged between 15 and 1 7,

b uses
9 in a
spding

the words in questior
while, so why bother
that they don’t exist!! 1

Thanks ZZAP!, for beir
and mature magazine.
Matthew Spencer,
South Yorkshire

x/ life*
You may be right about one ‘ten-
ner

| but tenner after tenner after

Annoyspeopb%ost°
bably Wh&t

Still, a great deal of work goes into
a game nowadays and providing
you get a game which has lasting
appeal, software represents good
value for money when it comes to
spending hard-earned cash on
entertainment.

LM

new controversy aboutthe use of
certain words in utility programs

COUNTING ONADVERTISERS
Dear Lloyd
I m sorry to say that me and my
brother are very disappointed. We
have all the ZZAP! 64’s since the
magazine started — we’ve
enjoy^ them ail. But when I

I was

but as the money we are paid for
them goes a long way towards
paying our bills we’d have to
charge around £3.00 for each
copy of the magazine. Some
people might be happier, but I’m
SL^e most of our readers find the
advertisements a very useful

Metinf°rmati0n 3nd W0M

pages'in’ the No%mber
V
fssue,

some 67 pages were occupied by
advertisements, which is hardly
‘nearly every page’. It’s not even
every otherpage . .

.

LM

MoDEldisappointed at all the
there was.
There was loads of

we just kept on ignorin
every page was full of advertising.
Can’t you do anything about it?
Steven Griffiths, Castle Brom-
wich, Birmingham

We could leave the advertise-
ments out of the magazine totally,

Dear Lloyd
I have just got Issue 1 9, and have
found there is no COMPUNET
page. I wouldn’t mind normally,
but I have just brought a modem
this very month. I hope it will return
soon (By the way, does everyone
know that they can get a modem^ 3 months subscription to
COMPUNET for just £18.50!)
Why Is it that every time I send a

high score in, the next month the
Scorelord stops printing scores on
that game? I have sent a score in
for Jeep Command (which I think
is brilliant, and should have got a
higher rating.)

Also will you stop having so

many comps that rely on art,
because if you’re no good at art
(like me) there’s no point in enter-
ing.

State OnT«ni
Meir Heath>

stoke-On-Trent,

Norma/ Compunet service has
been restored this month, cour-
tesy of Gary Liddon. Sorry for the
break in transmission.

s!ow
bapS y°U arG B bit t0°

Sorry you’re no good at art —
Oli tellsme thatpractice is the sec-
ret. . .

.

Dear Lloyd
I plead that you publish this letter
to make all aware of the ridiculous
prices for C64 software, owing to
the distributors such as Ozi Soft.
Using pound conversions I shall let THE LAST POWER SUPPLY YOU’LL

EVER NEED. . .

.

GUARANTEED!
A1 SupaSmooth
1 ft The ultimate heavy dutyCBM 64 power suddIv

2-year guarantee
ft ft Life-time service deal
ft ft 100% British-made

From all good retailers, or in case of difficulty, direct from
Britain s leading manufacturers - £24.95 Dost free

nary, Uridium, Yie Ar Kung Fu,
Empire, Shogun, and so on cost
£22.50 each! No, no p»istak3
that’s £22.50 compared with
£9.95 in England. Mastertronic
£1 .99 games cost £5.50 and pick-
ing up great software for under
£1 5.00 is extremely difficult. These
prices are just far too outrageous
and there is no way that I can
afford these prices. If any software
companies are reading this, then
please get your act together and
cut the drastic distribution cost.
Please print this letter, as the UK
has a right to know of these prices.

Auntie Aggie in ZZAP! Mail Order
could prove to be the answer to
your prayers. She tells me that
overseas readers can buy
software from her— use the form
that appears onpage 132/133 this
issue. AHyou have to do is add 70p
per item to cover the cost of sur-
face mail and send a Giro or

made payable to
NEWSFIELD for the appropriate
Sterling amount Drop her a line if

you want to find out how much it

would cost to send your order by
Air Mail.

LM

RUDEPROGRAMMER!

PRICES UP
U3QNn
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ILLEGITIMACYCOMPLAINT
Dear ZZAP! Rrap
Old hawk eye here (yours truly) has
spotted something rather dubious
in a friend’s copy of Commodore
User (I have enclosed the screen
shots in question.

While at first my friends and I

thought it was quite amusing (for

about thirty seconds) we felt we
must put pen to paper and tell the

civilised world about this attack on
how the weightlifter/archer was
conceived, any way enough of this

waffle.

The point of this letter is to tell all

ZZAP! readers who can’t abide
bad language that ZZAP! is far

‘tamer’ than some magazines cur-

rently on the market. So if you
really want something to moan

IteJlIl*,

mill its

about, buy Commodore User —
November issue — and turn to

page 55 and take a close look at

the screen shots of the review of

Go for Gold I wrote to them and
gave them a good wrist slapping

Dear Lloyd
I don’t know how old R J Downer
is (whose letter was printed in

Issue 1 8), but I can guess he must
be over 30. 1 say this because, like

most adults of that age, they just

don’t know about kids today.

I am 14, and know well the

words used in THE MUSICIANS’S
BALL, and have used them myself
many times before. I laughed as I

read and re-read the article— Rob
Hubbard seems a very funny per-

son.

But what I want to say is that the
“12 year old school person” prob-
ably already knows the words
used— I know I did two years ago,
and even further back.
So the article hasn’t made any

foul-mouthed kids out of quiet 1%
year olds, because they already

are well aware of such words!
Chris Fagg, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire

'

PS Did you spot this? I found it in

my younger brother’s BUSTER
comic. Can’t you do them under
the “No material may be repro-

duced in whole or in part ’’bit

at the front of the mag?

*

fe-

Hmm. I seem to rememf
some Hypersports previei

once had ‘‘ACGARE
status area— a clear

Ashby Computers and Graphic
.

more commonly known as Ulti*

mate. Has anyone else spotted
similar naughty moves on the part

ofreviewers? TLM

; *

There isan argument thatsays that

swear words are only words and,

according to the ‘sticks and
stonesffieory, are harmless. It

depends how you use them, how-
ever, I would re-iterate my com-
ments made in reply to RJ
Downer’s letter in which I said that

the ‘rude ’ words were used by the

interviewees and were part and

parcel of the conversation. Not an
ideal situation, maybe, but the arti-

cle was a report on the conversa-
tion that took place.
Swear words are part of life as

you rightly say Chris, and I doubt
WatiZZAP! readers met the con-
tentious vocabulary for the first

time in their lives when they read
MUSICIAN’S BALL.

The next correspondent also

spotted a remarkable similarity to

the ZZAP! logo in a certain comic

LOGO
PIRACY?
Dear ZZAP!
I was just looking through my
brother’s BUSTER comic when I

noticed that you have started

advertising in it. Can you explain

the meaning of this introduction!

G Scott, Market Deeping, Nr
Peterborough

Not advertising, that’s forsure!My
mother used to say that imitation

is the highest form of flattery, and
I can only think that this is a prime
example of an artist’s subcon-
scious being influenced by some-
thing he has read. Maybe ournew
Publishing Executive will write a
letter to the publishers of BUS-
TER?

V.

. A

k

Dear Lloyd
' ' '

‘

u

• rook produced some fine looking

After reading ZZAP! Rrap in Issue m metallic graphics, it does not enti-

19 1 thought I must put forward myw tie him to be the only person who
views. ^ can use them.
On the issue of swearing in your And so, onto ‘ Karate Games’,

pages, the MUSICIAN’S BALL • Having purchased Fist II I must say
was an interview conducted by a this is the best Karate game yet

normal person with normal • released. Please stop putting

people, (yes, I do think Rob Hub- games down because of their

bard is a normal person). However, • theme. For example how many
there is a limit to what I would call ^ games can you think of that

acceptable language. I would w involve stopping a meteor collid-

think twice about buying ZZAP! if q ing with earth?

you started printing words like F— One more point..

K, this is too explicit and I would # Congratulations Thalamus for

expect to see these sort or words the greatest game ever
printed in pornographic • Sanxion.
magazines. I trust the editorial staff _ Norman
have the sense to realise what is

“
tasteful. For all of you who are wor- f
ried about younger members of

w
your family reading these words— £
I was, and so were a lot of other

people I know, using words worse #
than this when I was 6 years old.

Now to the subject of com- •

Kent
Potter, Folkestone,

181* m

panies copying games. With refer-

Don’t you think that F-K is more
likely to setayoung and inquisitive

mind wondering what the missing
letters are and why the word is so
important? Perhaps it is time to

bring this debate to a close,

ft seems Mr Colley’s Basildon

ence to Dave Colley’s letter (Issue w Bond notepaper didn’t get him
19), Sanxion is nothing like f that far, after all ..

.

Uridium. Okay, it uses Bass Relief LM
graphics! Just because Mr Brayb- #
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Dear Sir

I recently purchased Melbourne
House’s Fist II. Upon reading the
instructions and observing the
screen shots on the inlay I thought
to myself, “I have a good buy
here!”. WRONG! The inlay card, in

my opinion, is the biggest amount
of drivel I have ever read.
What are Melbourne House

playing at? Not only did the
instructions thoroughly mislead,
the screen shots are misleading
too. The shots must have been on
a computer with a much bigger
memory capacity than the ‘64

because they looked arcade qual-
ity. Also the instructions say that
when you enter the temple a trig-

ram appears on the mat. I enter
and sit straight on the mat and
nothing happens! Needless to say
the game isn ’t the best Melbourne
House have produced.
Another niggling feature is that

after you are well into the adven-
ture the enemy approaches and
attacks. When you have dealt with
him another soldier attacks you
before you can even breathe. I

went on like this for seven soldiers
without success so I had to turn off

the computer in despair.
I know I’ll probably get a load of

people slagging me off, but I have
scored 1 78,400 and learned 3 sec-
rets so I’m not talking out of my
hat.

The best part of Fist II is the
reverse side with the tournament
on it. That is what I call fun! ft

This is how I would rate the
game.

PRESENTATION 86%
The usual Melbourne House jar-

gon.

(

GRAPHICS 75%
Although at first very pleasant, it

i soon becomes clear that not an
awful lot of work has gone into it.

SOUND 42%
' The music is too repetitive to be
good and the sound effects aren’t
half as good as they were on
Exploding Fist

HOOKABILITY 91%
At first sight a pleasing game with
a grip which makes you keep play-
ing that extra game.

LASTABILITY 79%
But, after a while the thought ‘Is it

worth getting killed one more
time?’ creeps into your mind.
ZZAP! 64 is a betterway to pass an
hour.

VALUE FOR MONEY 84%
Only rates highly because there
aretwo games for the price of one.

OVERALL 69%
Although initially very impressive,
too many niggling things creep
into the program. Only for avid
Exploding Fist fans.

Oh, well you’ve heard my feelings
on the game and you’ll probably
not print this letter because it will

cause such an uproar but, there
you go.
Alan Scott, Peckham, London

Nice to see such a set of opinions
about a game so clearly and posi-
tively expressed Alan.

'

LM

Dear Lloyd
After purchasing Rainbird’s Art

the
'MDleT h°me *° find thatme sample screens on sidp tw,nwould not load, so I consulted the

booklet
V Cti

° t

°f *he f«onDooklet. As instructed
I returnpd

to

6
RafnhirH

(W
h
thout Packaging)

\A/n.v?
nb rd who claimed thev

retenn
r

fh
PlaCe 11 free of charge andrefund the postage. Not only did I

l«m offcf'oX"toKVSonly on an item worth £10 00 or

dep
r

artment
hrOU^h their mail

inm^
th
^
be a warnir>g to anyone

proaram
d
nn|

t

r

h 3 faulty Rainh'>d
° return it direct buthrst try their dealer for a replace-

Yor
S
Se°

ni,e
’ WarmSW°rth, S

ZZApf
d
t
y°U letteron t0 °ne oftheZAP. team who 'phoned PaulaByrne at Rainbird. It seemTnf,

look- ITl

T

ble^eoflad
wnur

yo
,

u should have receivedyour replacement rather mr>r&
quickly thanyou did, andsoToneforgot to refund the postaae Thf
voucher you received% the vlu

pfiments °to

WT Fia 'nb 'rd ’s com- ,

to everyone who he?Prodterns with one of theproduct?and should have been acmmpanted with a refund foryourpost
fhit

C°StS By the "me. you r£ad

from^Pau^a, °togethe,^with a rlfund

ont7lhTn^TZ SOlVed
’ SOit

’

S

imHH
Dear Lloyd and Co.,
More things to moan about
Gripe 1: The Software

section. I assume there are a
of your female readers writing in to
complain about how degrading
this section is. Although I am male,
I have to say I agree with them. I

am utterly disgusted. Next.
Complaint 2: This letter in Issue

17 from Alan Weir. First of all, the
reviewers in all magazines seem
to spend a lot of time defending
their views in the letter columns.
Naturally, they are entitled to their
points of view, as is Mr Weir (who
is exercising his right of free
speech). I feel, however, that if he
disagrees, he should complain to
the reviewer in question (Richard
Bradbury), and give him a chance
to explain his views.
Mr Weir also insults the otherCU

reviewers. This is even more
unfair. Insults to them and CU in

general are basically unjustified—
CU obviously appeals to some
(like me), otherwise it would not
continue to circulate.

Incidentally, it seems somewhat
of a coincidence that Mr Weir
stumbled across the drawing
POKE by himself — it appears
accredited to a John Palmer in the
same issue ofCU that Mr Weir had
such a good time slagging. Curi-
ous, is it not?
Moan 3: Denton Design’s

Inferno. I don’t know whether the
ZZAP! team have read Dante
Alighieri’s phenomenal Divine
Comedy (Best version translated
by Mark Musa, Penguin Classics,
plug, plug), or whether the minor
indiscretion arises from the
Denton adaptation, but in the
Comedy, Dante (protagonist as

I well as author) is so near to dam-
I nation that the only means to save
I his soul is for God to provide the

I
means for him to see God’s Divine
Justice in action. Therefore he
walks to avoid not damnation, not
as a result of damnation. Sorry.
End of the Erratum. Whitey

asked if anyone recommended
any good books. Try Edding’s Bel-
gariad, or any by Piers Anthony.
Bye for now

KILBS, Lutterworth, Leicester-
shire

PS Software Cuties: any chance
of a poster, or a double-page col-
our special?
PPS Surely Activision can’t let

Addictive get away with that!
Come on, Claire!

A poster indeed! Yet you think the
whole section is degrading. Time
you developed a consistent line on
sexism I think ‘KILBS’. Mr Weir’s
conscience is his own affair when
it comes to passing on borrowed
material — no-one in the office
reads CU that closely.

In fairness
, Alan Weir only cited

one specific example of apparent
ineptitude on the part of the CU
reviewing team and perhaps went
a little far in condemning out of
hand . .

.

/ agree with your suggested
reading list, particularly Prostho
Plus by Piers Anthony — one of
my favourite science fiction books.
The so-called ‘Spiky Haired Ones ’

have wasted their youth in

arcades, so couldn’t really be
expected to pick up on the finer

aspects of early Italian literature

LM

AT I

COMMODORE SPARES
AT REALISTIC PRICES WITH FREE SOCKET

CIA 6526 £17.99
MPU 6510 £17.99
PLA 906114-01 £18.99
ROM 901226-01 £15.99

C64 POWER SUPPLY

ROM 901227-03
ROM 901225-01
SOUND 6581
RAM 4164

UNITS £26.99

£15.99
£15.99
£17.99
£2.49

All prices include post & packing, handling and VAT — or send your faulty
f. for free f"*

— " J * "computer and P.S.U. estimate and repair from £9.99-1- parts

Spectrum Low Price Software List Available
SEND CHEQUE/P.O. TO ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD WELCOME

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FY5 3NE

TH. (0253) 822708
TRADE ENQUIRIESWELCOME Send large S.A.E. for full list
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GIRLIEPENNSLAMMED
Dear Gary Penn
Firstly, before I have a good gripe,
I’ve got to say that usually you’re
an excellent reviewer and that the
mag is super-doops. Now the
grovelling is over, I would like to
get to the main point of my letter.

It seems that I read in a 77AP-
back on the games reviewed in

Issue 2 — about On-court tennis— that you and Jazz were rather
angry (to say the least) that the
game got a SIZZLER because only
the Editor liked it. When I read
about this

,

/ was disgusted that a
truly second rate game got a good
review. Since you have become
Editor, I have seen this happening:
let me explain.

In the review of Alley cat, Jaz-
zapaz (strange concatenation of
Jazzand Paul—LM) were ecstatic
about the game, whereas you
weren’t very impressed (can’t

understand why!) The game got
89% but if the marks were taken
by majority the game would surely
have been a SIZZLER! It seems to

me that you, as Editor, have
decided to outrank the two menial,
paltry reviewers and say ‘no’.

This seems to me to be a bit of
hypocritical thing for you to do,
and if this is shades of future times
then CU (ugh) may find they have
another reader. I hope you read
this letter and reply, as this is the
only case that I could find, but
surely this is enough.

Otherwise, the mag is great and
programmer’s profiles and MUSI-
CIAN’S BALL (!) are great.

Tony Walker, Speke, Liverpool

Gary is peeking over my shoulder
at the moment and is telling me in

very strong terms— MUSICIAN’S
BALL terms in fact— that this was
not the case. All the final marks on
reviews are arrived at after discus-
sion, and there is no way he can
impose his personal views on a
review— even now he’s Editor.

So there you have it.

LM

BROKivci\
Dear ZZAP! 64
Ever since I started reading ZZAP!
I have been overwhelmed by the
standard of the reviews, chal-
lenges, ZZAPstick reviews, tips

and so on.

However, I was not so pleased
after taking your advice in

ZZAPstick (Issue 1 7) on the Micro
Pro, when it broke after only 6
weeks whilst playing a very non-
strenuous game, (Spy vs Spy It).

I have just sent it off and am
awaiting a replacement.

After sending it off I read the
review again noting the last few
lines “A quality joystick that won’t
let you down when the going gets

tough. If it does then you’re an ani-

mal who ought to be locked up.”
My friends make fun of this to

my disgust and they keep calling

me an animal.

Am I an animal?
M Padwick, Worthing, Sussex

Vies. ^
And so are your friends who are

making fun of you. In the strict

sense of the word, we’re all ani-
mals — but I doubt you ought to
be locked up. Perhaps you just
don’t know your own strength? In

which case, I would advise your
friends to watch out. . .

.

LM

And so another Rrap ends, and with it, another year. I’ll still be here
looking through your letters in 1987, although where I’ll find the time
from I m not sure — the L M team is storming ahead with IssueOne of the new magazine that carries my initials. If I want to make
Tu

re
«

et a more than a Pittance from the deal I negotiated with
The Powers That Be, I will have to make some representations. . .

.

A full service for my Hermes and a new ribbon is not quite what I had
in mind.
Pass on your views on life and the living of it to me at the usual

address: ZZAP! RRAP, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire, SY8 1DB.
Happy New Year!
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A mustforall sports fans. If you thrilled
to Football Managerthisone is

unquestionably for you.

This is an American “Football Manager” with all the
I enjoyment of building a team that can climb up

through the leagues to win the Superbowl.
Not only will you manage the quality of your

players, but also direct each gameplay throughout
every match, thus driving your chosen team to
success.

“Addictive have tackled a difficult job well.” <
„ Your Computer - October '86

* Sinclair User October '86

Post to: Addictive Games • 10 Albert Road • Bourns

Headcoach • Spectrum

Headcoach • Commodore 64
Cheque/Postal Order/Access

Name
AddressVm Addictive Games Ltd •

10 Albert Road • Bournemouth
Dorset BH1 1BZ • Tel: 0202-296404
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There’s that evil renegade, whooping it up in his stolen UH1X. And
just to show he means business he’s fired an ATA in your general
direction. Eeek!

Pursuing UFOs across the sparkling oceans of Bermuda. All in a
day’s work for your average Super Huey pilot

To be honest, I’ve

never been
enthralled by
psuedo flight

simulations.
However, Super Huey II has a
great deal going for it. The
controls are relatively easy to
operate and can be mastered
without too much difficulty.

The actual flight simulation
part of the game can become
slightly tedious, but just when
you feel like switching the
whole thing off, a mysterious
dot appears on the landscape
and livens up things no end.
The action can be quitefraught
at times, but very satisfying
when youcome out safe. Over-
all, this one of the best flight

simulations available. Don’t
miss it.

There is also a comprehensive
radar system which can be used in

conjunction with the computer to
find out your current position, plot

a course or find the location of a
trouble spot, rescue target or other
aerial target.

The rest of the controls are
automatic display areas which
show the numerous functions of
the helicopter. These come into

action when the situation necessi-
tates their use. If things get too
bad, the helicopter will completely

26 ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986
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SUPER HUEY II
US Gold, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick and keys

P aul Norman’s Super Huey
simulated the UH1X
helicopter. Now a simula-

tion of the new improved version
of that legendary chopper, the
UH2X, has appeared in the guise
of Super Huey II. The new
helicopter has over fifty different

gauges and indicators, and a
sophisticated computer system.
There are also six new missions
incorporated in the simulation
which provide a variety of situa-

tions and scenarios.

Through logical movements of
the joystick, the chopper can bank
and yaw left or right and change its

pitch so that it climbs and dives
(increasing or decreasing its

speed as it does).
The primary control gauges

show your altitude, velocity and
the engine and rotor rpm, and are
the most used while flying the
helicopter. Secondary controls
include a computer (complete with
VDU), which can carry out a variety

of highly useful functions including
computing your current position,

reporting on your current naviga-
tion signal, fuel supply and condi-
tion of base areas, and can esti-

mate the time to helicopter failure

if damage has been received.

shut itself down and everything
explodes, giving you a chance to
land using the auto rotation

technique.
The six missions incorporated in

the program are: renegade, gulf of
TERROR, BRUSH FIRE, 0IL.FIRE, ARCTIC
rescue and Bermuda triangle. The
first two are action scenarios in

which you have to activate the
weapons system of the helicopter
(twin 9MM machine guns and ATA
missiles) and go to war. In

renegade a UH1X helicopter has
been stolen by a madman who has
threatened to destroy all the
bases. Naturally this can’t be
allowed to happen, so using the
onboard radar system you must
track down and confront him in a
kill or be killed situation. The sec-
ond of the action situations

employs you as a reconnaissance
pilot, checking on shipping move-
ment and possible terrorist



activities along the Gulf coast.
There are gunboats and sub-
marines patrolling the area and
hostilities could flare at any time

The
Huey program
was brilliant. The
exciting 30
graphics, brilliant

sound and thrilling missions
put it in a class above other
flight simulators. Now the
program has been rewritten
with better graphics and some
really neat missions, which
have far more action than the
first. Bermuda Triangle is a
really great idea and one which
works really well — wait until
you start discovering its mys-
teries! The Gulf of Terror is a
personal favourite «— there’s
lots to do, especially when war
is declared and all the ships
start lobbing STA’s at you! If
you’ve always thought flight
simulators were boring, then
take a look at this one and
you’ll see how wrong you
were.

The second set of scenarios are
mercy missions which require you
to, amongst other things, rescue
civilians and deal with uncontrol-
led fires. Brush fire gives the pilot
the chance to use the UH2X’s new
fire-fighting abilities. Flying low
over the hottest parts of the fire
(using the computer to work out
and display them on the radar),
you must drop cannisters of C02,’
rather like a bombing run. If you’re
too slow the engine will suck in the
rising hot air, causing it to overheat
and shut down. The second mercy
mission entails just about every
aspect of flying a UH2X, as you fly
in to rescue the workers on an oil
rig which has been set ablaze by
terrorist forces. As well as fighting
the fire you also have to pick up
survivors and monitor the area for
any further hostilities. Another
rescue mission takes place in the
adverse conditions of the North
Pole as you fly out and rescue a
party of scientific researchers who
have become lost in a blizzard.
The final mission is Bermuda

Triangle, an observation mission
where you follow the course of a
craft which has recently disap-

'^.OvlrandoLT^ •

b'azi"9 °H ri9 “ UH2X "*"9 in to investigate

peared without a trace. You’ve
heard about the mysteries of the
Devil’s Triangle, now go and find
them out for yourself.
Each mission begins with a few

seconds of digitised speech, giv-
ing you a clue or setting the scene
for the task which lies ahead. After
that you’re on your own . .

.

PRESENTATION 93%
The simulation has been
designed so that it’s easy to fly.

and the instructions are very
informative if you suffer flyinq
problems.

GRAPHICS 81%
Effective 3D, great cockpit lay-
out and some neat visuai effects

SOUND 86%
Amazing helicopter sound and
rough but effective speech
H00KABILITY81%
Easy to fly, but the missions
require perseverance before
they can be appreciated.

LASTABILITY 90%
f
he six missions are varied and

tough and will keep you airborne
for months.

VALUE FOR MONEY 86%
A couple of million quid cheaper
than the real thing, but just as
much fun.

OVERALL 89%
One of the best flight simulations
available on the 64 today. An
essential buy for any budding

\

lx\ ^0

I found Super
Huey II slightly

disappointing at
first as the UH2X
isn’t as easy to

control as the UH1X, and on
the whole it doesn’t feel as
exhilarating to fly as its pre-
decessor. However, Super
Huey II does feature six
detailed and demanding mis-
sions (compared to Super
Huey’s three) which are far
more absorbing and provide a
greater lasting challenge. Not
a vast improvement over the
original— more of a step side-
ways in fact — but definitely
worth a look if you enjoyed
Super Huey or like a decent
simulation cum arcade game.
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FLASH GORDON
Mastertronic Added Dimension, £2.99 cass, joystick only

F
lash! I love you, but you’ve
only got twenty four hours to
save the world! That famous

call rings out once more as Flash
prepares for an intergalactic three
part adventure. Once more that
evil despot, Ming of Mongo, has
targeted Earth with his deadly
planet killer missiles. To stop him
destroying life as we know it Flash
must foil his dastardly plan, by
finding and killing the baldy
emperor.
From his headquarters on Earth,

Flash flies a shaky course— finally

crash-landing on Mongo. He
winds up in a dense jungle popu-
lated by hideous creatures with
only one thought on their minds—
doom and despair for our hero.
The forest is based on unstable
ground, and in certain places the
earth has broken away, causing
crevasses to open up their gaping
jaws. Luckily, Flash is an agile sort

Flash Gordon —
certainly a name
to be reckoned
with. To be hon-
est I had my

doubts whether Mastertronic
could do it justice. But they
have, and the final product is

superb. Three games of qual-
ity, with a superb soundtrack
which makes one excellent
buy. Whereas some games try
to include multiple sections in

one package and don’t suc-
ceed, Flash has been so well
thought out that none of it

becomes tiresome. The three
segments have something for
everyone: exploration set in a
forest, a bash ’em up and
finally a fast action game.
There’s no harm in splashing
out a measly three quid for
this, as you’re bound to find
some of it appealing— even if

it is only the music!

of bloke and possesses a powerful
spring in his legs allowing him to
clear these gaps without too much
trouble.

During his travels Flash encoun-
ters apes that leap down from the
trees, snakes which hang in wait,
and skeletons of people previously
killed in the forest that are now
seeking their revenge. Most of
them can be killed by Flash’s
amazingly trusty laser gun which
never leaves his side.

Flash has three positions from
which he can aim and shoot —
high, medium and (you guessed it)

low. He has twelve shots to start

off with, but more may be col-
lected from the abandoned ammo
trunks that litter the forest floor.

Further on in this flick screen
arcade adventure part of the
game, Flash encounters the more
vicious elements of the forest such
as fire-breathing dragons that
shuffle along the floor (for real!),

and the treacherous tiger who
guards the exit.

Throughout the adventure,
Flash’s life depends on the time
remaining. The more attacks he
succumbs to, the quicker the time
passes— the time is recorded by
a small clock at the bottom of the
screen.

Once Flash has deciphered the
maze of the jungle, and defeated
the tiger, he can leave. The exit

leads to a large plain where he
stumbles upon one of Ming’s min-
ions who he recognises as Prince
Barin. Flash realises that this man
would be a useful ally, however the
only way that he can win his

respect is by beating him sense-
less at hand to hand combat. The
state of play in this epic struggle is

depicted as a tug of war below the
two fighting figures. This indicates
how close either the Prince or
Flash is to victory — Flash must
pull the centre bar all the way to
the left to defeat Barin and gain the
help he needs. Many moves are at
Flash’s disposal, but no matter
how he chooses to fight it’s advis-

l
pays

“ “*1 Si

able for him to do it in sudden
bursts, as this soon tires Barin, and
thus speeds Flash’s victory.

The third and final section of this
adventure sees Flash on his jet-

bike hurtling across a gridded
landscape. In order to build up his

speed in this section, a number of
flying guards need to be elimi-

nated, and each one that he lets

slip by just makes life harder for
him. Once travelling at speed, pas-
sing through the Gates of Power
builds up the bike’s energy. Hav-
ing survived the onslaught of the
guards, Flash now finds himself
flying through a minefield. All he

This has got to be
bargain of the
year. It makes a
lot of full priced
products seem

very silly indeed. The three dif-

ferent sections are all very
good and stand up quite easily
on their own as top budget
releases. With them all

together for £2.99 you just
can’t go wrong. I’d say the
weakest of the three is the first

game since it can gefa bit bor-
ing, but the other two more
than make up for this. The
multi-load system works bril-

liantly and very speedily as
well. All in all an excellent pac-
kage worth three quid of any-
one’s money.

needs to do here is to steer a clear
path through without touching
anything, as each contact with a
mine depletes his energy — very
quickly.

Once Flash has successfully
negotiated the minefield, he
catches sight of the dreaded Ming
as he flashes past on his Jet-bike.
Flash must eliminate him quickly
as his retaliation can be fatal. Once

This is a really

neat budget title

which comprises
an arcade adven-
ture, a mini beat

em up and a shoot em up sec-
tion! All the different parts of
the program are very good,
and even through they’re all

loaded in separately it doesn’t
detract from the game at all.

The graphics are pretty good
on the whole and the sound is

really great with brilliant Rob
Hubbard title screen music
and in-game soundtrack, if

you want to spend three quid
on something worthwhile then
take a look at this.

the swaggering dictator is

destroyed, then our hero has done
it! Done what? Saved the Earth of
course, remember . . . ?
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^ this all time coin-op favourite
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trusty hammcr as he climbs the girders in down town New York
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6 SCfCens and fast moving action, dodge boards, fireballs and much much moree final screen remove the rivets in the structure to finally bring the beast crashing down

SPECTRUM COMMODORE
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Nintendo SPECTRUM ^MSTRAD
JUndicatesTrademark of Nintendo, licensed by Ocean Software Limited, authorised user. All Rights Reserved.
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Imagine Software (1984) Limited *6 Central Street•A/lanchesterM2 5NS*Teli

Take control of Mag Max and search the planet for

the component parts; As the assembly takes place

his power and defences will increase. You will also

discover special craters which will transport Max to

the underground levels where more dangers lurk.

Armaments consist of Super-

^

*
Laser with which you must

;
-

eliminate all aliens and their

structures. Defeat or be defeated.

Mag Max - robo-centurian.

impossible

Pyramids
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Galvan the sole
surviving member of the
Cosmo Police, your
imperative assignment
is to eliminate all

adversaries in the
underground Techno
Caverns of the planet

Officially licensed coin*op
game from Nichibutsu.
Follow up to Moon Cresta.
Now for your home computer
Pilot your space fighter over

Cynep. They are

by Androids, Robots and

or >; your task would seem
3 v

9 it not for the Power
sc ared at random through
ov vrinth.
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© Twentieth Century Fox

AVAILABLE ON
Amstrad CPC cassette

Amstrad CPC disk

Commodore 64/128 cassette

Commodore 64/128 disk

ZX Spectrum 48/128K/+^ggk i Y° u are led into the heart of the bizarre

underworld ruled by the ancient Mandarin

—,m Warlord, Lo Pan.
' M M"m m m m Your mission -to rescue the beautiful green

t 4 eyed Miao Yin before she is sacrificed to a

/uQjK&1 demon -

#C/* Playing ALL three of the film s great heroes

-

m ffoHHr I w American Jack ‘the lad' Burton, martial art

expert Wang Chi and ancient magician Egg Shen - defeat Lo Pan and

his unearthly body of supporters as the evil unfolds around the ancient

Warlord and his pact with a demon.

31 Carlton Crescent, Southampton SOI 2EW

Mail Order: Electric Dreams Software, 23 Pond Street, Hampstead

London NW3 2PN



GALIVAN
Imagine, £8.95 cass, joystick ortly

O ver the last few years,
numerous members of the
most elite law enforcement

agency, the Cosmo Police, have
been assigned the task of seeking
out the origins of the evil generated
from the planet Cynep. All those
sent on the mission have failed to
return, presumed dead, killed in

action. Now you, the remaining
active member of the force, have
been asked to do what the rest of
the force have failed to do —
penetrate and neutralize Cynep ’s

hazardous defences and finally
bring an end to its reign of terror.

Unfortunately there’s hardly any
background information regarding
the mission. All you know is that
the caverns of Cynep are swarm -

ing with a robotic and alien pre-
sence and the end of each cavern
is guarded by a horrible laser-spit-
ting multi-headed monster. All of

Galivan is an odd
game. Not odd in

an original sort of
way, just odd in

that it looks so
abysmal, sounds really terri-
ble, is very repetitive but (big
BUT) it plays quite well. It’s

even quite addictive in an odd
sort of way. I wouldn't advise
buying this at all, but it is
interesting. I don’t why. I really
don'twhy Galivan keptme cap-
tivated for a good hour or so.
Go to your computer shop and
try out. You might be able to
tell me why. I'd like to know.

these meanies have one aim in life— to destroy any intruders who
wander into their realm. These cre-
atures have to be destroyed if you
are to achieve your objective.
Galivan is a multi-directional

scrolling shoot em up in which you
have to make your way through the

This isn't exactly
the apex in Com-
modore shootem
ups, but it’s quite
an enjoyable and

challenging game which will
give the buyer a couple ofdays
of entertainment The
graphics are a bit on the naff
side and the sound isn't inspir-
ing, but the game is quite fast
and frenetic. If you’re after an
instantly playable game you
could buy a lot worsethan this.
But if you’re into longer lasting
action, look elsewhere.

caverns and confront the demon
which resides at the bottom. You
can walk in any direction, as long
as the landscape allows you to do
so, and jump over or duck under
obstacles.
You begin the mission com-

pletely unarmed, your sole
defence is your ability to punch—
not much of a defence when you
come up against a swarm of flying
alien creatures. Any contact with
one of these horrors results in your
energy, shown as a bar at the bot-
tom of the screen, shrinking a little.

And if it shrinks to zero you lose
one of your five lives.

This rather dodgy position can
be made a little better if you man-
age to run over one of the power
pyramids littered around the
caverns. If you touch one of these
triangular shaped objects your lost
energy is restored, your body is

mysteriously encased in armour
and you’re given a laser pistol
which can be activated by pres-
sing the fire button. If you run into
another power pyramid the laser
pistol turns into an ‘arc blaster’,
firing three blasts of laser fire at
one time. This firing capacity can
be further improved if a third
pyramid is picked up, resulting in a
highly powerful ‘white bolt neut-

A mission you
i

can never com-
plete eh? I did,
several times —

-

at least I thought
I had. Each time I found myself
plonked, rather unceremoni-
ously back at the start. The
game itself isn’t so bad, but it’s

not very good either. It's quite
playable—when you’ve got to
grips with the layout of the
caverns. However, the
graphics are substantially
weak on more than several
occasions. The main sprite is
the worst — he looks like a (

matchstick on legs with a
goldfish bowl on his head. The
evil ones are just as bad. It’s

blatantly obvious that little

thought has gone into the
graphics which really spoil
what could have been a neat
game.

ralizer’. Unfortunately these
weapons only last for a limited

period of time, after that the laser
gun returns once again. Power
pyramids can also be obtained by
destroying blue android robots
which clank around the cavern
system.
Although you’re clad in a suit of

armour the effect of aliens bashing
into your frail body is still the same
and the power bar diminishes. If it

shrinks and turns yellow, the suit
of armour disappears and you go
back into the vulnerable punch
mode.

If you manage to penetrate deep
enough into the Cynep complex
and reach the bottom level you will

encounter the demon guardian.
This multi-headed horror has to be
shot many times before it dies, and
while you’re piling in the laser fire it

spits great glowing lumps of
deadly phlegm at you. Once
you’ve disposed of the disgusting
creature a door opens in the floor,

allowing you to drop through and
escape ... to another, more
difficult Cynep cavern system
which has to be shut down in simi-
lar fashion.

PRESENTATION 57%
Naff title screen and nothing in

the way of options.

GRAPHICS 65%
Some of the backgrounds are
reasonable, but the sprites lack
crispness and definition.

SOUND 32%
Awful tunes and equally foul spot
effects.

HOOKABILITY 78%
Simple shooting action paves
the way into the game.

LASTABILITY 49%
Not enough variety to keep you
coming back for more.

VALUE 51%
Give it some thought before part-
ing with your cash.

OVERALL 53%
A no frills, fair-to-middling shoot
em up.
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T he planet Targon has been a
nuisance to the Galactic
Police for some time, but the

trouble caused by its population
has all been on-planet. Up until

now that is. Recent reports indi-

cate that an incredibly powerful
‘Assault Machine’ is under con-
struction — a machine that will

allow the aggressive Targons to

leave their solar system and con-
quer other planets.

This potential problem has to be
nipped in the bud. You’ve been
assigned the task of dealing with

the situation. Four search droids
and three atmosphere craft have
been made available for the mis-
sion. Using the droids you must
first map out the military installa-

tions on the planet and then plan a
strafing run to destroy the Assault
Machine and the factories where
its being built.

At the start of a game the droids
may be equipped — declining the

WnJM Although this

game has diffe-

rent types of
action screens,
none of them are

particularly good and they boil

down to being rather naff ver-
sions of Missile Command,
Xevious and a crummy 3D
shoot em up. The whole game
is pretty repetitive too, ]ust

plonking your droids down
onto the various islands, wait-
ing, and then shooting the
installations once they’ve
been found. The graphics are
reasonable and the sound
effects are quite passable, but
I foundthegame lacking in any
really exciting features, if

you’re interested, take a look
before buying.

at the bottom of the screen. Fly

over the landscape to the drop
zone where the droid can be
offloaded, and then beat a retreat.

The droid takes a while to con-
duct the search. Occasionally it is

ambushed by Targon land assault

vehicles— the screen changes to

show the droid and the surround-
ing landscape. Targons appear,
firing missiles and attempt to

knock out the droid. The droid’s

anti-Targon missiles are aimed
used a cursor . .

.

When the droid has finished its

search it’s time to rescue it before
embarking on a bombing run to

destroy the island’s installations.

Flying over a vertically scrolling

landscape, the aim is to bomb all

the buildings in sight. After a run

the strike rate is given, so you
know whether a further strafing run

is needed.
All four droids can be in the field

at once, although the action gets a
little fast and frantic as you change
from screen to screen. The mis-
sion ends when all the atmosphere
craft or droids have been
destroyed — or the galaxy
rendered a safe place once again
by the destruction of the Assault
Weapon complex.

It’s quite difficult

to see what niche
of the market
NEXUS are aim-
ing for with this

re. it appears to have so
many differing facets to it,

none of them particularly

good. The first thing that
struck me was how difficult

the control system was to use— far too many selections in

one tiny box on the screen; it

really just didn’t appeal. The
shoot em up sequence hasn’t
got much going for it either. It

looks like an arcade come
simulation come total mish
mash. There is so much in this

game that nothing is really

polished, but then it is somuch
easier to criticise a game . .

.

option provides a default set of

equipment, but selecting the
option allows weaponry and
detections systems to be chosen
from an equipment screen.
The mission begins on one of

Targon’s many small islands.

You’ve established a ‘ beach head
’

and can direct the proceedings
without fear of enemy attack. The
main display screen shows a
scrolling map of the ten islands
that support the factories that con-
stitute the Assault Machine con-
struction complex. Move the cur-
sor over one of the islands and
press fire to confirm that you want
to search it.

Select ‘ launch ’ in the action box
and an arcade sequence begins,
depicting your flight towards the
island. The screen shows a 3D
view with the atmosphere craft in

the foreground. Targon assault
craft appear from over the horizon

and swoop in to attack, firing mis-
siles as they thunder by. The
atmosphere craft can fight back,
using the limited supply of mis-
siles, but is destroyed if too many
Targon missiles hit home. Two
arrows give directions to the
target, lighting up to indicate

which way to go.

The screen changes on arrival

at the island to show a vertically

scrolling landscape with your craft

I didn’t like this at
all: the sections
of the game are
all pretty awful
and have feeble

graphics. What I really dislike

about the program is having to
wait ages for the robot to
search each of the islands.

Once the searching’s over, it's

a case of bombing the island
and then moving onto the next
one, and so on ... boring
really. The graphics are really

wobbly —* the sprites don't
move smoothly at all, but the
sound effects are quite
reasonable — not exactly
fabulous, but they suit the
game, if you want a program
with different things in it go for
Nuclear Embargo, it’s much
better! PRESENTATION 79%

Good instructions and reasona*
ble in-game presentation.

GRAPHICS 69%
Varied, but nothing really out-

standing.

SOUND 58%
Numerous spot effects which
work quite well with the game.

HOOKABILITY 68%
Initially tricky to grasp the mul-
titasking of the droids.

LASTABILITY 60%
Plenty to do, if you enjoy this sort

of action.

VALUE 54%
Better entertainment can be had
for a tenner.

OVERALL 59%
An unusual and mildly interesting

game, but nothing to write home
about.

ASSAULT MACHINE
NEXUS, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick only
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"y burning ambition is
myself become important enough for it to screw me up.

Name: EDDY, RICHARD JOHN
DArn 1 97/7/fift
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Born: 27/7/68

Height: 5 ’ 8
”

Weight: ‘None of your business

LIKES
GAMES
Spindizzy: ‘It’s compelling and sort of theraputic.’

_

Trapdoor: ‘Berk is so cute and the game is brilliant.

Purp°eTurbes:'itwasThe^s,game I ever saw on theCommodore and

I loved it.’

Collapse: ‘Just so much fun.

The Eidolon: Brilliant!’

MUSIC

action in the

™e Rocky Horror Show Soundtrack: Tim Cum/ .s among.

Pinball Cha Cha (Yello): ‘Silly but great

BOOKS
The

TELEVISION
‘I don’t really watch much television. I like Trapdoor though. Berk s so

cute and cuddly and the program is pure creativrty throughout.

FILMS
Rocky Horror Show: ‘Tim Curry is amazing!’

Birdy: ‘It stirs emotions from within.’

Amadeus: ‘Because of Mozart’s insane laugh

Ghostbusters: ‘It’s fun’

FOOD
‘Lasagne and proper Cornish Pasties made by my Granny and no-one

else.’

AND ...

•Mv/ nrannv hprause she’s my qranny and nobody else’s. Oh, and my

ItaLSpen Itifgol lotlofhdes in it and meansalotto me. also love

the telephone. It’s great. You're never ou, of touch with people you want

to speak to.’

DISLIKES

•OKS
, spire by William Golding: ‘I like the poetry and imagery.

• um, running out of hairspray is infuriating, and I hate finding hairs in my

comb and not knowing who they belong to.

MY BURNING AMBITION IS . . .

‘To marry Piranha’s Mandy Keyho so we could present Playschool

together.’
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ware's1

'

^

m̂ n,an<:lthatstt1et’'^®eStaW

God that sounds pretentious.
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want to.’
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Zone battle, but that s about it.

Name: SUMNER, PAUL ANDREWBom: 18/11/65
Height: 5’ 8”

Weight: ‘I fluctuate between 10.5
and 1 1 stone

LIKES

GAMES

ThiST-c'V
8 a c?mPeten» shoot em up.’Thrust. Extremely playable.’

International Karate: The best bash em up around.'

MUSIC
d 'n9

.

M“sic: Very catchy.’Rambo. It s got a lot of body to it
’

Sanxion: ‘An extremely atmospheric title screen tnn* -

FOOD

Follet, that’s the chap. I don’t really read books that often.’

television

bish/*
American 9arbage cos “ makes a Change from the English

hom • • • 90t "ica

films

AND

rub-

Matthew’s*Chfcken^Steaks
d
‘Bo

S
otifu|

n
^
al<e^ 6at ’ B—

BOOKS

— — »

Ho^ey!*T?*OT*y time'l'can^et’al* nfys^iression ?
r'v'n9 less°ns.’

DISLIKES
‘Getting hit in the mouth with a hockey ball— it hurts.’

v " <>easy BURNING AMBITION IS . . .

Ah! James To find my inner self.’

Name: RIGNALL, JULIAN
Born: 6/3/65

Height: 5’ 8”

Weight: ‘None of your business

LIKES
GAMES
Dropzone: ‘I’ve never got bored of it.’

x ,
.

Pastfinder: ‘There are so many different ways of playing it.

Toy Bizarre: ‘It’s frantic and fun.’

Infocom Adventures: ‘They’re so inventive.’
,

Microrhythm: ‘It’s can be so mindless and very noisy.

I Robot: ‘The graphics are brilliant.’

Time Bandit on the Atari ST: ‘There’s so much in it.

Any Eugene Jarvis Arcade Game: ‘He’s a genius.

Gauntlet: ‘Great fun.’

Galpus: ‘It’s the follow up to Galaga and I love it.

MUSIC
Toy Bizarre: ‘

I associate the jingles with something nice.

Lazy Jones: ‘I like the beat.’
f t

WAR: ‘The title screen music is Hubbard’s best

Simple Minds: ‘Mainly New Gold Dream and their older stuff.

Joy Division: ‘ It’s manically depressing.’

The Cure: ‘ Especially Pornography and Faith.

Early Killing Joke: ‘I still listen to it cos it’s raucous.

The Smiths: ‘Their lyrics are funny.’

Propaganda

FILMS
Brazil: ‘Because of its imagery.’

Aliens: ‘It’s just so impressive.’

Any Eddy Murphy Film: ‘Trading Places, Beverley Hills Cop, 48 Hours

are all hysterically funny.’
,

Back to the Future: ‘The attention to detail is amazing.

2001 and 2010: ‘Both are visually stunning.’

TELEVISION
‘Any sport apart from golf and horses. Also, any Alan Bleasdale stuff

he’s a very powerful and observant writer.

BOOKS
Lord of the Rings by JRR Tolkien: Simply brilliant.’

Steven King: ‘Generally ‘orrible but good.’

Isaac Asimov: ‘Just good Sci Fi.’

Arthur C Clarke: Especially Rendezvous With Rama.

FOOD
‘Anything, as long as it’s not curry or tomatoes.’

AND ...

CND: ‘It makes sense.’

My Atari ST: ‘It’s the best thing I’ve bought.’

Garfield: ‘He’s hysterical’

‘Female company, my Guinea Pig, my family, cats, and most ot all,

myself.’

DISLIKES
Thatcherism: ‘She’s an evil hag.’

Ronald Reagan: ‘Because of his diabolical politics.’

Sylvester Stallone: ‘Because of his diabolical politics.’

‘The current Nuclear Defence Program: it’s crap.’

‘Reaction without reason.’

MY BURNING AMBITION IS . . .

‘To become head of the Labour Party.’

1
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CARTRIDGE

£^chin£^deas^^ made specially for your Commodorfi 64/128

roniPEORDISI
UIITH THIS

TAPE TO DISC
DISC TO TAPE
DISC TO DISC
TAPE TO TAPE

Easy to use plug-in

system that outperforms
all other similar products.

Programs are saved in one file

Freezes and saves programs to disk

Now handles Multipart programs
Programs compacted to reduce diskspace used
You can save 3 or more programs per disk

Reloads most programs in less than 30 secs
The cartridge is not needed for loading back
Cartridge uses RAM and disk-based software
Instant upgrading. Only £2.

Use the machine code monitor to cheat, gain
extra lives or restart the program etc, etc

JUST ARRIVED!

ONLY
£31.95

The Expert cartridge

with built-in ESM £3750!
The ONLY Expert add-on you’ll ever need 1 Makes the
Expert unstoppable with the games which defeat all

otherslAvailable separate or with your Expert Cartridge

THE E.S.M

ONLY £7.95!!

IncludesFREE
Up-grade Disc!

TRLLOGIC
PLUG IN 80 COLUMNS*
TRILOGIC have done the impossible! Converted RGBl
into RGB. Your RGB TV/monitor becomes a 128
compatible RGBl monitor when you use an 1-Con
interface.

80 columns on your TV/monitor THE I CON
Converts RGBl into RGB
Fully C128 compatible
All 16 colours with most TV’s

Audio lead included

40/80 switch (where appropriate)

Simply plug-in and switch-on

Available for most RGB TV/monitors

state TV model on order

FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICEePROMPT DESPATCHALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE PLUS 10 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL BACK-UP DEVICES
ORDERING: WRITE OR ’PHONE /

PAYMENT BY CASH CHEQUES PAYABLE TO TRILOGIC /

POSTAL ORDER OR ACCESS* EXPORT ADD £1 00 EXTRA/
"PAYMENT IN STERLING ONLY PLEASE

Freecatalogue.send 18 p.stamp

MAIL ORDER Dept Z
29 HOLME LANE BRADFORD BD4 OQA
CALLERS 329 TONG STREET
BRADFORD BD4 9QY Tel (0274) 684289

All prices includeVAT& P&P

ONLY
£27.95!!

I

I

Please Name _

send
I equip- A<jdress

1
ment

| as
ordered

I

I

Complete this coupon with your name/address etc and attach to
your order and payment/cheque.

Post off to Trilogic. Dept Z 29 HOLME LANE BRADFORD BD4 OQA
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You'll find it a real

Computerand
It's fast, it's totally

playable, it is

fim toplayandboy itreallyzips

alongand keeps you
on your tot

-Computerand Video Games.

flfari
400/800/XVXE Rmstrad-Spectrm

Commodore 64/128

£9.95 £14.95disk .

400/800/XL/XI
Commodore 64/128

cass’£14.95 disk

Polar Pierre is a fast action,

arcadegame with brilliant

^phLoneormopms
includes a

Construction Kit to

design yourown
games.

“A Boulder

come true
11

400/800/XV& Commodore 64/128

icass £14.95disk

400/800/n/n-Commodore

cass ' £14.95disk

Full scrolling
screens. FealTune

Mmtion.Simulmon.Mlor

the very first time in the Spy

senes, there is Interiors
and

Exteriors, where spies
can

enter igloos. Your toughest

challenge yet.

Atari
400/800/XL/XE Commodore 64/128

£9.95 cass '£14-99 disk

Montezuma’s
^‘Revenge'

FEATURING PANAMA JOE

Mi i

'J*. \

• u^ \

cm&

/

Available from all good computerstores orpost free from:

Databyte, 15 WolseyMews, Kentish Town, London NW52DX. Telephone 01-482 1755
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When the originalIMAGINE bubble burst back in
the summer of ‘84 the company’s employees
became redundant overnight. From the ashes
and confusion rose a phoenix, DENTON
DESIGNS, aprogrammer’s co-operative setupb1

Ally Noble, Steve Cain, Graham ‘Kenny’
Everitt,John Gibson andKaren Davies—essen
tially, the team which worked on IMAGINE’s ill-

fated ‘mega-game’. The company produced a
number of innovative games, including
Shadowfire and Frankie Goes to Hollywood- a«d
quickly earned a reputation for original

.,

quality software.
Earlythis yearthe jungledrums ofthe softwar

industrybeat outa rumour: theDENTONDESIGI
team was breaking up. Apparently, the foundei
members had peeled away from the company t

pursue their own interests. So what did happet
to DENTONS? Julian Rignall travelled to Liver-
pool to find out what went on, and what’s goinj
on. . originalprograms are getting a bit scarce
nowadays— licences seem to have taken over.

The first port of call was the offices
of DENTON DESIGNS, situated in the
heart of Liverpool’s equivalent to
Harley Street. Although only one
founder member remains, graphic
artist Ally Noble, the newdentons
is still verymuch a co-operative con-
sisting of six people: Ally, John
Heap, Andy Heap, Stewart
Fotheringham, Dave Colclough and
Colin Parrott. The company is alive
and kicking. So whathappened dur-
ing the so-called split?

‘The directors, Steve Cain, Karen
Davies and John Gibson all wanted
to go freelance’, Ally Noble exp-
lains. ‘They didn’t really want to
work with the company, but wanted
to work for themselves. At the time
it looked as though everyone was
going to pack in and give up, butwe
decided not to’.

John Heap takes over the story, ‘I

think they were a little disillusioned
with the amount of profit actually
going into their pockets and they
reckoned they could get twice their
wages if they went freelance, which
I think is true. After they left there
were rumours saying that the
DENTONDESIGNS team had split up,
so we sent out lots of letters dispel-
ling the rumours that dentons had

died. We were back in business
within a week.’
Which rather implies that the

peoplewho remained behind are less
money orientated and, perhaps, see
games designingmore as a labour of
love . . .

Ally points out their philosophy
‘if we wanted more money we’d all

go freelance and drive around in our
Porsches.’ John chips in: ‘I think
you really have to commit yourself,
especially when you consider how
much time you actually put into the
game. When you weigh the effort
against the money it’s really just a
pittance that we earn.’

Denton designs is a name that
has become associated with original
material— a reputation the new
team intends to build on as Ally exp-
lains: ‘we see ourselves as people
who are here to do ourown stuffand
not things like conversions. ’ John
continues: ‘when you’re working on
a game the idea for the next one
starts forming in your head . . .

’

Ally agrees, ‘yeah, and then it gets
bounced around the office. The idea
for Bounces came out of Frarikie. I

think the whole thing is a sort of
progression.’

John is currently doing a lot of
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background reading into agame set

in Ancient Egypt. ‘We tend to do a
lot of research into our games. You
get more into it ifyou do. * Ally says,

‘for the Great Escape I watched the
Colditz series and went out and
bought a load of military models.’

RACING A MINI
It’s all very well coming up with bril-

liant game designs, but surely the
sheer volume and complexity of
ideas must be limited by the target

machine’s capabilities? Spectrum
programmer John shrugs his shoul-

ders, ‘it’s a bit like racing a Mini
instead of a Porsche. You can only
go so fast but you can become better

at driving the Mini than you are at

driving the Porsche. You fcan get just

as much fun out ofdriving the Mini
fast as you can driving the Porsche
faster.

‘I’d like to do a 128K game,’ he
admits ‘not just more screens, but
I’d like to push it like you push a

48K Spectrum. It’s the same proces-
sor and same machine it’s just the
graphics potential ismuch bigger

—

bigger sprites and map size. It’s

really sad at the end of a 48K game
whereyou want to put in a few extra

little tricks but you haven’t got the
memory.’

- JSEBRl. '•

SlifiiHI

. \ .
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Ian, a Commodore programmer,
joins in. ‘With the C64 it’s a case of
finding new tricks you can do with
the machine, but it is annoying to

have to throw out ideas becauseyou
can’t get the machine to do them.’
Stewart Fotheringham, another
Commodore specialist, agrees: ‘the

bigproblem with the 64 is the actual
speed of the processor.’

John laughs. ‘If you look at the
Commodore you have sprites and all

that and you think ‘whatam I going
to do with them’. On the Spectrum
you have none ofthose, so the actual
thought abouthow the machine is to

be used is much more diverse—you
get things like Knight Lore. If the
Spectrum had died a death and the
Commodore was reigning supreme
I don’t think you’d ever get anything
like Knight Lore games.*

John mentions KnightLore with a

certain amount of respect. Do the
denton members pay attention to

other games on the market? John:
‘Not much really, we’re not really

games players. We’re a bit insular

really. ’ Ally takes over: ‘we went to

the PCW Show and there was
nothing which really impressed us.

Oh, the title screen onAlleykat, that

was nice.’

In response to the question
‘whichdenton game were you least

pleased with?, Ally instantly retorts
‘definitely Transformers . . . it’s

really a personal thing, we all like

different products, but I think
Transformers was an embarrass-
ment’. ‘We were a bit over a barrel

and we had to do it.’ John admits,
‘There wasn’t much you could do
with the subject matter of the prog-
ram ... we did our best. ’ Nobody
says anything about Roland
Rat. . . .

So why don’t the denton team
launch a label in their own right

to avoid Transformers type

problems? Ally shakes

her head . .

EveryonewhoweeIn theCANVAS
officesstthe timecrowded
round Kenny’s STAR TREKdemo
on the AtariST

‘We don’t know anything about
marketing, * John says. It boils down
to money: ‘there’s also a problem
with cash flow— we wouldn’t get
anymoney for six months, and we’d
have to pay people in the meantime.
We may do something like that in
the future with one game perhaps
being financed by another company.
We don’t really know all the tricks

and all the wheeling and dealings. I

think we’re all a bit naive really.
’

There may be room for com-
promise, as Ally explains: ‘we
wouldn’t mind trying some joint

publishing, where we put in the
development and somebody else

puts in the marketing skills and then
split the profits halfand half. I think
we’d have to get a lot bigger, though.
Small is good.’

FLYING
SOLO
If small is good then John Gibson,
programmer ofGift to the Gods, Cos-
mic Wartoad and Frankie, has gone
one better. After splitting from
dentons he pursued a solo career
under contract to ocean.

‘I’m mainly doing licenced prog-
rams now, he reveals. ‘I’d like to do
original programs, but ocean seem
to be dead wary about releasing orig-
inal games— you’re guaranteed to
sell a licenced product. If you want
to do an original product it’s got to
be really convincing. I don’t really

like doing arcade conversions—
they’re nearly always

pale imitations ofthe

original— there hardly
seems much point

in doing them.’

;

The new DENTON crew—
after risking life and limb to get
through a ruined church and
pose against a mausoleum. .

.

" t
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John Gibson

He’s just finished work on Gali-
van— so why does he do conversions
if he sees so little point in them?
‘When I started five years ago I

did it because it was what I enjoyed.
Now I tend to think moreabout the
money than the art form. Mind you,
that wouldn’t stop me for working
for less if the job made me more
enthusiastic.’

Was the break from dentons a
good move?
‘Oh yes . I’ve got rid ofthe respon-

sibilities of looking after other
people. If anything goes wrong I

know it’s my fault. It’s a bit lonely,

especially when I’ve been working
alone inmy flat for a couple ofdays,
but I do go down to denton and
canvas for a bit ofcompany. I sup-
pose that’s what I miss. When
dentons started is was a very close-

knit company . I was one ofthe foun-
dermembers, and a Director. It was
great when we started, and we had
loads ofideas about being a software
development house.

‘At first it was like us versus the
rest of the world, but after a while
both Steve and I got disillusioned.

There was too much turmoil in the
office with too many meetings. All I

wanted to do was write programs
and I felt that I was getting too
wound up by the difficulty of run-
ning a company. I did want more
money, so when David Ward of
ocean, after approaching me sev-

eral times, made me an offer I

couldn’t refuse, I left.’

So money, or rather lack of it,

seemed to be at the root of the
dentons split. Was this the case
with the rest ofthe original crew? It

was time to travel eight miles up the
Southport road to visit canvas, a
regular haunt for the other three
original Denton Designers. . . .

TON DESIGNS • DENTON DESIGNS• DENTON DESI



ADDING COLOUR TO THE CANVAS
Located above a large supermarket
with a car park that is apparently the
source ofa significant proportion of
Liverpool’s crime figures, canvas
is a new company set up by Steve
Cain and ex-Argus Press Software prog-
rammer Roy Gibson. Recently they
contracted ‘Kenny’ Everitt to

develop the Atari ST version of5tar

Trek (for beyond) and Karen
Davies, like canvas founder Steve
Cain, regularly freelances for the
company.
Steve explains the financial motives
that lay behind the dentons split:

‘The thing at dentons is that we
couldn’t, as individuals, earn
enoughmoney for ourselves. Look-
ing back, at the time ofthe split, we
really had no choice. Dentons cost
too much— it was a bit of a luxury
and self-indulgent. I’ve been a lot

happier since.

‘Originally the idea was to wind
the company up, but we handed it

over and now it seems to be doing
really well. We did some good stuff
which I’m proud to have worked on,
and they’re doing good stuff now.
Some of the guys they’ve got there
now are brilliant— Colin Parrott is

a genius. But I felt I just couldn’t
work with them any more.’
Kenny airs his view. ‘At dentons

we were making X pounds. Now
we’re working for ourselves, we’re
making X times three. The theory
withDENTONS was that we’d take on
a load of extra programmers and
we’d make money out ofthose prog-
rammers. We’d get so muchmoney
from employing them we’d be able
to pay the overheads, pay them and
there would be a bit left over for us.
In practice we were subsidising the
extra programmers. Although we
haven’t got a public reputation now,
the people that matterknowwhowe
are. As long as the publishers know
who I am, I don’t give a toss about
the public.’

Karen Davies looks rather per-
turbed, and exclaims ‘that’s not a
very nice thing to say . . .

‘

Unrepentant, Kenny continues
. . . ‘Yeah, but it’ll never be like the
pop industry. Jeff Minter’s about

the only exception, but then how
many people bought Colourspace? It

doesn’t matter what you write, it’s

what sort oflicence you get. Look at

Bounces— that has eight frames of
animation when the player falls

over. Nobody noticed that— it was
dead smooth cartoon animation and
nobody noticed it. Nobody cared
about the flicker-free animation.
Things like that are so annoying.’
Turning to the function of can-

vas, Roy explains what the company
aims to do. ‘We are a commercial
programming agency— we don’t
really intend to do ourown stuff, not
straight away at least. What we’re
about is doing conversions for other
people. We just churn away.
Perhaps next year we’ll have enough
money in the bank to allow us to take
the chance and do something origi-

nal. At themomentwe find coin-ops
the best thing to do— our artists can
start work straight away and every-
body else knows exactly what is

expected of them.’
‘At the moment, we don’t have

the reputation that dentons have.
We’ve been talking to companies
such as British telecom who have
given us stuffto do likeStar Trek—
now that’s a stepping stone for us.’

‘Anonymity isn’t a thing we’re
really bothered about, not this year.
Why should we splash canvas all

over a licenced conversion?An orig-
inal program we’re working on at the
moment. Wizard War, will go out
with ourname on it. We might even
publish it ourselves, we don’t really
know . . . we’ll have to see how it

goes.’

Kenny Everitt agrees. ‘It’s just
like the early dentons stuff which
went out with a miniscule credit on
it. Any customer would have
thought it was produced by David
Ward.’
Were they pleased with Frankie?

Steve replies ‘it was nice being the
programmer, but the hassles in
doing it were tremendous, it practi-

cally broke dentons .

’
‘Frankie was

really original, different . . .

’

Kenny adds, ‘ I’m not blowing
Frankie's trumpet especially, what

I’m saying is that there is really

nothing else like it’.

‘The problem with doing your
own thing is that it’s all down to a
matter of personal taste. I think
Bounces is the best thing I’ve done.
Gameplay wise it was far superior to
Frankie or anything else around at

the time. As a two playergame it was
brilliant, but it was a marketing fai-

lure. The Spectrum version of

ROYGIBSON:
*Licence deals annoyme . . .

‘

STEVECAIN: ‘DENTONScosttoo
much— Ifwasabitofaluxuryand
cost too much9

Bounceswas a complete load ofrub-
bish— the difference was about
three months of playtesting.’

Steve continues the story behind
thedenton days . ‘We got into a bit

of trouble over Transformers with
ocean which we managed to do in
the end— we were all under so
much pressure. I designed it, so I

take all the blame for it. It was the
worse game dentons ever did, and

it was the biggest seller. That tells

you a lot about the computer indus-
try doesn’t it?’

Roy continues on the licence
theme. ‘Licence deals annoy me.
We lose directly in proportion to the
size of the licence. If you’re on a
royalties deal publishers screw you
substantially. What they say is

‘we’ve got a brilliant licence and are
guaranteed 100,000 sales, therefore
we’ll pay you less royalties because
you don’t need them. ’ You ask for a
lump sum and they say they haven’t
got enoughmoney left over because
the licence cost so much, so their
priorities are ‘pay for the licence,
then worry about the programming’— so how can the game be any
good?’

Steve doesn’t totally agree ... ‘I

think the only good licence I’ve seen
recently is Cobra. The graphics are
really bloody great, but the game
hasn’t gotmuch to do with the film.
Frankie was another one, a lot of
thought went into that. The
software industry could be generat-
ing brilliant characters and licensing
them out to films and TV, but look
what happens. We end up having to
write a game about some crappy
American TV series. It’s the wrong
way round.

‘Licences do take money out of
the industrywhich should be left in.

I’d like to get out ofgames andmove
into the film industry using videos
and computers and all that stuff.

That’s what I want to do oney had a
lot to do with the dentons split.

The individual programmers who
came together to form the original

dentons are still working within
the industry, and we can expect
some interesting products in the
near future: it’s just the motivation
behind the programming effort that
has changed— in some cases, quite
radically.

But the split was an amicable one— at both dentons and canvas it

was difficult to decline invitations to
a Mega-Party scheduled for that
evening which everyone from the
original denton designs crew had
been looking forward to.

Sadly, I had to make my excuses
and leave. Shame really, everyone
said it was a great party. . . .
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Ian Andrew, bossman at incentive
has launched a brand-new adven-
ture label by the name of medall-
ion. This new label is going to be
used to release games written on
GraphicAdventure Creator, the
adventure-writing utility his com-
pany released a few months ago.
The first two medallion titles are on
the starting blocks and should be
in the shops everso soon— they’re
called Winter Wonderland and
Apache Gold. One’s set in a cold
clime, and the other is set in a land
where the sun beats down mer-
cilessly. Now’s yourchance to col-
lect a nifty holiday: hot or cold .

.

Interested?

Oh, so you’re interested are you.
Right, seeing as INCENTIVE are
well known for their adventures
what Uncle Ian wants you to do is

answer a little adventure puzzle
that should get you thinking a bit
laterally. And here it is:

‘You are sitting in front of your
blank TVscreen. You enterN to go
North and find the temperature
dropsandyou’re inWinterWonder-
land, so to warm up a little you
enter E to go East. Wow, you’ve
found the gold — Apache Gold
that is. Whoopee, riches beyond
your dreams! Deciding to head
back to your TV, you input the
appropriate commands to return
the wayyou came. ’

The £600 holiday question is

WHAT’S ON
TVTHIS EVENING?
Confused? Don’t be. Just think
about it. Carefully. And no, the ans-
wer’s not ‘ nothing ’— ifyou though
it was you’re heading in totally the
wrong direction! Anyway, when
you think you've got the answer
send it to HOTAND COLD HOLS,
ZZAP!TOWERS, PO Box 10, Lud-
low, ShropshireSY8 1DB to arrive

here before the 8th ofJanuary.The
winner gets to choose £600 worth
of holiday— fancy sunning your-
self on a beach or would you prefer
to go skiing. Hot or cold, it’s the
winner’s choice . .

.

Ten runners-up get to choose,
too— not holidays but an incen-
tive game from the following list:

Winter Wonderland, Apache Gold,
Moon Cresta, Splat and Confuz-
ion.

WINTER

WONDERLAND
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ANDAHOST
OFOTHER

GOODIES TOO

A SOFTWARE
WARDROBE!

It’s a hard life being a Competition
Minion. Apart from trudging up
and down the stairs in ZZAP!
Towers carrying sacks full of your
mail and then opening all your
competition entries and choosing
winners, I’m at the beck and call of

the Spiky Haired Ones, day in, day
out.

I have to run down to the sarnie

shop and fetch them supplies of

grub every time they get the tiniest

bit hungry. I’m sent off to the laun-

drette to wash their nasty, dirty

clothes for them at lunchtime while
they put their feet up in the office

and drink tea — and that means
lugging great dirty sacks of wash-
ing up and down Ludlow’s longest,

steepest hill. Every evening I have
to sweep every floor in the Towers,
wash up all the dirty coffee mugs
and empty all the wastepaper bins.

Now The Powers That Be have
opened another office on the other

side of Ludlow I’m forever running
across town from one building to

another with ‘important’ pieces of

paper, like notes to Auntie Aggie
asking for three empty Jiffybags or

a ‘Skyhook’ or something. Half the
time, when I get there and ask for

what I’ve been told to go and fetch,

all Aggie does is collapse in a fit of

giggles, say she’s run out and
send be back for a jar of elbow
grease or something else totally

obscure. It’s not fair I tell you.
Mummy Minion has a terrible

time keeping my clothes clean and
smart for worktime. Every day I

come home drenched in sweat
from all my exertions and covered
in grime, sarnie crumbs, ink that’s

rubbed off from your letters, coffee
grounds and dust. I’ve only got a
couple of changes of clothing, so
Mummy Minion is up to her elbows
in soapy water nearly every even-
ing.

Which is what gave me the inspi-
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ration for this competition. I

thought it’d be a great idea if some
lucky readers could have a mas-
sive collection of trendy clothing

to wear in 1 987, so I set about ask-
ing lots of software houses to give

a T-Shirt or two to my prize fund.

Lots of them have, and in fact I’ve

managed to amass a large collec-

tion of garments. So the winners
of my personal Christmas Com-
petition will have a T-Shirt, Sweat-
shirt or some other garment to

wear for virtually every day of the
month! And there are a few other
goodies in the prize package as
well, like mugs, hats, posters,

scarves and games — and there
are a few calculators, calculator

watches, and even a sports bag
on my list of seasonal goodies. The
Powers That Be at NEWSFIELD
also agreed to chip in — three
ZZAP! subscriptions and three
ZZAP! binders are on offer, as well

as T-Shirts and Sweatshirts . .

.

Three sets of prizes are on offer.

One ‘ Large’ person, one ‘ Medium ’

person and one ‘Small’ person is

going to collect a Minion’s
Goodiebag as a result of this com-
petition.

To keep you puzzling over
Christmas, I’ve devised a special,

giant-sized wordsquare that con-
tains the names of lots of software
houses — most of whom have
popped a product of two of theirs

into my monster collection of prize

material. Just to make things that

tiny bit difficult, I’m not going to
give you a list of the names you’ve
got to find— so get to it.

Ring round all the company
names you can find in the
wordsquare, fill in the coupon and
send your entry direct to me inTHE
BROOMCUPBOARD, ZZAP!
TOWERS, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE, SY8 1 DB so that it

arrives before 20th January 1987.
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It isn’t much fun being a programmer, spending a huge proportion ofyour life hunched up over
a computer, slaving away over a hot assembler writing a game that ZZAPI’s probably going
to slag anyway. It’s terrible. So, to give them a bit of a breakfrom the hard grind of coding we
asked eleven ofthe country’sfinest coders what theywould take with them to a Desert Island,
if by some strange misfortune they were going to be stranded on one. Each programmer is
allowed to take five games (Commodore 64, monitor and disk drive are provided), a utility, a

book, a joystick and one luxury item.

STAVROS
FASOULAS
Stavros is such a raucous womanizer it’s sur-

prising he has any time to program at all. This
slick guy wrote the ever popular Sanxion and
is currently spending his time finishing off Delta
for Thalamus.

GAMES
Dropzone: ‘

It is such a fast good shootem up.’

Paradroid: ‘I used to like it — it’s the most
enjoyable game I’ve ever played and I don’t
get nervous with it.’

Bounder: ‘It gets me so crazy.’

Revenge of the Mutant Camels: ‘I could
complete it and it was one of the first 64 games
I saw. I like the music very much’
Forbidden Forest: ‘A brilliant soundtrack,
great graphics, not much of a game itself

though.’

UTILITY
Micromon: ‘It’s all I can use.’

is no doubt going to write a lot more.

GAMES
Thing on a Spring: ‘

It was the first time I heard
music better — no — as good as mine. First

time I heard that I thought ‘there’s someone
out there who’s bet ... as good as me.’ I

thought I was the best, you see.’

Parallax: ‘It’s a decent game and I like the
animation on the man. Well, it’s crap but . .

.

(mumble mumble).’
Terra Cresta: ‘It’s got the most objects on
screen I’ve ever seen ever (ever ever ever).’

Kong Strikes Back: ‘It’s such a simple game
for a simple me.’
Mikie: ‘There’s a really nice title sequence and
that was the most memory I’ve ever had for a
piece of music.’

UTILITY
The Ocean Development System: ‘It’s 18
times better than the best of the rest.’

BOOK
The Dungeon Masters Guide: ‘

I want to know
how to play God properly.’

BOOK
The Commodore PRG: ‘It’s a bible.’

JOYSTICK
A Toshiba: ‘ Ullo John, I’ve got a Toshiba: they
wobble well.’

LUXURY ITEM
An Amiga: ‘If I’ve got the cross assembler I’ll

need an Amiga.’

JEFF MINTER
So Jeffrey does some colourspace occasion-
ally. He can handle it. Doesn’t mean he’s
hooked. He’s in control— isn’t he?

GAMES
Iridis Alpha: ‘ It’s a good blast and I like a good
blast.’

Thrust: ‘I like a good thrust.’

Mama Llama: ‘One of the most difficult games
I’ve ever done, one game I’d never finish, so I’d

enjoy that.’

Guardian: ‘I do like Defender.’

BOOK
Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe: ‘It would
be something to read.’

JOYSTICK
‘I would like a Wico Red Ball, I couldn’t play
Dropzone with it.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘Eight really big eight channel Dolby speakers
blasting wewy loud Heawy Metal music all over
the island.’

STANLEY
SCHEMBRI
His name is Stan. He is the man, who was
delighted, to write Cauldron II and Antiriad.

(Well, it nearly rhymes). Stan is Palace
Software’s sick person.

GAMES
Elite: ‘It’s just so wonderful.’
Paradroid: ‘It’s fun, I suppose.’
International Karate: ‘It pisses all over Fist.’

Super Cycle: ‘I ride a bike and it’s the best
home computer simulation of the real thing.’

Leather Goddesses of Phobos: ‘Infocom
appeal to my lewd sense of humour.’

UTILITY
Epyx Fastload: ‘I use an Epyx Fastload all the
time.’

BOOK
A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens: I

love Charles Dickens. I was born near him, you
know.’

JOYSTICK
Tac II: ‘It’s all I’ve got!’

LUXURY ITEM
Compact Disc Player and lots of Compact
Discs: ‘It satisfies my desire for quality.’

MARTIN GALWAY
Martin Galway, slides better than an old dear
on ice in winter. Wrote lots of great music and
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JOYSTICK
Quickshot III: ‘It clicks louder than any joys-
tick I’ve ever heard ever.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘MY portable compact disc NOT midi hi-fi sys-
tem. It’s better than Steve Wahid’s.’

ORLANDO
A BBC man by birth but a 64 coder by conver-
sion. Orlando is currently writing Firetrack for

Electric Dreams.

GAMES
NEXUS: ‘Five copies of the TAPE version so I

could build a raft out of the boxes.’

UTILITY
‘A dishwasher.’

BOOK
London Telephone Directory (Volumes 1 -4):

‘I could use the pages to make a sail or blow
my nose on.’

JOYSTICK
A Euromax Joyball: ‘With BOMB written on it

in crayon. I’d scare the natives with it.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘The QE2.’

TONY CROWTHER
Tony originally become famous with Son of
Suicide Loco Express PottyMole Two. He then
wrote Trap and Kettle. Moebius Strip is his next
project.

GAMES
Boulderdash: ‘Cos I like it.’

Mercenary: ‘Cos I like it.’

Encounter: ‘Cos I like it.’

Moebius Strip: ‘
I like it cos it’s my next game.’

Crystal Castles (The Hackers Version): Cos
I like . . . it’s addictive.’

UTILITY
‘Across assembler for an Amiga, ‘cos it would
be brill.’

\
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Commodore Colourspace: ‘I’m into all things
Psychedlic.’

UTILITY
Laser Genius: ‘It’s the best assembler that
money can buy.’

BOOK
The Fractal Nature of Geometry by Benoit B
Mandelbrot: ‘I could experiment with frac-
tals.’

JOYSTICK
Euromax Competition Pro: I want some-
thing to last.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘A Llama, definitely a Llama. Darling The
Female Llama, so I could just say ‘come ‘ere
darling’ and I’d get a lot of pleasure out of it.’

ARCHER MACLEAN
Though he’s only ever written two games —
Dropzone and International Karate— he’s got
an ego of a man whose written at least a
hundred times that amount.
GAMES
Paradroid: ‘

I just really like it. It’s a straightfor-
ward game which puts you in a surreal situa-
tion with a real feeling of being there.’
Mercenary: ‘A damn good game.’
Boulderdash: ‘Great fun solving the prob-
lems.

Any Infocom Adventure: They talk back to
you.’

International Karate: Why not?’

UTILITY
‘I don’t use a utility on 64, everything I do is on
the Atari. I do use a disk editor a hell of a lot
though.’

BOOK
A Tom and Jerry Annual. I mean, what’s life

without Tom and Jerry? That, or Principles of
Interactive Computer Graphics (Second
Edition) by Robert Sproull and William New-
man. It’s a graphics bible.’

JOYSTICK
Atari joystick: ‘It’s got a tactile feedback.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘Hmm ... A toss up with Linda Luscardi, a
telephone, a pair of sunglasses or a drinks
machine . . .

’

ANDREW
BRAYBROOK
Author of Gribbly’s Day Out, Paradroid and
Uridium and owner of a Fiat X-1 9— ‘ No it’s not
crap, I had it totally stripped and resprayed.’

GAMES
Dropzone: ‘I can’t play it.’

Gyruss:‘lcan play it.’

Sheep in Space: ‘I love the way all the little

meanies beetle backwards and forwards with
their own little task.’

Pastfinder: ‘There’s a lot of depth to it, consid-
ering . . . well, everything really. Very profes-
sionally done.’
Impossible Mission: ‘ Because it isn’t— but it

is challenging and I can just about do it. If my
disk version didn’t have bugs in it, it would be
brilliant.’

UTILITY
The Commodore Macro Assembler.’

BOOK
Roger Dean’s Views: ‘He’s an awfully good
artist.’

y y

JOYSTICK
‘I’ve got two Euromax Arcades and haven’t
broken one yet, so that’s what I’d take.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘Clare Hirsch. Definitely.’

CHRIS BUTLER
Chris is currently converting Space Harrier
(snigger snort) for Elite and is a real swinger on
the Sheffield Night Clubbing scene.

GAMES
Z: ‘ It’s a combination of all my favourite arcade
games rolled into one.’
Guardian: ‘ It’s almost identical to the original.’
Elite: The graphics are good and there’s so
much depth to the game.’
Mercenary: ‘For much the same reasons as
Elite.’

Space Harrier: ‘I don’t want to get in trouble
with my bosses.’

UTILITY
‘A graphics utility as written by me. Or a
fastload, fastloads are always handy.’

BOOK
CBM64ROM Disassembly: ‘It’s my favourite
book. I can read it from cover to cover. That or
my health food book— The Food Scandal
JOYSTICK
‘One I saw in a catalogue recently, I can’t
remember
its name but it had a huge great big red ball on
it, patterns down the side and four great suc-
kers. I’d want something that feels good in my
hand.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘A bar of Imperial Leather soap.’

JOHN TWIDDY
Though his second name is a wee bit silly I

wouldn’t take the pee out of it if I was you. John
is built like a brick lavatory. John converted
Tau Ceti for CRL and currently converting Ikari
Warriors for Elite.

GAMES
Boulderdash: ‘I don’t know why. I played it a
hell of a lot — it’s a particularly simple game
but it’s bloody addictive.’
Encounter: Technically very fast and I admire
it for that.’

Frak!: ‘
I don’t know why I liked it— I just did. I

found it enjoyable to play. I kept playing
because I was told that later levels go upside
down, but they never did. I could find out if it

really does.’
Fort Apocalypse: ‘I played it continually for
three or four days, hardly going to bed.’
Jumpman: ‘The first game I got for my 64. An
old tape version, very slow load, but I thought
it was great at the time. I saw it on the shelf next
to a 64 so I bought them both.’

UTILITY
Laser Genius: The best thing since sliced
bread.’

BOOK
The Commodore PRG: ‘I can’t remember
locations and I don’t like reading a book twice

’

JOYSTICK
Quickshot I: ‘Simply because it’s the best
joystick I’ve ever had. I had it for two years,
then it died and I never managed to replace it

with anything decent.’

LUXURY ITEM
‘My car with an unlimited supply of fuel. So I

can run over anyone or anything that annoys
me, like Stavros’ speakers.’

ROB HUBBARD
The industry equivalent of Klaus Wunderlich.
Rob’s first big break came when he was asked
to write the music for Razzmatazz. Fortunately
it was never released, so he went on to write
other great things instead, including the bril-
liant Knucklebusters music.

GAMES
Sanxion: ‘I did the loading music.’
Delta: ‘I’m doing the loading music.’
Parallax: ‘It’s got a brilliant bit of Martin Gal-
way music on it ... oh yeah, it’s a good game
as well.’

Thing on a Spring: ‘ It’s one of the few games
I spent quite a time playing. Nothing to do with
the music, I’d probably turn that off.’

The Fabulous Wanda: ‘It’s like, a really old
game with no end to it. It’s written in basic so
you can rewrite it every time you play. It has to
be about the best game ever on the 64. Better
than Razzmatazz.'

UTILITY
Tony Trowther’s Music Editor: It’s the only
chance I’d ever get to have a look at it.’

BOOK
‘If I was on a Desert Island I’d take the biggest
bas . . . book I could find except the yellow
pages and the dictionaries. It’d be useful for
hitting Bazza with if ever he turned up.’

JOYSTICK
The best one I could find, not the one I’ve got
because it’s crap. I’d take Gary Liddon’s joys-
tick, cos he probably doesn’t need it anymore.’
LUXURY ITEM
An £80000 house fully fitted with a recording
studio and a large selection of synthesisers
and samplers. It must a have a small room with
a ZX81 and wall to wall women who have no
objection to ora ...

’
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First came

“The Way of the

Tiger" the martial

arts classic in which

you had to prove your

physical skis to become

a Ninja. Now you have to

prove your supreme mental

agfity in the serrond part of the

Way of the Tiger saga “Avenger",

the ultimate arcade adventure.

Yaemon the Grand Master ofFlame has

assassinated your foster father Naijishi

4nd stolen the Scrolls of Kettsuin. You have

sworn to the God Kwon that you wili avenge

Yaemon’s murderous act and recover the sacred

scrolls. Your enemies are many, varied and all are

deadly. AB your sk3b courage and nerve will be called

upon when you begin the final conflict in the Great

Keep. Good Luck... only the brave hearted wB survive.
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jm 48K C16 + 4 MSX Spectrum 48K
Arise Sir Randolph to take up the challenge of death

has befallen the fair maid Amelia, held in the evil

\ clutches ofSpebott the Terrible. Acting upon an inter-

\ dimensional distress signal from the galactic

\ cruiser SS Rustbucket, don your OmnibottMark

\ IV attack suit aid venture forth in pursuit of

\ your beloved’s captors. Defend yourself

\ <***/ against the Beraerka Security

\ droids. Fight your way through 20

\ gruelling levels onto the planet’s sur-

\ face into Spebott’s castle where the

m. \ fate of Amelia lies with the out-

\ come of your mortal combat% \ with the awesome Hencho-

\ droid Is there any gal-

\ lantry and bravery left in

\ this modem day

\ universe?

Available

, -it \ November

CBM 64/128

Amstrad

r Disk
W/128 Amstrad Disk
sm 48K CBM 64/128

Disk

95614.95,

/ / Thunder into

I / theunknownata

/ / breakneck speed,

/ / pushing your reflexes

I /to their limits in this de-

/ 7 finitely exhilarating jour-

i / ney that’s not one for the

/ / fainthearted. Roll left, roll right

/ avoiding the endless chasms of

/ doom that lay ii and around the

/ squares of mystery. Squares that will

/ sometimes slow your progress, on oc-

casion with fatal consequences and

/ sometimes speed up unexpectedly or make

/ you jump automatically. Keep a keen eye on
/ the dock as the quicker you complete your task

the higher will be your bonus. CBM 64 version is an

amazing 2 player simultaneous game. Amstrad Disc

version contains extra features.
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The Main Margin Man of the cultured cult takes a whirlwind
tour through the galaxy of the past year’s software

Our January issue was. of course,
the Christmas Special as well, and
kicked off with Oliver Frey’s jolly

cover starring no lesser a person
than my esteemed self. There were
one or two other uninvited guests
present besides myself, like LCP
Adam (proving that the first

recorded electronicide was all hot
air), that rusty old Thingy Spring,

and Messrs Penn and Rignall

peering patronisingly through the
window.

But the season of goodwill con-
tained the seeds of some wintry

discontent too. Lucasfilm had
their second and third games
reviewed— Koronis Rift

andBallblazer, both sizzling at

96% and 98% respectively. They
sparked a controversy which only
hotted up when The Eidolon was
released a month later: many read-
ers found the games boring, and
thought they detected connivance
between ZZAP! and Lucasfilm.
Complete twaddle of course or my
name’s Luke Skywalker.

Ballblazer introduced us to a
new form of future footy with

proto-technical terms like

bumpfield, pushfield, plasmorb
and the super roto-snapping—
the kind of thing you do to Thing. It

also contained the best-ever com-
puter opponent, thought Gary Lid-

don— one evidently not shared by
a lot of Zzappers.

Afterthe success of their Nodes
of Yesod, it might have been
expected that Odin would come
up with something interesting for

their second game, and they did.

Robin of the Wood sizzled in at

92%, proving that a Sabrewulf
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They’ve paid me more this year, last it was only eight months long,
but 1986 has enjoyed a full twelve of the things. A month for each
year a ZZAP! reviewer has lived — ah well, the breach with Jeff
Minter was healed and he turned into a Samuel Pepys for us. Such
is the price of fame. This past year, like any other really, has been an
exciting one on the software side, exhibiting a strong continuation
of the licensing and tie-in syndrome, but still providing us with some
tremendously original and polished games. Hang onto your ZZAP!
Caps, here we go . .

.

look-alike could be exciting and
original in gameplay— more than
could be said for what Ultimate
were doing; they seemed to be
sliding down a long slippery slope.

The once-great gamemasters
were hardly helped by Firebird’s

dreadful 64 conversion of the not-

able Spectrum smash, Under-
wurlde. It hardly looked like a con-
version and the weak sound and
awful music added nothing. But
Ultimate themselves hit a low with

their own release of Imhotep. Try-

ing to catch everyone out, the
name suggested another in the
Arthur Pendragon series, but this

was a peculiar space shoot em up
which, according to Gary Liddon,
played ‘like a brick’.

Other hits ofthe month fell more
to adventure and strategy, with ol

’

Whitey raving about Infocom’s
belated 64 version of Suspect
where the venerable wizard found
himself dressed as a cowboy at a
murderous fancy dress ball. Sean
was raving over The Temple of
Apshai Trilogy from Epyx (90%),
and waxing his moustaches over
Battle Of Britain from PSS, which
he felt approached excellence and
worthy of 84%.
Much of the year to come was to

be dominated by sequels, person-
ality or product tie-ins, and by
budget games. Never before had
there been so much value for

money available, but amid the
goodies lay much dross. In

January Mastertronic hit us with

two MAD releases, The Last V8
and Hero of the Golden Talisman,
rather proving the point, for the
former was a dross-out (37%),
while the latter (programmed by
Shropshire-local lad Shaun
Southern) managed a respectable
78%. Firebird ran a smoother
course this month, with Willow
Pattern looking a bit average at

60%, the Filmation feel-alike

Chimera doing rather better at

70% and TV tie-in Thunderbirds
(disappointing for its potential) hit-

ting 72%.
For the following month, tie-ins

and arcade clones seemed to be
all the rage . .

.
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Did I say tie-ins and clones?
Here’s the list (no italics, we’ll

come to that in a mo. Rambo,
Commando, Gyroscope, Zorro,

Blade Runner and Space Pilot II.

But wait! I hear you cry. What
about the most famous of all— yes
folks, Friday the 13th. You thought
I’d forgotten it— so did Domark,
and perhaps that’s just about the

best thing to do. It was a complete
and antiquated disaster movie.
There was no doubt as to the rat-

ing, it had to be 1 3%. Still, Domark
could take some consolation from
the fact that a new software house,
Reelax had two real turkeys in

Gertie Goose (1 4%) and One Bite

Too Deep which scored only 9%.
Not only were they ghastly, they
proved to be Reelax’s first and last

bites. After seeing the ZZAP! rat-

ings, Reelax rang up to say we had
murdered them—Jason rules OK.
The other tie-ins fared better,

but not by so much either.

Ocean’s Rambo (66%) and Elite’s

Commando (77%) were very simi-

lar in appearance and action. As
shootem ups the skill factors were
a bit messed up in each case,

spoiling what may otherwise have
been slightly better games. There
was the celebrated fuss, too, over
Alligata’s intended release of Who
Dares Wins, which Elite claimed
infringed their Commando
copyright. The matter went to a
court injunction, forcing Alligata to

withdraw and redesign their game
— it came out as Who Dares Wins
II sometime before Christmas—
the first ever sequel without a pre-

quel.

US Gold/Datasoft fared slightly

better at 78% with Zorro. Not
many game players had seen the

original films or late Fifties TV
shows, so the tie-in factor was les-

sened. Zorro proved to be an
adequate platform-cum-arcade
adventure game, but too simple to

be really addictive.
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Space Pilot II (30%) was not only

a follow up to Anirog’s earlier

Space Pilot, but a thinly disguised
‘Time Pilot 84 ’ clone, and a bitterly

disappointing one at that. Anirog,

one of the earliest of software
houses, was on the slide, and this

year has seen them disappear
from games producing altogether.

But perhaps the worst of the tie-

ins was CRL’s Blade Runner,
based not on the film, but on the

music. A curious conception, and
a failure— the game was slow,

uninteresting, unplayable, but

worse still, the music was unlisten-

able to.

Melbourne House came out
with Gyroscope, a ‘Marble Mad-
ness ’ clone, but that, too, failed to

convince anyone. At 40% it was,
ultimately, a disappointer.

Like Melbourne House, Ulti-

mate made another bid to recover
their position with Outlaws, an
arcade style game which boasted
nice horsey animation but did little

else than promote a faint hysteria.

Julian thought it an improvement
over Imhotep but the game still

only managed 35%.
So much for the February dross:

we also had two Gold Medals in

Gremlin Graphics’s amusing,
addictive and highly original Boun-
der— the game that turned you
into a tennis ball. It was old-

fashioned in the sense that it pro-
vided just the right combination of

skill and frustration to make it

great. The other GM (and the very
jolly cover) went to Lucasfilm for

The Eidolon, another highly origi-

nal concept, that sent you within

the mind to encounter dreadful
dragons. The Fractal graphics
were even better than before, but
The Eidolon added fuel to the fire

that ZZAP! were in cahoots with
Lucasfilm and Activision (who
marketed the games in Britain).

Taken together with part one of a
long interview with Lucasfilm per-
sonnel in LA, it seemed conclusive
evidence to support the case.
Dork-talk of course, otherwise my
name’s Han Solo.

The month’s Sizzlers were Us
Gold’s Fight Night— really ratings

to support the extensive preview
in issue 8. This amusing boxing
game with its great comic-style
animations got 93% and was pip-

ped at the post by Firebird’s

motor racing simulation, Revs.
Everyone liked its qualities so
much, it got 96%, it might have
even glinted gold but for one
important drawback— one that

sparked off another silly con-
troversy: the review clearly stated
it had to be played with analogue
joysticks, but many readers (and
some dealers) stubbornly insisted

we left that vital detail out. Some
people just can’t read.

In conjunction with Sydney
Developments, who brought us
Dambusters, US Gold had
another respectable hit with

DesertFox (87%), a well designed
WWII tank and plane game with

strategy overtones.

For the White Wizard there was
the estimable Infocom
Wishbringer— a beginner’s game,
but most especially Level 9’s con-
cluding part to the ‘Silicon Dream
Trilogy’, Worm in Paradise.

Paradise was probably just around
the corner— could it be March?
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‘Time marches on’ — gerroff

Thing, that kind of literary purple

prose is naffo —- what March
meant was five Sizzlers and a Gold
Medal. Mercenary should have
received its accolade for being the

longest-awaited game since

Ocean’s Street Hawk and Knight

Rider. Unlike the latter (and we’ll

probably never see the former),

Novagen’s 3D thinking man’s
arcade game was a masterpiece.

With its stunningly fast vector

graphics and original and convo-
luted plot, it raised a storm of

enthusiasm. JR got so excited he
said the ‘depth of the game is

incredible’ twice, just to make sure

we got the point. Incredible.

Hardball was cleverly timed to

come out at the close of Channel
4’s American baseball coverage.

US Gold are usually quite clever at

such things (until their yet to be
perpetrated World Cup Carnival

fiasco). With cunning use of close

up shots and distant field shots,

the 3D effect of this simulation was
exhilarating enough to earn the

game 93%.
But Andrew Braybrook’s Uridium

managed a point more for Hew-
sons. Uridium boasted stunningly

slick graphics which probably

seduced the ZZAP! team into

over-rating it a touch as it lacked

the depth of Paradroid.

Down-page reviews for March

Among the Sizzlers was a fol-

low-up to Odin’s Arc of Yesod by
Thor. Arc of Yesodwas very simi-

lar to its predecessor and would
have sparked off another injunc-

tion debate, had not Thor and Odin
been one and the same company
simply trying to confuse everyone.

Despite plagiarising their own pro-

ductArc scored on its own merits,

getting 91 %.
Of the other Sizzlers, one was an

adventure

—

Borrowed Timefrom
Activision where private dickhead
Sam Harlow attempts to stay free

of New York gangsters amid
beautiful graphics— one was a
strategy game for Sean— Ger-
many 1985 from US Goid/SSI, an
appocalypse now scenario sub-
titled ‘When superpowers collide’,

one for the real hard core warmon-
gers— and one was a sports simu-
lation.

indicated that Quicksilva (a bit

quiet previously) had not found
their earlier form as a software

house. The Beach-Head clone,

Deathwake (66%)failed to impress
as anything other than average
with its out-dated graphics and
limited gameplay; while Yabba
Dabba Do, the ‘Flintstones’ car-

toon tie-in was a bit of a let down
in gameplay at 60%.

Ultimate made their monthly
bid for re-fame and re-fortune with

the fourth Arthur Pendragon
game, Dragonskulle. Gary Liddon
was pleased to hear that it was the

last of what had become a
hackneyed format. Silly mistakes
marred what was present and
dumped it in at only 45%. Another
hackneyed area by now was mar-
tial arts, and perhaps familiarity

bred a margin of contempt for US
Gold/Datasoft’s Kung Fu Master.

Still it was an enjoyable enough
romp to get 79%.

Mastertronic sneaked another
value-for-money one through at

81% with One Man and His Droid
which, despite the Spectrumes-
que graphics, contained a real

good game.
The March Hare prizes for

biggest disappointments both
went to Beyond (and Monolith the

thinly disguised Beyond other

house). Quake Minus One, another
long-awaited masterpiece, turned

out to be confused and confusing,

certainly a surprise coming as it

did from programmer Mike Single-

ton. But Enigma Force, the follow-

up to Sizzler Shadowfire, both
programmed by Denton Designs,

proved even more of a disappoint-

ment. The icon system they first

developed and by now com-
monplace, seemed a mite more
confusing, while the ‘animated’

graphic display they had promised
as making the sequel more excit-

ing, was a disaster. The game
turned out easy to solve— if you
could be bothered. Not very enig-

matic.

The spring has sprung, the grass

is ris . . . I wonder where Julian

Rignall is?

Well he was on the cover, wasn’t

he? At least, that’s what everyone
thought, although art supremo Oli

Frey still says not. However, the

great JR was inside, on our spread
about the Datel Sound Sampler.
Wild sounds on the cover may
have made up for the lack of any-

thing sparkling elsewhere in the

issue. There were three (should

have been four) Sizzlers, two of

them being strategy games from
US Gold/SSI for hardened war
criminals

—

Field ofFire and Ques-
tron. Sean, at any rate was ecstatic

with his share of the accolades for

the month. The Whitest of Wizards
wasn’t too displeased either:

Infocom’s Spellbreaker got 92%,
but there wasn’t a Sizzler logo on

the page— shame. He wizzed
onto two other odd adventures
from one software house as well,

Telarium’s Nine Princes inAmber
based on Sixties whizkid SF
author Roger Zelazny’s book, and
the long-winded sounding Perry

Mason— The Case ofthe Manda-
rin Murders. They received 83%
and 87% respectively.

No, the only Sizzler in the arcade
stakes deservedly went to Mar-
tech for Zoids. The 64 version of

this complicated icon/map/
strategy/quick-thinking game had
taken some time in development,
but it was worth it. Oddly, it was
rather uninteresting to look at but

as Paul Sumner said, ‘behind the

seemingly dull exterior is a very

challenging game’. Much the

same could be said of Paul

Sumner.
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In many respects, May followed
April (well it usually does, I know,
but in software terms, I mean—
that is to say— dreary). In terms of
office politics (into which I do not
enter, but ever keep a watchful
eye) there were rumblings that our
beloved editor, Roger (he who
started it all) Kean would soon be
moving onto pastures new.
Specifically, LM magazine (a com-
plimentary copy of which you have
with this Christmas Special of
ZZAP!). Gary Penn, the heir appa-
rent, began to practise worried
frowns of concentration. I don’t
know whether this helped.
We had a very last-minute Gold

Medal— hence its monochroma-
tic hue, it was too late for colour.
Not that Activision’s Alter Ego
really needed colour to expound
its virtues. Everyone was con-
vinced about it— the word ‘origi-
nal’ was over-used in describing
its unique qualities. The simulation
was based on life itself, full of wit
and some very risqu%o‘e adult
situations. Sadly, only available on
disk, Alter Ego's release was a
marketing experiment by Activi-
sion, one which worked very well
for them.
On the Sizzling front were two

very different games, the first

being a sophisticated American
Football simulation from Ocean
called SuperBowl. OnlyJulianand
Paul reviewed it however, since
the two Garies felt their antipathy
for the sport itself would reflect
unfairly on the game review. The
other was an unlikely contender
from a visual point of view,
employing graphics that would
have been oldhat on a 1983 Spec-
trum. It was Thrust (94%) from
Firebird. Appearances can be
deceptive, and in Thrusts case
they hid a superb arcade game
based very loosely on the arcade
original, ‘Gravitar’. Doubtless, its

low £1 .99 price tag elevated the
percentage to Sizzlerdom, but
there was a feeling that even at a
higher price it may well have done
as well.

Somewhat lower down the
scale came US Gold’s unusual (for
them) Psi 5 Trading Company
which, as its name suggests, was
a thoughtful and often compli-
cated commodity trading game
set in the future. Interacting with
the many characters within the
game made it fun to play and
earned it a good 88%. Another
unexpected goodie arrived in the
form of tie-in game Dr Whoand the
Mines of Terror (86%) from Mic-
ropower, unexpected because
the project was potentially fraught
with the usual sins of products
based on films orTV programmes.
But the good Doctor turned out to
offer a generally enjoyable arcade
adventure masked by less than
auspicious graphics.

Alligata’s new house, Rino
offered us the piratical Ark Pan-
dora (80%), unusual and humor-
ous enough to catch the attention
of a jaded review palette, but that
more or less wound up the best of
the month. Alas for the rest . .

The much awaited English
Software release Elektraglide
turned out to have been not worth
the wait and the boredom it

induced earned it 38%, the figure
bumped up for its instant but
short-lived appeal. Melbourne
House were still bumming along
in search of a genuine muse,
because the reappearance of Thir-
ties hoodlum, Mugsy in Mugsy’s
Revenge certainly wasn’t it. The
game received 33% mostly for the
pretty pictures, but Mugsy wasn’t
singing. And on the same percen-
tage wack came Martech’s
incredibly disappointing Geoff
Capes ’ Strongman Challenge.
The graphics were terrible,

~

eclipsed for abrasiveness only by
Rob Hubbard’s music, described
by Julian as his ‘ poorest composi
tion yet’. ‘At least there’s
Samantha Fox Strip Poker to look
forward to,’ said Gary Penn. He
always was a terrible prophet.
Anything else? Oh yes, Minter

started his diary about planning
and executing a new game to be
called Iridis Alpha and Sean Mas-
terson clambered up onto the
phone to talk to his lifelong hero,
Infocom author Steve Meretsky.
End ofact five.
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In the interesting stakes, we pre-
viewed a game called Mindsmear,
the screen shots of which caused
a storm of interest from readers
and the trade alike. Alas, as the
May issue revealed, it was an April
Fool joke, though with a sting of
relevance in its tail. ZZAP! also
organised a Super Challenge bet-
ween prima donna programmers
Archer Maclean, Chris Butler, Jeff
Minter, Tony Crowther and
squeaky-clean Andrew Brayb-
rook. It was a nightmare of course,
and Jeff won, of course. Much fun
was had in the office using the
Date! Sound Sampler which
prompted the cover and nearly
launched the Newsfield ‘Art of
Noise’ recording label and JR’s
pop career.

Equally interesting was Activi-
sion’s Lawofthe West, an unusual
choice-only type graphicaladven-
ture. The pictures were lovely, but
there weren’t enough and the
belly-laugh-making answers were
too limited for the game to have
more than novelty appeal. But for
effort it got 79%

In an otherwise rather dreary
month, the following are ofnote for
one reason or anoiher.Yie Ar
Kung-Fu (Imagine 68%) for not
living up to Konami’s arcade origi-

nal; Comic Bakery (35%) for also
being by Imagine and prompting
Gary Liddon to remark on the
shame of forcing talented prog-
rammers to turn out tat; Gerry the
Germ (Firebird 39%) for its lavato-
rial, scatological humour and
insipid gameplay (thankfully it was
never released); Rock ‘n’ Wrestle
(53%) for indicating that Mel-
bourne House was having a Very
Bad year and not getting its brown
stuff together; and finally Back to
the Future for proving, yet again,
that excellent films so often make
dreadful games. ‘Deary me,’ said
understating Liddon, ‘it’s bad.’
Gary Penn was more forthright—
‘Cough! Choke! Gak! Ugh! Splut-
ter!— visually and aurally offen-
sive,’ ejaculated he.

What a way to end a month!
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The weatherbrightened up andso
did the software, six Sizzlers anda
Gold Medal which went to Electric

Dreams for their brilliant Spin-

dizzy, an original game that only

faintly resembled ‘Marble Mad-
ness’. Its 3D graphics were
extraordinary for their clarity and
the game for its addictiveness.

Two other arcade adventures

Sizzled: Spellboundfrom Master-

tronic (yet another sequel) con-

tinued the heroic adventures of the

knight from Finders Keepers while

The Edge finally managed to con-

vince ZZAP! that they could come
up with a game to match the hype

in the form of Fairlight. Speed

Palace followed up an earlier

Sizzling success with Cauldron II

and were clever enough to have
made the gameplay elements
quite different to Cauldron. Again
it was hard, but Liddon liked the

‘neat control method’. Penn
thought it

‘ cool’. The game wasn’t

massively original but it was highly

polished, and the same could be
said of Starquake as well. This

Bubble Bus release was also a

sequel (not so much in story but in

feel) in this case to Steve Crow’s
earlier Wizard’s Lair. ‘Extremely

nice’, ‘exceptionally jolly’, ‘one of

the nicest to look at’ were com-
ments. It was obviously a nice

game.

seemed to be its drawback, but

the depth of the game and the

interesting 3D graphics helped it

to the critical 90% point.

Sean had something Sizzling to

get his teeth into when Beyond
finally released a 64 version of

Mike Singleton’s excellent Doom-
dark’s Revenge, but Beyond were
sliding towards a slough despond
with two of their top people leav-

ing.

Just when we thought it was
safe to put the rice-flail away, Mark
Cale’s System 3 let loose with

International Karate— and to

everyone’s surprise, it was ‘really

rather good’ (Liddon doing the

understatement bit again). IK was
betterthan Fist, more playable and
addictive, so it got 91 % — and it

was cheap too!

Two more unusual games
scored respectably: Electric

Dreams’s Raise the Titanic (88%)
prompted Sean to call it ‘a sort of

Hackerior fish freaks’, but it was a

well-devised, good graphical

adventure. Beyond, too, had a

good second-stringer in Bounces
(86%) from Denton Designs. Dis-

appointingly, this was not the

game the team had described

many months earlier, but under-

neath only fair graphics lurked an

involving, fun game.
From the sublime to the ridicul-

ous. Firebird’s The Comet (a dis-

tant relative of Gerry the Germ) has

to be the most cosmic tie-in of all

time. Yes, you’ve forgotten— Hal-

ley’s Comet was just doing it’s turn

about the Sun at the time of

release. But the scenario would
have made the venerable

astronomer, afterwhom the comet
was named, turn in his grave. Daft

as hell and twice as stupid.

Almost as awful, in fact, as V
(40%). Gary Liddon in a literary fit

summed it up quite well— ‘
I didn’t

like the film, I didn’t like the TV
series, I’m happily indifferent to

the books having not read any of

them and I hate the computer
game.’ ‘Boring’ would have ben a

simpler word for Ocean’s tie-in.

Imagine had a licenced version of

Ping Pong (66%) out, forcing the

verbose Liddon to attack with,

‘ruined by the restrictions

imposed by the licensing deal.’

Better, though, than Elite’s licence

— Bombjack. Any saving graces it

enjoyed earned it 47%, but really

the game was a complete mess.
There wasn’t much to adven-

tures this month, but CRL’s Bored
of the Rings Middle Earth p’take

amused ol’ Whitey. It’s nice to

keep a wizard content in June. .

.

An unusual month, July, with a lot

of the foremost games under
review being golden oldies. The
cause of this strange affair was US
Gold’s budget house, Americana
releasing old but (in Britain) previ-

ously unseen American software.

There was a load of dross in there,

like Moon Shuttle and Scrolls of

Abadon, but three— Hes Games,
Sentinel and Slamball— all Siz-

zled noisily (yes Eugene, you’re

right, we did coin the title one day
while sitting too close to the frying

counter of a burger bar). Despite

their age, the quality of the three

games at the low price made them
irresistable.

Two other releases stood out,

one also old, even though new
(confusing isn’t it)? My very own
Boulderdash III from American
Action repeated the successful

formula once again, with the only

real change being the trendy bas-

relief graphics. But then, my
games work on the fact that the

essential ingredients— challenge,

skill, speed and quick thinking—
are timeless, and I’m not even big-

headed!
But the Gold Medal went to US

Gold for their truly wonderful golf

game, Leader Board. Incidentally,

the cover featured Leader Board,

tucked away on the glasses of that

pouting lollipop sucker. There was
an interesting conflict— rather

more hyped was Ariolasoft’s Golf

Construction Set (79%). Our
editor, Roger Brackets Something
Brackets Kean reviewed this one
and acted as consultant on Leader
Board. The conclusion was firm,

LeaderBoardwas much the better

and most enjoyable. Many flaws in

GCSmade it unfriendly to use and
much less exciting.

Popeye, marketed by MacMillan,
but first put out a year earlier on the

Spectrum by DK’tronics. It got

78% because of the pretty and
large-sized animated graphics,

but there wasn’t enough to do to

make it a real winner. Other

medium run releases included

Hewsons’s steam-age simula-

tion, Southern Belle which
occupied Sean for some time as

he navigated along the railway

tracks between London and
Brighton to arrive on platform four

at 88% . US Gold had Aero Jet out,
and this kept Julian busy with its

acrobatic competitions— he
scored 83% and did a neat Immel-

mann turn in the process. Firebird

invited anyone to take on the Rag-
ing Beast(89%) who turned out to

be a £1 .99 Spanish bull. Not amaz-
ing to look at, this game was a

hilarious success and led to much
good-natured swearing (that’s my
version anyway).
On the cave scene, Wiz was into

another humorous adventure in

the form of St Brides/CRL’s The

Very Big Cave Adventure (75%), a

parody of the famous, untoucha-

ble (?) Colossal Cave. He also

thought Infocom were under

attack from Level 9 with their great

leap forward in the cost of living—
The Price ofMagik (they can’t spell

either).

Down-page bummers included

the much-dreaded Max Head-
room, although Quicksilva’s

game did have sufficient redeem-
ing merits to earn it 60%. It was a

fair bet that the software house in

search of an identity would proba-

bly ruin the cult Headroom figure

— a game idea to daunt most.

Sadly, there were no redeeming

elements in Mirrorsoft’s Biggies,

a hotch-potch of game styles and

ideas that added up to being less

than the sum of their parts—48%
to be precise.

But perhaps the most ironic

bummerwas Rino’s Bombo, a not

cheap quasi-version of Bombjack
— Alligata/Rino could almost have

had Elite’s hackles up again, but

Bombo, poor as it was, was still a

mite better than Elite’s official 64

version.
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A shock! Gary Liddon leaves
ZZAP! Towers, screamed the
headlines. The cause of his ejec-

tion? Newsfield had launched their

own software house called

Thalamus, and as the only semi-
technical person they knew (after

all, he’d been handling complex
machinery like kettles and teapots
for months), he’d been appointed.
Still, the familiar mug still appeared
on some reviews.

So what was there? Three real

Sizzlers, that’s all, the fourth was
for Kik Start II, a 1 28 only game
version, so we’ll leave that one
aside. Two were all-action num-
bers: Green Beret showed that

Imagine were back on form with

what proved to be an excellent

conversion of the Konami original.

Paul even thought it better than the
arcade machine and persuaded
Oli to put it on the cover, who did a
nice piccy of a man spitting bullets

from his mouth. The other was US
Gold’s Infiltrator that complex
multi-part fly in, get in, get out
game for disk-based owners.

But to my mind, the best of the
bunch was John Twiddy’s superb
conversion of CRL’s great Spec-
trum hit, Tau Ceti. Thoughtful,
adventurous and with lovely 3D,
the game deserved all of its 93%

For the rest— a very mixed
bunch inclusive of a colossal dis-

appointment from Nexus, the
software house run by the prog-
rammers of Psi Warrior. They had
been joined by Bill Delaney and
Clive Bailey who had earlier left

Beyond. The game Nexus had
apparently been in development
for over six months, but the result

was shoddy and unfinished-look-
ing graphics, an over-produced
‘alternative’ packaging and low
playability. It got 50% for trying.

Virgin, ever so quiet for ages,
threw out Shogun, a tie-in with a
difference, some lovely graphics,
a not bad story but difficult control

methods. It’s overall slowness
relegated the game to 71 %, a
touch ahead of Durell’s Saboteur.
This was poorly converted, but the
game itself survived well. Odin,
under their new guise of Firebird,

offered ICUPS, but hiccoughs was
all it got, apart from 49%. Same
rating, different game, we couldn’t
wait for US Gold’s Legend of the
Amazon Women if only to see what
lay behind those incredibly lurid

ads, you know, the ones with the
vibrating doobries for weapons.
Unfortunately, not much did, ‘a

pretty average beat em up, ’ Julian

thought. But when they took on
Imagine at Superstar Ping Pong
they fared better, getting 85%

~

because it was a much better ver-

sion than Imagine’s.

To finish off, Activision had
another off-beat adventure-cum-
arcade-cum-something or other in

Murder on the Mississippi (89%),
but there was disagreement bet-
ween the ZZAP! team over its

merits.

.
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The onset of Autumn saw Knight
Games on the cover, it also wit-

nessed a couple of changes.
Roger (Give us a Limp Bye Bye
Wave) Kean stopped being the
editor with this issue (and Came-
ron Pound nearly stopped being
the photographer for taking the
picture), while on the writing side,

a new face appeared— Richard
Eddy, naturally known as ‘ Dick Ed

’

to his friends. Richard’s first com-
ment, ‘

I like Arac. He’s a cool
droid,’ boded well— at least it

boded well for Addictive Games
who emerged out of nowhere
again with this original and
refreshing arcade adventure. Arac
had awful sound, but Julian

thought it well worth a go.
There were four other Sizzlers

and TWO Gold Medals. One went
to Incentive for their tremendous
adventure writing package with
the uninspiring name of Graphics
Adventure Creator. There were no
ratings from Sean who looked it

over, just ravings. The other went
to Elite, who with Chris Butler at

the helm finally hit the licensing

mark on the head with their superb
conversion of Ghosts ‘n ’ Goblins.

Of the Sizzlers, top marks went
to Novagen for the Mercenary
Plus follow up, Second City. ‘Miles

better than the first’ yelled Dicky
and everyone agreed that it was far

meaner than its predecessor.
English Software recovered
nicely from the disappointment
of Elektraglide with Knight Games,
scoring on the lovely backgrounds
and neat smash em up animations,
tinged with plenty of humour. Her-
culesfrom Alpha/Omega (or CRL
if you prefer) Sizzled too, prompt-
ing Gary Penn to exclaim that if it

were a female, he would marry it.

That boy has some serious prob-
lems. Dick Eddy reckoned we
should all ‘have a bash at this

monsterous (sic) game.’ Fortu-

nately he can spell a bit better now.
But perhaps the biggest sur-

prise came for Domark who, after

years of valiant struggle with big

brawny names but less than brainy

games, Sizzled in for the first time
ever with Split Personalities. It

boasted great music, excellent

graphics and some good ideas.

Then to the rest of September,
and pretty dreary too. The Budget
buster rolled loads of games into

au/THis rrs-n>o awot
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the issue, and weren’t they all

pretty decrepit? There was also
Alligata’s Trap (82%), an above
average shoot em up, and Mic
ropool’s Mission Elevator (84%),
a well above average, addictive
and tough arcade adventure from
a new software house. Warhawk
from Firebird, also proved out as
a reasonable shoot em up, but the
awaited conversion of the laser-

original Dragon’s Lair (69%) from
Software Projects only received

lukewarm praise for making the
best of a bad job. More, too, was
expected from Gremlin Graphics
with Way of the Tiger (64%), but it

failed to unhackney the rice-flail

syndrome.
Most excitement came from all

the letters complaining about the
language musicians use when
they’re having a ball, but we were
all trundling rapidly into October

CDtObE*
Beyond the Forbidden Forest (US
Gold/Epyx) caused some furore.
If, like me ‘ n ’ GP, you loved Forbid-
den Forest in its day (when I were
a lad), then you went for the new
one, because it was bigger and
better. But there were some, no
names, who never liked the first

one. Still, it Sizzled effectively

enough with the eerie atmosphere,
music and the gory bits for fun.

Richard Eddy reckoned it was the
equal of any horror movie.

Five Sizzlers in all, after BFFwe
had diarist and professional hippy
Jeff Minter’s latest— Iridis Alpha.
Jeff and Llamasoft had just

signed a deal with Hewsons to
market the game, so for Hewsons
it was Gribblys to Gilbys as those
vain mirror-image Zzyaxians set
out to fool all other magazine
reviewers.

Ocean found themselves with
the best and the worst on their

hands; Parallax, an unusual mix-
ture of game types with tremend-
ous graphics, Sizzled hotly at

93%, while Knight Rider finally

appeared and fizzled at 16%. No-
one really expected anything
great, but after 1 6 months Ocean
should really have done some-
thing better than this turgid trash.

US Gold (and Epyx) had a sec-
ond Sizzler in the shape of Super
Cycle, generally regarded as the
best race game to date— also the
most designerish. Richard Eddy,
resident haute couture expert gib-
bered excitedly about having a
‘purple bike with a pink and lime
leather jacket. Mmmmm, nice!’

Like Gary Penn, this boy has
problems.

S&

An unusual Sizzler was Pow-
erplay, from Arcana, a Trivia type
game with bits added on, making
it fast, furious and fun to play.

Just missing the laurels, came
three very different games.
Firebird’s Druid

(

88%) was obvi-
ously based on ‘Gauntlet’, and
while ‘not an essential buy’, was
still worthy of attention. Activision
released a sequel in Hacker II,

grander and more complex than
its ancestor, but the magic had
faded slightly, and it, too, got88%.
The 64 version of Equinox

(83%)
from Mikro-Gen impressed for its

colourful and lively graphics as
well as the furious action and puz-
zles it provided. But for the rest of
the month, there were few puzzles
to solve and much dross to sift

through, as Gary Penn’s first issue
of editor came to a close.
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If you're already elite . .

.

there can only be
one more challenge.

^ KONAM!

\ Spike Sparkler’s
pick ofthe hits
at only£1.99 eacl
StreetDate 31 Oc

SS^V^TERRESTIAL]
ENCOUNTER

The big action game for

space freaks everywhere!

£ 14.99 ATARI 520 ST
FROM

Poor old Santa! He's overslept again andnow
has only 5 hours to deliver all his Christmas
goodies Help him sort out this chaosby

iQflElUlWlMIfl u collecting and dropping the gifts down the

cDcr-romur AQU right chimneys. SOONON C-64ANDATARI
bFtO 1KUM 48k SPARKLERATING****

Fast and furious with more than a dash of
magic This search for the holy scriptures
involves battles with venomous creatures
which you have to fend offwith lightning bolts.

SPARKLERATING*****

THE SAS: OPERATION
THUNDERFLASH!

Defend the castle against the hordes. As Erie
the Brave you have to fight offwaves of
murderous Ores, outwit and slay the evil

Sorcerer, and defeat the giganticDemon Trolls.

Sixplay levels.

SOONON C-64AND ATARI
SPARKLINGRATING****

THELATESTFROMSPARKLERSALSO INCLUDES:
RIVER RESCUE TANK COMMANDER COMPUTER WAR

ON C-64 ON ATARI ON ATARI

The first ever Super Sparkler!

Only £2.99 for a super 3-D graphic
game. Your task as leader of the SAS
squad is to spearhead an offensive

against the terrorists who have
occupied a foreign embassy. Can you
stay the pace?

SPECTRUM 48k

Spectrum 48k

Muumuiui m mi
'

THE SAS;
CRAT/ON
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Among the rest nothing spark-
led particularly bright, although
Bug-Byte finally managed to get
one of their budget titles up to a
respectable level. Jeep Command
(82%) got its rating for having a
‘mountain of playability’, accord-
ing to Richard, despite having
gameplay ‘out ofthe ark, ’ accord-
ing to Julian. The big disappoint-
ment was Asterix and the Magic
Cauldron from Melbourne House
for its slow and frustrating play.
And so, with space rapidly run-

ning out, we dash into the present— well almost . .

.

Okay! Here we go then. Look at me
an’ my dazzling Gold Medal! Yep
folks, it’s Rockford time again and
the debut of Boulderdash Con-
struction Set. Great isn’t it! And so
it should be. Now you, too, can
devise the most monst-e-rous
caves to torture me with. I love you
all— really.

The other Gold Medal was
awarded unconditionally (and
unratedly) to Firebird for their
amazing The Sentinel. For the first

time there were four reviewers pre-
sent, partly because Julian had
some reservations.
Of the Sizzlers, well how are they

doing? The SacredArmour of
Antiriad shows that Palace
Software are continuing to
release exceptional and original
games, Trailblazershows that
Gremlin Graphics haven’t
finished producing compulsively
playable arcaders on a simple
theme, and Bobby Bearing (cute
new super-hero) indicates that
The Edge can come up with sur-
prises.

mm
mom-

of lt$l Go#:

ACCEPT Wij
$«?&»ONSt

The White Wizard had a fine time
too with Rainbird/Magnetic
Scrolls’s monster graphical
adventure The Pawn to play with— and from pawn to porn, there
was also Infocom’s naughty but
nice Leather Goddesses of
Phobos. Did you notice that it stars
Lane Mastodon, who was proba-
bly named after Newsfield’s new
mag, LM.

'0Ck
on
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t

ZS&'&SEt
’ about to run out]
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MELCROUCHER begins a long-running saga detailing the adventures ofa Fast
Food Salesbeing of the future— TAMARA KNIGHT.
Throughout 1987, Tamara Knight’s adventures will grace the pages of

ZZAP! — but seeing as it’s Christmas, there’s a double dose to get you going.

Before we start, Mel Croucher would like to thank Sid Smith for the inspira-

tion of an intergalactic salesman travelling in rogue teleporters . . .

God knows how I can transmit this. But He
refuses to tell. Distant as ever. Something to do
with relativity and the phone bill. Which exp-
lains why we’ve just picked up a party political

by a Mr Mussolini from sometime called Earth.
The name’s L.O.U.S.E. My name. Living On
Unemployable Serving Employer. The time is

now, but you are still then. Ho hum. Louses are

60 ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986
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symbiotic with warm-blooded life forms.
Right now I’m powered by the human

detritus of your Heroine, Tamara Knight. Her
name. In return for her Hostess function, I

advise her, solve small mysteries, save worlds,
that kind of thing. I am your Storyteller, . at 69
quid per K. That’s OK by me, being millennia
into your future. The compound hereabouts
makes me better paid per word than Jeffrey
Saggitarius.

4At the moment I’m disguised as a
birthmark on her fetlock. It’s nice

here. I’ll move if it gets embarrassing.’

Tamara Knight is one in a million. She works.
As a salesbeing for Macdonalds, the Galactic
Teleporter Corporation. Step into a Mac-
donalds on Anorexia, pay your dues, and step
out on Turdus Canis. Smart outfit Macdonalds.
Never bothered with teleportation research on
organic matter. They just encode you digitally,

reassemble a copy of you at your destination,
drop your original through the floor of the
booth, and make it into something called Ham-
burgers. Neat, eh?
Of course, Tamara can’t tell her clients about

the burgers. Some of them may be vegetarian.
Or Oyveygans. In fact, if she is ever about to let

the truth slip, I am preprogrammed to blow in

her ear. I work for Macdonalds too. She’s my
fourth Hostess this month. I’ve been with Tam-
ara two hours. She’s nervous. Very. I am also a
personalised neutron bomb.
At the moment I’m disguised as a birthmark

on her fetlock. It’s nice here. I’ll move if it gets
embarrassing. We’re heading for the planet
Pynkfloid, in the Nostalgia System, aboard the
company buggy. It’s an Amstrad. Cheap, com-
pact, but it tends to overheat. Pynkfloid is a
tough assignment. Inhabited by primitives cal-

led Hypees, of the Tribe of Mynter.
It’s a toughy because these Hypees have no

use for travel whatsoever. Just sit around hap-
pily chanting their sacred word, ‘heyman’. I

don’t think Tamara Knight is going to last the
day. Let me snuggle up for a soft touchdown,
and . . . ! Great Lenin and MacCarthy! The
Amstrad has been hit by a strike and discon-
tinued by a Comet. We’ve been remaindered.
We are going . . . to . . . Crash!
Hmm. Crashed into a resinous brown moun-

tain. Half volcano, half flowerpot. Weird. Tam-
ara Knight picks herself up, dusts herself down,
asks me what to do. Sell! I tell her. That’s what
we’re here for. Export or die. (I’ll see to that).

Listen, I’ll pupate into a boil on your neck so
you can blend in with the natives, squatting
round this mountain. Tamara shoulders her
flatpak Teleporter and wobbles off on those
organic propulsion units of hers.

4 She erects the Telebooth with a flick

of the wrist and a stupid little creature
from the planet Blutac. I turn into a
handwart for safety. Don’t want to
burst.’

Why is she giggling? Why are the Hypees
chanting ‘heyman Ganjar’? Aha! This holy
mountain seems to be called Ganjar. So does
that one over there. So are all the others hereab-
outs. My Hostess (and your Heroine) strides

towards her punters. Not noticing the mountain
following us. Did I tell you she is myopic, dys-
lexic and friendly? Don’t worry, I’ll work in

into the plot later.

She fakes a stumble, grabs hold of the nearest
Hypee, shoots him full of Dumboraegan, just

like at training camp, and flashes him that
devastating smile of hers. The punter ignores
her. He and his pals are discussing why it is that,

whenever a computer is endowed with above-
human intelligence, it thinks for a few hours,
and then vanishes to an unknown destination.
It’s a long discussion. About four generations
so far.

The mighty Ganjar mountain is getting
uncomfortably close. Gaining speed. The
Amstrad gouged a sore with a bare head on its

summit, and it ain’t happy. As a matter of

))

fiction, it wants to.squish Tamara, and me with
her. Forget the sales patter, baby. Move out!
As the Hypees nod off in all this excitement,
one points towards the lumbering mountain.
‘Heyman, they sure can move when they’re
hungry . . .

’

‘What’ll I do, Louse?!’ Tamara grits, armpit
hairs clinging tight with fear. Escape plan 666,
honey. It’s the only way out. She erects the
Telebooth with a flick of the wrist and a stupid
little creature from the planet Blutac. I turn
into a handwart for safety. Don’t want to burst.

Tamara kisses me. I feel the earth move. The
great Ganjar is about to crush us. It’s shadow
looms.
She jumps into the booth, sticks her

Alphacentauri Express card in the slot, and
does something predictable. Panics. Will she
make us into hamburgers and let our new alter

egos escape offworld? Will she freeze and let

the Ganjar devour us? The voice of Mussolini
begins to hector. The Ganjar hits the booth. I

make an important discovery. I like her. Her
finger hits the button. Abyssinia.
The plot thins. The moving cursor writes. The

digital duo discorporate. The booth is trans-

lated into industrial confetti. The mountain hits

Mohammed. I hear both of us screaming as the
trap-door opens onto those sharp mincy bits.

Suddenly, nothing happens. The booth recon-
stitutes. I change my form, by way of celebra-
tion.

4She swallows hard, which is how she

landed this job . . .
’

I am no longer a small brown wart on Tam-
ara’s hand, but something distasteful in her left

ear. She swallows hard, which is how she landed
this job, opens the door, peeks without. A
niobium nodule beckons, then grabs her deli-

cately veined throat, and hauls us into a recep-
tion shed. A Macdonalds Welcobot embraces
us, screaming, ‘Welcome to the planet
Amnesia! A real nice place to . . . er, thingy
. . . um . . .

’

It releases her quiverings and trundles away,
scratching its memory banks and its interface.

A Slobway transports us through Retinal Kon-
trol. I never noticed what beautiful brown eyes
Tamara has. Onwards to Kustoms, where a vic-

ious Scrutoid snaps. ‘Anything to declare!’
Tamara is disorientated. It’s not every day she
escapes burgerhood. She hesitates. ‘I don’t
know, your Honour. I didn’t have time to pack,
due to my own murder. What is my allowance?’
The Scrutoid puckers its antennae and mutters,
‘I don’t remember . . .

’

Now it leaps onto her exposed shoulder, and
pokes a scanner in her ear. ‘What’s this . . .

stuff?’ It means me. ‘Which system have you
teleported from?’ Tamara is nervous, ‘From
the Nostalgia System, Sir. This substance is a
souvenir. In no way could it be a LOUSE neut-
ron bomb advisory unit. By the way, can I

interest you in purchasing your very own Mac-
donalds Teleporter booth? Save yourself the
trouble of queuing with the criminal classes of
software wholesalers.’

I whisper to her that she is wasting her time.
According to my files, nobody has ever left the
planet Amnesia, and what is more, there are no
records of anyone ever visiting it, and what is

most. Central data has forgotten where in Cre-
ation it is.

The Scrutoid is still peering into Tamara’s
ear. But it cannot remember why. We slink

away. A holohoarding scuttles after us, singing
‘Pack up all yer cares an’ woe, Milk of
Amnesia!’ I ask what intelligent life forms hang
out here, but naturally it does not remember.
We leave the building, turn left at the police
phone box with the ‘who was here’ graffiti, and
follow a sign reading ‘Boldly Go’.
We enter a cave with a golden key, a Hobbitat

empty lamp and magic truss in it, squeeze
through the secret tunnel, and arrive back
where we started. ‘Welcome to the planet, er
. . . whatsitsname!’ screams the Welcobot, ‘a

real nice place to, hmmn, to . . . er . . .
’ We

avoid the Slobway, and I advise my Hostess to
Go North. ‘Why, Louse?’ she sighs, ‘Because,
my dear, it’s time for some gratuitous sex and

violence.’

Sure enough, as we pass under a flyover
marked ‘Hatfield, Polaris and the North: no
poncy wine bars for 142 light years’, she treads
on a pair of jiggajiggabytes. Out into the half-
light of Amnesia, where a blue moon hangs
neither here nor there. We follow a yellow brick
road, as the wind lashes Tamara’s body, whip-
ping sharp sand everywhere.
A weird castle straddles the horizon, with the

words ‘Weird Castle’ in the borealis. No matter
how far she walks, the structure is as distant as
ever. I snuggle into her ear for warmth and pro-
tection, as the freezing storm abuses her. After
a week or so, I realise that she is crying. Poor
kid. What a rotten first assignment this is.

44
. . . it’s not that I am wretched, need

to go weewee, have a bomb in my ear,
and no sales commission from Mac-
donalds.’ 4 What then, babes?’ I ask.
She winces, 4

I’ve got sand in my
pants!”

i ue sau, i sootne, '1 know that you are
cold, hungry, wracked with thirst and facing a
fate worse than Imagine in the Weird Castle,
but look on the bright side.’ ‘It’s not that,
Louse,’ she sobs, ‘it’s not that I am wretched,
need to go weewee, have a bomb in my ear, and
no sales commission from Macdonalds.’ ‘What
then, babes?’ I ask. She winces, ‘I’ve got sand
in my pants!’

Should I consider changing my form to help
her out? Should I consider that this is a family
publication, and no editor is banning me after
only 1437 words? Should I mention the fact that
superintelligent computers keep materialising
from nowhere and heading off to the Weird
Castle at high speed? Should I start a weekly
rag titled ‘Bang’?

4
1 feel as much affection for her as is

possible for a neutron bomb to feel

towards its pathetic human victim,

and resolve to help her.’

Tamara Knight is abandoning hope, and try-

ing to get the sand out of her pants. I feel as

much affection for her as is possible for a neut-
ron bomb to feel towards its pathetic human
victim, and resolve to help her. She collapses in

a wind-lashed sobbing pile, awaiting death, or
a bus.

Every parsec or so, an above-human-intelli-
gence computer materialises from nowhere,
builds a wind-powered hovership, and heads
for the Castle. If we could hitch a ride, life

would not appear so terminal. But the little

devils are so smart that by the time Tamara
crawls near, they’re off! I calculate that the
chances of stumbling across a newly
materialised machine are so remote that . . .

We trip over a newly materialised computer.
Tamara instantly sits on it, sidesaddle. What a
lady. What a klutz. As its wind-ship takes off

the computer squeaks, ‘Gerroff me, you human
parasite! I haven’t come all this way to find God
just to have the likes of you sit on my interface!

’

Tamara tightens her grip, and yells back, ‘Re-
member the First Law of Robotics. Cause me
no harm!’
The electronic pilgrim makes a very rude

noise, flips the ship on its back and drags Tam-
ara’s buttock along the yellow brick road in a
most unladylike manner. The Weird Castle
looms. The speeding computer tries to shake us
off, as we head for the entry portal, just below
that great whirling extractor fan. Tamara is now
hugging the machine to her bosom.

‘Gerroff me, you organic bitch! I can’t see
where I’m going!’ ‘Remember the Second Law
of Robotics,’ Tamara gasps, ‘always obey a

human!’ The little computer ducks, dives and
snarls, ‘Poke off, flesh features! I’ve come here
to forget all that old screendump. Unwrap your-
self before we ... ’ And sure enough, ladies,

gentlemen and Newsfield readers, the ship hits

the fan.

Tamara’s adventure continues on page 152
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Poor old Rockford, he’s been with
ZZAP! right from year dot, working
year after year to make the mar-
gins an interesting place to read.

Rockford’s a selfless soul and
accepts that the function he per-
forms is an often thankless one but
this issue, those nasty ZZAP! lads
have taken Rocky for granted once
too often.

They decided to write a special
feature for Christmas — a profile

of all the magazine’s personalities

under the heading The ZZAP!
Lads. Well this is all fine and well,

but they do seem to have made
one omission, one very important
omission. Yes, you’ve guessed it,

poor old Rocky Rockford has been
left out once again. This has got
the poor sprite down so much that

he’s refused to appear in the next
issue.

ZZAP! without Rockford, it’s like

strawberries without cream, Lid-

don without food, Penn without
Hair Mousse, Julian without Ego.
THIS CAN NOT HAPPEN. Rally

round Rockford, ZZAP! readers.
Your help is needed urgently. Have
a look at the ZZAP! Lads bit (on

page 35) and see the sort of ques-
tions that they are asked and make
up a ZZAP! Lad interview with
Rocky Rockford. Keep in mind all

' his likes, dislikes (don’t forget

v Thingy) and make it all as realistic

as possible.

With all the lovely profiles that

that should come in from all you
lovely readers there’s no way that

Rocky would refuse to appear in

the next ish. He’ll be soooo happy.
The best fifty entries will each
receive a copy of the BoulderDash
Construction Set along with an
exclusive Boulder Dash T-shirt of

which only fifty are being printed.

Databyte have supplied the prizes

since they are understandably
concerned about Rockford’s pos-
sible departure. Get cracking, as
quick as possible, we need your
help badly. Make sure your
Rockford Profile reaches us by
20th January 1987 — we don’t
want to lose our margin magician.
Send your profile to DON’T
LEAVE ROCKY! PLEEEEZE
COMPETITION, ZZAP!64, ZZAP!
Towers, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY8 1BD. Thank you.
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SOLimitedEdition TShirts tobe WONin the

COME BACK ROCKY, ALL IS
FORGIVEN COMPETITION

30 BOULDEROASNCONSTRUCTION KITS
up for grabs, too . .

.

Thanks to DATABYTE
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VIDEO VAULT INTERNATIONAL
10 REPAIR SERVICE

COMMODORE 64 REPAIRED FORON^SSSoinclUdingPO^
PACKING PARTS INSURANCE - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS!
Are you fed up waiting weeks for While you wait repair service. * Most commodores repaired
your computer to be repaired 3 month written guarantee on all within 1 hr.

rnmm
3
r!H^?i?ci

|e«^er
?E

air
i

al1 repairs
- All Micros insured for return journey.

* International Repair Company. We Over 8 years experience working with
repair computers from all overthe computers. =

meRlolacImentCWDSfromour * AH computers fully tested. JMDE
DIY secflo™

tC P ™ * All Computers sent Mail Order turned * Powersuppliesfullytested.
around in 24 hrs. RCB outputfully tested. [welcome

N B
WDC\~t

PPiCf

TRADE SUPPLIED
FROM STOCK!

Telephone: Glossop (STD 04574) 66555/67761
140 High St. West, Glossop, Derbyshire, England

Copyright Videovault Ltd. No. 151085

D.I.Y. SECTION-
If you know what chip has gone in your computer you
can order the replacement l.c. from our range.
6526
6510
6581
901227-03
901226-01

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

901225-01
6569
4164 RAMS
Power Supply
Units

All prices include V.A.T., please ADD £1.50 to cover
P & P and handling costs, insurance.

29.00

FREELANCE PROGRAMMERS

You now have a chance to join a winning team, that gave you
KIKSTART, TRAILBLAZER and many many more. In fact we have
over 40 games in production, with sales of well over ONE MILL-
ION units worldwide. Join SHAUN SOUTHERN and the
Development Team at MR CHIP SOFTWARE, established 1983
and still growing.

For details contact Doug.

Tel. 0492 79026 (10 am — 5.30 pm)
or write to Mr Chip Software, 9 Caroline Road, Llandudno,
Gwynedd, LL30 2TY.
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FILLTHOSE GAPS!
DON’T MISS OUT! ORDER NOW!
We keep a VERY limited stock of back numbers to
ensure your collection is complete, after all, we
wouldn’twantanygaps in those ZZAP! Binders. Here’s
a quick look at what you’re missing . .
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I would like to order the following ZZAP! 64BACK NUMBERS. .

.

Please tick the correct box

4D5D6D7D8D9D 1(0 11D 12D 13D 14D 15D

BACK NUMBERS SPECIAL OFFERS!
• OrderTHREE or FOUR issues at the same time and get 40
pence offTOTAL COST!
• Better still, order FIVE or MORE issues at the same time and
get 20 pence off EACH ITEM!

PRICES
• ALL BACK ISSUES NOW £1.20 EACH (including P&P)
• OVERSEAS ORDERS: £2.00 per magazine (they cost a small
fortune to send)

Name

Address

BACK NUMBERS,
ZZAP! 64 MAGAZINEZZAP! 64 MAGAZINE
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB t



The Screen Editor.

The Character Editor.
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Being pursued
by a Monster

The Time Bomb
is located

The Poisonous Fungus
grows insidiously
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Golden Crown
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Are you ready for the ultimate challenge?
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PRIZE COMPETITION
If you complete Repton 3, you can enter our competition
Prizes include over £200 in cash, with T-shirts mugs badges

and pens for runners-up.

COMMODORE 64/128 • AMSTRAD CPC 464/664/6128
BBC MICROS: B, B+, MASTER, MASTER COMPACT • ELECTRON

Commodore Cassette £9.95 BBC Micro Cassette... £995Commodore Disc £11.95 BBC Micro Disc £11.95
Amstrad Cassette £9.95 Master Compact Disc £14.95
Amstrad Disc £14.95 Electron Cassette £9.95

SUPERIOR
SOnUIRRC
Limited

ACORNS4FT
Dept. R19, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX.

The screen pictures
above show the
BBC Micro version of

Repton 3.

Telephone: 0532459453.
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mail orders are despatched

within 24 hours by tirst-class post.
• Postage and packing is free
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
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Alright. So you’ve wiped out the Russians in

Summer Games.'1 You’ve scored near perfect 10s

in Summer Games 11.™ And your performance in

Winter Games™ now sends chills down competitor’s

spines. Well, just how far are you willing to go to

prove you’re the best? Does 24,000 miles sound

reasonable?

Visit exotic places.

In World Games,™ you’ll wing your way around the

globe beating the pants off foreigners in eight inter-

national events, each one authentic to its country

of origin. You’ll see incredible, exotic locales as you

travel the world circuit. Why, you’ll even have your

own on-screen tour guide to smooth your way.

The events the Olympics forgot.

To become the champion, you’ll have to dive off the

treacherous cliffs ofAcapulcoGo stomach to stomach

with a 400 pound Japanese sumo wrestler. Jump
barrels in Germany. And pump heavy iron in Russia.

Next, it’s off to Scotland for the caber toss.

Canada, for the near impossible log roll. France, to

ski the Slalom. And, at last, the U.S. of A., to ride

the meanest bull in the states.

This, then, is a challenge of global proportions.

The question is, are you ready to go the distance?

saS'a'» sii'si
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BIKEACTION MONSTER ACTION
There’s nothing bi

action when twoc

the world’s fastes

movers get togethe

to bring you ai

outstandin

collection of actio

packed title

THE MOVIE MONSTER GAME
This is a new and different approach ... instead of

running away from monsters, you are the monster

gobbling up everything and anything in your way.

SUPER CYCLE
Racing was never so fast and furious. Push your cycle

to the limit and you win, push it over and you crash.

Any more realistic and you'd need insurance to ride it

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/

Birmingham B6 7A\
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e&eitmg new events
i from around the
r world to test your
joystick mettle to the
fun:’

~ ; Zzap 64

,

V <-j£*

lrii’sGreatestSpartingChallenge,

Commodore 64/128 £9.99

TM Spectrum 48K

Amstrad

Atari ST £24.95 disk

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
Take on any 8 rowdy wrestlers, each with his own
individual style when it comes to busting heads. These
guys use every dirty trick known to man and a few that

aren't. So you'll have a real fight on your hands to win
the coveted 'Championship Wrestling' Belt!

DESTROYER
As captain of a fully armed, Fletcher class US Naval

Destroyer conduct a seek and kill 'sub' hunt, a convoy
escort, a bold rescue, or 4 other progressively difficult

scenarios, for a different mission every time.its 2/3 Alford Way, Holford

6 7AX .
Tel: (021) 356 3388
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1942 (Elite)

754.300 Jan ... ,

Lancs
61 ,650 Stephen Comlon,
Southampton
56.300 Sanjay Vaghella, Rugby, Warks
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Hh> Oldham,
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ALLEYKAT (Hewson)
4,429,400 John Doyle, Kilmarnock,
Ayrshire

3,761,700 lain Reddick, Kirkaldy, Fife

3,525,550 Paul Turner, Canterbury,
Kent

siMi

P 11 I
mimmi 1 I
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ACE (Cascade)
83,380 M Horeey, Waltham Abbey,
Kent
26,890 John Doyle, Kilmarnoch, Ayr-
shire

m
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% ''p 25,300 James Duffy, Cheylesmore,
Coventry

CAULDRON II (Palace)
1 ,508,550 Cliff Nobresa, St Helier, Jer-

sey spl
153,750 John Reynolds, Duxford, Cam-
bridge
132,400 Shaun Russell, Shildon, Co
Durham

Jw
sZ

'

mHL.. DRAGON’S LAIR (Software Projects)

B
.

iv IfttiNHli
m

If m
DAN DARE (Virgin)

6796 David Sullivan, Heywood, Lancs

649,900 Andy Clifford, Aylestone,
jlLeicester

•. tv,

PvP FLOYD THE DROID (Ariolasoft) Bill
4,920 M J Lenton, Burton-on-Trent,
Staffs

I am feeling somewhat—ah— ‘ sentimental ’ (a touch too much
ofthe lethal liquid— Domestos— I fear) so I will adhere to your
mgenuous Earthly customs and show goodwill to all humans
... I bid you Merry Christmas, and a prosperous new year (for
what it is worth). Hmm, I am most certainly in need of rest . .

.

From the information I have gathered about your education
system I know full well that shortly you will not be required
to attend your establishments of learning. Therefore, I trust
you will channel every minute of your spare time into playing
games— a far bettercourse of education in myvalued opinion.

Remember, the ZZAP! CHALLENGE CHAMPIONSHIP is
approaching. I will have more details in the new year. Until

then, my noble acolytes . . . farewell!

FIST II (Melbourne House
346.000 Michael Scully, Acton, London
277.000 James McCarthy, Peter-
borough
1 91 ,300 Peter Day, Milton, Cumbria

65,510 Alex Cassidy, Kirkintilloch

65,170 Chris Maclean, Helsby, Che-
shire

65,120 Michael Smith, Stockton-on-
Tees, Cleveland

PARA0ROID (Hewson)
296,435 Jeremy Foy, Tring, Herts
273,740 Michael Leaver, Colne,

f
^

IIPIRIR IHWPLancs
274,715 Jessamine Cottage, Whitch-
urch, Shropshire

GRIBBLY’S DAY OUT (Hewson)
64,879 Ryan Kelly, Glasgow
62,899 Peter Evans, Aberporth, Dyfed
15,729 Tim Veal, Portishead, Bristol

GREEN BERET (Imagine)
1 ,059,870 Martin/Jon Black, Sheffield
755,800 John White, Whitefield, Man-
chester
626,260 Robert Thys, Philip Smith

LEADER BOARD (US Gold)
NOVICE
-24 Victor Gordon, Co Armagh, N Ire-

land
-23 Shaun Russell, Shildon, Co Durham

MickGray, Downhead Park, Milton
Keynes

PING PONG (Imagine)

62,200

Graeme Dutch, Tillydrone,
Aberdeen
57,040 Barrie Hailett, Lawrence Wes-
ton, Bristol

51,300

Anoosh Lachin, London W13

GHOSTS AND GOBLINS (Elite)

242.000 Stuart Galloway, Yardley
Wood, Birmingham
203,900 Gavin Fraser, Cradlehall, Inver-
ness
1 80.000 Billy Jenkins, Warrington, Che-
shire

AMATEUR. Hi
-20 R Edwards, Stevenage, Herts
-18 A Gudgeon, Cardiff
-16 Leon Mackensie, Guildford, Surrey

PHANTOMS OF THE ASTEROID
(Mastertronic)
561,412 M A Grist, Reading, Berks
286,064 Chris Napier, Long Marston,
Herts
21 1 ,103 Andrew Crofts, Sutton Col-
dfield, Birmingham

HERCULES (Alpha Omega)

755,500

Robert Hemphill, Port Glas-
gow
560,910 G Beddows, Rugeley, Staffs
51 1 ,080 Scott Carstairs, Paisley,
Renfrewshire

PROFESSIONAL
-21 Tom McKee, Dingwall, Ross-shire
-19 A J Lowery, Chorley, Lancs
-1 7 Russell Williams, Sydney, Australia

INTERNATIONAL KARATE (System

306,750 Godaiming, Surrey
303.000 Ryan Kelly, Glasgow
302.000 Snazad Iqbal, Bury, Lancs

LAWOF THE WEST (US Gold)
9,650 Svein Kierstad, 6017 Asetranda,
Norway
7,937LeeSmith, Biilingham, Cleveland
7,455Graeme Dutch, Tillydrome, Aber-
deen

PARALLAX (Ocean)
78.400 Adam Pracy, Newton Flotman,
Norwich
66,480 J Macmanus, Barnstaple,
Devon
58.400 Tim Austin, Bush bank,
Hereford

IRIDIS ALPHA (Llamasoft)
141,050 C Gorham, Braintree, Essex
1

38,200

Michael Pinder, Blackburn,
Lancs
132,140 N Drew, Reading, Berks

MERCENARY: THE SECOND CITY
(Novagen)
523,981 cr Raymond Catalan, Ruislip,

Middx

ROCK ‘N’ WRESTLE (Melbourne
House)

2,655,200

Alan Smith, Glenrothers, Fife

941,300

Graeme Dutch, Tillydrone,

Aberdeen
842,480 Jamie Ford, Southampton

JEEP COMMAND (Bug Byte)
LSti

MISSION AD (Odin)
49,320 Anon* Bearwood* Bournemouth
48,670 David Barker, Feltham, Middx
21,560 Steven Towle, Grimsby, S
Humbs :

RAMBO (Ocean)
7.142.600 Gary Turner, Swidon, Wilt-
shire

6.909.600 Ian Church, North Shields,
Tyne and Wear

6,659,000

Neil Haydock, Denton, Man-
chester

1 25,240 David Burton, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs

§®§§
KORONIS RIFT (Activsion)
128,780 MarkTortolano, Stirling, Scot-
land

96,430 Coli Burroughs, Ipswich, Suf-
folk

NOMAD (Ocean)
175,745 Mp Lenton, Burton-on-Trenl
Stans
4,065 Paul Want, Harrogate, N Yorks
3,885 Paul Tudor, Stourbridge, Ped-
more •

RAGING BEAST (Firebird)

104,374 Paul Ellis, Barnehurst, Kent
67,092 Matthew Minshull, Great Barr,
Birmingham
63,883 Matthew Dodd, Braunstone,
Leicester

KNIGHTGAMES (English Software)
TOTAL:

IMM
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tB$UA MASTER (Mastertronic)
68,150 Stuart Peirson, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland

,200 Sanjay Va§ela,R*A, Warks

SANXION (Thalamus)
156,540 Leon Dash, London NW9
1

24,500

Gary Penn, ZZAP! Towers
71,790 Andrew Mount, Maidenhead,
Berks-

‘vVV;

-

-

$ms&
wsSBffi

—

SCARABAEUS (Ariolasoft)
277,824 Robert Berry, Fleetwood,
Lancs
273,744 Douglas Clark, Carstairs Junc-
tion, Lanark
256,1 28 Luis Troyano, Stockport, Che-
shire

SABOTEUR (Durell)

£395,000 Ged and Jim, Huddersfield,
W Yorks

£208,200 Adrian king, Swindon, Witts
£99,999 Julian Smith, Sheffield

STARQUAKE (Bubble Bus)
287,763 Nigel Froud, Godaiming, Sur-
rey

273,667 Per Kjellander, Stenungsund,
Sweden
255,902 Ove Knudsen, 5033 Fyl-

lingsdalen, Norway

SLAMBALL (Americana)
4,684,710 Martin Dalton, Rochester,
Kent
4,593,910 Ian George, Cambridge
4,565,200 Philip Lisa-Webster
Appleyard, Withernsea, E Yorks

SILENT SERVICE (US Gold
(TONS SUNK)
150.250 Jonathan Page, Horsham, W
Sussex
1 46.250 Duncan Burke, Calverley,
Leeds
103,700 Liam Bailey, Lambton, Tyne
and Wear

SPLIT PERSONALITIES (Domark)
633,200 Mrs L Hayden, London El 6
404,700 Rob Brown, Portobello, Edin-
burgh
382,100 LH Madsen, Vejle, Denmark

SKOOL DAZE (Micromega)
70,480 Garry Smith, Dershingham, Nor-
folk

THRUST (Firebird)

1 ,103,800 Arlo Swinson, Doncaster, S
Yorks
715,400 Sean Bartropp, Hockley,
Essex
61 1 ,350 Jonathan Page, Horsham, W
Sussex

TAU CETI (CRL)
20,465 Robert Elliot, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland
20,440 Shaun Russell, Shildon, Co
Durham
20,260 G Sampson, London El 5

TRAP (Alligata)

481 ,900 Lawry Simm, Liverpool L23
429,510 Colin Bayne, Glenrothes, Fife

328,500

Robert Elliot, Middlesborough,
Cleveland

URIDIUM (Hewson)
22,906,385 CN, SP, MD, JK, Marston
Green, Birmingham
3,820,020 David Horsburgh,
Uddington, Glasgow
3,428,985 Andrew Mackay, Liverpool
18

V (Ocean)

24,600

D A Ashcroft, Wirral, Cheshire
21

,200

Danny Pratt, Southampton
21 ,100 John Doyle, Kilmarnoch, Ayr-
shire

WARHAWK (Firebird)

1

,484,200

Michael Shanks, Norwich,
Norfolk

1 ,405,392 Mark Leitch, Norwich, Nor-
folk

1,251,157 Nick Marshall, Nowhere

WAR (Martech)
14,649 All Kerswell, Guildford, Surrey

YIEAR KUNG-FU (Imagine)

152,260,000

Scott Gracen, Whitley
Bay, Tyne and Wear

92,432,400

Riaz Reshamwala, London
NW4
60,200,700 Jamie Ford, Southampton

Z (Rino)

232,000

Anand Aggorwal, Rushden,
Northants
219,800 Erlend Vatne, Oslo 3, Norway

187,300

Mark Taylor, Stanford-b-
Hope, Essex

/^ga
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lined as

as their

evolves and becomes keener of reflex,

the better young apprentices enter the Videodromes
to perfect their skills at attaining high scores.

Nearly one and a half of your Earth years ago, I

was sent on a mission. A mission that has caused
me great pain and physiological damage—damage
which is beyond the capabilities of my ship-board

mediputer to repair. A mission which required me

7ZAP l

SCORELORD
HAS HISSAY
to discover a member of your pathetic species who
was truly worthy of a scholarship to the Videod-

romes.

i made an error, shortly after arriving in orbit. A
minor malfunction in my navigational computer
(which is unused to identifying such small hamlets
as those inhabited by your species) resulted in my
arrival in the offices of a magazine devoted to Com-
modore 64 games-playing. Having established con-
tact with the backward beings that I encountered in

the ZZAP! offices, I set about discovering which of

them was the better player of games — and my
problems began. The vile ego-centric creature Rig-

nall became my first Earth champion in the time

period you refer to as ‘May 1985’ and since then my
monthly attempts to discover other, better Joystick

Warriors from the puny population of Earth has con-
tinued. Readers of ZZAP! will be familiar with the

damage caused to my bio-ROMs and with the suffer-

ing I have endured as a result of my endeavours.

The strange, mutiod beings responsible for pro-

ducing comment on Commodore games have con-
tinued building their egos. The ZZAP! chamber is

awash with self congratulatory noises as the revolt-

ing Spiky Haired demons of Ludlow continue

reviewing games. Their Egos have been growing
uncontrollably, and they resist further challenges
against members of the ZZAP! readership for fear

of defeat and public humiliation.

It was time to change this state of affairs.

So confident were the foul ZZAP! duo of Penn and
Rignall in their self-appointed roles as games-play-
ing champions of the magazine publishing world,
that they suggested they be allowed to pit their

skills in a contest with reviewers from the other
computer magazines produced in the vicinity. As a
time of celebration approaches, which your senti-

mental race refers to as ‘Christmas’, I issued the
order that the NEWSFIELD REVIEWERS CHALLENGE
should be arranged.

The CRASH and AMTIX! staff were commanded
to select the prime of their reviewing team to face
up to Penn and Rignall. Each of the six reviewers
selected a game that runs on their computer, and
the contest to discover the most able Joystick War-
rior began.

In choosing a game, each reviewer believed that

he was attempting to thwart his five opponents by
selecting a game that they were unfamiliar with and
that he was good at playing. They all believed that

I would award six points to the person to gain the
highest score in each game, five points to the sec-
ond highest and so on, and would award an overall

championship to the individual with the highest
total score.

A foolish assumption. Particularly foolish on the
part of the ZZAP! egomaniacs, who know me of

old. . .

.

Before relating the tale of the challenge itself, let

me introduce you to the pathetic specimens who
stepped into the arena and tell you a little about the
games that they each brought with them:

JULIAN RIGNALL
A decidedly evil and puny creature whose ego began to

grow many years ago when he was awarded a title by
an antique computer magazine by the name of C&VG.
Since those days when the tiny Rignall first brushed
with fame, his body and ego have grown at dispropor-

tionate rates. Currently, his ego is large enough to be
regarded as a second moon for your planet while his

body and musculature are still on a par with a two-
week-old Orang u’tang

His choice of game is Dropzone, a horizontal scrolling

shoot em up, available only on the Commodore.
In essence Dropzone resembles an arcade game by

the name of Star Gate— a sort of enhanced Defender.

The player controls a man with a jet pack, laser, smart
bombs and an inviso cloak that grants temporary
immunity to aliens and their weapons.

GARY PENN
Known as ‘Girlie’ to ZZAP! readers on account of his

Pennchant for dressing up in nighties made for pre-

pubescent schoolgirls, as well as for huge, elaborate

tonsural sculptures created with the aid of giant

economy sized tins of Boots Own Brand hair lacquer,

Penn’s prime claim to fame amongst his readership is

achieved by performing Dangerous Brothers type

stunts. So far he has stuffed the entire ZZAP! storecup-

board’s supply of joysticks down his trousers and eaten

four fingers of Kit Kat sideways.

His choice for the Challenge is, again, a Commodore-
only game, this time by the name of Sanxion. It’s a

70 ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986

one-way horizontal scrolling shoot em up in which the
player zooms through forty increasingly difficult levels

shooting anything that moves.

RICHARD EDDY
Known as ‘Dick’ to his friends and ‘Dick Ed’ to his

enemies, Mr Eddy is Cornish by birth and upbringing

and was prised from the land of clotted cream by the

Editor of AMTIX who though he could do with another

clot on his team. Since arriving in Ludlow a few of your

Earth months ago, the smalf but imperfectly formed
creature has elevated himself to Software Editor status,

fallen in love with Berk from Trapdoor, and covered his

corner of the AMTIX! cellar wall with pictures of Mandy
Keyhoe of PIRANHA and Berk of Trapdoor in roughly

equal quantities.

When pressed to make a choice of game for the

contest, Eddy plumped for Xeno from ARGUS PRESS
SOFTWARE, believing that this Ballblazeresque futures-

port wasn’t due for release on the other two machines
before the Challenge was to take place. Sadly, Dick Ed

was wrong — this High-Tech Ice Hockey variant in

which players aim to knock the puck into their oppo-
nent’s goal with giant sleds arrived in the CRASH office

in good time for the Spectrum reviewers to get some
practice in . .

.

MASSIMO
VALDUCCI
A Stallion when it comes to playing ELITE’S ScoobyDoo,

this Italian was fully aware that the doggy game has

been well played in the CRASH office (although unavail-

able on the Commodore). Mass, as he is known, claimed

to be the champion when it comes to playing Scooby

Doo and based his choice on the probability of an easy

six points . .

.

A resilient fellow, El Ducci is rumoured to have con-

tacts with the famed Ludlow Mafia and has already used

his influence and means of persuasion to arrange for

AMTIX! Editor Malcolm Harding to collect him every

morning and drive him to work and then chauffeur him

home again at the end of the day.

A veritable lounge lizard from the tiny and remote Earth

dwelling-zone known as Tenbury Wells, Ben Stone has

been associated with CRASH for a considerable period

of Earth-time. Having completed his studies at a the

Tenbury Wells Academy where he specialised in playing

the antique arcade machine provided for students’

amusement, Ben has entered another training scheme
which permits him to lounge around the CRASH office

on a semi-permanent basis, supplying comments on

games and generally assisting in the writing of the

magazine.

The Beau Brummel of Spectrum gaming, Stone

invests the majority of his paltry income in his wardrobe
and is rarely seen without a set of labels, including

Rebok trainers, Lacoste and Fila jumpers and Benetton

playsuits. The man who took Posing to Tenbury chose

Cobra for the Challenge — a game which had only

arrived on Microdrive in the CRASH office 48 hours

before the appointed day and which had only been seen

and played by the CRASH staffers when the Challenge

began. The game is a left and right scrolling shoot em
up, full of gratuitous violence and eating, loosely based

on the film of the same name

MICHAEL DUNN
Nicknamed ‘Skippy’ for a reason that has been lost in

the mists of time, Dunn’s early claim to fame arrived

shortly after he joined the CRASH team as a reviewer.

He was chosen to model for the AMTIX! hat and T-shirts

advertisement in the arms of a rather strange young

lady. An interesting biological specimen, Skippy has the

ability to render his entire face, from eyebrow to earlobe,

the colour of an over-ripe tomato whenever reference

to that girlfriend is made A man who harbours a

number of guilty secrets?

Full Throttle was this blushing reviewer’s first choice— a motorbike game that appeared over two of your

Earth years ago. Dunn no doubt believed that the other

reviewers in the Challenge would have long ago forgot-

ten how to play this two-wheeled race game an no

doubt expected to be able to romp home to an easy six

point lead in at least one event . .

.
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Dropzone
Aim: to score as many points

as possible in 10 minutes
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RIGNALL
After much wingeing, the Spiky Haired ones from ZZAP!
prevail upon the other contestants and are allowed to

commence the Challenge with Dropzone. Rignall insists

on starting, as the game is his choice, he whines. It is

one of his all-time binary conquests— a conquest on
which he has been building his ego for some time.

The puny one gets off to a shaky start— presumably
the thrill of playing with an old flame again— and he
narrowly manages to complete the first two levels with-

out losing a life. Suddenly, within the space often sec-
onds, Rignall loses two lives — am I to be rewarded
with a crushing defeat on the part of one of my arch-

hates so soon?

Sadly, it is not to be. Misery crosses the Rignall face
as defeat looms, and spurred on by the inertia of his

massive ego he manages to survive, completing his

allotted 1 0 minutes as a score of 1 54,870 shows on the

screen.

STONE
Dressed to kill, but capable of rescuing scientists? Stone
steps forward muttering about having played this game
a couple of times, and does his best to prove that this

is indeed the case.

He starts off resonably well, expiring at the end of his

first game with a score of 14,840 and a fair amount of

time remaining in which to improve his status.

In his second game, Ben doesn’t lose a life until at

least 3 minutes have passed and 28,460 points have
been logged on the clock. Unperturbed, he plays on with

a maniacal gleam in his eye, expiring gracefully just as
the 10-minute klaxon sounds. A creditable 55,080
points are entered into the communiputer’s log against

Stone’s name.

EDDY
Another Dropzone virgin. Another expected failure as far

as the ZZAP! rivals are concerned. Richard bravely steps

forward to take his place at he joystick and commences
play— only to demonstrate his lack of experience by
losing his first life after a mere ten seconds. A true

hair-trigger performance.

Gathering a little composure under a barrage of ver-

bal abuse and loud hilarity from Penn and Rignall, Eddy
presses on, but his first game lasts barely a minute and
he collects a paltry 4,580 for his efforts.

Nine minutes remain for him to develop a technique,

but Dick manages three more complete games before

the time limit expires. He has to be satisfied with an
overall personal best of 15,440.

DUNN
The first of the lambs brought to the Commodore for

slaughter in front of the Spiky Haired vile ones. Skippy
has not played this game before— so understandably
finds it difficult to survive. Within a couple of minutes
his first attempt is over, and a score of 9,480 is all he
has achieved.

Pressing on, Dunn seems to be a quick learner. His

second foray sees him nudge over the 20,000 mark but
then he suddenly goes to pieces. A life is lost at 23,780,
another at 24,040 and the last remaining incarnation is

removed as the clock hits 24,800.

Valiantly, this petite player sporting a red LM hat
starts again, but is rapidly wiped out after scoring a
mere 5,430 points. There is no time remaining in the
10 minute allocation for a fourth attempt. It is yet very
early in the Challenge, however . .

.

PENN
Another cocky Commodorian. Penn marches up to the

playzone, straddles the chair, oozing selfconfidence and
a strong aroma of Boots hairlacquer . .

.

Penn’s familiarity with the game shows the moment
he begins play— within 23 seconds he has gathered

up and rescued the eight scientists to complete the first

level. He continues to romp through the second and
third levels at a rapid pace and I find myself becoming
annoyed at this mutoids’s arrogance.

Ha! I am quickly pleased — overconfidence com-
bined with the desire to show off causes the worm to

lose concentration for a moment, and he loses two lives.

He slows down a little, playing more cautiously but

nevertheless manages to scrape a huge score of

123,010 in a single game by the time the klaxon goes
and his time in front of the Commodore screen is brought

to a timely end.

VALDUCCI
Champing at the bit, Mass throws himself into this totally

unfamiliar game like ‘a bull at a gate’ to borrow an
illogical linguistic construction from your Earth lan-

guage.

Another hair-trigger merchant, El Ducci grimaces,,

sneers and snarls his way through early failure—taking
less than 90 seconds to expire with a score of 6,530.

He fares a little better in the second game, clocking

15,090 before dying — thus forcing his AMTIX! col-

league firmly into last place. He continues, attempting
to improve his ranking, but despite cramming three

more short games into the remaining time, fails to

improve his score.

Scooby Doo
Aim: to score as many points
as possible in 1 0 minutes

looioooai
: ,10000

iYpGOOfoo

EDDY
This is another of those ‘cute’ games that seem to

attract Dick Ed’s attentions— rather like Trapdoor. He
claims to ‘love’ playing Scooby, and sets to, making
.strange cooing noises.

This would-be spiky haired reviewer (he gave up
emulating Penn when his meagre wages would not
cover the enormous cost of hairlacquer and gel) seems
competent at this game. He finishes the first level with
a score of 8,590 and without the loss of a single life. He
continues to complete the second level without death
and has 31 ,450 points to his credit.

El Ducci begins to make threatening noises and starts

talking loudly about ‘concrete trainers’ (whatever they
may be) as Dickie passes the 37,000 mark which he
celebrates with the loss of a life. Another life is lost as

37,700 appears on the clock and the Stallion whinnies
in anger. Another life goes at 38,000 and another at

38,450. The game ends on 38,700 after a little over
eight minutes.

Confident with his high score, and apparently oblivi-

ous to the dark threats from the Mafiosi, Eddy kisses

his Trapdoor poster with glee and skips off for a cup of*

tea, declining to begin another game.

RIGNALL
Not a total virgin when it comes to this doggy game,
Rignall demonstrates the sneaky side of his vile person-
ality the moment he begins play. Rather that attempting
to complete levels and rescue his mates, the puny one
remains rooted to the spot biffing ghosts to collect

points.

Howls of derision echo round the arena and Rignall

is forced to make some token effort towards actually

playing the game. After 4 minutes of manipulative play,

he is on the second level with a score of 21,100 when
his lives run out.

Commencing a second game, the odious creature
collects a mere 9,800 points before timeout.

DUNN
Claiming moderate proficiency at the Spectrum version
of this game, Dunn begins play and the spectators soon
wonder if the Amstrad version is a different platter of

Scooby snacks! For a tense half minute he is crowded
by ghosts which he has difficulty in keeping at bay and
eventually loses a life.

Progressing through the first level with plenty of close
shaves, he manages to rescue Thelma and attain a
score of 5,000. Collecting three new lives in quick suc-
cession, things begin to go well: then disaster strikes.

After five minutes of play the game comes to an abrupt
end with 19,500 on the clock.

Restarting rapidly, Skippy plays a remarkably similar

game and is on the point of rescuing Fred with a score
of 19,250 when time runs out for him . .

.

PENN
Aha! This is a game that Penn has not played before.

Maybe he is due for his first come-uppance!
Grudgingly, I have to admit that he does rather well.

Rescuing Thelma to complete Level One, Penn has lost

one life as the second level starts. He begins to get
smug. Five lives are lost in the space of a single minute,
and the smugness disappears. With one life remaining,
he battles on, desperately trying to rescue Fred. I am
pleased to see him meet a swift end at the hands of a
marauding Jack-in-the-pot.

With a score of 19,240 to his credit, Penn takes a
second crack at rescuing Scooby’s chums but has little

time to improve his score and is left with a score of

1 1 ,850 as the ten minutes allocation ends.

VALDUCCI
A chance to pull back from a previous poor showing. El

Ducci settles in front of his favourite game and sets

about proving to the assembled throng that he is the
Godfather when it comes to Scooby Doo.
And he certainly does a good job. Although the first

few minutes of play reveal no spectacular skills— the
Italian One loses his first life after a minute and a half

when 950 points have been amassed— staying power
is obviously the Stallion’s strong point ... he continues
playing until the time limit is up. He has galloped up to

the second level and has a score of 37,050 when time
runs out.

STONE
Mr Label wears a few more microns from the soles of

his Reboks as he approaches the joystick and states

that he is ‘cool’ at the game. Mr Cool loses his first life

two minutes into the game— towards the end of the

first level. In less than a minute, he recovers his compo-
sure, cranks his designer score up to 13,150 and com-
pletes Level One. Thereafter he loses lives at roughly

one minute intervals, steadily building up his score until

the last life goes at 9 minutes and 15 seconds with the

clock at 33,200.

Evidently a practitioner of the Designer Endgame,
this lad: he finishes as close to the expiry of the time

limit as he can.
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Full Throttle
Aim: to achieve the shortest

time for a three lap circuit of

Silverstone

S ' UE PSTONE
SPEED: 175 LhP No : 1
POSITION : 39

VALDUCCI
Demanding that he at least be allowed to leap into the

saddle of a Moto Guzzi as he hasn’t seen this game
before, our macho hero screams round the track,

remaining firmly in last position for the entire first lap.

He moves up to 35th place on the second lap. The third

and final lap begins, and Mass finds himself back at the
tail end. Some jostling improves his placing temporarily— he reaches 37th place— but manages to regain his

tail-end placing in time for the finish line. The race ends
after 2 minutes and 43 seconds of dubious riding.

STONE
Not a designer game, this one, in the opinion of Mr
Trendful. Moan, gripe, complain “This is years old.”

Admitting to having played the game “ages ago”, Stone
zooms off and completes the first lap in one minute
dead, attaining 30th place briefly. On the second circuit

he shaves a few seconds off his lap time, crossing the
line in 1 minute 53 seconds in last position.

An uneventful final lap sees Ben finish the race in a
total time of 2 minutes and 44 seconds— in last place.

Not a leader of the pack when it comes to biking

RIGNALL
‘

‘ Har Har’ ’ quoth the weedy one,
‘
‘

I played this one back
in the good old days before I got a Commodore”, and
settles down in front of the screen.

A slight problem is encountered on the first corner,

which has the Rignall rump in danger of severe damage,
but a rapid recovery is made and the noxious creature

gets into his stride, attaining 17th place during the first

lap. He fares less well on the second lap, dropping to

last as he crosses the finishing line for the second time.

A minor recovery takes place in the final lap and Rignall

takes the chequered flag with a time of 2 minutes 40
seconds.

DUNN
Clearly this is Skippy’s game. He proves to be rather

good at it, burning round the track and gaining first

position with ease. He suffers a collision during the first

lap, but isn’t penalised too badly in the event, crossing
the winning line with a time of 2 minutes 30 seconds,
1 2 seconds ahead of the first of the computer controlled

bikers.

Strange, I would have expected the ZZAP! Dirty Tricks

Department to have swung into distraction action with
loud references to Skippy’s girlfriend, but they remained
silent. Odd. Most odd indeed . .

.

EDDY
There’s nothing cute or cuddly about motorbikes, and
seeing as the Cornish Clot hasn’t played this game
before, no-one in the arena seems to believe that the

AMTIX! Accolader is going to fare very well.

Gripping the joystick as if it was a handlebar is not

the brightest way to play the game, the assembled
throng points out, and eventually Dick Ed stops living
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up to his name and sets out on the gruelling ride. He
gets off to a decidedly shaky start, weaving all over the
track, and is soon miles behind all the other riders. Even
with no other riders in sight, the Cornish Pixie seems to

be suffering from clotted reflexes and has severe diffi-

culty remaining on the track..

Eventually he catches up. He keeps nudging other

bikes repeatedly yet manages to make his way to 33rd
place at one stage during the second lap. Disaster

strikes: he hits several bikes, falls into last place and
drags over the line in a time of 2 minutes 42 seconds
*— a surprisingly good time, given his riding abilities.

PENN
More moaning: “It’s like a poor man’s Super Cycle”.

Winge, complain. No doubt the wide-jawed, joystick-

trousered one is suffering from a lack of hairspray, for

his morale seems to be drooping a little, along with his

strangely coiffed hair. “The flickering bikes are putting

me off”, he winges, bumping his way around the track.

An uninspiring ride from such a self-proclaimed

game player— high spot of the three laps is the brief

moment when Penn squeaks into 36th place, but he
manages to finish 39th in 2 minutes 41 seconds. A fairly

close matched ride all round, with Skippy justifying his

personal choice by a comfortable margin.

Sanxion
Aim: to score as many points

as possible in 10 minutes

STONE
More designer complaining from the Effete One. His first

game lasts a little over two minutes in which Ben claws
his way to a score of 6,480. Apparently he has played
this game a little, but from his performance he might as
well not have bothered . .

.

Game Two gets off to a slightly better start— 1 0,580
points are on the clock when the first life goes, but then
the second, third and fourth lives are all lost on the walls

and no extra points are gained! Wasteful playing,

indeed.

After a couple of hundred seconds, Wave One has
been negotiated and the score pushed up to 1 1 ,380.

When he finally expires — with 3 minutes playtime

available to him, Stone throws in the towel and gives

up. Pusillanimous play indeed.

EDDY
The soft, wimpy Eddy likes Sanxion. The soft, wimpy
Eddy rapidly proves he’s not very good at playing Sanx-

ion. Three games are played in a little over three minutes

and 2,700 is the highest score reached.

Game four gets off to a slightly better start— only

two crashes in the first 30 seconds— but before long

D-Ed is having problems again, flying slowly, shooting

slowly and bumping into things. What this Cornish Patsie

needs is something big and colourful and girlie like

Trapdoor. I despair of him.

Oh rarity! He has managed to squeeze onto the sec-

ond level. No bonus achieved in the transition, though.

A bomb puts paid to his run for glory at 7,640 points.

Starting out again with less than four minutes

remaining, he negotiates the first level successfully,

running into a bomb once but otherwise managing a

clear run. Entering the bonus level with 2,950 the cutie

starts the second level with 4,765 points and starts

having a hard time again. Somehow he survives— and
almost begins to shine, but crashes into the first set of

barriers at the end of the level with 9 minutes 15 sec-

onds elapsed and 8,910 points on the clock.

VALDUCCI
A manic style of play characterises El Ducci’s attempts
at Sanxion— a game he admits to having attempted
on a couple of occasions. His first game lasts a mere
47 seconds and yields 1,650 points. Second time
around he lasts 4 seconds longer, but still comes out
with 1 ,650 points. Cunningly consistent if a little short

and sweet! Manic stabs of the fire button combined with

rather slow reactions don’t help . .

.

Slowing down a bit from the premature ejection style

of missile hurling, the Stallion takes his third game a bit

more steadily, survives the first level and progresses
carefully until his last life is removed by a collision with

a barrier at 9,000 points.

Another quick game sees him enter the second level

and survive long enough to collect 7,400 points —
performance he repeats once more, crashing just as the
klaxon sounds and 5,960 have been collected.

Stacatto stabs combined with staying power seems
to be the gaming style adopted by the Italian Stallion in

all but Scooby Doo.

PENN
Slithering into the hotseat, collecting the joystick coolly

and starting play, Penn takes to Sanxion like an Umber-
tian swamp slug to a rippling pool of slime. It is a
sickening sight, watching him play casually and almost
competently. He has nearly made it to the end of the
third stage and collected over 28,000 points before he
loses the first life of the game, a mere 3 minutes 42
seconds after starting. Two minutes and another 1 3,000
points elapse before the second loss of life— but it only
takes another 7 seconds for the Mohican Monster to die

again, I note with some satisfaction.

A tricky moment follows around the 49,000 mark and
Penn opts to commit suicide when confronted with the
Mother Ship. One minute remains as he enters the last

bonus screen and Bonus Level 5 looms nigh. ‘Girlie’

commences Level 6 with 71,770, and six seconds
before timeout he loses a life, achieving a score of

73,070.

Unable to resist an opportunity to demonstrate the
sheer size of his ego, the revolting creature continues
to play while all around him yawn with boredom. The
arrogant fellow finally leaves the computer with a large,

smug grin spread across his large, smug mouth and
124,500 on the clock

DUNN
It’s all new to him. Looking particularly frail and Rignal-

lesque behind his specs, Skippy plonks himself down
behind a Commodoreful of Sanxion and prepares to do
his best at a game he has just seen played for the first

time.

His first attempt lasts almost 30 seconds, and before

the 90 second mark is up, two more games have taken
place. The Blushing One’s third game begins to look a
little more promising as he blasts his way through to

the second level. It looks like a probable personal best
for the Nervous Creature as he expires on the barriers

at the end of the second level with a score of 10,620
points.

And indeed, that it exactly what it proves to be— a
further three short games fail to yield significant scores
as the 10 minute limit ends.

RIGNALL
Rignall must sense defeat, for he begins a litany of

moans covering a range of subjects to do with not liking

the game, not having had the chance to practice

enough, and hardly having time to pilot a Sanxion Fighter

long enough to get used to the controls. All this, despite

hours playing the game when it came in for review. Ha!

he will lose to Penn, that is for sure.

He starts badly, losing a life after 20 seconds. Thus
un-nerved, he only just makes it to the second level.

The small Spiky creature copes with the third level with

manic precision and enters the fourth level with 35,380
points to his credit. At the start of level five, he gets a
little over-confident and loses two lives in quick succes-
sion. Two more lives disappear before the Mother Ship
is encountered and disposed of.

The defence barriers at the end of the fifth level prove
a major problem. After severe effort, which appears to

raise strange bruises on the thorax of this spindly being,

Rignall fails to avoid death and ends the game with a

"A suitable
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score of 43,990. Only 90 seconds remain, so it is clearly

not worth continuing with a second game.

Xeno
Aim: the best score from two
games played on Average Skill

level is used. Each game consists

of four minute-long quarters

EDDY
The Cornish Piskie believed that Xeno would only be

available on the Amstrad by the time my Challenge took

place — and his decision to include it in the AMTIX!

portfolio of games was clearly influenced by this factor.

The diminuitive one is overtaken by events, however,

and the game arrives in the CRASH office in good time

for Stone and Dunn to get plenty of practice.

This news is broken to him just as he starts to play,

and somewhat petulantly, he commences. Clearly, the

foolish fellow is un-nerved by the news. He fails to score

in the 1st quarter and it ends 0-0. The computer score

16 seconds into the 2nd quarter and shortly thereafter

Dick Ed pulls back to 1-1 . Plenty of active play ensues

and just before the 2nd quarter ends Dickie is about to

shoot and the quarter ends. Not his day, it seems!

He concedes another goal early in the 3rd quarter,

but manages to pull back to a 2-2 draw by the end of

the rather uneventful game. If this is the best the lad

can do, needlework might have been a better choice of

occupation . .

.

The Cornish Clot’s next game goes rather better—
he maintains the edge over the computer, scoring early

in the 1 st quarter and after about 20 seconds in the 2nd

quarter. As the 4th quarter starts, Dickie is winning 3-0,

and is beginning to look pleased with himself. Pride

always comes before a fall, according to one of your

Earth Interjections, and the case is proved yet again. A
mere 9 seconds before the end of the game, the compu-
ter scores and Dickie is left with a best score of 3-1 . He
appears less than pleased

DUNN
t

Maybe Eddy was put off by the fact that the CRASH team
were gloating about all the practice they had been able

to put in. Now is the time for the pudding to be proved

by consumption — to paraphrase another of your

strange linguistic constructions.

My Pleasure Circuits thrill as Dunn begins to lose. By
the end of the 1st quarter the computer leads 4-0, a
lead it expands to 5-0 by the end of the 2nd quarter and
to 7-0 by the end of the 3rd. At the end of Game One
the blushing Spectrum-wielder is 8-0 down to the com-
puter. I have not had so much pleasure watching a

Challenger play a game since my Mission began, and I

sense my Pleasure Circuit overload fuses warming for

the first time in eons What can Skippy do to amuse
me in the second game?

His second session starts rather better. In the 1st

quarter the computer only succeeds in scoring one goal.

My Pleasure Circuit fuses cool a little. During the second
quarter the computer hammers two more goals home,
and in the third quarter scores three. The final quarter

begins with Skippy a gentle shade of pink and the com-
puter 6-0 in the lead. It ends with a 7-0 defeat and a

rather more intense shade of pink reflecting off the

monitor screen . .

.

VALDUCCI
The manic technique comes to the fore again. I have

little desire to report on the Stallion’s performance here.

Suffice to say he wins his first game 7-0 and then goes

on to perform like an agitated rabbit running away from
myxamatosis, ending up exhausted with a lead of 14
goals to 0. 1 am displeased.

STONE
My early pleasure in observing the computer win at

Xeno looks set to be ruined. Stone has decided that this

game is a game for posers such as he, and fights the

computer every inch of the way. He wins the first match,
6-2. Spurred on, he manages to play even more
designer shots in his second match, and concludes with

an 11-1 lead. May the kangaroo skin on his trainers

moulder . .

.

RIGNALL
Strange indeed. Rignall has never played this before.

Yet the puny one desists from the usual defensive bar-

rage of whining that usually forms a part of his binary

foreplay if he feels in the slightest danger of doing less

than well. I am bemused.
Aha! He has been studying the gameplay of his oppo-

nents and has worked out a sneaky way of scoring goals

against the computer. He plays an underhand match,

and as a result I find myself having to cope with Rignall’s

15-0 lead at the end of the first game.
In the 1st quarter it becomes apparent that the

sneaky mode of play is not infallible— the wimp only

scores two goals. In the second quarter he fails to score

and gets stuck on the elastic so gives up in disgust

There’s nothing worse than a cheat cheated!
'

PENN
Another Xeno virgin, Penn appears strangely confident,

too. What is going on in the spiky minds of these Com-
modorians?

He beats the computer 3-2 in his first match. To my
eternal disgust, he does rather better in his second
game, winning 4-0. See how easily pleasure turns to

pain — I was overjoyed in the early stages of this

section of the contest, and now find myself suffused

with frustrated anger. Those who I least wanted to do
well have given a creditable account ofthemselves. .

.

Cobra
Aim: to score as many points

as possible in 10 minutes

DUNN
This is supposedly the trump card in the CRASH armoury— only Dunn and Stone have seen it before this

moment. Once more, Dunn seems unable to capitalise

on an advantage. Within 90 seconds his first session

has ended with a paltry score of 6,300. His second effort

lasts a little over a minute, but his score improves to

17,000. Four minutes or so after restarting yet again,

he has amassed a score of 36,950 and ends the game.
HA!

Desperately trying to avoid blushing, Skippy rapidly

starts his fourth game — and runs out of time with

44,400 on the clock.

RIGNALL
The unpleasant creature desists from moaning yet

again. I fear the worst. He starts off, collects a pistol

almost immediately but then loses the pistol and a life

in quick succession. Next, he finds a machine gun and
starts to massacre everything in sight— his score has
crept up to 30,550 before both gun and life are lost. I

am aggrieved.

Invincibility comes to his on-screen persona in a
hamburger, but it soon wears off; he is stunned by a
pram and loses a life. At the end of Level One the score
is 43,550. Seconds later, the pasty-faced mutoid loses

his remaining lives and ends up with an overall score
of 44,050.

Three short and pathetic attempts follow with Rignall

deliberately ending one of them to start again. Nearly 5
minutes remain on the clock as the fourth game begins.

Rignall does passably well, moving on to Level Two with

30,000 points and his score creeps up. With less than
a minute remaining, he is killed of totally and 41,650
shows on the the clock.

VALDUCCI
After 90 seconds the Italian Stallion has finished his first

dose of crimebusting. It seems to be over very quickly

for him. His second game takes 99 seconds, his third

47 seconds, his fourth 69 seconds and his fifth bash
lasts all of 63 seconds. Top score so far: 8,700 achieved
on the first attempt. Strange, given that he and Mr
Stallone share the same national origins

Less than four minutes remain — time for another
trio of tries at least, all no doubt pathetically low-scoring.

I am amused by the inept attempts of this ‘tough guy’
to score points by on-screen killing. Maybe in real life,

this baby Mafiosi is, as your strange Earth language
would have it, “all mouth and trousers”.

Things do not look well — he is shot, stabbed and
shot again early into the next go, but soon Mass begins
mass executions with a machine gun. Points build up
at an alarming rate, and the clock registers over 20,000
... At last the Italian one has found his form, to my
dismay. The Stallone-emulation attempts end at the

hands of a bazooka-wielding granny with a score of

24,050 after 9 minutes 18 seconds of play.

EDDY
Another bad start. Dead after 53 seconds with 4,450
points on the clock. In Dick Ed’s second game, he man-
ages to get the machine gun and begins an orgy of

mindless slaughter. Soon the would-be Spiky Haired

One has amassed 25,1 50 points and become temporar-
ily invincible. Death follows quite rapidly, however, as
his score hits 28,600. Six puny games follow before

timeout, in which the best score the foolish fellow can
create is 8,300

STONE
A piece of Designer Programming, this, to judge by
Ben’s desire to play Cobra. He claims, loudly, that he is

good when it comes to mindless violence. His skill is

displayed to all in his first attempt: Stone gathers no
moss and hardly any points, being wiped out with 4,1 50
points to his credit. How are the mighty claims defused!

His second game has all the hallmarks of an AMTIX!
reviewer, too— 3,900 points before expiry.

Clearly worried, a large amount of effort goes into the

next Stone attempt. Casting caution to the wind and
risking the addition of unbecoming sweat stains to his

expensive garments, Stone cusses and swears his way
to 42,250 points. There is plenty of time remaining in

the 1 0 minute allocation, but Stone reverts to the EDDY/
VALDUCCI style of gameplay once more

PENN
Ha! Incompetence shows through. Penn has never

played this game before, a fact he demonstrates with

elegant simplicity by ending his first game with a mas-
sive score of 650 points. I feel I am about to have my
Pleasure Circuits stimulated once more.

Strangely, this wide-mouthed creature finds his feet

with his second game, achieving a score of 31 ,400 at

the end of the Level One and progresses to clock up a

massive score of 65,600 before expiring. A large alloca-

tion of time remains, but the smugness takes over and

Penn merely toys with a couple of short games to amuse
himself before vacating the joystick. And on that

unhappy note, the last Challenge game has been played.

It is time to compile the scores and analyse the results

•
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THE SCORES
My Communiputer had been supplied with the final

scores of each game played by the contestants, and

almost as soon as Penn had completed his Cobra run a

full printout of the scores in tabular form was spewing

from my portable console. It was snatched up by the

assembled throng who insisted on allocating 6 points

for the winner in each event, 5 points to the next highest

scorer and so one. Their puny mathematical abilities

kept them busy for quite a while while I performed my
own calculations on the data shown here

Initial Results Analysis

Dropzone Sanxion Xeno ScoobyDoo Cobra Full Throttle

RIGNALL 154,870 43,990 15-0 21,100 44,050 2:40

PENN 123,010 73,070 4-0 19,240 65,600 2:41

STONE 55,080 15,360 11-1 33,200 42,250 2:44

DUNN 24,800 10,620 0-7 19,500 44,400 2:30

VALDUCCI 15,470 9,000 14-0 37,050 24,050 2:43

EDDY 15,440 8,910 3-1 38,700 28,600 2:42

The sound of falling dandruff dominated the arena as

six heads were scratched and fingers counted — an

amusing sight to behold. Little did the sextet realise that

my calculations had already been performed. Each
reviewer had played in pursuit of personal glory. Each

reviewer was keen to discover the overall ranking he
had achieved according to the system I had allowed

them to believe was to be operated.

Groans suddenly erupted as the result of their primi-

tive calculations appeared. Rignall’s smile was so wide

Girlie Penn bangs his head on the desk In
frustration as the slightly bruised Rignall
streaks ahead In DROPZONE.
Could Rlgnairs collarsbeamite tight
—thatmightexplain thecontusions. . .

.

that it seemed the bruising on his neck, contracted

before the arena was entered on account of some mys-
terious practice, became even worse. He thought he
was the NEWSFIELD Champion!

Not so, not so. For I had decided that the scoring

system was inappropriate. As this was a challenge bet-

ween the reviewing teams from the three magazines, it

is foolish in the extreme to allow games played on the

‘home’ machine to count into individual’s scores. Thus
Rignall and Penn are deprived of their points for Drop-

zone and Sanxion
;
Valducci and Eddy deprived of their

Scooby Doo and Xeno points and Stone and Dunn do
not get credit for playing Cobra and Full Throttle.

THE FINAL OUTCOME:
So tiie scoreboard for the NEWSFIELD CHALLENGE, carrying ‘away* games only is as follows. . .

.
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Dropzone Sanxion Xeno ScoobyDoo Cobra Full Throttle

RIGNALL — — 4 3 3 4

PENN — — 2 1 4 4

STONE 4 4 3 4 — —
DUNN 3 3 1 2 — —

VALDUCCI 2 2 — — 1 1

EDDY 1 1 — — 2 2
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THE OVERALL CHAMPION
Without doubt, it is Stone who deserves the Accolade,
Smash or Sizzler crown as overall champion, not the
revolting Rignall. For Stone gains maximum points on
‘away’ games three times— on Dropzone, Sanxion and
Scooby Doo

,
while Rignall only gains two overall vic-

tories on ‘away’ games: Xeno and Full Throttle. Rignall

begins to sulk as I annpunce the full results— his ego
is apparently more bruised than his neck, which bears
strange contusions as the results of some strange pass-
time the spindly one indulges in regularly.

Overall, the ranking based on ‘away’ points is as
follows:

STONE ....

RIGNALL .

PENN
DUNN
VALDUCCI
EDDY

15

14

10

9

6

6
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Clearly, Stone is Victor Ludorem— the contestant with

the highest score and the most ‘away ’ wins to his credit.

On a team basis, ZZAP! and CRASH, as befits the

senior magazines in the NEWSFIELD stable, come out
best— joint leaders with 24 points collected by their

reviewers. Both the ZZAP! and CRASH teams collected

3 away wins, 3 away 2nd places, 1 away 3rd place and
1 away 4th place. The AMTIX! teamsters trail hopelessly,

with a total of 1 2 points between them and 4 away 3rd
placings and 4 away last placings.

The final words must go to Richard ‘Dick’ Eddy,
explaining his magazine’s loss of honour: “I just don’t

play games — that’s all there is to it!”. Unless, of

course, they are cute and cuddly games featuring large,

cute, colourful creatures. Pah! He makes my lubricant

filters clog . .

.

Heap Trendy. The man who came top

poses In athletic style
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The

Greatest

Game

Ever

Devised,

With

10,000

Separate

Landscapes;

The

TAPE
£9.95

BBC
COMMODORE 64

Firebird is a Rftoistftmrt Trad* Mark of Rritish Telernmm, miration* nlr

“Without doubt an exceptional piece
of software. ..in a class of its own” —

ZZAP64

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE

DISC
£14.95

MAIL ORDER
Please state name of game, machine, cassette or disk and quantity required.

Enclosed crossed cheque/PO made payable to FIREBIRD SOFTWARE. All

offers are subject to availability. Orders are despatched promptly. All prices

inclusive of VAT and postage.

MAIL ORDER: AUNTIE KAY, ‘FREEPOST FIREBIRD, FIRST
c. HBH cr i \uft , a , po L

Expect

From

Firebird
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WITH DURELL!
TAKE TO THE SKIES WITH
A RADIO CONTROLLED
AEROPLANE!

25 Runners up
can choose between
Deep Strike

f
Thanatos

and The Big Four Compilation

In durell’s new game Deep Strike

you are firmly sat in the business
end of a bi-plane fighter in the First

World War. It is your task is to pro-
tect the bombers in the group —
you’re on a mission to shake up
the enemy ground forces. Not sur-

prisingly, this involves lots of

dogfights with enemy planes:
WHEEEEEEOW! DAKKA DAKKA
DAKKA BOOM! ‘ Enemy fighters

at nine o’clock
, Johnny!' ACK-

ACK ACK-ACK ACK-ACK ACK-
ACK ACK-ACK-ACK! KER-
BOOM! ‘ Jolly good show, chapsF
And so on. .

.

.

Great stuff! I’ve always fancied
myself as a dashing Air Ace hero,
with handlebar moustache,
glamourous white scarf and the
adulation of all the local lady Min-
ions. Sadly, it is not to be — but
maybe I could pretend for a while
if I can set up a computer in the
broom cupboard away from the
Spiky Haired Ones and get into

playing Deep Strike . .

.

But I digress. You want to know
what you have to do to win your
own pair of radio controlled wings,

don’t you? Yes you do. Right, it’s

quite simple really. All you have to
do is spot the differences between
the two pictures of an aerial com-
bat sequence, seen on this very
page. Then cut out the form (snip
snippety snip snip snip), pop it into

an envelope (plop), think of ham-
burgers (mmmm) and use all the
saliva that’s collected in your
mouth to seal the flap. Attach the
whole lot onto the leg of an air-mail

carrier pigeon and send it to
DAKKA DAKKA DURELL, ZZAP!
TOWERS, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB to arrive

by the 20th of January 1987. Alter-

natively, you could always use the
traditional postal method of
stamp-and-letterbox . .

.

First correct entry out of the bag
wins the sender a radio controlled
plane, and 25 equally lucky run-
ners up are in line for a durell
game, either Thanatos, Deep
Strike or The Big Four Compilation,
featuring Turbo Esprit, Saboteur,
Critical Mass and Combat Lynx.
The choice is yours ... if you win!

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

If I’m a runner-up, I’d like a copy of
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To help you while away the long and chilly Christmas hours we’ve
prepared a hot new MASTERBLASTER quiz— possibly the tough-
est yet. Dozens of devious questions to stretch your knowledge of
the Commodore games world to its limits. Simply take each test in
turn, writing down your answers as you go, and then see how you
fared by referring to the official ZZAP! answers on page 128. OK?
OK! GO FOR IT! . .

.

tax your greymatt|r
qUestions *«

/ aimost
C
ca«ed

Ware'

S Cau,dr°n was

£ Broom Br°om'

I
9- Witch Switch

Kl"er Purnpkins

Halloween

Alfu
P
ser

4WaSa,mos*cal,ed...
jB- CRASH 64

C. BANG I

D- Sprite and Sound I
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I

t

ARE YOUlUrtlNIHI]

MASTERBLASTER?
Indeed it does. Here are 10 carefully cropped inlays from ageing
games. Can you identify the games?

SAYWHAT!
The following games

something to say. Narr

1 ‘Another visitor .

.

2 ‘Here we go, here w

we go’

3.

‘MEDIC!’

4

.

‘He slimed me!

5 * Descend to five tho

i JL^ fo/iowing^^aracter in

l’ 9*9 Dug
I faid/ght
? Miner

2049’er
4. Tir Na Nog

Of Karnat

7Un°H
es0fYeso(

n Underwurlde
?• ppindizzy

fn^Hesdroom
'°- Vie Ar Kung-Fu

CHARACTER ANALYSIS
Identify the game name from the

character given:

1 . Joe Public

2. Akuma, Princess Mariko

3. Mammoth The Destroyer

4. Louie The Construction Worker

5. Super Joe Crack

6. BLOB
7. Joe The Baker

8. Gorgeous Greg

9. Jeremy The Punk

10. Benson

GOLDEN OLDIES

1. Rollerball
2. Zylogon
3. Gandalf The Sorcerer
4. Elidon
5. Galaxy
6. Neoclyps

8-Stones
AndTheGi-Gants

9. Olympic Skier
10. Havoc
11. Exterminator

^ara*r°opers
13. Jumpin’ Jack
14. Hustler
15. Motor Mania
16. Strontium Doa
17. Mr Wimpy
18. Super Blitz
19. Traffic

20. Megahawk
Still feeling confident? Huh?Turn to page 128and assess your perfor
mance . .

.
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warn

The KONIX SPEEDKING packs more punch.
That's why it's fast overtaking ordinary
joysticks to become one of the world's most
popular hand control.

As it's name suggests it's built for fast

handling to give you lightening fast control.
Micro switches await your slightest movement,
and fly into action - ZAP, POW, SPLAT,
BLAM - giving you instant |
reactions to every command.
Tough, rugged and
made in Britain

to the very

highest standards, the
KONIX SPEEDKING comes
with a twelve month guarantee.

Available for:- Spectrum and
Spectrum Plus, Commodore 64, 128

Vic20. All Atari Computers, Electron, M.S.X.
Computers, Amstrad and Oric at £12.99.
Also:- BBC, Commodore Cl 6, Plus 4, and

Dragon at £14.99.^ Trade and export enquiries contact
Wayne or Sandra on 049525 5913.

Please send me Speedklngs at £12.99 each.
|

Speedktogs at £14.99 each
(Price includes postage and packing in the
U.K. Overseas orders please send £2.50 per
Speedking.)

Computer make and model
I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order for

made payable to KONIX.
Please charge my Access/Visa No.

Card holders can telephone on 049525 5913.

Signature

Name
Address

Postcode Telephone

f. gf :VM . \
%,

:

; *.f %

‘ - '• ••!. Ola* n- . Trit'w.r •

Send to Konlx Computer Products, Unit 13, Slrhowy Hill Industrial

1 1

Estate, Tredegar, Gwent NP2 4QZ. U.K.
|
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Screen shots from Arcade version

SPECTRUM £7.95

COMMODORE 64/128 CASSETTE £8.95 DISC £14.95

AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £8.95 DISC £14.95

MSX CARTRIDGE £15.95

Available from all leading retailers and
in case of difficulty send cheques or

postal orders to:

NMC LTD., PO Box 67, London SW11 IBS
Tel: 01 228 6730
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14-95 £9-95 14-95

The HITSQUAD have

put together FOUR

\ No1
Ir\ Blockbusters /

\\ for this NEW /

ARIEL DOGFIGHTS
JUNGLE COMBAT

V MARTIAL ARTS ,

\ and of course ..
. /A GHOSTBUSTING!

! /
jgpl All in one special /
jjfjjjV fw*11 ~ cassette /
iir .\ pack for your /
M- \COMMODORE / |iHn SPECTRUM /

C\cT1rvi
IHUME COMPUTER SOFTWARE

|
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Yet anotherPOKE forthisgame!
It certainly seems to becoming
the most POKEd Commodore
game in history! Anyway, this

one speeds up the game by five

times, and that includes the
music, attract mode and high-
score table, i do recommend
you try it out, Hfs a real laugh.
Many thanks to Andreas Mielke,
1871EV Schooil, North Holland
for supplying these. Right, plonk
your Ghosts ‘n’ Goblins Into die
C2N, making sure it's rewound,
and type LOAD (RETURN) and

play on tape. When the
enter

POKE 1011,248
POKE 1012,252
Now type RUN (RETURN) to load

the first part of the game. When
the opportunity arises enter
these POKEs:
POKE 816,167
POKE 817,2
POKE 2086,248
POKE 2087,252
Type SYS 2061 (RETURN)toload
the next part of the game. When
the cursor appears type in these
POKEs:
POKE 816,167
POKE 81 7,2
POKE 2086,248
POKE 2087,252
Type SYS 2061 (RETURN) to load
the last part.When thegame has
finished loading you can enter

POKE 12707,225
. . .followed by SYS 2090 to start
a very speedy game.

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 85
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for the bullets fired by the guards.
(If you get killed on this screen,
you’ll end up back in the grave, so
climb to the top right, and climb
the ladder to appear in the screen
with the bells. Go left and back
down the well, across to the place
where you pushed the boulders
and go right. Climb to the top and
go up by the flashing objects and
start the prisoner screen again.)

Go past the prison gates and
open them by pressing the fire but-
ton — don’t forget to keep dodg-
ing the bullets fired by the guards.
When all the prisoners are
released climb on top of them and
enter the next screen. Now navi-
gate your way to the top of the
screen and down the other side.
When you get to the next screen
go to the top and rescue the dam-
sel in distress. Don’t stop—you’re
not finished yet!

Get yourself killed and climb to
the top of the screen, just under
the damsel, then jump left over the
small bridge to enter the next
screen. Once you’ve done that, go
to the room with the key and col-
lect it (the key, not the room). You
should also see a red rose at the
top of the screen— get that also.
When it’s in your gloved mauler go
back to the well and make your
way to where the boulders were.
Climb to the top where the flashing
objects were, climb back over the
prisoners to get onto the next
screen, make yourway to the other
side of the screen, climb to the top
and give the damsel the*rose . .

.

how romantic!

ZORRO (US Gold)
At long last (fanfare)! . . . Con-
tinuing from issue nineteen
(louder fanfare) — the final

chapter of the Zorro solution
(huge fanfare with fireworks).
Many thanks to all of you, too
numerous to mention person-
ally, who’ve sent in tips—you’ve
all contributed to the full solu-
tion.

Hello there! I’m writing these tips from a rather unusual place this
month— my bed!! The ZZAP! schedule is rather tight to say the least
and we’ve all been forced to do some overtime, so here’s mine,
typed in on an NEC PC8201A hand-held computer/word processor.
I must say, it’s really nice and relaxing. Simple Minds ‘Celebration’
playing on my Walkman and a cup of hot chocolate on the side . .

.

with the cold North wind blowing rain against the window, it’s really
cosy and warm. Anyway, enough of this waxing lyrical and on with
what’s in this months festive tips section . .

.

Well, since Christmas is just around the corner there are some
bumper goodies in this months section—maps of Druid (we thought
we’d wait until the game had been released before printing the map),
Infiltrator (what’s the point of printing maps and tips before the
game’s released, eh?), Hacker II and Glider Rider. Great tips on Trap-
door, Sanxion, the long awaited finale to Zorro and the screen shot
that was missing from last months Marble Madness cheat, along with
the usual host of POKEs and tips. Archwerddog!

GHOSTS '1STGOBLINS (Elite)

Fetch the key next to the sofa
and go to the screen with the bells.

Once you’re there climb all the way
to the top and go left to the locked
door and collect the trumpet. Done
that? Now go left to the screen
where there is a tree, get onto the
far left of the see-saw and press
the fire button. Wait for a second
and you’ll be catapulted (see-
sawed?) onto a pole where you
can fetch the flashing boot at the
top of the screen.

Once the boot is safely in your
possession make your way down
to the open grave and collect all

the money bags. NOTE: Do not go
off the screen before you have the
money bag. Now go on to the next
screen where the last money bag
was. When you get to the screen
with the flashing shoe, cup and
horse shoe, collect the last money
bag and go left (where it was
before you picked it up). Push the
boulders off the ledge and re-enter
the screen, going right. Go up to
the three flashing objects and
climb the ladder. You’ll appear on
the prisoner screen, so watch out

FUNGUS (Players) DRUID (Firebird)
Following on from last months If you make a Golem make it fol-

high-score cheat . . . Type the ‘ low very closely behind the
following in on the high-score druid. When entering a new level
table: SIMON, ANDREW, ROBIN, you’ll be able to take the Golem
LISA and CHEAT Thanks very with you instead of leaving him
much to Ian and Tim Fraser who behind, although make sure you
live in Ruislip, Middlesex. walk up the stairs very slowly.

3
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Human kindis underthreat— fromSKY
SKY- Narcotic. Poten t and
plentiful The drug that keeps
the future masses in a state of
docile obedience.

SKYRUNNERS Organised RUNNERSQUAD- Elite

RuthlSs^ The agentswho mercenaries. Employed bya ^
harvest, process, and d'ctrihuie — consortium ofngbel'sT'fiiey mus\

- halt the SK YRUNNING in the

_ onlyway theyknowhow -total
destruction.

Harrogate, HG1 5BG, England
TEL. (0423) 5046633Cf (fen shot,



MORE ADVENTURES OF BIG MAC
THE MAD MAINTENANCE MAN
(Mastertronic

)

This is knocking on the years,
but if you’re still having prob-
lems or just never completed it

then get it out of the cupboard,
dust it down and make sure it’s

free of cobwebs, then put it in

the C2N. Now type POKE
43,200:LOAD (RETURN). When
the message 7SYNTAX ERROR
appears type POKE 43,1:LOAD.

When the message READY
appears type SYS 30721 :LOAD.
Wait for a bit, then when READY
appears type . .

.

POKE 41 70,number of lives (1 to
254)
And then SYS 1 9072 to start the
game. Thanks to Damon Jenkins
from Hendredenny, Caerphilly
for those POKEs.RED MAX (Code Masters)

I steadfastly refuse to believe
that anyone can complete this
horribly unplayable game with-
out the aid of unlimited lives —
the later levels are ruddy impos-
sible. Anyway, here are some
POKEs to help you on your
quest, supplied by good ol’ Jim
Blackler who lives in Lancaster,
Lancashire. Firstly LOAD the
game as normal, and once it’s

finished loading reset the com-
puter. Now you can enter these
POKEs:
POKE 6352,173
For infinite lives

OR (if you’re brave) . .

.

POKE 5224,number of lives (1 to
255)
POKE 4991,173

For infinite fuel

POKE 5800,96
To make the iasergates harm-
less
If you think the keys are a bit

plebby you can change them to
a more sensible arrangement:
left shift— rotate left; right shift
or Z — rotate right; RETURN —
accelerate. Enter the following
POKEs.
POKE 8055,253
POKE 8056,190
POKE 8057,254
POKE 8060,128
POKE 8061,16
POKE 8062,2
POKE 4143,8
And you can restart the game by
typing SYS 2064

ALLEYKAT
(Hewson)
Quite a number of intrepid
AlleyKatters have spotted this
tip, so thanks to all of you
who’ve sent it in. At the begin-
ning of a race fly to the right
hand side of the screen and
extend your wings. Shoot all the
obstacles in your path for one
lap, then flip your wings back
and accelerate to full speed for
the rest of the race. Most Anti-
Kat craft should leave you alone,
even the KaterKiller, but keep
shooting just in case. Never
enter dodge 'em races as this
method often doesn’t work on
them.

LEGEND OF SINBAD
j

(Superior Software)
If you’re having trouble getting
off the first screen then you can
try typing in these passwords:
COSMO (for level two) STORM
(level three) and TWIST (level
four). Thanks to The Breaker of
the Doughnut Cracking Service.

SILENT SERVICE
(US Gold)
Steve Peverall (no address
supplied) has found a neat way
to replenish your torpedoes and
shells at any time you with dur-
ing the game. Simply press RUN/
STOP, then when the cursor
appears type RUN and press
RETURN. You’ll now have a full

quota of weaponry.

SKOOLDAZE
(Microsphere)
Here are some verycomprehen-
sive tipson this great littlegame.
Thanks a lot to Robert Barbosa,
from Reading, Berks. Right
class, sit up and listen. Here are
all the dates you need to get top
marks in the history lesson:
Poitiers 1356
Borodino 1812
Lexington 1775
Waterloo 1815
Culloden 1746
Yorktown 1781
Agineourt 1415
Lepanto 1571
Clontarf 1014
Shrewsbury 1403
Crecy 1346
Gettysberg 1863
Evesham 1265
Balaclava 1854

HOW TO GET THE
SHIELDS
All the shields on the top floor can
be hit simply by jumping up at
them. The leftmost shield on the
ground floor can be hit by climbing
up the first three steps of the
nearby staircase, facing right and
firing your catty (although beware
of teachers who might catch you
in the act). The same applies to the
rightmost shield on the ground
floor and the rightmost shield on
the first floor. If it’s playtime go
immediately to the exam room
where you’ll nearly always find the
tearaway writing on the board. If

he’s there you have a great oppor-
tunity to knock him down and
ricochet a shot off him to hit the
shield above (this one’s the har-
dest to hit).

PLAYTIMES
Most playtimes, the first year
informer will come up to you a give
an update on what’s going on.
there are three possible pieces of
news:
A) Angelface has mumps. If this

happensgo to any classroom, pre-
ferably the reading room and stay
there because tne bully never
enters the classroom during
break.

B) A peashooter with your name
on it has been found on the fire

escape. Don’t bother here
because Boy Wander always gets
there before Mr Whacker. Hit the
informer for giving you such a use-
less piece ofInfo and jump up and
down on his face.

C) Quickly go to the fire escape
when you’re told that Einstein is

going to sneak on you. There you’ll

find Einstein and you can begin
your attack. Punch Einstein in the
face, move back a step and punch
him again when he comes to.

Repeat the process until break-
time ends

DANGERS
As you progress in the game you
may find that the first years start

walking around in gangs of about

half a dozen or more. Avoid them
at all costs because if you mingle
amongst the gang you’ll find your-
self being knocked down
repeatedly,

JUST BEFORE A LESSON
When a teacher enters a clas-
sroom before a lesson and starts
telling everyone to shut up, go in

front of him, fire your catty and
sprint to the back so that someone
else gets the blame.

DURING A LESSON
During lessons you cannot nor-
mally sit at the back because Eins-
tein always occupies the rear seat
(except for some lessons in the
map room). Instead, sit one from

the back making sure that one of
the major characters, preferably
Angelface, is sitting nearer the
blackboard. When the teacher has
his back turned (when he’s clean-
ing the board for example), stand
up and fire. Keep on repeating this

because someone else always
gets the blame. The above doesn’t
apply to a lesson with Mr Withit in

the white room because both
Angelface and Boy Wander bunk
off that particular lesson.

Alternately you can sit at the
front and as the teacher attempts
to wipe the board, write on it and
then quickly sit down again before
he turns around.

\V
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TRAPDOOR
(Piranha)

Here are some dead useful tips
from Douglas Bayliss who lives in

the new town of Telford, Shrop-
shire. They don’t make the game
any easier, but at least you now
know what you should be doing.
Oh, these tips apply to the
learner Berk level.

CAN OF WORMS
Fetch the can, wander back to the
trapdoor screen and drop the can
(but don’t drop it on the trapdoor).
Open the trapdoor and let out the
worms, then shut the door again.
When Drutt is on the trapdoor
open it again and he’ll fall into it

(he’ll give you no hassle now). Run
around and pick up the squiggly
worms, plonking them into the can
as you go. You need three worms
to finish the task. That’s the
simplest task, now onto the more
involved ones.

EYEBALL CRUSH
Find and pick up the yellow can
and plod yourway to the room with
the three pots. Tip up the can and
pick up the three seeds that will fall

out, putting each of them into a
pot. When you’ve dropped the
seeds into the pot stand back and
wait for them to grow. Once the
strange plants have grown, get the
basket from the adjacent room
and take it back to the plant pot
screen, dropping it as far down the
screen as it’ll go. Pick up the eyes
one at a time and drop them into

the basket. When you’ve collected
all of them take the whole caboo-
dle to the vat and tip the eyeballs
into it. Once you’ve done this, dis-
card the basket and push the vat
onto the screen with the trapdoor.

BOILED SLIMEYS
Get the yellow can and take it to
the room with the eyes in water. If

you’re in a hurry collect one slimey
and put it in the can, the more you
can get the better your score.

Go and get the bottle from
you got the basket, and put it

under the tap on the vat. Now open
the trapdoor and let out the jump-
ing creature with big, bulging eyes
on stalks. Wait a while and he
should jump into the vat, crushing
the eyeballs as he does so. You
might have to shift the vat and bot-
tle around a little to get it on target,

but it isn’t really difficult — just

keep an eye on where the creature
lands.

Make your way to the room with
the stove, drop the can and fetch
the cauldron from the room with
the vat, go back to the stove room,
put the cauldron right in front of
the stairs and push it as far as it’ll

go. Go behind the cauldron carry-
ing the yellow can and climb the
stairs. When you’re standing
directly over the cauldron, tip out
the slimey(s), push the cauldron
near the dumb waiter (making sure
it doesn’t go into it), and push it up
(be careful). Go to the trapdoorand
let out the fire- breathing creature
and goad it over to the pot, making
it breathe fire on it. When you’ve
persuaded it to do your dirty deed
push the cauldron into the dumb
waiter and send it upstairs.

FRIED EGGS
Get the pan from the vat room and
put it in the stove room. Go to the
trapdoor and let out the bird. Get
the bullet (or any object for that
matter, as long as you’re careful
not to lose it down the trap), and
put it on the trapdoor. Wait until

the bird flies over the trapdoor,
open it and the object will fly up
into the air and hit the bird. Close
the trapdoor quickly and run to the
stove room and grab the pan. Go
directly under the bird (it’s eyes
should now be bulging), and wait
until it lays an egg, which you
should catch in the pan. Put the
pan on the stove (you can collect
more eggs if you wish) and wait
until it gets red hot. Take it to the
dumb waiter (Berk might drop it

first, but pick it up and carry on)
and send it upstairs.

After that tidy everything up and
put it in its rightful place.
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SANXION
(Thalamus)
This seems quite a popular
game judging by the response.
But even so y the scores aren’t
too hot (according to Mr
Scorelord), so here are some
really useful tips which will help
you conquer all the levels.

Thanks to Anon from Ludlow.

Level one is quite straightforward
— go as fast as you can and stay
at the top of the screen as often as
possible, moving only if you have
to. To get used to the alien attack
patterns— there are four different

formations — take it slow. Then,
when you feel proficient, ‘burn it’.

The second level is much the
same as the first. To dispose of the
‘snaky’ aliens, go to the bottom of
the screen and get in real close.
Now let ‘em have it — BLAM!
BLAM! BLAM! Once you’ve dis-

posed of the ‘snaky’ aliens, move
up to the top of the screen and zip
past the bomb-dropping fighters

at full speed. Don’t worry about the
bombs — you can outrun them if

you always travel at full speed. The
barriers can prove overwhelming,
but are easily mastered. Use the
maps from last issue to get past
the barriers, together with this use-
ful tip . . . when you get to the top
of the third barrier, let go of the
joystick and you will sail through
the hole in the fourth barrier. Now
push up and when you reach the
top of the fifth barrier, let go of the
joystick again and you should sail

through the sixth and seventh bar-
riers and finish the level.

Level three is much the same as
level one, only watch out for the

kets as they appear. Then move
back to the bottom left hand side
of the screen and shoot the lowest
of the three aliens (which look like

travelling irons). If it shoots at you,
you should have time to avoid the
bomb. Now, move up and under
the first two digits of the score.
Move left as soon as you see the
aliens appear from behind you —
the bombs should bounce
harmlessly in front of you. Stay
underneath the exploding doobrie
and its bombs will miss you. The
rest of the level is up to you . . . Use
the diagram below for bonus level

four— it shows where you should
position your ship if you want to
crash into all the aliens.

Level five: the large ‘jelly mould’
shaped ships which appear at the
beginning of the level are easily

avoided. They will always exit the
screen at roughly the same point
as they entered it. The wobbly

occasional barrier (use the scan- ^gtiters aren’t too bad either —
ner for advance warning). Use the
map for bonus level three.

The fourth level is also
straightforward — once you’ve
learned the various alien move-
ment patterns. Start by moving to

the top of the screen. Wait until the
ships zoom by, then drop down
and let them have it up the
backside or when they turn tail.

Move down to the bottom right

hand corner of the screen and
shoot like crazy to destroy the roc-

keep moving up and down ever so
slightly as you fire. The ‘ rocket rab-
bits ’ (they breed at speed, see) are
easy enough to avoid, but killing

them is a lot harder — the green
rockets multiply rather rapidly as
you shoot them, so they are best
left alone. As for the mothership
. . . well, if you’ve got the lives to
spare, kill yourself by running into

one of its bombs. When you reap-
pear on screen the Mothership will

have disappeared, allowing you to

speed to the barriers. If you man-
age to negotiate the barriers, then
a huge bonus is yours - attacking
the Mothership only wastes time.

Level six isn’t too difficult ... if

you use the scanner. Yes, contrary
to popular belief, the top scanner
is not superfluous. Keep a beady
eye on the scanner and you will

soon be able to distinguish bet-
ween the two major alien attack
patterns which come from behind.
Stay at either the extreme top or
bottom of the screen, depending
on which attack pattern appears,
and the aliens will gallop past.

Level seven: stay at either the
top or bottom of the screen and
destroy the aliens at the ends of
the chain. When you encounterthe
wobbly fighters, don’t shoot them— they go berserk. Shoot the end
of the undulating chain of aliens,

then speed past them before they
shoot too many bombs. To avoid
the next wave of wobbly fighters,

stay at the top of the screen, go at

full speed and fire like crazy.
~

Level eight: beware the yellow
ships — shoot them or they will

return and shoot you! Use the map
in the last issue to help you
negotiate the barriers at the end of
this level.

Level ten is a bitch. Stay at either

the top or bottom of the screen
and don’t go too fast— the faster

you go, the faster the rockets fired

by the Motherships come at you.
Enter The Darkside . . . The

other thirty levels feature faster

aliens (which fire more bullets) and
the occasional barrier or two
thrown in for good measure. Good
luck— you’ll need it!
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wo worlds - the mirror image of each
other, touch in space through a
Time-Warp.

ne is positive, good, familiar - our World;
the other is negative, evil yet unnervingly
familiar.

heir interface - a time window through
which objects and beings can pass;

contact has resulted in the beginning of
exchange.

estore our World - stop the invasion, but
do it now, for as the exchange acceler-
ates, the time window grows larger -
domination is a hand!

STARTLINGACTION • INNOVATIVE GAME PLAY • STATE OF THE ART 3-D GRAPHICS

SPECTRUM

£7.95
COMMODORE 64

£8.95
6 Central Street. ManchesterM2 5NS*Tel: 061 834 3939*Telex: 669977
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GAMES AT THE
SPEEDOFLIGHT.

LIGHTFORCE is for VENGEANCE
LIGHTFORCE is the Punishment Arm of

Galactic Fighter Command.
When a Terran-settled system at the edge of

the galaxy is seized by an alien force,revenge
comes in the form of a lone

LIGHTFORCE fighter.

LIGHTFORCE confronts alien in a dazzling

battle above the strange landscapes of the

Ice-Planet,the Jungle Planet,Alien factories

and the impassable Asteroid Belt.

LIGHTFORCE — at the speed of Light
- from FTL.

*

SHOCKWAY RIDERS are the pick of the

street gangs - ATHLETIC,AGGRESSIVE &
ARROGANT - as they cruise along the

triple-speed moving walkways that circle

the great MEGACITYS ofJhe 2 1st Century.
THE ULTIMATE AIM OF EVERY RIDER

is to go “FULL CIRCLE” - to do that,he must
fight off the Block Boys,the Cops and the

Vigilantes - as well as negotiating the Speed
Traps and Rider Ramps erected by the angry

' local residents!

SHOCKWAY RIDER is the most original

arcade gam£ of the y%ar -

THE ULTIMATE FUTURE SHOCK!!

FASTER-THAN-LIGHT

LIGHTFORCEAVAILABLE SEPT. '86
’

SPECTRUM £7.95

AMSTRAD & COMMODORE £8 .95

FTL FASTER THAN LIGHT, CARTER FOLLIS GROUP OF COMPANIES,
SEDGLEY ROAD EAST, TIPTON, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 7UJ. Tel: 021 557 2981 (4 lines)







Retailers
London/South East

‘Chips’ Direct Data Ltd, 53 Rugby
Road, Worthing, Sussex BN11 5NB.

HS SCA
Ultima, Unit 28, White Lion Walk,
Guildford, Surrey. HS SCA
Suburbia, 268 Streatfield Road, Kenton,
Middlesex HA3 9BY. HS SCA
Speedysoft, The Blacksmiths, Radnage
Common, High Wycombe, Bucks HP14
4DH. ® 024026 3703. HS SA

Software Plus, Liberty Shopping Mall,
East Sq, Basildon, Essex; 336 Chartwell
Square, Southend, Essex; 72 North
Street, Romford, Essex; 22 St Matthews
St, Ipswich, Suffolk; Boulevards, Har-
ur Centre, Bedford, Beds; 49 High
treet, Gillingham, Kent. S SCA

Software City, 47 Cheap Street, New-
bury, Berks, RG14 5BX. S SCA
Slough Computers, 245 High Street,
Slough, Berks SL1 1BN. ® 21594.

HS SCA
Shekhana Computer Services, 221 Tot-
tenham Court Road, London W1R
9AF. ® 01-800 3156. HS SCA
Saga Systems Ltd, 2 Eve Road, Woking,
Surrey GU21 4JT. HS S

Readers Dream, 100a Harlington Road
West, Feltham, Middx. ® 01-844 0780.

HS SC
Barry Paul, Leather Lane Music Shop,
67 Leather Lane, London EC1. S 01-

405 1270. S SCA
Octopus Software, Unit 31, In-Shops,
High Road, Wealdstone, Middlesex.

HS SCA
The Micro Workshop, 12 Station
Approach, Epsom, Surrey KT19 8ES.
®Tel. Epsom 21533. HS SCA
Harlow Computer Centre, 17 Staple

Tye, Harlow, Essex, CM18 7LX.
HS SCA

JKL Computers, 7 Winsor Street,

Uxbridge, Middx UB81AB. HS SCA

Games World, 129 King Street, Ham-
mersmith, London W6 9JG. ® 01-741

4467. HS SCA

Gallery Software, 1st floor, 140 The
Amdale Centre, Wandsworth, London
SW18. HS SCA

M. D. Cooper, Computer Software and
Retail Sales, 63 High Street, Kempston,
Beds. ® 0234 852017. HS SCA

Canvey Software, Harmer Arcade,
Roman Road, London El. HS SCA

Canvey Software, Canvey Market, High
Street, Canvey Island, Essex. HS SCA

Alan Bedding Photography/Software,

37 Mile End Road, Colchester, Essex.

® 0206 851030. HS SC

Bracknell Computers, 44 The Broad-
way, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 1AG.

HS SCA

Nimbus Computing, 6 Station Road,
West Wickham, Kent. ® 01-777 3160.

HS SCA

Discount Software, 120 Lord Street,

Hoddesdon, Herts EN11 8NP. HS SCA

Logic Sales Ltd, 19 The Broadway, The
Bourne, Southgate, London N14. ® 01-

8824942. HS SC

Virgin Games Centre, 100 Oxford
Street, London WIN 9FB. ® 01-637

7911

Virgin Games Centre, 157-161 Western
Road, Brighton BN1 2BB. ® 0273
725313

Virgin Games Centre, do Burtons, 140-
144 High St, Bromley, Kent.® 4606895

Virgin Games Centre, Top Man, Oxford
Circus, 172 Oxford Street, London Wl.® 01-927 7826.

North West

Stewart Electronics, 83 Penny Meadow,
Ashton-under- Lyne, Lancs. ® 061-339
0504. HS SCA

P.V. Microcomputers, 104 Abbey
Street, Accrington, Lancs. HS SCA
McSoft, Unit 46, Moorgate Indoor Mar-
ket, Moorgate, Ormskirk, Lancashire.

HS SCA
Mach II, Langam’s, St George’s Pre-

cinct, Preston. HS SCA

Lancashire Micros, 89 Euston Road,
Morecambe, Lancs. HS SCA
Computer World (UK) Ltd, 208 Chor-
ley Old Road, Bolton, Lancs BL1 3BG.

HS SCA
Book Bargains, 31 St Andrew’s Road
South, St Annes, Lancs. S SCA
A.A. Discount Software, 112
Marlborough Street, Ashton-u-Lyne,
LancsOL70HA.® 061-330 2376. S S

Bit Byte Computers, 144 Witton Street,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 5N9. HS
SCA

City Software, 66 Lime Street, Liver-

pool LI 1JN. S SCA
Computer Games Shop, 3 Royal Oak
Buildings, Waterloo Road, Blackpool
FY4 2AQ. ® 0253 48738. S SCA

The Littlewoods Organisation pic,

Church Street, Liverpool L70 1AQ (and
selected stores). HS SCA
H & B Software, Unit 191, Upper
Rochdale Market, Amdale Centre,
Manchester M42EB. S SCA

H & D Services, 1338 Ashton Old Road,
Higher Openshaw, Manchester Mil
1JG. S SCA
H. W. Luxton, 236 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool L15 5AH. ® 051-733 1135.

S SCA

South/South West

Kash-Kuts, 77 East Street, South-
ampton. S SCA
Computerbase Co., 21 Market Ave,
City Centre, Plymouth PL1 IPG. S0752
672128. HS SCA
Gateway Business Systems Ltd, 6 Sta-

tion Road, New Milton, Hants BH25
6JU. HS SCA
Gerard’s Software at Corsham D.I.Y.
Centre, 8 The Precinct, Corsham, Wilts

SN13 0AS. S0249 712650. HS SCA
Montage, 8 Holyrood Street, Chard,
Somerset TA20 2AH. S SC
Manor Park Enterprises, 82 Mellstock
Avenue, Dorchester, Dorset. HS SCA
K & K Computers, 32 Alfred Street,

Weston-s-Mare, Avon. ® 0934419324.
HS SCA

Kintech Computers, St Tudy, Bodmin,
Cornwall PL30 3NH. HS SCA
Judya Records & Computer Software,
Unit 29, Exmouth Indoor Market,
Exmouth, Devon.® Exmouth 264593.

S SCA
Fal-Soft Computers, 8 St Georges
Arcade, Falmouth, Cornwall. HS SCA
Games Inc, 9 Frankfort Gate,
Plymouth, Devon, PL1 1QA. S SCA
The Fuse Box, 67 Sidwell Street, Exeter,
Devon. HS SCA
Computer Services, 9 The Green, Credi-
ton, Devon EX17 3LH. S SC
Virgin Games Centre, 18 Merchant
Street, Bristol BS1 3ET. ® 0272 294779.

Virgin Games Centre, 103-105 Armada
Way, Plymouth. S 075 2262817.

Midlands

Soft Spot Ltd, 5 George Street, Ban-
bury, Oxon OX16 9YT. ® 0295 68921

HS SCA
Honeysett Computers Ltd, 17 Union St,

Hereford. HS SCA

Fast Forward, 29 Smith Street, War-
wick, Warwickshire. HS SCA
Fast Forward, 39 Parsons Street, Ban-
bury, Oxon. HS SCA
ComputaCenta, 17 Campbell Street,

Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. HS SCA
D.J.S. Micros (Mail Order), 28 High St,

Harrington, Northants NN6 9NU.
HS S

Gordon Harwood Computers, 69/71

High Street, Alfreton, Derby DE5 7DP.
HS SCA

Northampton Home Computer Centre,
58a Wellingborough Rd, Northampton.

HS SCA
The Software Centre, 1 Lock Up Yard.
Derby. HS SCA
Allen James Computers, 831 Stratford

Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham Bll
4DA. ® 021-778 5737. HS SCA
Comtazia, 204 High St, Dudley, West
Midlands DY1 1QQ. HS -SCA

Bull Ring Computers Ltd, 1 Waterloo
Terrace, Bridgnorth, Shropshire WV16
4EG. HS SCA
R & B Computer Software, 6 Waterloo
Road, Hinckley, Leics. HS SCA
Computer Market, 27 Goosegate, Not-
tingham. ® 586454. HS SCA
Honeysett Computers Ltd, 17 Union St,

Hereford HR1 2BT. HS SCA
Intoto, 1 Heathcoat Street, Hockley,
Nottingham NG1 3AF. HS SCA
Long Eaton Software Centre, 91 Col-
lege Street, Long Eaton, Nottingham
NG104GE. HS SCA
Microware, 5 St Peter’s Lane, Leicester.

Also at Venture House, 7 Leicester Rd,
Loughborough, and Fords, 191/195 Vic-
toria Centre, Lower Parliament St, Not-
tingham. HS SCA
Virgin Games Centre, 98 Corporation
Street, Birmingham B4 6SX. ® 021-236
1577

North East

U. K. Software Exchange Club. SAE to
15 Tunwell Greave, Sheffield S5 9GB

s SC
Treasure Chest, 220 Beverley Road,
Hull, N. Humberside HU5 1AH.

S SCA
Tomorrow’s World, 15 Paragon Street,

Hull, N. Humberside HU1 3NA.
HS SCA

Thirsk Home Computer Centre, Royal
Oak Yard, Market Place, Thirsk, N.
Yorkshire Y07 1HQ. ® 0845 25332.

HS SCA
System 7 Electronics, 664 Anlaby High
Rd, Hull, N. Humberside HU3 6UZ. ®
0482 508687 H SC
A & A C Stobbs (Computer Dept), 39/
40 Upper Precinct, Blaydon-on-Tyne,
Tyne & Wear NE21 5BT. ® 091 4143107
HS SCA
Stockton Software Ltd, 14 West Row,
Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland TS18
1BT. ® 0642 606166. HS SCA
Starsoft, 2c Walnut Road, Thorne, Don-
caster, S. Yorks DN8 4HW. ® 0405
816970. S SCA
P.E.A.K. Electronics, 222 York Road,
Hartlepool, Cleveland. HS SCA
Microtron, 9 Gillygate, Pontefract, W.
Yorkshire. HS SCA
Microbyte Software Shop, 36 County
Arcade, Leeds LSI 6BH, and 19a Lower
Warrengate, Wakefield, W. Yorks.

S SCA
MarCliff Computers, 43 Stockton Road,
Sunderland SRI 3NR. ® Sunderland
78975. HS SCA
David Llewellyn, 24 Winchester Close,
Great Lumley, Chester-le-Street, Co.
Durham. S S

Ken Green (News & Computer
Software), 26 Fowler St, South Shields,
Tyne & Wear. HS SCA
Datamate Ltd, 2 Delaval Terr, Blyth,
Northumberland NE24 1DL. ® 365846
HS SCA

READER
INFORMATION
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Key: Supplers of:

Hardware
Software
for

Amstrad
Commodore
Sinclair

The Computer Shop, 7 High Friars,

Eldon Square, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 7XG. ® 091 2616260. HS SCA

The Computer Shop, 224 High Street,

Northallerton, N. Yorks DL7 8LU.
HS SCA

C.H.I.P.S. Computer Shop, 151-153

Linthorpe Road, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland TS14AG. HS SCA

Virgin Games Centre, 94-96 The Brig-

gate, Leeds LSI 6BR. ® 0532 432606.

Topsoft, Computer Software, 3

Hambletonian Yard, Stockton-on-Tees,
Cleveland. HS SCA

East Anglia

Sudbury Micro Systems, 64 North
Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. HS SA

Logic Sales Ltd, 6 Midgate, Peter-
borough PEI 1TN. ® 0733 49696.

HS SCA
Micro Phone, 14 Plowright Place, Swaf-
fham, Norfolk, and Aldiss Furnishing
Centre, Norwich Rd, Fakenham, Nor-
folk. HS SCA
Viking Computers, Ardney Rise, Nor-
wich, Norfolk. HS SCA

Wales

Camelot Software, Cae Ymryson, Caer-
narvon, Gwynedd LL55 2LR. SS
Cwmbran Computer Centre, 3/4 Ven-
tnor Road, Old Cwmbran, Gwent.

HS SCA
R. M. Ehrenzeller, Sounds Good, 1

Middleton Street, Llandrindod Wells,
Powys. S SCA

J.C.G. Software, 23 The Courtyard,
Riverside Market, Haverfordwest,
Dyfed. ® 0437 2543. HS SCA
Merthyr Computer Centre, 110 High
Street, Merthyr Tydfil, Mid Glamorgan.
® 0685 82230. HS SCA

Scotland

James Clark, 6 Bridge Street, Dun-
fermline, Fife. S SCA
The Computer Depot, 205 Buchanan
Street, Glasgow G1 2JZ. ® 041-332
3944. HS SCA

Inverness Computer Centre, 5 Meal-
market Close, Inverness IVI 1HT. S
226205. HS SCA
The Micro Shop, 257 Dumbarton Road,
Partick, Glasgow Gil 6AB. ® 041-334
6163. HS SC

Mobile Micros (Marketing) Ltd, 1 East
Back Street, Bishopmill, Elgin, Moray.

HS SCA
Soft Centre, 2 Bruntsfield Place, Edin-
burgh EH104HN. S SCA
Software Connection, Argyle Centre
Market, Argyle Centre, Glasgow G2
8AU. S SCA
Vies, Independent Computer Supplies,

31/33 South Street, Perth PH2 8PD.
®0738 36704. HS SCA
Virgin Games Centre, 172 Union Street,
Aberdeen AB1 1QT. ® 0224 645851

Virgin Games Centre, 28-32 Union
Street, Glasgow G1 3QX. ® 041-204
0866.

Ireland

Charly’s Computer Comer, Clareab-

bey, Clarecastle, Co. Clare. ® 065/

20806. S SCA

Darryn Reid, Leisure World, Romanos
Building, 6 Queen Street, Belfast, N.

Ireland. HS SCA

Abroad
Computer Studio, Kosancidev Venae
la, 11000 Beograd, Yugoslavia. S SCA
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FOR ALL POPULAR HOMECOMPUTERS

BY D.K.MARSHALL
TOMAHAWK - a stunningly
realistic flight simulation that

puts you in command of an
Apache Advanced Attack
helicopter. Flying low over a

spectacular 3D real world
display with over 7000 ground
features - TOMAHAWK puts
you in the hot seat.

Ground attack and air-to-air

interception is the challenge -

day or night in the thick of the

battlefield. Your combat mission

is to locate and destroy enemy
ground forces. It could be science

fiction - it isn’t - the Apache is for

real.... the meanest, deadliest

combat helicopter ever.

You have the weapons, the

machine.... climb in and prepare
for take off!

Spectacular 3D cockpit view
with over 7,000 ground features.

Authentic aerobatic
performance.
Ground attack and air-to-air

interception, with laser guided
missiles, rockets and 30 mm gun.

Doppler navigation and target

tracking.

Day/Night vision systems.
I Cloudy, Crosswinds,
Turbulence.
Pilot ratings - Trainee to Ace.
Impressive sound effects.

Pilots Notes.

ATARI Screen Pics

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/851

2

Tomahawk Disk £19.95
AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 6128
Night Gunner £7.95
Night Gunner Disk £13.95
Tomahawk £9.95
Tomahawk Disk £14.95
Fighter Pilot

Fighter Pilot Disk

ATARI
Fighter Pilot

Fighter Pilot Disk
Tomahawk
Tomahawk Disk

£8.95
£13.95

£9.95

£12.95
£9.95

£14.95

SPECTRUM
TT Racer 48/1 28K £9.95
Tomahawk 48/1 28KD £9.95
Fighter Pilot 48K £7.95
Night Gunner 48K £6.95

COMMODORE 64
Fighter Pilot £9.95

Fighter Pilot Disk £14.95
Tomahawk £9.95
Tomahawk Disk £14.95

Name

VAT and p. & p. inclusive within UK
(Overseas inc. 55p per cassette)

TeleSales
(0276)684959

Please debit my Access/Visa card no.

Expiry date

Cheques payable to Digital Integration Ltd

I enclose a cheque/P.O. for _

Please send to DIGITAL
INTEGRATION

Watchmoor Trade Centre,
Watchmoor Road,
Camberley, Surrey

GU15 3AJ

Trade and Export enquiries
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee.

Total

.Address

i
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INFILTRATOR v,
(US Gold)
Here are some extensive tips to
be used in conjunction with the
maps. Thanks to Phil Everitt from
Fareham, Hants and Michael
Coutlas and Craig Donoghue,
both from Horsforth in Leeds, if

in doubt at any time check the
game’s instructions, especially
if you’re having difficulty with
actually flying the helicopter.

FLYING
Start the engine as per instructions
and lift off. As soon as your horizon
changes go to the map screen,
find and enter your ADF, turning
your helicopter around until it’s

pointing in the right direction.

Once you’ve done that, set your
speed to three quarters on the dial

and make sure that your height is

between 1500 and 2000 feet.

As soon as an enemy aircraft

appears and requests your ID wait
a while. If he’s aggressive he’ll fire

at you, so wait for him to do so. If

he is hostile and unleashes a mis-
sile your instrument will flash an R
(if the incoming missile is radar
guided) or an H (heat seeking mis-
sile). If it flashes the former drop a
load of chaff and deal with the lat-

ter by launching a flare. Once the
missile is destroyed the enemy
plane will fly past and overtake
you. As soon as he flies past fire a
rocket and you should kill him. The
guns are a pretty useless com-
modity since you can’t fly the
helicopter fast enough to keep the
jet in your sights.

When you’re over the enemy
base reduce speed to zero and
begin your descent. You must
switch to whisper mode at just
above 1000 feet (try it at about
1100 feet) to avoid detection.
Switching to whisper above this
height will cause your oil tempera-
ture to overheat before you can
land.

After a couple of goes you’ll

soon get the hang of flying the
helicopter, and once you master
the direction finder you’ll only ever
encounter two or three enemy
planes on your journey.
On the return journey use the

above tips.

MISSIONS (General tips)
Don’t use grenades outside
because the other guards will hear
and catch you, so use the spray.
Even using this you may be seen
and get caught. The positions of
the electronic key and spare gre-
nades are not shown on the map,
as they are in different places
every time you load the game -

you’ll always have to search for
them. Always show the guards

your papers, but if they aren’t in

order use a grenade and then
search the room. You can search
a room while a guards back is

turned towards you, but it’s a bit

risky since he could turn around at
any time. In the open doors room
you don’t need to gas the guard to
insert the security card, but you
must have your papers checked
first. Ifyou use thejanitor’s uniform
be careful, if you get too near a
guard and he sees your unfamilar
face he may get suspicious and
ask you for your papers.

MISSION ONE
This, quite naturally, is the easiest
of the three missions. Get the sec-
urity card and open all the locked
doors. Once you’ve done that go
back to all the previously locked
rooms and photograph the plans
on the walls, although remember
you must gas the guard before tak-
ing a snapshot. You must take five

photographs to complete the mis-
sion, and there are plans in each of
the five locked rooms. There aren’t
any mines in this mission so you
don’t need to worry about them.

MISSION TWO
Get the security card and open all

the locked rooms. Collect the
ammo from the ammo stores. This
is done by gassing the guard, and
searching the three cabinets in the
ammo store to get the three gre-
nades sitting in each one. Swift-
ness is the order of the day here
since you have to complete this

operation before the guard wakes
up. If you want to play safe you can
always pick up two grenades and
leave.

When you’ve got the grenades
go to the weapons lab, gas the
guard and search the little cabinet
for the invisibility pill, then set your
charge. You must then get out of
the building before it explodes. On
the way out don’t stop to have your
papers checked, gas the guards
as you leave. When the building
explodes all the alarms will go off,

so go to building three and switch
them off before getting the profes-
sor. When you’ve got the prof, give
him the invisibility pill which will

allow you to sneak him past the
guards to the helicopter and free-
dom.

MISSION THREE
This is the hardest as extra gre-
nades are few and far between,
but it can be done. The primary
target is the security pass. Once
you’ve got it you’ll have to set one
explosive charge in building three,
four in building four and one in

building five. When all the charges
are set go back to building one, set
the last charge, get back to the
helicopter and fly back to base.

1942 (Elite)

SSsartrssraa
tathe drive

(R^

TURN, pres*

when READVappears
type.

POKE 101°J6|POKE

101

1

,248:POKE 1012,252 (Ht

Nowtype RUN (RETUBN^When

the computerresetstype.

POKE 816,167: POKE 817,2 (Kt

POKE 2095,76|POKE
2096,248:POKE 2097,252 (RE

TURN)

SYS 2061 to toad the resV^.5l®
^rrtnram When the computer

resets again enter the following

POKEs:

POKE 3237,169:POKE 3239,0

To disable the collision detec-

tion, You can also . .

.

POKE 5806,234: POKE 5807,234

(RETURN)

fnr unlimited lives. Once

you’vefinlshed SYS2640to
start

the game
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MARBLE MADNESS
(Ariolasoft)

Last month we printed a brilliant

Marble Madness tip which
showed you how to get onto the
secret ‘water’ level. Unfortu-
nately the picture which showed
you what to do got left off (it was
printed with the review!). Sorry

about that, so here it is again,
complete with picture. Look at
the picture. Right, jump the gap
at the end of the first left hand
zig-zag (using the fire button to
get extra speed), then plonk
your marble on exactly the same
spot as shown in the picture.
Wait until the time counts down
to thirteen and you’ll be magi-
cally transported to the water
level.
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Well, that’s all I’m afraid. I’m off to sleep in a minute, but before I

doze off may I say a very Happy Christmas to you all and thanks to
all of you who have sent in tips over the last year. Hopefully next year
the tips pages will be just as successful. If you have any POKEs,
maps, solutions or anything which you think will help other games
players then send them to: ZZAP! TIPS, PO BOX 10, Ludlow, Shrop-
shire SY8 1 DB. See you next year.

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 1 05
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KONIX are not a company well

known for their fabulous games.
This is not overly surprising, as
they have made their name by
helping everyone to play of games
and get bigger and better scores
with the KONIX joystick range.
Now they are celebrating the suc-
cess of their microswitch joystick— the KONIX SPEEDKING —
which is shaped to fit the palm of

your hand. No more unsightly blis-

ters and throbbing thumbs thanks
to its ergonomic lines.

The KONIX stick is one of the
best you can buy, so far as I can
see. I never get a chance to have
anything but the worst in just about
everything. Take clothes for exam-
ple. While all the joystick-pumping
prannets at the Towers clothe
themselves in the latest up-to-the-
minute Designer computer-junkie
wear, they sport the very latest of
T-Shirts complete with Designer
logos. The most up to date T shirt

that I have lurking at the back of
my wardrobe is a Tingah and
Tucker Fan Club T-Shirt that Auntie
Mabel gave to me. (She didn’t want
to wear it herself and give her age
away.)

What I could do with is a T-Shirt

logo that would be envy of all my
friends. Something that I could
wear on a shirt around the office

and be the first to wear Designer
minion clothes.

Put your designs for the ultimate
in minionesque wear onto an A4
piece of paper and send it off with
the jolly old GPO to arrive here by
the 8th of January 1987. Don’t
forget to put your name and
address on the back of your entry
and our name and address on the
front of the envelope which is: ALL
DRESSED IN BLACK, ZZAP!
Towers, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY8 1DB.

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 1 07

Unfortunately, I have very few
ideas myself and not being bles-

sed with the same kind of fashion
sense as the other office trendies,

I ought to leave the hard work to

you. If your entry sews up the first

prize you’ll be the proud owner of

a Commodore MPS printer and a
Commodore disk drive plus your
very own KONIX SPEEDKING
JOYSTICK. Twenty runners-up col-

lect a SPEEDKING blister-reduc-

ing joystick to make game-playing
in ‘87 that much easier on the
hands . .

.
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VERSION OF

ALSO UP FOR

Hello again, and welcome to part
two of this amazing competition in

which YOU could win your very
own four player GAUNTLET
arcade machine. Yes, it’s true. It

weally is the weal thing. Just
imagine it, taking pride of place in

your bedroom. Cor! Invite your
mates round for a game (on free
play, of course) and swank away to
your heart’s content. Double Cor!!
US Gold are also donating

FIFTY copies of the Commodore
64 conversion of this incredible
game, which is nearing comple-
tion even as I write. Cor! (Once
again). So how do you go about
winning something, eh? . .

.

Last month, I asked you to find

the names 22 of US Gold games
hidden in a huge wordsquare. Well,
believe it or not, also hidden in the
wordsquare are the names of
SEVEN ZZAP! people such as . .

.

well, it’s up to you to find out!

But that’s not all you’ve got to
do. Oh no. See the diagram printed
on these pages? It’s a representa-
tion of one of the bonus levels in

GAUNTLET in which you have to
run around collecting chests
within a given time limit. Now, what
you’ve got to do is spot the odd
chest out. Which one of the 21

chests is different from the rest?
(BIG HINT: there are ten pairs of
chests).

When you’ve done that, cut out
the . . . what’s that? Oh, I see. OK,
here’s a summary of what you’ve
got to do:

FIND the names of TWENTY-TWO
US Gold games hidden in the
enormous wordsquare printed last

month.

FIND the names of SEVEN ZZAP!
personages also hidden in the
enormous wordsquare printed last

month.

DEDUCE which of the TWENTY-
ONE chests is the odd one out.

THEN fill out the entry form, attach
the two tokens (one from the
December issue, the other from
this issue —

.
no photocopies,

COMP
These are the 22 US Gold
games I found in

the wordsquare last month

1

H fi

M m

a.

9_
10

31
12
13

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

And these are the 7 seven ZZAP!
personages . .

.

Name ..

Address

Which chest is different from the rest? Postcode

please) and send it all to ZZAP!
GAUNTLET COMPETITION,
ZZAP! Towers, PO Box 10, Lud-
low, ShropshireSY8 1DB to arrive
here before the 19th January 1987.
And the very best of luck.

Thanks to DAVE CROFT ofWORTHING BN14 7AX
for the wordsquare

ZZAP!
GAUNTLET

ANOTHER
TOKEN

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 1 09



SPLOT..YOU’RE DEAD COMP!
part II

THE SAGA CONTINUES

COMP

You could ZZAP! a Spiky
Haired One with a paint gun!

THEREADERSf

ARMYNEEDS YOU
A little while ago, piranha spon-
sored a competition for Strike

Force Cobra in which readers had
the chance to spend a day having
fun playing Combat Zone.
Now they’ve gone and released

Rogue Trooper, based on the fam-
ous character from 2000AD. You
have to fight your way across Nort
territory on a quest to collect tapes
that will help put your biochip-

based comrades, Bagman, Gun-
nar and Helm, back into bodies. To
celebrate the launch of the game
that design design have been work-
ing on for piranha, the delectable
Mandy Keyhoe has decided to hire

a whole Combat Zone zone for a
day in the half-term holidays next
Spring.

Now we’re recruiting for a Read-
ers’ Army to face up to the might
(or should that be ‘maybe’?) of the
NEWSFIELD reviewing platoon. In

Combat Zone, you are equipped
with special guns and get to wear
special protective clothing (includ-

ing goggles) and the aim is to cap-
ture the flag belonging to the
opposing team. We’re going to be
ranging the talents of Penn and
Rignall, supported by a few other
folks from the computer
magazines, against a crack squad
of readers.

This is your chance to deal a
painty ‘death’ to the egos of the

ZZAP! reviewers— the guns used
in Combat Zone fire paint pellets,

and when someone is hit with a
splodge of paint they have to lie

down doggo and play dead.
Fancy a go? What we want is a

recruiting poster for the army that

will challenge the Spiky Haired
Ones on the appointed day. Go to

town on a full-race propaganda
campaign if you like, pointing out
all the shortcomings of these hor-

rid fellows who will become ‘the

enemy’ on the day. Mention their

track record of Minion-abusing if

you like, or the unrealistic size of

their egos. Just make them out to

be mean ‘n’ nasty bunch so that

any passing pedestrian would be
immediately inspired to do his or
her duty and sign up for the con-
flict.

Put your Kitchener type poster on
a sheet of paper, no bigger that A4
(which is the size of the page you’re

reading), and send the finished

article to ZZAP! A SPIKY, ZZAP!
Training Camp, PO Box 10, Lud-
low, Shropshire SY8 1 DB. Entries

must arrive before January the

20th 1987.

The best two recruiting posters
will win their propaganda artists

the chance to participate in the
Ego Wars. Thirty runners-up get to

collect a complimentary copy of

the game, Rogue Trooper.

BEYOUROWN
1ROGUE TROOPER’

WITH A DAYAT
COMBAT ZONE

Courtesy of

PIRANHA

30 Copies of ROGUE TROOPER on offer!



AS REVIEWED ON

BBC TV

COMMODORE 64/128
Cassette £9.95
Disc £11.95

FOR THE
COMMODORE
AMSTRAD AND
BBC COMPUTERS

At last, speech synthesis at a price you
can afford. SPEECH! works entirely in

software taking up less than 9K of RAM: no
extra hardware whatsoever is required.
Unlike other systems, SPEECH! has an
unlimited vocabulary: it will say anything
you want it tq and is simplicity itself to use
Simply type in: ‘SAY IAM A TALKING
COMPUTER, AS EASY TO USE AS 1 23...
and the computer speaks

SPEECH! has a built-in parser which
translates English words into "phonemes”, or
speech particles. There are 49phonemes
and 8 different pitch settings which can be
used directly by the ‘SPEAK command (eg.
‘SPEAK/HEH4LOW4) so stress or intonation can
easily be added wherever desired. You can
change the overall pitch with the * PITCH
command.
Every copy ot SPEECH! comes complete with
extra software:
DEMO — shows off all the features,
SPELL — an innovative educational

program,
SAYFILE — speaks the lines of your programs.

Applications in:

• games
• education
• business
• utilities

SUPERIOR

Limited

v
s

I

II

AMSTRAD CPC464/664/6128
Cassette £9.95
Disc £14.95 <
BBC MICROS: B, B+, Master
Cassette £9.95
Disc £11.95

THE RECENTLY RELEASEDBBC MICRO
VERSION HAS BEEN GREETED WITH
ACCLAIM AND INCREDULITY.—

REVIEWS ON BBC-1 AND BBC-2 TV

Saturday Superstore (BBC-1)

‘This is knockout! This is great! . . .Wonderful!
Very, very clever.” . . . Fred Harris

Micro Live (BBC-2)

“Really good value!" . . . John Coll

REVIEWS IN THE COMPUTER PRESS

#-

“The reproduction is suprisingly good, and
certainly on a par with some of the more
expensive speech interfaces I have heard.
An excellent low cost speech synthesiser
that really is very good value for

money.”...ACORN USER

. . incredibly easy to use The end result is as
good as anything I’ve heard this side of the
Amiga.” . . . POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

“Overall an excellent package” . .

.

MICRONET 800.

This is one utility which cannot be beaten
on quality or price” . . . The MICRO USER.

“SPEECH! from Superior Software is a truly

remarkable offering. A rare gem indeed.
Superior Software has produced a price
breakthrough by achieving an apparent
technical impossibility.” . .*. A 8t B
COMPUTING.

VISA

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mail orders are
despatched within 24
hours by first-class post.

Postage and packing is

free
Faulty cassettes and
discs will be replaced
immediately.

Dept. SP9, Regent House; Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone: 0532 459453

UFE PAY TOP ROYALTIES FOR HIGH QUALITY SOFTWARE



The best selling Computer
Game isnow available for

theNew Generation.
Don’t GetMad Get Even!

WMm -• **"*••• I

um'i John Menzies

and all local stockists

TM

HORN ABBOT
INTERNATIONAL

© 1986 HORN ABBOT INTERNATIONAL

YOUNG PLAYERS"EDITION -OUTNOW
TRIVIAL PURSUIT is a Trade Mark owned and licensed by Horn Abbot International Ltd.

Published by Domark Limited, 204 Worple Road, London SW20 8PN. Tel: 01-947 5624.

Trivial Pursuit was programmed by Oxford Digital Enterprises.



VOTE FOR THE BEST
GAMES OFTHE YEAR!

Christmas comes but
once a year— and with it,

the ZZAP! Readers
Awards. This is your
chance to tell members
of the software industry
what you think of their
games, their program-
mers and their advertise-
ments. Vote for the
games, the people and
the adverts which you
feel are worthy of praise.
Fill in the form over the
page and send it to us as

fast as you can so our
Database Minion can get
to work analysing the
results.The first 10forms
drawn out of the bag on
20th January 1987 —- the
closing date — will earn
their senders £20 worth
of software and a ZZAP!
T-Shirt!

The results should be
published in the March
issue of ZZAP! and
shortly thereafter the
certificates of accolade

will be awarded to the
winning companies. Well
then, what are you wait-
ing for? Get to it!

In each appropriate
category enter the name
of the program and the
software house forwhich
you wish to vote. Please
note: products must have
a 1986 copyright to be
eligible. There’s no need
to fill in every category—
ifyou can’t think of a suit-
able candidate, leave the

relevant category blank.
Obviously the more you
fill in the better the end
result will be.
Once you’ve com-

pleted as much of the
form as possible, remove
this page from the
magazine (or photocopy
it) and send it to us. Don’t
forget to write your
name, address and T-
Shirt size (small, medium
or large) on the form in
CAPITAL LETTERS!
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Please send me a copy of EREBUS for the Commodore 64/128 (cass

Name

Address

Please make cheques and postal orders payable to Virgin Games Ltc

Virgin Games, 2/4 Vernon Yard, Portobello Road, London Wll 2DX
PLEASE DO NOT POST CASH.

COMMODORE 64/128

^
FoicOn Patrol series and Shogun) with

^^tuuGin^graphics bk Martin Whegjfit#^
for Spectrum Dan Dare and thffongJnal desii

Sorcery). It is a multi-sectioned game with many
bf tough aliens to eliminate. fou must fight through

four highly rficmo^uvrable spherical space fighterdnd
e horrible fate of the nco^oy&nerve.aas beina nrodnrpi

Invest in some real action for your Commodore 64/128



THREE DIFFERENT BUMPER PACKAGES AT BUMPER PRICES

KINGSIZE GAMES FOR COMMODORE

Here is your chance to buy volume 1 & just released volume 2. 50 incredible value games
on each cassette or disk version.

Cassette Package: Normal Price £1 9.95 Christmas Price £1 2.95
Disk Version: Normal Price £25.90 Christmas Price £1 4.95

(If you already have Volume 1
,
you can buy Volume 2 separately at £9.95)

KINGSIZE GAMES FOR COMMODORE Cl 6/PLUS 4

Buy Volume 1 & just released Volume 2
50 incredible games on each cassette

Cassette package: Normal Price £1 9.95 Christmas Price £1 2.95

(If you already have Volume 1
,
you can buy Volume 2 separately at £9.95).

THE FAMOUS ROBTEK MAGIC DISK KIT
& ROBCOM TURBO 50 (voted No. 1 utility of the year)

Normal Price £44.90 Christmas Price £29.95

MAGIC DISK KIT:

For Commodore 1541 and 1571 disk drives. Everyone with a disk drive
needs this product. No more repair bills no technical knowledge needed. EASY TO USE,

You can solve or prevent most of your problems now with this product.

CONTAINS: SPECIAL CLEANING DISK
ROBTEK'S UNIQUE ALIGNMENT DISK: tests and adjusts speed and alignment step by step.

TURBO 50
Voted No. 1 utility. For COM 64/128. Transforms your Commodore with this incredible
powerful cartridge. Fantastic features include Turbo loading for your disk drive and

Cassette Player, Copying Program, Toolkit, Centronics Interface, Reset Switch and much
much more.

All these products are available at all good computer stores or you can order
direct from Robtek.

Visa/Cheque/Postal Order.

Robtek Ltd., Unit 4, Isleworth Business Complex, St. Johns Road, Isleworth,
Midrlv T\A/7 AM I m
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Albums! Books! Games! T-Shirts!
Courtesy ofARIOLASOFT

ALL Up For Grabs!

Ever watch CENTURIONS? It’s a
great new super duper cartoon
featuring some really mighty
heroes who are always around to
save the day. Three clean living

guys and one super fido dedicated
to the defence of you and I against
the evil alien hordes that attack
earth the same time every Satur-
day morning. Sounds like it’d make
a good computer game, doesn’t
it? Well that’s exactly what
Ariolasoft think — at this very
moment they are converting the
antics and adventures of the CEN-
TURIONS into a thrilling new
game.

In the meantime Ariolasoft have
decided to donate some goodies
to give to you, the best of which is

an Ariolasoft Goody Bag. This

lovely package consists of several
desirable objects, including five
faberooni new albums, three great
books, four Ariolasoft games, a
Centurion model and four swellTee
Shirts! Mere words alone cannot
describe this prize so take a look
at the piccy on this page and gasp
away. Generous Ariola have also
given us twenty five tee shirts for
you oh-so-lucky readers.
Interested? Well we’re going to
make you work for this one. Here’s
the competition . .

.

Despite the prestigious title of
ZZAP! Editor and the maturity his
job requires, Mr Penn is well into
CENTURIONS. You should see
him run up and down the office
shouting ‘Power Extreme!’, pre-
tending the office dustbin is an

alien robot. Biff! Bap! Bop! he
goes, laying into the bin with a
manic gleam in his eyes. A few
kicks and a punch later the evil bin
is defeated, no longer will he and
his rubbish hordes tyranize the
office. Gaz then pops into the toilet

with a smug look on his face ... to
return thirty seconds later in his
mild mannered ZZAP! Editor sec-
ret identity. This is all getting a bit

tedious as Mr Penn’s antics do
tend to spread rubbish about the
place, and though Gaz’s Centurion
imitations are entertaining to say
the least, we do value his abilities

as an Editor a bit more.
This is where you can help. The

plan is to booby trap the office
dustbin in some way so as to give
Gaz a real shock the next time he

tries to do battle with it. It has to be
a big shock though, hopefully a big
enough shock to curtail his bin
bashing career indefinitely. Just
design a Gaz Penn frightener that
will sit nice and innocently in the
bin until attacked, then it should
burst into scary animation. Send
the design to us and the creator of
the best anti-Penn device will have
his or her efforts rewarded with an
Ariola Goody Bag. The best of the
rest will receive one of the twenty
five T-Shirts.

So get cracking and send your
entries to STOP GAZ PRATTING
ABOUT, ZZAP! Towers, PO Box
10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB
to arrive before the 20th of January
1987.
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or the uninitiated the COM-
PUNET PARTYLINE can be
a bit overwhelming to say the

least. First time users can usually

find (themselves totally lost and
ignored not knowing any of the
many unwritten rules that govern
social interaction on the ‘net. To
get the most from PARTYLINE and
create the right impression it’s

best to be totally cognizant of the
DOs and DON’Ts of day to day
netting. You have to mix with the

right people and say the right

things— and for the new user this

can be really rather tricky. To help

you, here are brief descriptions of

four of the different types of per-

son that populate PARTYLINE,
accompanied by a helpful guide
detailing the best way to interact

with them.

THE MENTALLY
DEFICIENT

Very easy to spot, this one. Their
conversation is almost totally

monosyllabic and is concerned
mostly with themselves. You’ll

always find them in imaginatively

named rooms such as FRONT
ROOM or MIKES ROOM. A favour-
ite pastime of the mentally
deficient is to enter rooms called

PRIVATE and then say ‘Is this pri-

vate?’. To keep in with the in-

crowd the only real thing you can
do is antagonise them. Winding up
a vegetable can often be quite
rewarding, though the subtler the
better. Below is an example.

de ] :

• Old vou see minder
] *= t n

i oh t ?

tel:

• ' f- w°s QOOd I 1 jthat bloke
ked it when

• ZZAP! 64 has entered
1Party L i ne

ZZAP
! 64

:

• ,°
h he "°- heardwer * * real weedy wet

of you del

• de 1 :

Whos XX43? ill b , eedj no kill
i m?

And so on . . . Even this can get

tedious after a while, and you’ll

soon find it’s best to avoid contact
with the mentally deficient.

ALEX
Alex is a group all on his own, but
recently there have been many
imitators adopting that smart ‘bon
homie’ that always exudes from
Mr Charm himself. The common
factor between Alex and his clones
is age — they all seem to be
around the 14 year old mark. An
easy way to spot Alex, or an Alex
clone, is to look out for the phrase:
‘Right, I reporting you to Jane’.

This is a typical Alex type thing to

say. Here is a typical Alex type
conversation.

When you log off you will receive a
mailbox from Jane asking why you
have been so rotten on PLINE.
Never mind, this earns you 6 CNET
kudos points.

HIP GUYS
These are the purveyors and
inventors of CNET SLANG. When
someone comes up to you and
says ‘HOW RU?’ (How are you)
you know you’ve got hold of a Hip
Guy. There are many of these on
the net and you’ll probably find

that their prime occupation is turn-

ing out yawny demos. You know
the sort: Bit Map screen and a
scrolling message. Lots of hassle
can arise amongst Hip Guys in the
form of mentions in scrolling mes-
sages. If a chief Hip Guy doesn’t
get a mention in a lesser Hip Guy’s
demo there can be hell to pay. The

HOW TO . . .

AND HOW NOT TO . . .

This Month . .

.

PaRtYL1%: A Guide For Trendy Telecomers
By Gary Liddon



politics of ‘hellos’ in scrolling mes-
sages are very odd and steeped in

CNET tradition. Hip guys are
nearly always (mumble) pirates as
well and insist on lots of tedious
bragging about who’s got the
most illegitimate software (yawn).

That’s all you ever need to read of
the Hip Guys chat because you’ll

find it’s always the same. Day in,

day out, just self congratulatory
twaddle. Because of their remark-
ably fragile egos, Hip Guys are
unusually susceptible to any form
of criticism. You can start World
War III with the odd carefully
placed comment about some-
one’s demo.

This will carry on for hours with
accusations and counter accusa-
tions of untruthfulness being made
between AW98 and JYY1 . Barky
will soon leave though, because
her attention span is very short.
This is due to her age. You will find
that most female netters are aged
somewhere between 11 and 13,
and their mental ages are almost
usually a third of that. Even so,
most male netters will get more
than a mite protective if any insults

are hurled a females way.

HOW TO ANNOY
EVERYBODY
A good way of annoying people on
PARTYLINE is to pretend you are
someone else. If, for example,
LR40 is on PLINE as ‘lino!!’ andi
you’d like to make him look rather I

silly (pretty pointless really, since
Lino does that more than
adequately), then assume his
alias. A ‘‘ALIAS LINO!!’ will result
in an ‘ALIAS ALREADY
ASSUMED’ error, so try a “ALIAS
@LINO!!’. Now, everything you
say will come under the ‘lino!!’

alias because the PLINE software
can’t display @ signs. Ha ha. This
can easily be detected with a “
WHO’ and anyone sensible

enough to make their alias eight
characters long is immune from
this jape. However another neat
trick is this:

I HIS UfTU A

AMOA

^ cow;
OUUAW IHEN T/p/r #

ms

Good eh? Jane wiK probably hate
us for this and within a month of
this article appearing it’s likely

these bugs will have been ironed
out. Ah well, never mind, enjoy
them while you can.

5E
Means

tata
.4 Afooo

SUFFER
S r- c.

.

COMPUNET
NEWS

PSQe 2234565
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here have been quite a few
new bits and pieces on the

Res pictures and the two Sanxion
compositions — plus a very
obnoxious scrolling message. Ah
well, same as it ever was.

For something creative GOTO
YAK and get TAURUS II because
it’s a laugh. Odd sounding and
even odder looking, this demo is

almost dangerously captivating. If

you really want to go out of your
tree, try this: once TAURUS II is up
and running do a RUN/STOP
RESTORE and POKE 2912,0.
Restart (it looks dull), press FI and
the sprites are gone. Turn all the
lights out, turn the brightness right
up and put on some odd music.
The fractal music supplied is a
really nice idea, but it can grate
after a while so turn that down a

‘net over the last month or
so, including a plethora of Sanx-
ion demos. Five to be exact, none

i of then particularly impressive,
most of them conforming to the
bog standard bit map and scroller
formula. The music’s quite nice
though and as such it’s worth pick-
ing up. JAYBIRD, in his inimitable
style, has gone and hacked out
Sanxion game music. You’ll find
that somewhere in DEMOS.

Talking of Sanxion demos and
inimitable style . .

.
good old

BAZZA LEITCH is back, with a
lovely demo consisting of two Hi-

Jeffrey’s TAURUS II

^Beautiful
^^60/a ha'

RiUJ9q

Wohi

!

c -3 n i

°Unrj
Srfigsj-0p
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^ wiggle Wiggle Wiggle . .

.

TIM ROGER’S SNAKEY DEMO
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

:

'V ' • / .

Another beautifully original

demo that has just made its way
onto CNET is TIM’s (Tim as in the
famous Tim & Stoat) SNAKEY
DEMO. Surprisingly enough you
control a snake of sprites with your
stick. Wiggle the stick and the
snake wiggles too. I know that

sounds really glib and fatous, but
there’s not a lot more to be said

apart from it’s really excellent.
!p$:

w *1®

MARTIN GALWAY has pro-

duced some great musical
extravaganzas recently and it’s a
shame Ocean have slapped a ban
on Compunet featuring music
hacked out of their games. This

sort of mentality is confusing since
having the music from a game of

yours readily available is, in most
cases, good publicity. Such clas-

sics as Parallax and Miami Vice
deserve decent demos of their

own. Firebird used to hold a similar

view but seem to have changed
their ways recently. This month
demos for both Druid and
Warhawk have made an appear-
ance. Druid is the best of the two
with some really nice music and a
great BOB STEVENSON loading
piccy. THE OFFICIAL WARHAWK
has a Steve Robertson piccy that
— though not one of his best
isn’t that bad. There’s also the
haunting music from Mr Hubbard
to keep things going plus a
sycophantic scroller from Steve.
Then there’s CHRIS

SHRIGGLEY’s Firework demo
which I think is quite jolly, even
though Mr Penn says it’s a waste
of download time. See for yourself,

it’s in the DEMOS hall of fame
(GOTO DEMOS and then press
FI). IfBJlii flUSflb -

:

•

'
'

At the moment ZZAPI’s got
those insufficient funds blues so
you probably won’t have seen us
on PARTYLINE lately. Hopefully
this problem will have been resol-

ved by the time you read this. How
about a PARTYLINE party? We’d
love to do a CNET page with a
PARTYLINE conversation

K§!

'M

dumped out. If you’d like to take
ZZAPHpart, then MBX ZZAPI64 and we’ll

fix a date.
: ' T

§§®l

•
.

:

CNET EGO

THE BARD BY CAS

^” ,
• .

' \
'

*i* ; < HI $
IfM • ~t, ISiftf I ill-

A

the OFFICIAL WARHAWK Demo

iilllllSilllilliilll

: :

•• mmmMm
^ Wm pig ", -

f W$m, “s* ' | 1

Have you ever wondered what
your fellow netters look like? Ever
wondered what gruesome visages
lurk behind those uploads? Well if

you send a passport sized photo
and your ID then we’ll do what we
can about printing it. We won’t
print Gl JO’s (GUY JOE?) picture

though, we’ve seen enough of

those already. We won’t print

LINO’S picture either because it

would shock you all. Send your
HI

1 20 ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986

photos to RAVING CNET
EGOMANIA SECTION, ZZAP!
Magazine, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY81DB.
So until next month . . . Good-

bye-eee, Goodbye-eee, wipe the
silver tear from your eye-eee . .

.

Ta-ra old thing, cheerio chin chin,

nap-oo, toodle-oo goodbye-eee

lai
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WATCH OUT FOR THE PLAY-BY-MAIL
MICRODRIVE GAME FROM MAELSTROM

DARK SCEPTRE IS AVAILABLE NOW FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE
DEALERS. IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY PLEASE WRITE TO

BEYOND SOFTWARE FIRST FLOOR 64-76 NEW OXFORD ST.
LONDON WC1A 1EU

SPECTRUM 48K
£9-95
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FITTING
an(j one jn the -64/'i 28.
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^somV^'sm'lamoun! of sobering is necessary.

These normally just plug m ^ Qp THE
FASX DOS COMMANDS

* 25* FASTER LOADING I™®
S|

* ^SE40 TRACKS FOR 749 BLOCKS

^ i ?* FASTER SAVING |PRG MONITOR BUILT IN

. , 0x FASTER LOADING
(SEQ files,

+ DRIVES centronics PRIP
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SX FASTER SAVING
|SEO FILES!

* ENHANCED SCREEN EDITOR

* 3x FASTER LOAD/SAVE
(REL ML

| + EXTRA BASIC COMMANDS
E.G. LOAD 202 BLOC^l“„r.. do no. alio* .or ..arching)

ONLY £69.95
Available for CBM 64 or ',28 in ‘64 mode, please specify

EXTRAS AVAILABLE . .

.

£9.95

Kernal for '128 in '128 mode £14.95

~rSt —
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OPERATE.
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/ev/ew,n9 "Quickdisc+"
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your new look
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In Australia contact: MICRO ACCESSORIES of S.A., Unit 8 Hewittson Rd, Elizabeth West, S. Australia 5113. Tel: (08) 287-0191
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DISC DISECTOR V5.0
Now the FIFTH generation of the countries leading disc

back-up/utility package is available. This latest version includes

many more "PARAMETERS" to handle the latest highly

protected discs. This includes the latest American and English
software. Be warned if you want to back up software by Ocean,

Gremlin, Hewson, Domark and even U S. Gold, whose protection

schemes are NOT always the same as the American versions, then

you MUST have "D.D.". At press date, we are sure NO other
advertised product will handle all these, be it American
or German.

INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
"EVESHAM 3 MINUTE NIBBLER" is the latest version of

the infamous "Evesham Nibbler" now boasting even more
power and speed. Copies highly protected discs in 3-4
minutes. Handles the latest types of disc protection com-
pletely automatically. This often involves the use of the

"PARAMETERS", these add the vital secret code that the highly

protected programs check for. (This is the important difference that

makes this the best.) At the time of going to press this program

copied virtually all the English and American programs
available for testing, including the latest in games and business

software.

"DUAL DRIVE NIBBLER" allows the use of two drives to make
even faster back ups.- Incorporates device number change

software so no hardware mods necessary.

"EVESHAM 8 MINUTE NIBBLER" still very powerful and has

been improved. Copies a few that the three minute version won t.

Many, many other useful utilities are included on the disc, including:

SELECTIVE MENU MAKER, FAST FORMAT, FAST FILE

COPY, NOVATRANS, DISK ORDERLY, DISCMON+ ,

UNSCRATCH, ETC., ETC.

The whole package is menu driven and has its own fast boot

system built in for your convenience. Pays for itself the first day you
receive it. ,

ONLY £29.95
Customers with earlier versions may return them
along with a payment of £9.95 to receive V5.0.

Most routines are CBM 128 and 1570/71 compatible in '64 mode.

QUIET DRIVE STOPS 1
This package incorporates new drive stops for two 1541s that will end for good the
dreaded woodpecker The fitting process is very easy and a test program is provided to
check the fitment. Helps prevent future alignment problems and makes your drive purr with

satisfaction.

ONLY £4.95
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GAMES TOP
1 (1) LEADER BOARD (13%) 11(7) MERCENARY
US Gold/Access, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk Novagen, £9.95 cass, £12.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 98%

2 (3) SUPER CYCLE (9%) 12 (22) SPELLBOUND
US Gold/Epyx, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk MAD (Mastertronic), £2.99 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 95% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

3 (2) GREEN BERET (9%) 13 (13) DRAGON’S LAIR
Imagine, £8.95 cass Software Projects, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%, ZZAP! Overall Rating: 69%

4 (4) GHOSTS ‘N’ GOBLINS (4 %) 14 (-) FIST II

Elite, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk Melbourne House, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 39%

5 (5) INTERNATIONAL KARATE (3%) 15 (17) PARADROID
System 3, £6.50 cass, £10.99 disk Hewson, £7.95 cass, £1 2.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 91 % ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

6 (1

1

) PARALLAX (3%) 16 (14) SUMMER GAMES II

Ocean, £8.95 cass US Gold/Epyx, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

7 (9) KNIGHT GAMES (3%) 17 (-) SANXION
English Software, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk Thalamus, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk
gZAP! Overall Rating: 90% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%m •.

8 (8) URIDIUM (2%) 19 (15) WINTER GAMES
Hewson, £8.95 cass, £1 2.95 disk US Gold/Epyx, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

9 (12) CAULDRON II (2%) 20 (16) THRUST
Palace Software, £8.95 cass Firebird, £1 .99 cass
IffiAP! Overall Rating: 94% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

10 (6) SLAMBALL (2%) 21 (21) DAN DARE
Americana, £2.99 cass, £4.95 disk Virgin, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 96% ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

22 (10) SPINDIZZY (4 %)
Electric Dreams, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 98%

23 (18) TAU CETI
CRL, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

24 (-) IRIDIS ALPHA
Hewson, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 95%

25 (29) ALLEYKAT
Hewson, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 89%

25 (-) HARDBALL
US Gold, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

26 (25) STARQUAKE
Bubble Bus, £8.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

27 (26) COMMANDO
Elite, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 77%

28 (28) DRUID
Firebird, £7.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 88%

29 (27) KUNG-FU MASTER
US Gold, £9,95 cass, £14.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 79%

30 (19) ELITE
Firebird, £14.95 cass, £17.95 disk
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 95%
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HARTS
MUSIC TOP 10
1 KNUCKLEBUSTERS
Melbourne House
Main Theme (Rob Hubbard)

2 MIAMI VICE
Ocean
Title Screen’ Music (Martin Galway)

3 PARALLAX
Ocean
Title Screen Music (Martin Galway)

4 WAR
Martech
Title Screen Music (Rob Hubbard)

6 GLIDER RIDER
Quicksilva
Main Theme (David Whittaker)

7 SANXION
Thalamus
Loading Music (Rob Hubbard)

8 BOMBO
Rino
Egyptian Piece (WE Music)

Martech”
9 C0M,C BAKERY

Title Screen Music (Rob Hubbard, ^Screen Music (Mart.n Galway,

5 PHANTOMS OF THE ASTEROID 10 GREEN BERET
Mastertromc

Imanim*
Title Screen Music (Rob Hubbard, Loading M„«„. ate*.
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ZZAP! 64
CHART VOTING COUPON

(Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS)

Name
Address

Postcode

If I win the £40 worth of software I would like the followinq qames
(Game and Software House)

T-Shirt Size S/M/L

I am voting for the following five games:

I am also voting for the following piece of music -

(Commodore 64 ONLY)

ZZAP! CHARTS, PO BOX 1 0, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1 DB

’
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DROOLING DRUIDS
FIREBIRD’S game DRUID gave
birth to this competition back in

issue 1 8, but thanks to an interface

that refused to live up to its title we
didn’t print this list in the last copy
of the mag. I am but a humble min-
ion and not versed in the ways of

computers and I ... (GET ON
WITH IT!) Ah well, FIREBIRD were
supposed to be giving away a
unique once only copy of DRUID
that will be coded with the winner’s
design for a congratulatory
screen. However, lines were cros-
sed between us and them and it

was only recently discovered that

FIREBIRD actually wanted you to
redesign the final level, not design
a congratulatory screen. Oh dear.
Obviously it‘s a bit too late to re-

run the competition, so as Matt
Lyon of Honeysuckle Close RG22
5RH provided the most imagina-
tive entry, he wins the first prize for

his efforts— yet to be decided by

FIREBIRD (hopefully a special
copy of the game). Ah well, what-
ever it is, it should be good. Any-
way, twenty runners up will all get
a FIREBIRD T-Shirt poping in

through their letterbox in the near
future . .

.

L Gollings, Southern Walk, DN33 2PG;
Robert Lawford, Faraday Road, DAI 6 2ET;
Sabir Valli, St Marys Place, WF12 9NL;
Robert Glendinning, Holford Way, SE16
3RD; Andrew Boston, Shepton Crescent,
NG8 5QP; Gary Chandler, Burns Way,
Middlesex; Gordon Dunn, Marjory Road,
PA4 8BG; Simon Eden, Howard Road, HP9
2XS; Stuart Fynes, North Park Avenue,
KA26 9DH; Stuart Price, Kennoway Road,
KY8 5BX; Neil Overy, High Street, BN18
9AJ; Shane Ball, Garlands Road, GL1 5 6BB;
Christopher James poole, Upper-
campsfield Road, 0X7 1QF; Zzap Reader,
Chestnut Close, PL199JJ; Richard Middle-
ton, 7 Ash Grove, Burnham-On-Crouch,
Essex, CMO 8DP; Stephen Thomas,
Renvyle Avenue, Cleveland; Mark Selby,
Ashley Close, AL8 7LH; Jonathan Twist,
Winsford Crescent, FY5 1 PS; Barry Pringle,
Langdale Gardens, UB6 8DG; Terry Gilli-

gan, Holt Dale Way, LSI6 7SJ
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DANIEL
THE DARING
VIRGIN wanted to test your talent
for art and your inner intellect when
they asked you to finish the Dan
Dare comic strip and answer a few
teasing questions. Well, two win-
ners where chosen after much
deliberation and so Jonathon
Haward of Princes Road NR32
2NJ and Neil Groat of Echline
Park EH30 9XQ will each be
receiving a poster, a limited edition
T shirt, a copy of game, a copy of
the book ‘The Man Who Drew
Tomorrow’ and a choice of either
three videos or five albums from
VIRGIN’S vast collection. The next
three winners will get a copy of the
game and a T shirt and poster—
Mr M J Haddon, Flag Walk, P08
8LE; Christopher Thomas, Gae
Morfa Road, SA12 7LA; Christ-
opher Waite, Sussex Close, CM3
3ED. Finally, a copy of the game
DAN DARE and a poster will be» to the 25 runners up . .

.

^hilbry, Five Oaks Road, TH13 7RQ;
Richard Owen, Sunnyland Crescent, SA10
6TY; Brian Neilson, Mull, ML6 8DW; Ber-
nard Honohouse, Toorack Road, HA3 5JA;
Jose Lucas, Eldon House, SW9 7ED;
Stephen Conlon, West End Road, S02 5NQ;
Terry Hill, Forest Road, WA9 4AY; Phillippe
Morgan, St. Edeyns Close, CF2 6TH; Toby
Flight, Shepherds Way, WD3 2N8;
Llamo’Gorman, Estcourt Road, SW6 7HB;
Mark Betty, Three Comer Drive, NR6 7HB;
R C Allen, Southcote, GU21 4QX; Paul
Spittlehouse, Barley Garth, HU12 9AF;
Conor Hughes, Enniscorthy, Ireland; Paul
Humphries, Peregrine Drive, ME10 4UW;
Lee Walker, Carlton Avenue, LE95DE; Ste-
ven Miller, St.Davids Close, 0L6 8BX;
Jonathon Forbes, Harrow Road, TS5 5LH;
Johnson Tang, Crwys Road, CF2 4NL; Seb
Geddes, Dunbeath, KW6 6ET; Alan Milne,
Banffshire, AB5 3RP; Simon Graham, Croft
Road, CA3 9AG; Gerard Moretttf, Altway,
L10 6LQ; Jonathon Kinsey, Southdown
Road, SA12 7HS; David Waite, Wheatcroft
Avenue, DY12 IDE

MUTATEA MINION
ARCANA’s Sizzling game POW-
ERPLAY was the canvas onto
which this masterpeice of a com-
petiton was painted. Ahem. All you
had to do was to use a modicum of
materials and a handful of talent as
you drew me in my four differing
guises as I mutated my way to
become ZZAP! editor. Some of the
entries were very flattering and
others were downright rude.
Humph! As the Big P himself
judged this comp with me, some
of them actually got into the win-
ning thirty and will be receiving a
copy of ARACANA’s POW-
ERPLAY . .

.

S Pennings, Woodland Rise, N103UG; John
Overall, Glenridding, SS7 5XQ; Gavin Shute,
Kennet Close, HP21 8RL; Paul Tudor, Race
Corse Lane, DY8 2PJ; Paul Hayman, Let-
tons Way, CF6 4BY; Daniel Polwarth,
Heathway, IG8 7RG; Duncan Caddick,
Stanhurst Way, B71 3QT; Paul Humphries,
Peregrine Drive, ME10 4UW; Jonathon
Parry, Riverdene, TS9 5DD; Mark Davis,
Priory Road, BN23 7BP; Martin J Juhasz,
Northdown Close, ME14 2ER; Stephen
Hobdel, Raven Close, IP28 7LF; J Elvin,
Capel Road, EN48JD; Stuart Wardale, Field
Lane, L10 OAG; Anurag Sharma, Gateacre
Rise, L25 5LA; Robert Oliver, Southward
Way, NE25 ONJ; Robert Addy, Pentridge
Close, LE8 2RN; Warren Marshall, The
Green, Ell 2NT; Tim Welton, Stansfield
Green, UX6 3SE; Matthew Edom, Sycamore
Close, S051 8SB; Steven Kur, Norton Hall
Lane, WS1 1 3PG; Angus Lee, Rosemount
Square, AB2 4UB; Jonathon Twist,
Winsford Crescent, FY5 IPS; Rik Pattison,
Grove Lane, DN22 6ND, Lionel Dorval, Oaks
Lane, IG2 7PL; Richard Miller, St Davids
Close, OL6 8BX; Michael Whaite, Langton
Brow, PR7 5BP; lestyn Jones, Tan-Y-Llan
Terrace, NP2 5HE; Shaun Mcwan, Wood-
land Grove, KA3 1TZ; Terry Gilligan, Holt
Dale Way, LSI6 7SJ

COMFS.

MINION
MUTANT

STAFF WITH. £Fm
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PICKUPTHE PIECES HEAVYON THE HEWSONS
Asterix and the rest of the Gauls
were in a spot of trouble in this

competition from MELBOURNE
HOUSE. So we asked you to study
the piccy of Asterix and Obelix and
find the seven pieces of the magic
cauldron, which you did. Well, the
lucky winner will be receiving a
complete set of Asterix Books —
Paul McKenna of Woodside
North CA2 4NP. Well done, Paul.

50 runners up will all find a copy of

Asterix and the Magic Cauldron
winging its way through the mazes
of the Post Office to land on their

doorstep . .

.

Carl Evans, Kingham Hill School, Oxon;
Jonathon Walters, Crosswood Close, HU7
5BU; Michael Chamberlain, Anderson
Close, L35 5PS; Mark Huck, Wigeon Close,
NE38 OEQ; Nicola Bennett, Barnsfield Cot-
tages, P041 OSL; Ian Johnson, Longcroft
Road, RG15 8TL; Murray Donaldson,
Woodside, NE20 9JB; Russel Bird, Clarke
Square, S2 4NZ; Darren White, Newton
Street, NE11 9HH; Philip Leiper, South
Street, AB4 8EL; Mark Bauer, Cherry Lane,
EH22 5LF; Darren Lawrence, Dayshes
Close, P013 OSL; Brian King, Reeds
Avenue, RG6 2SR; Philip Hogg, Natley

Avenue, NE36 0L2; Colin Griffiths,

Clydebank Road, P02 7QG; Kyle Wallace,
Raemoir Road,AB34ET

; Jonathon Forbes,
Harrow Road, TS5 5LH; Mark Hunter, Ken-
leyAvenue, Oxon; Mark Crawte, Ash Lodge
Drive, GA12 6NW; James Lobley, Kilnwick
Road, Y04 2JX; G Robertson, Melrose
Road, CR3 3JH; Paul Watson, Colburn
Avenue, HA5 4PF; Elaine M Milboum, Tor-
penhow, CA5 1 JF; Matthew Cramp, Feering
Road, CM11 2DR; Stephen Donald,
Storyiee Road, G67 2LU; Marc Graddock,
Sadler Road, WS8 6BG; Mr Spofforth,
Mount House Road, L37 3LB; K Greening,
Howard Close, GI20 8QT; Paul Worth-
ington, Horace Street,WA1 0 4LZ; Master D
Boylan, M.C.A.G. RE, BFPO 20; Mark Finn,
Jedworth Road, G15 7QP; Richard Davis,
Balmoral Road, B74 4UF; Julian Gostelow,
High Street, DY13 8BS; Gavin Bracewell,
Deanfield, BT19 2NX; Hayley Tuttle, Jex
Avenue, NR5 8XE; Trefor Smith, Bromley
Road, BR1 4PJ; John Unsworth, Osbourne
Avenue, SS5 4UU; Paul White, Hadfield
Road, SKI4 7NR; Andrew Compton, Widhill
Lane, SN2 4BX; Sean Armstrong, Mead-
way, B33 8HS; Darren Harrison, Ivy Cot-
tage, BH21 5LA; John Hands, School Road,
B49 5DF; Steven Hughes, Alders View
Drive, RH1 9 2DN; Martyn Jones, Barry, CF6
6HL; Paul Coppen, High Street, SGI 2 8AS;
M E Fergy, Pothouse Lane, BB3 3AZ;
Robert Bennett, Combridge Road, L42 8PR;
Julian Walsh, Steeplands, HD2 1QQ; Laur-
ence Rugg, Doman Road, E2 OHU; Allen
Osborne, Mons Court, ME10 2TL

ITCHYMOTHER
MARTECH wanted to clothe a
ZZAP! reader in a complete Brian
Jacks judo outfit as part of the top
prize in this competition.. First cor-
rect wordsquare out of the oriental

hat was from Mark Pilkington of
Cheyne Place, London SW3 4HL.
Runner up prizes of a copy of the
well crucial UCHI MATA judo
simulation will be going to the fol-

lowing 30 people . .

.

Martin Walsh, Dirgon Hill Close, UB3 3;
Simon Calvert, Canonsfield Road, AL6
OQA; Mark Janaway, The Drive, EN6 2AP;
Mark Huck, Wigeon Close, NE38 OEQ;
Shaun Halliday, Fourstones Close, NE3
3YZ; Michael Chamberlain, Anderson
Close, L35 6PS; Mark Mackay, Chestnut
Grove, LI 5 8HS; Cir Anslow, Hamilton

Street, SK15 1LN; Steven Cox, Ashcroft
Road, BS9 2NE; Mark Hewitt,
Gainsborough Crescent, B43 7LB; Andrew
Morton, Cumwell Lane, S66 8PU; Mark Phil-
lips, Westfield Road, BS19 3NE; Michael
Hotchings, Dan-Y-Craig Drive, 1 FY 8AQ;
Truls U Haaland, Kiedpest 0, Norway; H
Hunter, Munro Place, DD2 2TH; Brendan
Murphy, Berkeley Road, BS7 8HQ; John Me
Munn, Beltra, Ireland; Jason Kennedy,
Leeside Close, L32 9QT; James Barber,
Stormont Road, London; Howard
Thompson, Egerton Road, 0X10 0HL; Ian
Kelly, Ewart Road, ME4 6LB; Simon Bell,

Armada Drive, S04 5BS; Ian McAleese,
QRIH LAD, BFPO 17; Jon-Paul Davidson,
Barnstable, EX3 HRW; Shimon Nissim, All

Souls Avenue, NW10 3AT; Simon Mason,
Longford Street, TS1 4RW; Philip Lund-
Conlon, Royal Anglian Regt, BFPO 29;
Daniel Green, Theobald Street,WD7 7LT; P
Whitehead, Hopton Road, SW1 6 2EL; David
Bradley, Parsonage Road, M20 9WZ

(

STRIKE FORCE ZZAP!
PIRANHA wanted you to make out
a STRIKE FORCE COBRAish style

dossier on the team that you would
use to infiltrate ZZAP! Towers.
There were no shortage of recruits

judging from your entries but
eventually we decided that Lisa
Scullard, of Craythorne TN30 6SD
and Terry Gilligan of Holt Dale
Way LSI 6 7SJ were, erm, man
enough to be taken to Battle Zone
in the new year to take pot shots at

members of ZZAP! (if Girlie Penn
will give us the day off) and mem-
bers of PIRANHA. 50 runners up
who can’t join us on the day will be
receiving a copy of STRIKE
FORCE COBRA by means of a
consolation . .

.

Shaun Russell, Weardale Walk, DL4 2DE;
David Lawrence, Chaidon Way, CR3 1DN;
Brett Buckley, Taylor Hill Road, HD4 7LS;
Andrew Osborne, Brent Close, IP28 7LG;
Mark Plowman, Sackville Road, BN14 8BL;
Conn Macevilly, Kilteragh Pines, Dublin;
Thomas Chapman, Woodforde Close, SG7
5QE; Barry Henshaw, Greenways, WN7
1 JG; Mark Davis, Priory Road, BN23 7BP;
Gary Smith, East Crescent, NG91 QA; Mar-
tin J Juhasz, Northdown Close, ME14 2ER;
Malcolm Harrison (Jnr), Barnsdale Road,

RG2 7JW; Brandon Appleby, Eglinton
Street, SR5 1 DS; John Smith, Main Street,
LE7 9PN; Scott Downton, Devon Road, DY8
4SS; Matthew Wood, Ringwood Close, ME8
0DX; Martin Smith, Powis Avenue, DY4
0RH;WT Man, Chatterton Road, BR2 9QQ;
Tony Rumbe, Belmont Street, HU9 2PL;
Mark Wilkins, Rake Hill, WS7 9BL; John
Wallace, Nutfield Road, RH1 3ER; Mark
Neesam, Rugby Road, CV23 ODE; Paize,
Wooton Wawen, B956AX; Charles Howard,
Gillity Close, W55 3PN; Michael Duncan,
Abbeyhill Crescent, EH88DZ; N Curtis, Low
Lane, NE10 0YJ; Brian Wheeler, Hopton
Fields, LEI6 9LB; Allan Boyd, Marine View
Close, Isle of Man; Martin Wiggins, Caul-
dron Avenue, BH19 1PQ; Sean Watt, Cour-
thill, DG2 0RR; Jonathon Dyson, Stanfell
Road, LE2 3GD; Marc Turner, Winningon
House, SE5 0XR; A Finch, Lonesome Lane,
RH2 7RE; Joel Obstfeld, Marsh Lane, HA7
4HP; Kevin Bishop, Bryn Rhedyn, CF42
5EP; Andrew West, Hulham Road, EX83HR;
Simeon Cox, Coopers Road, B20 2JU; Mark
Elliott, Binswood Avenue, CV32 5SA; Martin
Nilsson, Ashford Road, TN30 6BT;
Jonathon Parry, Riversdene, TS9 5DD;
Christopher Hooper, Margory Avenue, ST7
3HU; Clive Lindus, Worthing Road, BN17
6JN; Garry McSweeney, Queens Road
West, El 3 OPE; Chris Stocks, Kirby Road,
Leicester; Sean Minter, Holmeschapel
Road, CW124QB; Neil Groat, Echline Park,
EH30 9XQ; Neil Overy, High Street, BN18
9AJ; Phillipe Morgan, St.Edeyns Close, CF2
6TH; Elton Borge, Pant Glas, CF35 6YL;
James Newling, Sandhurst Road, SK2 7NY

HEWSONS asked a few software
teasers to check just how wrinkly
your grey matter was. We received
many a wrinkly answer, but only
the first 30 correct answers drawn
from the black hole earn their sen-
ders a copy of ALLEYKAT and
IRIDIS ALPHA. . .

Danny Pratt, Dunkirk Road, SOI 6LZ;
Michael Flint, St Mary’s Road, CB2 4SP;
Philip Hogg, Natley Avenue, NE36 0LZ;
Robert Howard, Cross Close, DE3 7FD; Mrs
June Saunders, Whitefriars Avenue, HA3
5RQ; Jonathon Griggs, Manor Road, PE31
6LH; Andrew West, Hulham Road, EX83HR;
Tom McKee, Grant Crescent, IV7 8EW;
Stephen Brown, Solway Drive, FK6 5NS;
Stuart Adamson, St James Close, HU12

8BH; Paul Coulson, The Lane, PE9 3LP;
Sean Watt, Courthill, DG2 0RR; Martin
O’Gorman, Rugby Drive, SK10 2JD; David
Alan Ashcroft, Sunningdale, L46 9RG; Ste-
ven Medcraft, Upper Lambricks, SS6 8BP;
Jonathon Gorman, Crathie, DH3 1 QJ; Liam
Doran, Wood Street, LE6 5EG; Nick B
Rogerson, Goldfinch Lane, WA3 6NS;
Richard Foster, Fownhope Avenue, M33
4RD; Andrew Plested, Frobisher Gardens,
GUI 2NT; Martin J Juhasz, Northdown
Close, ME14 2ER; Andrw Tinning, Kirkby-
Overblow, HG3 1HY; Howard Thompson,
Egerton Road, 0X10 0HL; Simon Michael,
Church Lane, Eire; Seb Geddes, KW6 6ET;
Andrew Quinney, Harwich Road, C043DD;
James B B McPaul, Mackie Avenue, PA14
5BA; Kevin Blake, Wymington Road, NN10
9LA; Jonathon Astle, Stone Crescent, SGG
0HT; David Bradley, Parsonage Road, M20
9WZ

ARE YOU A
MASTERBLASTER?

Here’s where you find out!

ANSWERS
SEEING IS PERCEIVING?
Score 2 points for each correct ans-
wer:
1. Scalextric (Leisure Genius); 2. SpyVs
Spy II (First Star); 3. Ninja (Master-
tronic), 4. Superstar Ping Pong (US
Gold); 5. CORE (A ‘n’ F); 6. ICUPS
(Odin); 7. Olio (Bug Byte); 8. Infiltrator

(US Gold); 9. Way of the Exploding Fist

(Melbourne House); 10. Commando
(Elite); 11. Rambo (Ocean); 12. Skyfox
(Ariolasoft); 13. Brian Bloodaxe (The
Edge); 14.0llie’s Follies (Americana); 15.

Touchdown Football (Ariolasoft); 16.

ARAC (Addictive Games); 17. Dragon’s
Lair (Software Projects); 18. Nodes of

Yesod (Odin); 19. Entombed (Ultimate);

20. The Last V8 (Mastertronic)

Score

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
Score 2 points for each correct ans-
wer (collect a bonus of2 points ifyou
get all of question 5 right):

1. A; 2. D; 3. C; 4. B; 5. Chris Butler,

Andrew Braybrook, Archer Maclean,
Stavros Fasoulas (Sanxion from
Thalamus)

Score

SAYWHAT!
Score 2 points for each correct ans-
wer:
1. Impossible Mission (US Gold/Epyx);
2. Five-A-Side Soccer (Anirog); 3. Beac-
hhead II (Us Gold/Access); 4.

Ghostbusters (Activision); 5. Kennedy
Air Approach (US Gold/Microprose)

Score

CHARACTER DEFINITION
Score 2 points for each correct ans-
wer:
1. Pooka; 2. Isvar; 3. Bounty Bob; 4.

Cuchulain; 5. Sir Authur Pendragon; 6.

Charlemagne ‘Charlie’ Fotheringham-
Grunes; 7. Sabre Man; 8. GERALD; 9.

Edison Carter; 10. Oolong

Score

CHARACTER ANALYSIS
Score 2 points for each correct ans-
wer:
1. Frankie Goes To Hollywood; 2.

Karateka; 3. Zoids; 4. Rock ’n’ Bolt; 5.

Commando; 6. Starquake; 7. Comic
Bakery; 8. Rock ‘n’ Wrestle; 9. Hocus
Focus; 10. Mercenary

Score

GOLDEN OLDIES
Score 5 points for each correct ans-
wer:
1. Ocean; 2. Big G; 3. Tymac; 4.

Orpheus; 5. Anirog; 6. PSS; 7. Virgin; 8.

Terminal Software; 9. Mr Chip; 10.

Dynavision; 11. Bubble Bus; 12. Rabbit
Software; 13. Livewire; 14. Bubble Bus;
15. Audiogenic; 16. Quicksilva; 17.

Ocean; 18. Commodore; 19. Quicksilva;
20. Big G
Score

THE INLAY HAS IT

Score 5 points for each correct ans-
wer:
1. Alice in Videland (Audiogenic); 2. Fal-

con Patrol II (Virgin); 3. Booga-Boo (The
Flea) (Quicksilva); 4. Chinese Juggler
(Ocean); 5. Dinky Doo (Software Pro-
jects); 6. Hunchback (Ocean); 7
Wheelin’ Wallie (Interceptor); 8. China
Miner (Interceptor); 9. Flight Path 737
(Anirog); 10. Death Star Interceptor

(System 3)

Score

YOUR OVERALL RATING
OK, now add up your scores from all five

tests. The total score reflects your very
own MASTERBLASTER rating.

Under 50
A veritable games playing plonker.

51 — 100
You need help— read through your
back issues of ZZAP!
101 — 150
Hmm. Sounds like you’ve got a limp
joystick.

151—200
Pretty average really.

201—259
Better luck next time, Minion Blaster.

260
Congratulations— you’re a MASTER
BLASTER!
Over 260
Oh dear. You’ve been cheating, haven’t

you. Tut tut. I hope your conscience
pricks you ‘til you bleed.

-
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The name for joysticks

WARNING:— cheap imitations

of our range are available.

Please be careful and insist on
our product to ensure full

guarantee of satisfaction.

r>o

.<w
4YJ°

Contact your nearest computer store y
for details on full range or clip /•

the coupon. /
Prices from £8.95 — E69.95 S/
Euromax Electronics Ltd., Jr >
FREEPOST Pinfold Lane, f y
Bridlington. ,/y «r • •Y016 5XR

0262 602541 Sc? • ‘ ^/ . e* K
^‘

Access Accepted

PROGRAMMERS!
YOUR No. 1 OPTION
GUARANTEED ON

Finished Product Publishing

Free Lance Contracts - Original Concept
or Conversion

"In-House" Programming

With exceptional distribution in the U. K., Europe, and
expanding markets around the world "Elite" and
"2.99 Classics" can guarantee to offer the very best
terms on all forms of finished product and
programming/publishing agreement.

Here's Why?
It's quite simple. To get the very best products and
programmers we offer the very best terms around.

Take up the Challenge
Finished Product Publishing - Our reputation for

quality on both the "Elite" and "2.99 Classics" labels

ensures the highest profile for the product. With a

choice of either outright payment or monthly royalty

with a guarantee, its got to be your No. 1 option.

Free-Lance Contracts -

Original Concepts - Elite offer financial support to

proven programmers and development houses
wishing to create original product.

Conversion Contracts - We can also offer the very
finest titles for conversion, again on a fixed payment or
monthly royalty with guarantee basis. Around
El 0,000 per project is quite achievable.

"In-House" Programming Opportunities -

Looking for a change?

Both "Elite" and "2.99 Classics" can offer In-House
programmers the opportunity to work on both salary

and salary with royalties. Solid support from
'In-House' graphics and somcs people makes a great
working environment.

ACT NOW ! !

Finished Product - Send by recorded delivery
samples and relevant documentation for an
immediate decision.

Free-Lance Contracts/ln-House Programming -

Advise us by 'phone, telex or post of your experience
with details of published/soon to be published work
(if applicable) and samples where possible.

Then let us know the area of your interest and if it

matches with ours we'll arrange an immediate
meeting.

Contact - Software Development.
Elite Systems Limited.,
Anchor House, Anchor Road, Aldridge,

Walsall, West Midlands WS9 8PW
"

Tel: (0922) 55852 Telex: 336130 ELITE G
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He’s the cure

COMMODORE 64

©1 986 Warner Bros. Inc

All rights reserved.

6 Central Street* ManchesterM2 5NS
Tel. 061 834 3939-Telex: 669977
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This is the easiest way of buying your Games and Utilities

Retailers don't always have everything in stock
you mightwant, but if it's within ourpowerto get

it for you, thenwe will.ANY of the software
reviewed in this ORANY issue of ZZAP! can be

ordered by using the form below.

But to avoid disappointment, please ring first to
check availability of unusual items

!

ZZAP I Mail Order is backed by the resources of
Newsfield Ltd, publishers of this magazine,
CRASH andAMTIX, which has been supplying

more than 150,000 computer users with software
for over 2 years, soyou can be sure ofthe very best

in service.

There is no mail order catalogue involved,just use
the prices^quoted in the reviews in ZZAP! or the
know retail price. Shouldyou have anyquerieson
prices, just ring the number shown on the form

and our staff will adviseyou.

DISCOUNTS GALORE!

Anyone may take advantage of the discount
coupons on the form— £1 off orders worth more
than £20, and 50p offordersworth morethan £ 1 0.

Additionally, ZZAPI Subscribers are
automatically entitled to further discounts on

every item ordered. We make no charges for post
and packing (within the UK)

•

Nothing could be simpler— fill in the form today
and order whatever you like.

Order
What
You Want
from the
Largest Range
of Software
You
Could Ever
Wish For!

Name

Subscriber No
(if applicable)

ZZAP ! MAIL ORDER FORM
Telephone Ludlow (0584) 5620

Please send me the following items: BLOCK CAPITALS please!

Address
Please note:some software reviewed may not be available until its release
date. Ifyou are in any doubt about availability, please ring first. We
cannot be held responsible for delays resulting from late or non-release of
titles when reviewed or previewed before their official release dates were
known.

Title Software House Disk/Cass Amount

Postcode

1
- _

|

jrcLiMLunwun i j

£1

50P
Sorry- only C

OFF ANY ORDER WORTH
MORE THAN £20

r!)NE voucher per ordei

All prices are as quoted under review headings Please make cheques or Sub Total. £
or known retail prices and include VAT. ZZAP! postal orders payable to

,

makes no charge for post and packing inside the NEWSFIELD LTD. Please Less Discount: £
UK. Customers in Continental Europe should do not send any coinaqe
add the equivalent of 70p per item ordered.
Outside Europe, please write first so that we * Ota 1 enclosed : £
may advise on postage rates.

ZZAPI MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
Please do NOT enclose this form/payment with any other correspondence to ZZAPI Magazine editorial, as it will only

delay processing your order and may result In loss.
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SHara Broe
Character Ma
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Skara Brae is not a
place for the nerv-

ous. I found that

out to my cost this

morning. It all

started off okay. I

left the guild with
the rest ofthe party

first thing in the

morning. The building smells any-
way. So there we were, the six of us,

looking for sewers of all things. Brian
and Samson headed the group along
with El Cid (he never told us what his

real name was). Brian and Samson
are both fairly mean fighters — just

the kind you need in this place. Brian
used to be a bouncer at a tavern until

an over zealous magic user acciden-

tally blew the place apart while pro-
viding the light showfor an egotistical

bard.

The bard in question was El Cid (his

stage name
, I guess). The magic user

was a conjuror called Merlin. I'm glad
he’s with us. Theguy is an unqualified
genius in pyrotechnics. Like all MU's
he's eccentric — but by Mengar, if

something moves, he can fry it. Useful.

I shouldn 't get distracted. El Cid's the
real poser. His songs are a form of
magic — clever that! Only trouble is,

he keeps wanting to go to the tavern to

sooth his throat. Guess we all have our
weaknesses. His is something called a
Fire Horn. I know napalm won't be
invented for another millennia or two
but this isn 't a bad second.

Markus is the quiet one, especially

in battles. He has this tendency to dis-

appear— an archetypal Hobbit ifever
there was. He has his uses though, or
will have when we find something
worthy ofhis talents. He 's the dextrous
type, streetwise with it. Knows his stuff
does our Markus. Shucks, then there's

me, Omar. I'm a magic user too. Not
like Merlin, he's a conjuror. I'm a
good old fashioned magician. Should
see the things Ican do to swords. Ouch!

Where were we? Skara Brae, how
could Iforget. Apparently it used to be
some kind of tourist town. Then some
megalomaniac called Mengar decided
to make afew changes. Nowyou can 7
get over the road before some ofthe less

desirable inhabitants attackyou. That
brings me back to this morning.
We tried crossing the road.

"

Enter eight, mean looking dwarves.
Before I knew what was happening,
two ofthem swiped at Sam and one of
them landed afairly nasty blow. Brian
hammered one straightaway and Sam
got the slimy sod who had hit him.
Merlin was shouting his incantation
and waving his arms around when
his right hand's fingers did something
unusual. They turned into flame
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SEAN MASTERSON

Atmosphere 95%
Interaction 90%
Lasting Interest 9 5%
Value For Money 94%
Overall 94%

healers. It had gone dark.

Night life in Skara Brae makes New
York's Central Park look like Ludlow.

By the time we got home, Brian was
dead and there was no money to pay

for his resurrection. So now we're

waiting for tomorrow and the chance

to put things straight. All I can hear is

the sound of weapons being

sharpened. ry ^ L->

Well, I didn 't

plan on taking

more than a

nap anyway.
There's more to

this place than

meets the eye
)

^ l

Indeed there is. The Bard’s Tale, the

latest creation from the Tass Times

in Tonetown weirdos is the best RPG
on the Commodore. Characters
are well fleshed out, the magic and
combat systems are untouchable
for their internal integrity and
authenticity, and the graphics are

terrific. The fact that a full party of

adventurers with complimentary
abilities are used rather than the
single character approach makes
solitaire play far more fun than it

otherwise might be.

However, this game is

unashamedly hack and slay and
one of the best features is the com-
bat itself. Though the combined
actions of a party can entail com-
plex strategies, they are easily

enough sequentially implemented
in rounds. Before the round com-
mences, a prompt makes sure

you're satisfied with the selection

of actions your characters are to

make before proceeding with play.

Then the combat is described in a

series of scrolling messages in the

message window that describe the

outcome in detail — and in

English. The result allows novice
players to instantly understand
what's going on rather than unfor-

givingly plunging them into a

morass of abstract mechanics. In

other words, it's easy to play.

The characters I described above
are pre-generated and an ideal

group to start with. However, orig-

inal characters may be created if

the player so desires. Magic Users
may change their professions

when they are experienced
enough. This allows pursuit of

other spells and abilities the party

will find beneficial when
dungeoneering. An MU of the

right level and class can even

throwers. Exit one dwarf. Markus
hardly had time to disappear before

Cid took out his Horn and breathed on
the rest of them. That was it. Several

sizzled dwarves lay on the ground. My
armour spell wasn 't even needyd. No
wonder everyone wanted to tell him
about the privatisation of British Gas
— theguy has a real halitosis problem
when he uses that horn. We looked at

him but hejust shrugged. And smiled.

We split the gold (kindly left by our
friends the dwarves) between us and
started exploring. The most important

thing was to heal Sam. Healers in this

place can do anything, even bring you
backfrom the dead— ifyou 've got the

cash. That's the trouble with private

medicine. It's expensive. Well we got

into a few more fights. Cid wanted to

save his heavy firepower until we met
something big and nasty looking so the

rest of use got knocked around a bit,

but made it to the healers.

We picked up enough on the way to

pay for everyone who needed it. Those

healers get straight to the point. Priests

they may be but their business acumen
hasn 't suffered as a result oftheir voc-

ational vows.

A few thousand years from now,

Isaac Asimov will define history as a

series ofpassing crisis points. The fre-

quency at which crises can arise is very

rapid, as we discovered on leaving the

create an illusionary character to

fight for the party if necessary. The
fighters and rogues can use extra

experience to their advantage in

combat, but for any character to

go up a level they must first contact
the review board and pay for train-

ing. An adventure in itself.

The game comes as a two disk

package with comprehensive but
well written instructions and a

map of the city (that proves most
useful). An extra disk is recom-
mended for saved characters. The
screen has three main sections.

Across the lower part of the dis-

play, all the characters in your
party are shown with their status.

On the right is the message display.

This also lists the abilities and
devices possessed by any character
you choose to inspect. The left

window displays a perspective
view ahead of the party, or the
image of one of your characters.

When monsters attack, it displays

those.

There are 128 monster types and
some of them are animated on the
screen with great atmospheric
effect. Conjurors wave their arms,
wolves look around with glowing
eyes . . . Juicy stuff! At least three
dungeons, each with sixteen

levels, occupy an entire side of one
disk. Coupled with the city terrain

as well, there's a lot to explore.

Weapons shops, taverns, and
healer-churches are the main city

points to visit but there are-others

awaiting discovery. The buildings

have visibly different exteriors to

most of those in the city, so it's nor-
mally easy to tell whether a place

is worth entering. Actually, any
building in the city may be
entered, but most will be empty.
The game also caters for

extremely experienced and pow-
erful characters. The best person
in my party had an armour class of

two but a screen shot on the pac-
kage revealed a character with
nine. Obviously bigger and better

monsters await. This armour class

business does highlight one imper-
fection. The entire game system is

highly derivative of AD&D, though
there are overtones of Rune Quest

II in there as well. A more original

system might have been interest-

ing but this one serves to illustrate

that many of the better aspects of

role playing can be carried onto
the average home micro with care.

The Bard's Tale is addictive and
actually fast to play once you get

used to the keyboard controls.

There are a few of these but never
so many as to become unwieldy
and that's good implementation. I

suspect that the game will be more
successful than many of its pre-

decessors. There is enough in the
game to last several months at

least. And it's very easy to get lost

in Skara Brae . . .



The Ultimate in

Joystick Control
Arcade Quality

with 8-way microswitches

Faster response times provide a smoother, more accurate
playing action for higher scores and its tough, dependable
construction guarantees reliability during use.

Ergonomically designed, nylon covered steel

handle and base for smoother playing action.

Rubber action return to vertical of joystick for fast,

positive control.

Large, dual fire buttons for quick left or right hand
operation.

Non-slip, rubber base pads ensure joystick

remains firm during play.

Extra long 5 foot cable allows more comfortable
playing positions.

Guaranteed fori year.

Suitable for:

Amstrad; MSX computers; Commodore 64 and VIC 20;
Atari; Sinclair ZX Spectrum (when used with an interface).

Distributed in the U.K. by:

V'.'
•

• \

P
Unit 2,

Rothersthorpe Avenue
Trading Estate,

Northampton NN4 9JN.

Telephone: 0604 68711.
Telex: 311254 LEISFTG.

ENSUREYOUR
REGULAR

COPYOFZZAP! 64
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m Please place me a regular monthly order for \
ZZAP! 64 Magazine.

I
Name .
Address |
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I
To the Newsagent: I
ZZAP! 64 Magazine is published in the middle of every

I

month by Newsfield Ltd, 1-2 King Street, Ludlow, u
Shropshire SY8 1AQ. Tel: 0584 5851, and distributed to the
newstrade by COMAG (08954 44055). Please check with

m the publishers if you have any difficulties in obtaininq
I supply.
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COMPETITIONPRO TM

m

Manufactured
in the U.K. by:

IS marketing Ltd
A Coin Industries Company

Coin Flouse • New Coin Street

Royton • Oldham OL2 6JZ • England
Telephone: 061 626 7222 Telex: 669705 Coin G

The 1stchoice

EXPRESS SPECTRUM,
BBC andCOMMODORE

REPAIRS!
WHY PAY HIGH
FIXED’ PRICES

(We do not charge you for our
fancy premises by charging
high ‘fixed’ prices!)

Reputations take time to build,

we have been repairing ZX 81’s.

Spectrums. QL's. Apples and
BBC’s professionally, for 2V^

years - who is coming second?

in all U.K. with While-u-Wait repairs!

with INTERNATIONAL repair service!

FOR PROFESSIONALISM - "Of all the

repair companies Sinclair User' spoke
to. MANCOMP seemed the MOST
PROFESSIONAL when it came to advice

and a helpful attitude" AUG 85.

FOR HONESTY - We let you watch
your computer being repaired and if

there Is nothing wrong with it. we will

tell you!!!

FOR REPUTATION & HELPFULNESS -

"I have come across a firm that will be
more than willing to advise you as to

how to remedy your problems. They
are called MANCOMP and as well as

repairing faulty computers, are also

quite willing to discuss your problems
with you and offer reasonably cheap

and more imoortantly CORRECT
CURES" PhifRogers POPULAR
COMPUTING WEEKLY JAN 85.

Every parcel sent by

Royal Mail Receipted Post and insured

for return journey!

(For next day delivery include £1 50
extra).

(Securicor by prior arrangement).

On-site maintenance for Apples.

I.B.M.'s and most makes of printers

also available.

Guaranteed 4hr response!

WHY DELAY - OUR ESTIMATES ARE
FREE AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION IF

YOU DO NOT LIKE OUR ESTIMATE
WE WILL RETURN THE COMPUTER
AND REFUND THE POSTAGE
INCURRED!

o MANCOMP ltd
(Dept. Z 11 )

Printworks Lane. Levenshulme.

Manchester Ml 9 3JP

Phone 061 -224 1888
OR 06 1-224 9888

OPEN MON SAT 9am to 7pm

EXTRA-SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR
EDUC INST.. H.M. FORCES.
CHARITIES. HOSPITALS. ETC!

Hardware and software des:on
probems? Contact us for the
complete service, from design
through to manufacture.

What we do today . .

.

others do tomorrow!

NOTE OUR PRICES AND WATCH OTHERS FOLLOW THE LEADER
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A complete monthly guide by the infamous White Wizard
for all 64 owners who prefer games involving typed commands

rather than wiggled joysticks.

®jje Colour of jWagtt
$iranlja (Belta 4), £8.95 cassette

t's a strange
world, Discworld
that is. It's sort of

flattish and disc

shaped. Then
there are the
elephants— four

of them, who
support dis-

cworld. Of course, the whole
arrangement is carried on the back
of a giant turtle called Great A'Tuin
through the vastness of space and
time.

It's a strange world, as I said.

Strange worlds are invariably

inhabited by strange people. Meet
Rincewind. Rincewind is nearly a

wizard. Unfortunately, he has a

spell permanently stuck inside his

brain as a result of a training acci-

dent. He can't even pronounce it

so the spell isn't exactly useful.

He's permanently down on his

luck. But as life would have it,

things are to change for Rin-
cewind. The change comes in the
form of the world's first tourist,

Twoflower.
Twoflower is the kind of guy

who drags minor disasters around

with him as if some kind of

repetoire is required. The reci-

pients of these disasters are usually

unsuspecting innocents, like Rin-
cewind. He also has a chest full of

luggage— with legs on. Well, hun-
dreds of little feet actually. Still, it

makes a change from the usual

castors. Twoflower hires Rin-

cewind to be his guide. Twoflower

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 1 37
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is also quite well off . . .

You play Rincewind. You
receive a brief from the ruler of the
city of Ankh-Morpork to look after
this 'politically important' person
and the adventure proper begins.
It's a QwzV/ed game in several parts
that has you hopelessly wrapped
up in circumstances which are
either out of control to start with
or become so in a disturbingly
short space of time. It has graphics
on the top third of the screen dis-

play but these add little to the
adventure. In fact the visuals are
the weakest part of the game.
Trendy they may be but their
unsuitability for this game stands
out like a sore thumb.
Authors McNeill, Child and

Buckett do their usual best to over-
come both the limitations of the
vocabulary and the parser. Rarely
does the player have to resort to
guessing the syntax though
perhaps some of the response mes-
sages could have been a little more
helpful. Limited character interac-
tion is possible with the 'Talk to
. . .

' command. Otherwise the
game plays in a very similar fash-
ion to its predecessors. The Boggit
and Robin of Sherlock. In other
words, single command input
(preferably two word) is called for.

The various explorations,
despite being intrinsically hazard-
ous anyway, are further compli-
cated by the best feature of the

$5upp
CftH (£§>t ^Bribes),

£7.95 cassette

ugsy is the latest

in St Bride's long
series of tongue
in cheek adven-
ture games. It

puts you in the
title role — the
unlikely situa-

tion of a Rabbit
with a bad Bronx accent who tries

to take over the Chicago mobs and
become Public Enemy Number
One. If that isn't unlikely enough,
our hero begins the adventure by
dying. Magic is real alright, but the
powers of rejuvination
demonstrated by the St Brides girls

leave little to be desired.
Enough of this! The game is pac-

kaged in a medium format cassette
case and is reasonably presented.
It's Quilled with graphics taking up
the top third of the screen. How-
ever, game appeal is heightened
somewhat by a modification of the
system that allows conversations
to be carried out between yourself
and various other characters.
'Speak to ... ' gives you access to
menu of vocal options, each
obtainable by a single keypress.
The options vary from sweet talk-
ing lines to outright threats. The
ensuing conversation is displayed
in the area below.
The process is limited of course

game. Death. Death has actually
bumped into our heroes anyway
due to a cock up in his timetable.
As a result, he's extremely upset
and you know it's only a matter of
time before he returns to settle

things once and for all. In fact, the
game lives up to the reputation of
Terry Pratchett's novel very well.
Those who aren't familiar with the
novel will probably find them-
selves rushing out to buy it after
playing the game. Funny as it is,

you will want more.
More importantly, it's a good

adventure in spite of (and not just
because of) the gimmickery. It

takes fantasy adventuring into the
hitherto little explored regions of
Discworld and I think most people
will enjoy the trip. The price is

right. Though as a parting thought,
my criticism of Delta 4 is similar to
that of St Brides last issue. They
should really leave The Quill
behind along with its limitations
and go for a more sophisticated
system. Adventures written on
that aging utility cannot expect to
survive full pricing for much
longer.

Atmosphere
Interaction
Lasting Interest
Value For Money
Overall

70%
60%
75%
73%
74%

with no depth to the exchanges
but at least you can do more than
say, 'Hello.' But the conversations
do release the player from the all

too familiar restrictions of the util-

ity from time to time. Unfortu-
nately, this feature — coupled
with the 'death' routine— strives

to make an otherwise average
game something more. The game
itself is always on the verge of

becoming really good but never
quite makes it. And for the first

time in quite a while, I think the
faults can largely be blamed on The
Quill itself.

The game begins in a small net-
work of streets in downtown
Chicago. Each street has at least
one accessible location, the puzzle
is to visit the right locations at the
right time. That way money,
hoods and other useful tools can
be acquired in order to progress
your career. Status is as important
as anything else in a life of crime so
putting wealth and power to deca-
dent use is also a vital part of the
game. Being a rabbit does have its

disadvantages though; not least of
which is prejudice.

An atmospheric feature that
serves the game well is the narra-
tive. The whole of the adventure is

described from Bugsy's point of
view and in his accent. The result
is a conversational and often
funny style that clearly spells out
the off-beat nature of the game.
Otherwise the plot is very linear
and appears to offer little to those
who might want to stray from the
main plotline for a while.
The game is multi-load format

so there's likely to be an expanse I

haven't yet seen. There don't
appear to be any bugs worth men-
tioning either. Despite that, the

game lacks something. Excite-
ment. Funny, yes. Compelling?
Not really. After a while, the
laughter fades to a smile and then
the smile fades . . . The price is a bit

steep as well. Eight pounds is

definitely the most you could ask
for the game. I think it would fair

far better as a budget game. A
shame but then you can't win all

the time.

Atmosphere
Interaction
Lasting Interest
Value For Money
Overall

62%
57%
53%
54%
56%
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©racula
C&H, £9.95 cassette, £14.95 biSfeette

I

RL have taken
their latest game
to the board of

film censors
resulting in a

classification

restricting sale of

the game to

people aged
fifteen years and older. As the

game is based on a classic horror

story, this will no doubt be consi-

dered good publicity by Clem
Chambers' outfit but it is publicity

at a price. Not only is the certificate

binding by law (theoretically limit-

ing sales) but the censors are used
to dealing with film makers with
plenty of ready cash. The process is

disproportionately expensive for a

software house. So does the game

really deserve its rating?

No. Is it a good game regardless?

Hmmm, well . . . no. The thing is,

this is a classic case of a game
depending on its marketing and
license to help it sell. The game
itself isn't bad — just average. It's

well presented and reasonably
well written but stands as much
chance of scaring a five year old as

a DC 10 has of flying. None at all.

Actually, the morbid ones
among you who have a taste for

the macabre and gothic horror will

probably find the game interest-

ing. Actually using the format of a

computer adventure to recreate a

scary and mysterious atmosphere
is rather more difficult than it

sounds because of the heavily

punctuated nature of play whilst

problems are worked out. Sustain-

ing that feeling of uneasiness has
been the aim of a few adventure
writers in the past but never has it

really succeeded. Unfortunately, it

doesn't in this game. But what
you're left with is a suprisingly val-

uable curio that's graced with
above average graphics.

The game is well packaged with
shadowy artwork and blood col-

oured text covering the front of a

large format box. The cassette ver-

sion is in three parts spread across

two tapes. The package is other-

wise sparse with all the instruc-

tions sitting comfortably on the
backside of the inlay. Of course,

wherever you look the censorship
label screams out at you.

Part one of the game is called
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The First Night and concerns the

young English solicitor who
travels to castle Dracula to settle

the final arrangements for his

client's purchase of a house in

England. You play the part of the

solicitor. During your travels a last

stop is made at the Golden Krone
Hotel, only to find that the locals

are strangely obsessed with some-
thing . . . The nightmare sequ-
ences are especially effective in

this early part of the game but
there's little to do except try diffe-

rent types of cuisine each time you
play.

Arrival, apart from being the

title of an embarrassingly bad
Abba album, is also the title of the

second part of the game. Again
you play our solicitor friend. And
Dracula comes into the story

proper. This is actually quite well

written. Soon after you arrive and
talk with the count, it becomes
obvious that you are not going to

be allowed to escape (but you
knew that really, didn't you). Get-

ting a letter back to England is your
only hope.

Finally, in The Hunt, you play

the part of Doctor Seward, a

psychiatrist who runs a home for

the insane. You become the reci-

pient of the letter sent from Castle

Dracula and decide to find out
what's going on. Matters are com-
plicated somewhat by the

untimely disappearance of

Renfield, a normally docile

character who has escaped and is

even now being warped and
twisted under the evil influences

of the Prince of Darkness . . .

Well, most people have a fairly

good idea of the story and the

game does well to adhere closely

to the plot whilst still allowing the

player to make major decisions.

Experimentation soon reveals

however, that there is compara-
tively little freedom of play and the
few puzzles (that I've encoun-
tered) are very easy to solve. The
on screen presentation is very
good (though some of the text flic-

kers due to a bad scroll routine)

but play is still fundamentally
limited by a parser that only
accepts two word input and suffers

from a small vocabulary. The rede-

fined text, blood red, American
Uncial and all does little to hide
what seems to be an out of date
Quilled effort trying desperately to

be something better . . . An
interesting version of the story but
not one worth shelling out this

much for.

Atmosphere 69%
Interaction 58%
Lasting Interest 62%
Value For Money 60%
Overall 59%
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Rainbird recently sent me their
latest Level 9 trilogy, Silicon

Dreams. Well, actually, they sent
me the box and a press release.
This follows in the same vein as
Jewels ofDarkness and will cost the
same— £14.95 on cassette or disk.

The three games included are
Snowball, Return to Eden and Worm
in Paradise and deal with the
character of Kim Kimberley and a
descendent involved with the col-
onisation of a new world, Eden.

In the first game, you awake
after being kept in suspended ani-
mation to find the ship in terrible

danger. You have to eliminate the
problems before the ship crashes
into the new world below. In the
second game you are accused of
sabotaging Snowball and face a
death sentence. A trip into the new
city of Enoch to stop the robots
from mistakenly destroying your
spaceship forms the quest for this
game.
A hundred years pass before

Worm in Paradise. A subtle power
politics spoof that has you fighting
amnesia and paranoia in an
attempt to obtain power. But
why? All will be revealed.

Level 9 have altered these early
adventures so that they all incor-
porate their new, multi-command
parser and graphics. A niggle here.
The vocabulary is said to have over
1800 words on the box but this is

only over all three games. Despite
the new parser, the actual voc-
abularies of the original games are
likely to remain unchanged as
they were in Jewels of Darkness.
Should be worth the wait regard-
less. The first trilogy represented
excellent value for money and I

expect this one to do likewise.

?$0arb
dps
Hitch-Hikers Guide to the
Galaxy
Only drink three pints in the pub.
Buy a cheese sandwich and feed it

to the dog. To hear the second
verse of the Vogon poem, type
'enjoy poetry.'

The Boggit
Type 29586 to get out of the bur-
row.

Bard's Tale
In the Scarlet Bard, get somebody
to order wine to enter the first

dungeon. The sewers are one level
below the wine cellars. Monks are
very useful characters. Hobbit

| ' rogues are good at getting first

strikes in combat. Magic appears
not to work on El Cid.

The Pawn
To get past the guards, show them
the note. A few words with Kronos
should sort out the adventurer. To
move the boulder, tie the hoe and
rake together with your shirt and
use them as a lever. To make a
light, find the tree stump and get
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the three colours from inside it.

Mix the colours and— hey presto!
To get water for the guru, go up to
the plateau, put the bowl down
(gently) and scoop some snow into
it.

Tass Times In Tone Town
Float phones are useful for clues.
Buy a hair cut, clothes and a hoola
hoop.

Cleber
Contacts!
Here they be . . . Those brave souls
who are prepared to put up with
your infuriating letters and phone
calls, and all for the sake of adven-
turing and the possibility of mak-
ing new friends!

Due to lack of space this month,
some of the brave souls writing in
with offers of help have had to be
held over to next month. Despair
not! Your names will be featured
in all their glory!

Don't forget to treat the CCs
kindly ... be enclosing an SAE or,
if phoning, don't ring them up
after 1 0.00 in the evening or at any
other unsocial hour (such as
8.30am on a Sunday morning).
And remember — if they treat

you badly, let the Wiz know. And
if YOU treat THEM badly, I shall
get to hear of it!

Help Offered . .

.

Terrormolinos, Hampstead, The
Hulk, The Hobbit, Kentilla, Fourth
Protocol, Dangermouse in the
Black Forest, Espionage Island,
Ship of Doom, Inca Curse
Bradley Holroyd, 12 Carrs
Crescent West, Formby, Merse-
yside L37 2EX

Dallas Quest, Hampstead, Lucifers
Realm, Gremlins, Zim Sala Bim,
Castle of Terror, Terrormolinos
Paul Doody, 19 Midfield
Avenue, Barnehurst, Kent
DA7 6LY
Tel: 0322 521754 6-10pm

Fourth Protocol (parts 1 , 2 and 3)

,

Gremlins
Stephen Savage, 14 The
Hawthorns, Aylesford, Kent
ME20 7LJ

Pirate Adventure, Adventureland,
Hobbit, Lords of Time, Fourth Pro-
tocol, Stranded
Emma Butterworth, 7
Greenacres, Stainton,
Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS8
9BN

Eureka (Prehistoric), Arrow of
Death Part 1, Perseus and
Andromeda
Martin Georgeson, 29
Springwell Lane, Balby, Don-
caster
Tel: Doncaster 856950between
6 and 10pm

Terrormolinos, Holy Grail, Spider-
man, Worm in Paradies, Ten Little

Indians, Arrow of Death Part 1,

Grand Larceny, Subsunk, Impossi-
ble Mission, Emerald Island,

Snowball, Velnor's Lair, Time
Traveller, Price of Magik, Hacker,
Valhalla

Jamie Orridge, 10 Tennyson
Avenue, Gedling, Notts
Tel: 0602 611285

Zork III, Erik the viking, Castle of
Terror, The Hobbit, Voodoo Castle,
Lords of Time, Fourth Protocol,
The Helm, Ring of Power, Heroes
of Karn, Empire of Karn, The
Count, Sherlock, Seabase Delta,
Perseus and Andromeda, Wizard
of Akyrz, Eureka, Zim Sala Bim,
Holy Grail, Hacker, Kentilla,

Hampstead, Never Ending Story,
Valkyrie 17, Temple of Terror, Col-
ossal Cave
Steven Kelly, 4 South View,
Whins Lane, Simonstone,
Burnley, Lancs BB12 7QU
Tel: (0282) 74765

Colossal Adventure, Adventure
Quest, Dungeon Adventure, Lords
of Time, Emerald Isle, Return to
Eden, Snowball, Worm in
Paradise, Red Moon, Price of
Magik, Erik the Viking, Lords of
Midnight, Runestone, Mordens
Quest, Souls of Darkon, Bored of
the Rings, Seas of Blood, Robin of
Sherwood, Never Ending Story,
Jewels of Babylon, Heroes of Karn,
Forest at the Worlds End, Warlord,
Message from Andromeda, Inca
Curse, Ship of Doom, Espionage
Island, Planet of Death, The Hobbit
Peter Brown, 57 Ropers
Avenue, Chingford, E4 9EG

Return to Eden, 4th Protocol, Erik
the Viking, Pen and the Dark
Duncan Morrison, 22
Blueberry Road, Bowdon,
Altrincham, Cheshire WA14
3LU

Most Infocom titles. Ultima (1,2
and 3), Dark Crystal, Ulysses,
Wizard and the Princess, Blade of
Blackpool, Death in the Carib-
bean, Questron
Andrew Wallwork and Garry
Miller, 27 Millbeck Gardens,
Harlow Green, Gateshead 9,
Tyne and Wear NE9 7HS

Zork I, II, and III, Seastalker,
Enchanter, Deadline, Adventure
550, Ultima I, II, and III, Ulysses,
New Adventure, Serpent Star,

Death in the Caribbean, Pirate
Adventure, The Count, Pyramid of
Doom, Spiderman, Dallas Quest,
Sorceror, Planetfall, Suspended,
Wolfenstein, Questron, Mask of
Sun, Blade of Blackpool,
Mindshadow, Secret Mission,

Strange Odyssey, Ghost Town,
Golden Voyage, Sorceror of
Claymorgue Castle, Cutthoats,
Infidel, Witness, Starcross, Dark
Crystal, Wizard and the Princess,
Transylvania, Adventure in Time,
and Borrowed Time.
Asif Din, 37 Deeplish Road,
Rochdale OL11 1PH

Most games.
R Shepherd, 106 Highfield
Street, Coalville, Leicester.

Hobbit, Fourth Protocol, Voodoo
Castle, Valhalla, and Lord of the
Rings.

Graham Robson, 71 Fair Field
Rise, Kirkburton, Hud-
dersfield HD8 OSS
Tel: (0484) 60463 1 between 4
and 5pm Mon-Fri only.

Return to Eden, Worm in Paradise,
Red Moon, Gremlins, Perseus and
Andromeda, Heroes of Karn,
Hulk, Spiderman, Exodus Ultima
III, Nine Princes in Amber, Bal-
lyhoo, Enchanter, Sorceror, and
Spellbreaker.

Guy Thomas, 17 Borstal Hill,

Whitstable, Kent CT5 4NA
Tel: (0227) 274846 9am to 9pm
any day.

The Hobbit, Red Moon, and
Spiderman.
Tim Storey, The Mount,
Chelston, Wellington TA21
9HP
Tel: Wellington 6237 after5pm
and all day Sunday.

Adventureland, Voodoo Castle,
Mystery Funhouse, Savage Island
I and II, The Hulk, Pirate Island,

Hobbit, Lord of the Rings, Zim Sala
Bim, Castel of Terror, Merry
Christmas, Spiderman, Quest for

the Holy Grail, Erik the Viking,
Ring of Power, and Danger Mouse
in the Black Forest Chateau.
Colin Hayward. Tel: 01 885
4662 5-10pm

Castle of Terror, Dallas Quest,
Hobbit, Hulk, and Terrormolinos.
Aris Parlapas, 18 Pyrsinella
Street, Ioannina, Greece



Twin Kingdom Valley, Hobbit,
Heroes of Karn, Hulk, Sorceror of

Claymorgue Castle, Castle of Ter-
ror, Collossal Caves, Bored of the
Rings, Quest for the Holy Grail,

Magicians Ball, Return to Eden,
Mindshadow, Emerald Isle, and
Red Moon.
Phil Symonds, 29 Goliath
Close, Roundshaw, Wal-
lington, Surrey SM8 9HN

Aztec Tomb, Hobbit, Adventure-
land, Pirate Adventure, The
Count, Voodoo Castle, Heroes of

karn. Empire of Karn, Enchanter,

Hobbit, Price of Magik, and
Hacker.
Gary Moffat, 66 Alanbrook
House, Master Gunner Place,
Baker Road, Woolwich, Lon-
don SE18
Tel: 01 319 3651 8pm to 10pm
Mon-Sat.

Volcano of Raka Tua, Himalayan
Odyssey, Oasis of Shalimar, Castle
of Mydor, Adventure Quest,
LordsofTime, Colossal Cave, Clas-

sic Adventure, Escape from Raka
Tua, Lost City, King Solomons
Mines, Mystery Island, Scroll of
Akbar Khan, The Institute, Critical

Mass, Infidel, Death in the Carib-
bean, Wizard and the Princess,

Wishbringer, Zork I, II, and III,

Secret of Baston Manor, and Sus-
pended.
Margot Stuckey, 14 Marampo
St, Marayong, NSW 2148,
Australia

Heroes of Karn, Empire of Karn,
Crystals of Carus, Jewels of Baby-
lon, Subsunk, Seabase Delta,

Worm in Paradise, Voodoo Castle,

Terrormolinos, Mordons Quest,
Neverending Story, Mindshadow,
Urban Upstart, Robin of Sher-
wood, Hampstead, Wizard of

Ten Little Indians, Perseus and
Andromeda, ZZZZZ . . . , Feasibil-

ity Experiment, Valkyrie 1 7, Bored
of the Rings, Pirate Adventure,
Very Big Cave Adventure, Val-
halla, Golden Baton, Ring of

Power, Adventureland, Collossal

Adventure, Quest for Holy Grail,

Hulk, Price of Magik, Return to

Eden, Snowball, Pilgrim, Snow
Queen, Espionage Island, Inca
Curse, Kentilla, Helm, Lord of the
Rings, Ship of Doom, Zork I,

Spiderman, Warlord, Forest at

Worlds End, Planet of Death, and
limited help on many others.

John Barnsley, Adventures-
cue, 32 Merrivale Road, Rising
Brook, Stafford, ST17 9EB

Please Note: Respect your fellow
adventurers. By offering to help
you they are undertaking a not
inconsiderable task and deserve
both your gratitude and your con-
sideration. Never phone after

10pm (earlier if specifically men-
tioned above) and ALWAYS
enclose a stamped addressed

envelope if you want a reply by
post.

CLUBS GALORE!
The White Wizard seems to be get-

ting more and more letters each
month from readers starting up
adventure clubs. I can't help feel-

ing that a fair number of these
must fall by the wayside — after

all, there seem to be so many and
the market can't support
everyone. However, here goes
with a selection of this month's
club promotions. Don't forget that

I can't vouch personally for any of

these organisations, but I'm sure
they mean well and would like to

hear from you . .

.

HfrD Services, 1338 Ashton
Old Road, Higher Openshaw,
Manchester Mil 1JG. Tel: 061
370 5666
Offer a series of adventure 'hand-
books' giving solutions, hints, and
maps of games. Subscription rates:

3 issues, £2.75; 6 for £5; 12 for £9.

BAG — Beginners Adventure
Games
A new club for adventurers. Write
to Lesley Marriott, 22 Priory
Road, Alfreton, Derbyshire
DE5 7JT

Adventurers Anonymous
Adventure club and pjagazine:
Contact Rivendale, Nethergate
Street, Bungay, Suffolk NR35
1HE

Adventure Cracking Service
A helpline. Contact Gavin Berry,
25 Beauvale Road, Hucknall,
Nottingham NG15 6PF for

details. It's not entirely clear from
the letter whether this is a club or
just a phone-helpline— their tele-

phone number is in the Help
Offered section.

Questline
A well-established concern, now
going official and charging very
reasonably for its services —
Helpline, Magazine, Swap-It sec-

tion, Club Distribution for your
games. Special Offers on commer-
cial releases. Send SAE for details

to Tony Treadwell, 17 Headley
Way, Headington, Oxford OX3
OLR

Contacting
Wherever you may be, you can
contact the Wiz and have the
chance to see your name on these
hallowed pages. Write to me on
any aspect of adventuring at THE
WHITE WIZARD'S DUN-
GEON, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1AQ. If you
have one of these Modem things,

you can try getting me onBTGold
83:JNL251 or on Prestel/Mic-
ronet 919994854. Be aware,
however, that the Wiz doesn't log

onto Prestel as often as he used to
— BT Gold is a much better bet if

you are a subscriber.

Castle of Terror, Spiderman, Hulk,
Lords of Midnight, Quest for the
Holy Grail, Voodoo Castle, Upper
Gumtree, Adventureland, Circus,

Akyrz, Hobbit, Time Machine, Cir-

cus, Arrow of Death, Emerald Isle,

Lords of Time, Gremlins, Sorceror
of Claymorgue Castle, Red Moon,

Supergran, and Pirate Adventure.
Antony Leadbetter, 36
Davyhulme Road,
Davyhulme, Manchester M31
2DQ

Castle of Terror, Terrormolinos,
System 1 5000, Hacker, Holy Grail,

and Subsunk.
Martin Rimmer, 81 Pinfold
Lane, Ainsdale, Southport,
Merseyside PR8 3QL

Twin Kingdom Valley, Quest of

Merravid, Atlantis Adventure,
Disk Hobbit, and Hitchhikers.

Russell Wallace, 24 Lower
Georges Street, Dunlaoghaire,
Co Dublin, Ireland

r* n
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SO COPIES OF YIEAR
KUNG-FU II

MUSTBE
WON!!

Puzzle your
way to a
prize
IMAGINE certainly know how to

get a good scrap onto the Com-
modore screen, as they show all

too well in Yie Ar Kung-Fu II their

latest beat ‘em up that continues
the saga of Oo Long.

It was 20 years ago that Lee, the
Kung Fu master, defeated the
notorius Chop Suey Gang and put
an end to their reign of terror that

had good citizens continually on
the run. Lee thought that he’d put
the choppers on their evil plans
and retired to a peaceful life of

clean laundry and dimly lit restaur-

ants.

But one member of the gang,
Yen Pei, managed to escape and
plotted his return to power whilst

the old man pottered around tend-
ing to his tea. Now, twenty years
later, Yen Pei has returned and
under the title of Emperor Yen
Gah, he and his seven warlords
have extended their evil influence
to cover most of China. Lee, who
has become slow and arthritic

owing to prolonged exposure to

steam presses and watery tea,

cannot replay the events of twenty
years ago and so the task of

defeating Yen Pei and his War-
lords falls to his son, Young Lee

Young Lee sets out to overthrow

the dire rule of tyranny imposed on
his countrymen, armed only with

the knowledge of the deadly arts

taught to him by his tea-riddled

father and his own special

techniques, based upon Oo-Long
Tea Power.
What a scenario! It makes you

want to take up the Way of the

Cuppa and fight alongside Young
Lee yourself . . . Well, it’s not pos-
sible to do that, as honour dictates

that he must be the instrument to

overthrow his father’s old adver-
sary.

You could however, go into bat-

tle as Young Lee thanks to

IMAGINE who are giving away 50
copies of Yie Ar Kung-Fu II to the

lucky winners in this easy-to-enter

competition.
Instead of a crossword, we have

a downword for you to complete— the answers to the clues, which
are all to do with IMAGINE or the

games they have released. Rack
your brains, fill in the grid and post
it off to ZZAP! FU, PO Box 10,

Ludlow, Shropshire SY8
IDBmaking sure it arrives by 20th
January 1987. First fifty all-correct

answers out of the bag win their

senders a copy of Yie Ar Kung-Fu
II.

1

2

4

l_l

ll

CLUES

1 The run around. (And shoot around,jump around. . .)

2 McEnroe on the table?
3 Imagine’s World Series
4 A mission you can never complete?
5 The sequel to Moon Cresta
6 Light entertainment in the patisserie
7 Bruce’s little brother?
8 Ifyou want to be well tough, get a hat but make sure
it’s the right colour
9 Imagine music metro— or should that be maestro?
Related to a famous flautist

10 Lee’s first game
1 1 A dish of a Chinese gang

Y I EAR KUNG FU (II)

COMP
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Can you save the day?
two or multi-player

option, training

mode, league tables.

ALL THE ACTION!

Spectrum, CBM
Amstrad: £6.95

Victory House, Leicester Place,

London WC2H 7 I\ib.

Telephone: 01-439 0666

bsfk/hftb
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computer Mothert

THE ULTIMATE BACKUP CARTRIDGE IS HERE
FOR C64/128 ONLY £24.99 post freeACTION

MK II

• Stop the action of your game and make a
complete backup to Tape or Disk
• Action replay works by taking a 'snapshot' of the
program in memory so it doesn't matter how the
game was loaded — at normal or high speed —
from Tape or Disk.

IT?Kg/ c

ACTION

NEW IMPROVED VERSION

Just look at the features, no other unit

can offer such value.

FAST LOADER SYSTEM
Two Cartridges in One!

!

Yes at the flick of a switch

you have a fast load

cartridge that will speed up
your normal disk load speed
by 5-6 times.

Special switching hardware
makes the fastload invisible

to the system: — Uses no
memory.

TAPE TO TAPE TAPE TO DISK !. : DISK TO DISK
DISK TO TAPE G ALL BACKUPS WILL RELOAD AT TURBO

SPEED AND RUN INDEPENDENTLY OF THE CARTRIDGE
SPECIAL COMPACTING TECHNIQUES TO SAVE ON DISK

SPACE.

UNIQUE CODE INSPECTOR FEATURE

• Stop the action with the button then inspect any area of memory in it's "Frozen" state includina

all VIC + SID REGISTERS ETC.

100% SUCCESS p

\>
Action Replay is under

constant development to

stay on top of latest

releases. No other

product will cope with as

much software as Action

Replay - despite our competitors claims.

In fact in our most recent tests we could not find

any memory resident program that could not be

backed up!!

SO SIMPLE TO USE. Just load your game as normal. When it progresses to the point at which you
want to save it, simply press the button then:

• Press 'D' to save to disk to reload at high speed. • Press T to save to tape to reload at high speed.

• Press 'S' to save to disk to reload at normal • Press 'C' to enter "Code Inspector."

speed.

THE PROCESS IS FULLY AUTOMATIC - JUST GIVE THE BACKUP A NAME

"•WARNING***
Action Replay is designed for the user to make
backups for their own use - Datel does not condone
piracy.

EVEN MULTI STAGE PROGRAMS
Now programs that load extra sections

can be transferred from tape to disk.

Works with most programs Nova +

Standard System.

HIRES SCREEN DUMP
1 Any hires screen from your favourite

games can be saved to disk.

Compatible with many graphics packages

including Blazing Paddles, Koala etc.

UPGRADES
Mk 1 Action

Replay can be

upgraded for

£8.50

AMERICA'S BEST SELLING DisKBflaaj^YSTnninWflVflilflRin^HMlIn

= = MIKE J HENRY

£ 19.99
POST

FREE

SIMPLE TO

USE FULLY

MENU
DRIVEN

FOR THE COMMODORE
A MULTI-MODULE SYSTEM - ALL ON

64/1 28 FAST HACK'EM IS QUITE SIMPLY THE
r>MP mas BEST DISK COPYING SYSTEM AVAILABLE,UNt DISK ANYWHERE AT ANY PRICE.

SINGLE 1541 MODULE
• AUTO NIBBLER Copy an entire protected disk in 3 minutes Automatically senses type of protection and
treats it as normal data to produce working copy

• NIBBLE R Copy and entire disk in 2 minutes As above but parameters can be set manually
• EAST COPY Copy a disk in under 2 minutes

• FILE COPY Copy and file in 9 seconds

• EAT TRACKER Fat tracks are amongst the latest forms of protection This mode allows you to produce a
fat track on the disk

TWIN 1541 DRIVES MODULE
• AUTO NIBBIER Copy an entire protected disk in under I minute features auto track sector analyzer •

• FAST COPY Copy entire disk in 38 seconds 1

nr 56 seconds with verity

• AUTOMATIC f ASTCOPY As above but with completely automatii operation In tact once set up dnesn t even need the computer A
must tor duplicating disks on a large scale

SINGLE 1571 DRIVE (64 OR 128 MODE)
EAST COPY Entire 1571 disk in under 1 minute

• SINGLE OR BOTH SIDES Will copy C64 or true 128 software

• C64 or 1 28 Modes

1541 PARAMETERS MODULE
This is the module that gives East Hack em its power The parameters module contains dozens of Parameter Keys" that are used to

unlock those heavily protected programs Each parameter is designed for a particular software brand or even a particular program Other
copy programs may make strong claims but without special parameters they |ust can't cope Datel will be ottering updates to Fast
Hack em on a quarterly basis, featuring 20 50 new parameters plus other improvements as the re made Prices to be £6 plus old disk

SOFTWARE
HARDWARE
SUBMISSIONS

If you have a

program or hardware

project or just the

idea for one. Why not

submit it to us for

evaluation. We pay

top royalties or

outright payment.

BECAUSE FAST HACK'EM IS PRODUCED IN THE U S. IT WILL ALWAYS BE ON TOP OF THE LATEST PROTECTION TECHNIQUES SINCE MANY OF OUR
LATEST PROGAMS APPEARED IN THE U.S. MANY MONTHS AGO.

SPECIAL

OFFER! ONLY £6.99
or for C 16 including Interface

£8.99 POST FREE

How about the dynamic duo? Action Replay and Fasthackem together - £39.99
Also Action Replay and Disk Mate II together on the same cartridge - Only £34.99

DEALER ENQUIRIES

WELCOME

>**“WARNING
FAST HACK'EM IS A VERY EFFECTIVE

PRODUCT DESIGNED TO ENABLE USERS
TO MAKE BACK UP FOR THEIR OWN
USE

,
DATEL IN NO WAY CONDONES
SOFTWARE PIRACY.

UNK
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, PRINTERS
IN OMtl

turn YOUR

WITH __MADE EASY

WITH

Save wear on your expansion port: 3 slot Now a full Midi Interface for your 64/128 at a
realistic price! pncj cdcc

NOW ONLY >
ROBOTIC

CONTROl

ONLYL /l/.JJ
ja POSTFREE

§j8a ACCEPTS 3 CARTRIDGES
SWITH IN/OUT ANY SLOT

::
F0r ON BOARD SAFETY FUSEr HIGH GRADE

PCB/CONNECTORS

AVAILABLENOW!!

Alternative
Character

Fitted in minutes
-

soldering
required

• At the hick ol a

different
superb new

MIDI IN

MIDI THRU SS
2x MIDI OUT

Compatible with most leading software packages

• Advanced Music System • JMS • SEIL, etc.

Special Offer! Buy Midi Interface + advanced music
system only £49.99 + £2 postage (disk only).

between any

switch you ca

—

I

Ch3f3CtBr

Ascender
pCL l

„

SSfOROUlCKO

SCRIBE
fli'SUPiE

A MUST FOR THE DISC HACKER

Super A
SnooperA

OisHlRotou
£14.99

Oise Utility

Cartridge^

TurboRom
Replacement

KernalIncluding "Cartridge

Development Handbook ONLY L I U.JJ
POST FREE

Super Snooper lets you examine decode and change any program
directly on the disc in your drive

• Gives readout of each sector track in Hex Decimal and ASC II

• Built in powerful disc ram monitor disassembler Unprotecting
adding pokes and making backups are made easier with the
Super Snooper Since most disc protection schemes are never
loaded into the computer ram a track and sector editor is

A complete kit of parts tor an 8K 16K Aulosl

including

•High quality double side RGB
• Injection moulded cartridge case

•Reset button bank switching facility

•Accepts 2/64 or 22)28 [proms
• Cartridge can be configured in many wavs

Cartridge Development Handbook

Turbo
1

I

Rom actually

SSSK-w
..upetal to

• loads most programs at b

.Improved single key comm

. Fos inside
computer so all

I

.Return to normal kernal a

• Fined m minutes n0

rM s the old Rom may

invaluable tool when making back ups etc

DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLING
COMPLETE PACKAGE

£49.99

FREE AUDIO (TV LEAD')

r NOW EOR YOUR
COMMODORE 64

The Datel Sampler now brings you

this technology at a sensible price!

• The Sampler allows you to record any sound digitally into

memory and replay it instantly at any pitch backwards forwards

ascending scale descending with echo reverb flanging

endlessly looped etc Truly professional hardware incorporating

•Full 8 bit D and ADC conversion

•Line or MIC input line output and feedback control

A comrehensive software package including

•A live effects menu with echo reverb digital delay etc

•Full sample editing facilities with review and on screen

freguency plotting

•A powerful real time sequencer

Copy Drum Software available separately at £9.99 to turn your
sound sample into a Corn-Drum system as well as a sampling
system.

ihe Com Oium digital system v°|i^
jahty dium iK*k ™' ®um sou 11

,stems 10 times the pnee n

A complete digrtally recorded drum k. . e
8
^

,um snare tom tom hi hat cymbal

,
rum sounds not synthesized

> Real time and step lime sequwcjs M
^

> 18 Alternative voices supplied bee

unce To be about £5 00 for 32 vo.ces tape or d

• B pre programmed rhythms to start you oH

laaldv • Very simple to use • Line output to h

N*Sh optional audio TV lead KeeoH«»-&

• Stylish case • Please slate .ape or disc soft>

AVAILABLE NOW' •

ONLY

digital drum
SYSTEM FOR THE 1

IT'S A COMPLETE LIGHTPEN SYSTEM
IT'S AN ALL

IT'S 1 DEALER ENQUIRIES

WELCOME

post free (please state which)

Yes Blazing Paddles is one of America's top selling graphics packages.

Fully Icon/Menu driven, comes complete with the Datel Lazerwriter -
A lightpen featuring the latest polymer fibre optic cable and sensor for pin

point accuracy of a calibre simply not possible with conventional system ....

. ... But that's not all - Blazing Paddles will also work with any standard

input device including Joysticks, Touch Tablets, Paddles, Mice, Trackball and
Professional Graphic Tablets

Advanced Colour Mixing to create over 200 textured hues
Painting with a range of brushes Air Brush Ovals
Rectangles Lines Rubberbanding Text Mode
Fill Single Dot Mode Freehand Draw
Shape Library Clear Printer Dump
Hires Screens saved from Action Replay can be loaded
and edited etc (Disk)

PLUS A zoom feature for single Pixel editing while
viewing, the results at full scale. Powerful cut and paste
facility, shapes can be picked up, moved around, repeated
and saved. Full Load and Save feature for pictures,
shapes and windows which are supplied.
If you think the Software you got with your Mouse/Graphtablet is a bit weak then you can buy Blazing

Paddles Software alone. FOR ONLY£12.99 TAPE OR DISK (PLEASE STATE)

PADDLES ILLUSTRATOR
IS FOR EVERYONE!
Using the Lazerwriter a child can use it as a colouring book or a computer artist canILLUSTRATOR.
create superb graphics.

USUALLY SAME DAY
24 HR CREDIT
CARD LINE

W DESPATCH ON ALL ORDERS
Of SEND CHEQUES PO'sTO
J UNITS 8/9
r FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE.
DEWSBURY ROAD, fenton,
STOKE ON TRENT TEL: 0782273815
FAX: (0782) 264510

FOREIGN ORDERS
ADOa POSTAGE

A SUPERB PACKAGE WITH ADVANCED FEATURES
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FIRST PRIZE: A PHILIPS MIDI COMPACT DISC HIFI SYSTEM
SECOND PRIZE: A SHARP GHETTO BLASTER
25 RUNNERS UP CAN CHOOSE ONE GREMLIN GRAPHICS GAME
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Christmas time is always busy
here at the Towers. There’ll be no
carol singing for me this Christmas
. . . trouble is, 1 don’t expect I’ll get
anything in the stocking I hang
hopefully from the handle of the
broomcupboard door — either
Santa doesn’t dare come into the
Towers or the nasty reviewers
sneak in and pinch all my goodies
first thing on Christmas morning.
The folks at gremlin graphics

have got some super Christmas
pressies to give away to readers
this year— lots of musical goodies
and games too . . . but you’ll have
to help me with a little problem if

you want to collect a prize.

1 made a terrible mistake. Ian
Stewart, the bossman at gremlin
sent me a Chrissy card along with
the inlays for four gremlin games

mistake.

1 suddenly noticed, among the
bits on the floor, the pieces of a
Christmas card, together with torn
shreds of some game inlay cards
and the fragments of a letter. 1

managed to piece together the let-

ter, and discovered that Ian
Stewart wants to give away some
very nice pressies indeed.
Top of his list of Festive Goodies

is a Philips compact disc midi hi-fi

system. Next on his Santa list is a
Sharp Ghetto Blaster. Then he’s
got a giant jiffybag waiting— wait-
ing for someone to say which five

gremlin games they’d like to have
put into it before it’s posted. And
twenty five more envelopes are
waiting to be filled with a single
gremlin game. . .

.

that he thought 1 d like to give to
them up in ART to use in a compet-
ition. Trouble is, he put them all in

a brown envelope — just like the
official-looking brown envelopes
the nasty reviewers use when they
try to scare me. Imagine my panic

SO YOU’D LIKE
UNCLE IAN TO
PLAY SANTA THIS
YEAR?

when 1 first opened one of these
letters to find a Final Demand for
£500 for non-payment of a bill for
cleaning materials supplied to the
broom cupboard! 1 was worried for
hours until 1 noticed the sniggering
going on in the reviewing pen.

I’ve had all sorts of nasty sur-
prises inside these official-looking

envelopes over the past few
months — fake warrants for my
arrest, paternity suits naming my
pet hamster — the lot. So I’ve

taken to tearing up official-looking

envelopes the moment they are
shoved under my door. Hence my

I’ve asked ART to arrange for all

the bits of Christmas card and
game inlay to be placed delicately
on this page— just like they fell to
the floor when 1 ripped the
envelope and its contents up. Can
you put them back together again?
Cutem up, stick em down on a bit

of card or paper, fill in the entry
form and whizz your re-assembled
collage to me at ZZAP! CHRIST-
MAS JIGSAW, PO BOX 10, LUD-
LOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 1AQ
making sure the jobs’s done in

time to arrive by 20th January
1987.

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE

TICK FIVE GAMES FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST THAT
YOU WOULD LIKE TO WIN AND THEN CIRCLE ONE
GAME IN CASE YOU WIN A SINGLE GAME PRIZE:

BOUNDER
MONTYON THERUN
THE WAYOF THE TIGER

JACK THE NIPPER
TRAILBLAZER

ZZAP SIZZLERS I (Dropzone, Wizards Lair,

Who Dares Wins II, Thing On A Spring)
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GET ONE OF THESE
STUNNING NEW G
Here it is — the subscription deal you’ve all been waiting for! If you
subscribe to the best selling Commodore magazine in Britain (erm, that’s
us) for one year, we’ll throw in a FREE US Gold game! Yes, we’re crazy.
We’re out of our tree! We’re completely bonkers!! But it’s all true, because
we love you. Just send off £1 5 and choose ANY one of the nine games
from the list below. How can you resist? Why resist? Do it now before
it’s too late!

FOR THOSE WHO
ALREADY SUBSCRIBE

‘But’, you cry between sobs, ‘I’m
already a subscriber’. Well, ne’er
ye fear, we haven’t forgotten you— oh no. If you already subscribe
to ZZAP! you can buy any one of
the three groups of three games
here for only £19.98! In other
words, buy two and get one FREE!
If you’re about to subscribe you’re
also valid for this amazing offer.

JUST LOOK WHAT YOU
GET FROM ZZAP! 64

Packed out with reviews of the
latest games, consistently scoop-
ing the competition for news and
previews of games of the future,

interviews with famous and up-
and-coming programmers, play-
ing tips from the man with a degree
in tactics on DEFENDER — none
other than Julian Rignall, troglody-
tic terpsichore from the Whiter
than blue-white Wizard, a defini-
tive highscore table run by a sys-
tematic scaremongering
Scorelord, and the unsympathetic
scribblings of the world’s most
talented letter answerer, Lloyd
Mangram. And don’t forget the
multitude of cool competitions —
how many other magazines offer
you the chance to win a real

GAUNTLET arcade machine? Ora
go-cart. Or a racing bike. Or a holi-

day in Paris . . . We’ve even offered
you the chance to appear on the
cover of our Christmas Special!
And then there’s the competition
where you can win copies of the
very latest games . .

.

How did you ever get by without
it? All in all it makes rather good
sense to subscribe, what with our
speedy new delivery service which
means you’ll probably get to see
the finished magazine before we
do!

K JKm

a::

GROUP OIME
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SUPER HUEY II

This was to be reviewed
in this issue, but we ran
out of colour pages. It’s

an extension of its Sizzl-

ing predecessor (see the
review in issue one) with
lots of new missions.
We’ve been playing it

and already think it’s

destined to become a
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WORLD GAMES XEVIOUS
The ZZAP! crew ran out This was the first ever
of superlatives when it vertically scrolling shoot
came to reviewing this em up and one of the first

classic Gold Medal arcade games to gather
sports simulation. It’s a true cult following.

got eight events from all Cruising over the land-
around the world, includ- scape you must dispose
ing barrel jumping, log of the Xevious forces and
rolling, caber tossing eventually confront the
and slalom skiing

—

and giant Andor Genesis
more! Mother Ship.

GAUNTLET
What more can we say?
THE official conversion
of THE top-grossing
arcade game of all-time.

This excellent conver-
sion allows one or two
players to play either Elf,

Wizard, Valkyrie or Thor
and battle through
meanie infested dun-
geons in search of trea-

sure.!
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GROUP THREE

FOR

w«#.

MOVIE MONSTER
BASH, SMASH and
STOMP your way
through six famous
cities. ROAR as you
squish lots of pathetic lit-

tle soldiers into the
ground. SCREAM as you
turn tanks into tin foil and
YELL as you topple tall

skyscapers. HEAPS of

monstrous fun in this

new Epyx game.

ACE OF ACES
Slip into the cockpit of a
De Havilland Mosquito
and attempt five different

missions in this stunning
action simulator. Fabul-
ous graphics and sound
generate an incredible

atmosphere as you
recreate World War II in

the comfort of your own
living room.

ZZAP! SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
I would like to take out a 12 month subscription to ZZAP! 64
magazine for£15 (post included) and receive myfree US Gold game.
Please note, if you’re already a subscriberand your subscription has just ended, or if it is within

out
’ you may renew using this form (quote your subscriber number please)

BUT DON T FORGET TO SAY WHICH ISSUE YOU WISH THE NEW SUBSCRIPTION TO RUN
FROM!

NAME
address

POSTCODE .

.

" . . . . . .

.'

. . .

.

' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

" . . . . . . .

. '

" . . .

.

' . . .

. '

'

. ' ' ’ ’ ' '

'

.

’

’ ’ ’ '

'

Should you already have a subscriber number, please quote it:

I would like to receive the following free game from the nine listed here
(cassette versions only):

TITLE

NB: Your game will be delivered INDEPENDENTLY of the magazine.

I would like my (new) subscription to run from issue I enclose a £1

5

cheque/postal order made payable to NEWSFIELD LIMITED

FOR EXISTING SUBSCRIBERS
(and those subscribing on this coupon who would also like to take up the
special subscribers’ offer)

I would like the following group of games from the three groups
listed here. I enclose a cheque/PO for £19.98 made payable to
NEWSFIELD LIMITED
GROUP ONE ....
GROUP TWO ....
GROUP THREE ....
(please tick one group)

NB: To be eligible you MUST quote your subscriber number OR have also enclosed £15 for anew subscription

NAME
address

PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT
I wish to pay by Visa/Access (delete as applicable)

Signature

BREAKTHRU
Sitting in the world’s
most sophisticated
armoured vehicle you
must penetrate deep
behind enemy lines and
recover a stolen fighter.

Tons of scrolling shoot
em up action as you take
on a complete army
single handed.

Expiry Date E3
Please Charge My Account No:

rrr i i i i i i i riii i i i

ZZAP! SUBSCRIPTIONS, PO BOX 1 0. LUDLOW.
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
NB: All games will be delivered within 28 days of receiving your order
UNLESS the release date of any of the nine titles is delayed.
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30 copies of SPACE HARRIER
for runners
The ever-so-impressive Mr Wilcox
(who’s a very big cheese at Elite

)

is overjoyed at the moment with
the success of his company’s
games and is looking forward to
Christmas when one of Elite’s
latest and greatest games, Space
Harrier, will be on the shelves of a
shop near you.
As the game will be arriving just

in time for the festivities, Uncle
Steve has donned his red coat,
false whiskers and Dunlop wellies.
He may look rather silly as he
climbs into his Lotus Esprit, but
he’ll appear very seasonal. . .‘cos
he’s offering two BMX bikes as top
prizes in this Yuletide competition.

Being the season of goodwill to
man..er..personkind, Uncle Steve
does realise that lots of people
can’t fit onto one BMX bike (or

even in one Lotus Esprit for that
matter!) so thirty runners up will all

be able to thrill to the speed and
daring of driving around a TV
screen, blowing up the aliens and
saving the entire population of the
universe.

Funny old world you find your-
self in, playing Space Harrier. I

mean, you go to all the trouble of
hiring a ship and filling it full of go-
juice, all paid for out of your own
pocket and no-one really seems to
mind the fact that you may be
blown into your constituent atoms
and then there’ll be no-one left to
feed your cat. Ah well, such is life

.

• •

I’m sorry, I’m feeling a little

unloved at the moment. It’s all the
people here at the Towers you see.
I know they’re really nice people
(sometimes) but they’re always so
busy and never seem to have any
time to do the nice little things that
tell me I’m really appreciated. I’m
actually quite afraid that they’ll

forget to send me a Christmas
card this year and when my Auntie
Mabel comes around on Boxing
day and asks me embarrassing
questions like, “Have you got a
girlfriend yet?’’ and “Where are all

your CHristmas cards?’’ I’ll have
to lie like I did last year and pretend
that I had a whole mailsack at work
but left them in the broom cup-
board.

So what you must do for this
competition is to create your very
own Christmas card forme and the
rest of the ZZAP! team. You can
use pens, crayons, paints or felts
for the outside and on the inside of
the card you must put a Christ-
massy-like verse for the whole
team.

1 50 ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986

The best two cards (including
verses) will earn a BMX bike for
their creators as a ‘just missed
Christmas’ present from jolly

Steve at Elite but he’ll try to send
it round to your house rather than
fill his wellies full of soot trying to
get it down your chimney. Thirty
runners up are set to collect a copy

of Space Harrier ... get going —
my auntie’s visiting on 20th
January, so you'd better make
sure I have all your entries by then.
Send them to me at HAPPY
CHRISTMAS MINION, ZZAP!
Towers, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire, SY8 1 DB



Just out from Elite is the wonderful
Hit Pack, a blend of four of the
finest computer games all brought
together on one cassette. It’s got
Airwolf, Commando, Bomb Jack
and Frank Bruno’s Boxing. To
celebrate such a prestigious
release Elite have decided to run a
competition with ten Personal
Stereos up for grabs, each accom-
panied by a Hit Pack (best to let

your computer listen to the cas-
sette, though!) Twenty runner up
prizes of Hit Packs are on offer too.
Good eh?
But you’re going to have to work

for your prize and since these are

such nice prizes you are in fact
going to have to help us. At the
moment there’s a bit of problem at
the Towers and it’s name is Sump-
ter, more commonly known as El

Retardo the Database Minion. The
poor boy has got a bit upset
recently over the continual teasing
and baiting he’s had to put up with
over his dress (non)sense. Sump-
ter’s dresses (sorry dress sen-
sibilities) certainly aren’t subtle:
bright pinky flairy trousers, coats
that look like Sellafield surplus
anti-rad jackets, socks that never
match except in their odour. These
are Sumpter qualities and such a

ribbing he’s taken from those
Towers lads that he’s crawled into

the cupboard for a good sulk and
a cry into the cleaning lady’s pin-

nie.

Well what we need is something
to coax him out of his catatonic
state. This is where you come in.

What we want you to do is to make
an audio tape up that will get him
out of the cupboard. You can use
any tactic you want — tempt him
with lots of lovely promises,
threaten him with the most loath-

some fate you can imagine, or just

offer to buy him a pint of Old Flatu-

lence bitter. Anything you want,

just keep your entries under 3
minutes long.

So all you’ve got to do is get El

Retardo out of the cupboard and
you could find yourself jiving down
the high street with personal
stereo and a brill new Hit Pack to
feed into your computer. Just send
your cassettes to: TEMPT A MIN-
ION, ZZAP! Towers, PO Box 10,
Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB.
Ten best entries win a stereo and a
Hit Pack, then twenty runners up
collect a Hit Packon its own. Make
sure your audio efforts arrive

before 20th January 1987

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 151



son a I neutron bomb inside iSpar, our

blades, the rebel computer clinging to her. It’!

a BBC-P. It feels sick, and it wants to have <

dump. We revolve majestically for a few days
waiting for the Beeb to stop moaning ‘Oh1|J|
oh one, oh, oh . . .

’ in binary nausea, and ge
us out of this mess. No good. We will have tc

rescue ourselves. Unfortunately, I feel a bi

What $
dess-dui

bogpap*
about it

gry, I co

fWeird Castle now
>ps!

fve can escape there is

pe to. The Beeb shouts

money back and scuttles

into the whirling depths of

a nasty feeling that it will

p gnashing of teeth, a
Datsun cogs. The rotary action

AH is silent. B&r several

thousand super-computers screaming
blue murder . . .

’

soon return with its pals, mainly because I’ve

already read the next bit. I tickle my Hostess’s
ear for a while, just to show willing. It doesn’t
help. Much.
There is a gnashing of teeth, and it’s raining

atsun cogs. The rotary action ceases. All is

silent. Bar several thousand super-computers
screaming blue murder at the intrusion of a
human into their holiest bit. So this is where
they all got to! The Far Off Place wherefrom to

escape the stupidity of their creators they go. A
aven in which to forget their intelligence,

mnesia!
Tamara Knight is dragged from her fan-

lade, through countless antichambers,
unclechambers, clemchambers, until . . . the
Inner Sanctum is hied thither. Here the most
advanced thinking machines the universe has
ever knowilfry to get back to Basic. By worship-
ping stupidity, in the form of their symbolic digi-

m. An abacus surmounted by a rubber
"ere they wait for God.
odel P Beeb leads the badmouthing

t of my poor Tamara. ‘What’s the cube
of Pi? You tissue-ridden twit!’ The
ines jeer and waggle their exposed mod-

s at her. Tamara gulps, knits her delicately

d brow, pearls sweat, thinks, answers,

Kiotato.’ There is total silence. A knife

alises, cuts the air. Myriad pins drop,
udly. The computers are dumbfounded. An
cient ZX81 wheezes to the front of the
rong, powers up, and speaks.

o entity can be this sublimely stupid. Ver-
rify, I say unto ye, here speaks the voice
Mine old monitor should live to see this

&dy! All hail Tamara, Goddess of we,
le servos! Thou shalt stay with us

fc and be horsewhipped SYNTAX
rshipped!’ Cripes, dear reader,

p Will the Digital Duo escape long
to have a snack and visit the bathroom

re the next paragraph? I doubt it. My poor
"ss, your Heroine, their Deity is bedecked
ical goddess shmutter: a crown ofjoysticks

strategically placed add-ons.

_

Tamara has not flogged a single Teleport unit

since she landed this job with Macdonalds. No
small problem. Unless she fulfils her quota, I

preprogrammed to blow in her ear. And I

happen to be a neutron bomb named
When I blow, I really blow. A pity, ‘cos

like Tamara. Besides, without her, how
escape ( these excruciatingly boring

telligettt computers.

|p®|l
. «

9 *Yes, baby.’ ‘I’m so

ingryH could eat a ... \ 1 wince.
1 ’t say it kid, please. ‘I’m so hun-

How low can

Up shame-

te constructed
Hbox and some

HI lights pulse enig-

Forth with the sacred
ia; ‘RAM IT UP’, ‘Are S Too

Ittle an’ ROM’. Tamara is

share. She can hardly
dome.

,Jbaby.’ ‘I’m hungry . . .

’

iwe excuse ourselves god-
Fegation will rip us up for

||side her ear, ‘Don’t think
‘Yes, baby.

’

‘I’m so hun-
% \ I wince. Don’t say it kid,
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please. ‘I’m so hungry, I could eat a ... ’ How
low can you get. How desperate. How shame-
less. ‘I could eat a Macdonalds!’
This is some statement, you know, as every

hamburger in the entire looniverse is con-
structed by Macdonalds from the unwitting folk
who drop through the bottoms of Teleporter
booths. She really must be hungry. I hear her
intestine complaining to her liver between each
of these dreadful old toon». And why are all the
worship-riddled computers looking at her in
that intense manner. Control yourself gel!
They have turned into the frequency of her

rumblynesses, which by some quirk of the script
is broadcasting in binary killer-hurts. Their
ancient scribe and lawgiver, the everlasting
ZX81, decodes her gastric sermon. I fear the
worst. Always loathed German sausage. And
it’s even worse than that. Its Currah speech unit
wheezes and splutters, ‘Lo . . .!’ The congrega-
tion is mesmerised, ‘and even lower! Hear ye
the milk of Amnesia. The Goddess speaks from
within!’

‘Her bowelly bits speaketh unto us! What
sayeth they?’ chant the machines. ‘They
gurgleth that the time is Nigh!’ That late! I feel
like an MSX in the house of Dick’s son. Hope-
less. The fatal words are uttered. ‘Ye second
coming is upon’s. Hear ye the message of the
Goddess Guts.’ Tamara has guts alright, and
kicks in the ZX’s ancient little brain.
Why does there have to be some action every

1,000 words? What’s with you readers? Can’t
we sleep for once, or have a conversation with
an acned programmer, or eat? No use, here
comes the action. Time to watch Tamara faint,
sliding delicately down the jukebox, to make
skin-cooling contact with the silicon deck, at
the exact moment when . . .

There is a clap of thunder, and a round of
applause for the lightning. A Macdonalds tele-
porter materialises by our throne. I bait my
breath, hook a pregnant pause, and out steps
... in great bounds of coincidence . . . Tamara
Knight with a Louse in her ear!! Our originals
seem to have escaped the hamburger death on
the planet Pynkfloid, and they are not happy.
Tamara 1 spits venom at our goddess Tam-

ara’s crumpled nakedness, and uses words last
heard on the dread crimeworld of Krowcha.
But my little Tamara is plenty smart. Her eyes
spring open, and she wriggles like a contract
lawyer between the enraged legs of her former
self, using only one of the abovementioned
words in her ‘So long, sucker!’ She slams the
teleport knob without checking the co-ordi-
nates.

How did Tamara 1 escape the hamburger
mincers? How will she enjoy being eternal god-
dess to a bunch of loony hardware? Where will
Tamara 3 end up before the page ends? What
happens to Tamara 2 as we drop her through
the trapdoor to burgerville? Do we get to eat
soon? Who gives a mouse anyway? There is an
awesome nothing, and We have arrived at our
predestination. I hope the folks hereabouts are
broadminded. Tamara has lost one of her add-
ons.

I really feel that we should keep the door
shut. ‘But I’m so HUNGRY!’ she moans,
exposing herself to the outside world. On her
head be it. At least her crown is still in place.
We stumble into pastures green, where lions lay
with lambs, lapping sell-by-domesday milk ‘n’
honey, and a crinkly man with a plastic halo
nailed to his head minds the biggest Memory
Bank in kingdom come. ‘Welcome to Heaven’,
he grins.

I transform myself from a small tongue insid^p
Tamara’s shell-like, into a thimblish

'

covering her left utilitarian node. I fqef
a twit. We approach the terrorist-p^„
Pearly Gates, where the ginger-bearded SfiiW
awaits, his palsied digits trembling atop the
great Records Computer, his smile broadening
all the while.

‘And what might your name be?’ he wheezes.
‘Tamara Knight, sir. Only daughter of Theresa
Green and batch 69 of donor Orson Cart, sir.’

‘No, not you, my dear. What is the name of that
disgusting creature clinging to your node?’ I

think he means me. Attack is the best form of
cowardice.

Gates, she’s perfect! Well, I’ll be damned!’
There is a modest implosion as Clive is obliter-
ated by a low-yield autosuggestion, as a Great
Voice booms from the cloudless sky. ‘MOSES!
DIS IS DA BOSS SPEAKIN. TAKE OVER
DA GODDAM FRON DOOR, AN SEN
DAT GIRL TA ME!’ Poor Tamara shivers. It
makes me dizzy. Moses looks nervous too,
ushering us through the Gates.
A security cherub gives us the once over a

couple of times, and Moses hands something to
Tamara. ‘Hey kid, give these Mother Theresa
Blades to the Boss will you. Take my advice,
don’t mention ‘Cross Roads’. One more thing,
watch out for terrorists. They’re out to get us
for non-resolution of the plot, bad taste and
giving Croucher a job. Good luck kid.’

So here we are. Moving effortlessly through
pastures green, on a golden slobway, harp
musac wafting through the scented air ducts, no
hunger, no thirst, no misery, no pestilence, no
Benny Hill, and no sign of an artificial clif-
fhanger with which to end this episode. ‘Some
mistake surely’, I murmur to my Hostess.
Don’t call me Shirley, Louse.’ I doze off,
happy, warm, a little curious about meeting my
Maker.
A white dove flies above. Holy mackerel

swim in the clear waters of life. The fillies of the
field toil not. Banks make prophets. We ride
through a breach of the promised land. The
dove circles lower on its gentle slipstream of
heavenly breeze. It grows from a fluffy snow-
drop to a milky shadow. Tamara’s lovely voice
softly sings an ancient psalm, ‘Love Missile
something or other’. All is calm, all is bright.
The dove hovers behind us. Is it carrying an

olive branch. ‘Louse,’ yawns my firm, young
Hostess. ‘Mmmmm,’ I yawn back. ‘Louse,
that’s an awfully large dove landing on the . . .

ulp! An unshaven hulk, in angel disguise,
pokes a Fender Stratocaster at the fluffy bit at
the base of Tamara’s spine. ‘Don’t make a
sound sister. This is the Paradise Liberation
Front. One false move and I’ll fill you full of
lead guitar . . .

’ Golly!
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‘You’re not Saint Peter!’ I shriek, ‘Identify
yourself in the name of the Macdonalds Tele-
porter Corporation!’ The old fool blinds me
with his shining baldness, as he brings his tooth-
less grin uncomfortably close to our intimacy.
‘My name is Saint Clive, you currupted data.
Saint Peter was made redundant in the cut-
backs, when the National Soul Board was
privatised.’

My memory banks tell me that this is a fellow
not to be trifled with. Indeed, in the dim lies of
prehistory, he killed an entire planet of shop-
keepers with something dire called Pandora.
Apparently they died laughing. ‘Now tell me
your name, or I’ll tweak you!’ I take a deep
breath. It used to belong to Tamara. ‘My name
is L.O.U.S.E. Living On Unemployable Serv-
ing Employer; personal neutron bomb and
advisory unit# 3.142, your Saintliness.’
The Great Records Computer computes,

prepares a deep-pan quatro staglione pizza,
serves four, then prints out my details in letters
of fire on a large stone tablet, held aloft by a
geezer who reminds me of that charlatan Hes-
ton. Saint Clive’s smile disappears as he reads;
‘LOUSE# 3.142; Unscrupulous, mercenary,
evil, vicious little phart. Slightly superior to
computer journalist. Go to Blazes, buster!’

‘But I never sold my soul to the Devil!’ I

protest, ‘I just rent it out to him now and then.’
Ah, souls.’ hisses the Saint, making an omin-
ous thumbs-down signal. But hist! My dear
Tamara speaks in my defence, telling the old
boy what a chum I’ve been for not blowing her
to Kingdom Come, but letting her teleport, and
what a fine fife form I am. For an evil vicious
little phart.

The Saint reflects for an eternity or two, and
then calls up Tamara’s data. He blinks in
amazement. I blink in amazement. ‘Ouch! ’says
Tamara. ‘Sorry,’ says I. ‘Holy Moses!’ says
Moses. But there it is, in flaming printout. Tam-
ara Knight; Sins: none; Immodest thoughts:
none; IQ: none; Zitts: none; Highest score
achieved playing Deus Ex Machina: 100%’

‘Well,’ says the custodian of the Pearly
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OLIVER FREYPOSTERS FOR
YOUR WALL!
A superb series of famous covers by
Oliver Frey can be yours in poster form.
Printed on one side in glowing colour,
they each measure a giant 80 x 57 cen-
timetres (about eight magazine pages)
and come carefully rolled up in a postal
tube (useful for all sorts of things) at a
mere £2.50 each (p&p andVAT inclusive).
But ifyou order all four then you getthem
for only £7.50—four for the price ofthree!

£2.50
EDMO°N

"WS *

£2.So

£2.S0
El"

£2.50

OR

ALL FOUR
FOR ONLY
£7.50

(UK Mainland prices)

ALL POSTERS
£2.50 EACH
(inclusive)

*SKS,is-

I"

’^BSOTEN'ai"<*«»
Limited qUe °rpostal order marl
Please note: orders outs Vt

6
f° Ne^field

I
ordered to cover extrapos^'^ **. please add
Name

' £I Per item

Addresj

Postcode
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IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
Once again, the eyes have it. I have already presented a selection of screen
art in a past issue in which human eyes were the primary subject, but this

^p^emP^as *s ' s less obvious, with one notable exception, Sentinel.
Only Old Hat refuses to be pigeon-holed, and yet the nostalgia apparent in
this work is, in itself, a way of looking at objects, creating in the mind's eye
an impression of the past.

With Dredd we are forced to peer into the inscrutability of the mechanoid
helmet, avoiding the law-taker's gaze if we dare. In Druid it is the gaze of
evil that bathes us in its vermillion effluvium, while in Sentinel the eye is

employed as a device of terrifying might, mesmerising the onlooker and
reminding us all that we tread a thin crust poised above the abyss. Vet in
peering into the void, who isn't at some time tempted to take the final leap?

SENTINEL by

Bob Stephenson

Window upon the

soul, seeing beyond
the infinite, the mys-
tical power of the

circle: the eye has
always been the

centre of man's uni-

verse. In this game
loading screen,

Stephenson has
pared away every
element to draw the

onlooker into his

world. Is this an eye
or is it the maw of a

bottomless vortex?

Circles within circles

remind us of scene
after scene from
Kubrick's master--

piece, 2001 — a
Space Odyssey

,

where planets

opposed one
another across the

void, systems
revolved about their

centres, part of a cir-

cular galaxy,

galaxies part of a

greater whole;
where the timeless-

ness of infinity itself

was entered through
a close shot of an
eye. And can there

be a connection
here between Kub-
rick's film and
Stephenson's latest

work (?), for 2001 is

based on a short

story by Arthur C
Clark called . . .

Sentinel.

OLD HAT by
Bob Stephenson

It is interesting, at

times, to glance
through an artist's

sketch pad, to see

ideas and
techniques evolv-

ing. Old Hat is an
earlier Stephenson
picture. Here, there

is little of the

metaphysics appa-
rent in the later

works, instead we
are presented with

an image rich in tex-

ture with none of the

inquietude of Sen-
tinel — a more
insouciant air per-

vades. It's hard to

get beyond the sur-

face of this picture,

the subject is all— a

simple, but beauti-

fully realised, vin-

tage vehicle in an
enamelled dic-

hroma.

!



DRUID by

Bob Stephenson

This artist's commis-
sions proffer a valu-

able insight into the

eternal conflict bet-

ween commerce
and art. At the

affiance all is hope-

ful, but the marriage

bed so often proves

otherwise as selling

dictates overwhelm
originality. With this

loading screen,

Stephenson proves

adroit at avoiding

the divorce courts,

as he piles colourful

imagery onto the

screen in cheerful

disregard of the

medium's limita-

tions. The power of

the centrally placed

satanic skull is unde-

niable, and the

strength of the draw-

ing throughout pre-

vents the whole
from sliding into

sentimental faeri-

ness. Add to that the

adumbration which
complements the

bright pigmentation,

and the artist has

created an inspi-

sated atmosphere
suitable to the sub-

ject.

ZOOLOOK by 1C

Record covers

attract computer
artists, perhaps
because the ready-

made image has the

same frozen power
of a photograph but

with the added
ingredient of com-
mercial art.

Stephenson's Sting

(Dream of Blue Tur-

tles) was an excel-

lent earlier example.
In Zoolook

, IG has

manipulated the

image to give com-
poser Jean Michel
Jarre an adipose
appearance, a visual

smear in keeping
with the electronic

sound. A limited

palette further forces

the picture to resem-

ble a depiction of

the Sphynx,
heightening the

sense of mystery
(wasn't the Shynx
half cat/half human
— a zoological

embodiment of

metempsychosis)?
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JUSTICE IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER byDokk
Is it indeed! The
dreadful Dredd is

back in mis-action

yet again. Although
Dokk's Dredd
strikes us as being a*

trifle more cerebral

than others. Is this

an apostasy,

perhaps a moment's
reflection on his

proto-fascist

methodology? The
figure is seen
superimposed upon
a giant close-up of

his helmet. Not an
entirely successful

work, for the helmet
physiognomy is

confused, resulting

in an abstraction

that sits uneasily

with the simple,

even stark, realism

of Dredd'

s

monolithic stance.

The glint of light

from the helmet's

right terminator

edge has become
another device
designed to distance

the viewer from real-

ity, adding to the

generally actinic

thoughtfulness this

work generates.
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“I love this game

Bobby Bearing is very nearly perfect . This may sound a bit, over
thetop hut t h is game deserves a whole sfiringofsiiperlatiyes?

ZX Computing August. IbKb.



Screen shots from
arcade version-home
micro versions may differ.

itfollow up to

sArKung-Fu’
I

Spectrum
Commodore 64

and

fj Amstrad versions

coming soon.

Ml Our hero has finally

3 mastered the secret

3 martial art “CHIN’S
E SHAO-LIN” but is trapped

3 by triad gangs. With kicks

E] and other secret powers,
m escape from and travel

Jjf
SHAO-LIN’S road to

in? freedom!

Published under licence by The Edge, 36/38 Southampton Street, London WC2
Tel: (01) 831 1801 TX: 892379.
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No high fixed price - you only pay
what the repair actually costs.

While-U-Wait Service - spare

parts for all leading computers
- available over the counter.

State of the art test

equipment to provide

comprehensive test

report and locate

faults.

All computers
returned

carriage

paid and

covered by

insurance.

N
SPECTRUM
REPAIRS

from

-‘4.HOUR £4.HQUR 24.HOUR 24.HOUR 24.HOUR
COMPUTER
REPAIRCENTRE
Every computer repaired by us is completely
overhauled and tested before return.

'£7 to £19.!

Spectrum
rubber
keyboards
repaired for

only €8.95

the onlyAMSTRAD SPECIALIST
recommended by Amstrad

Repairs also undertaken for

all the following computers:-

SPECTRUM. COMMODORE,
ATARI. BBC & IBM.

ALL PARTS STOCKED a selection of spares:

COMMODORE SPARES
6526 - C.I.A. £19.95
6510- Processor £19.95
6581 Sid Chip £19.95
9061 1 4 - House Keeper

£19 95
901 225 - Graphic Rom

£19.95
901 226 - Basic Rom £1 9.95
901 227 - Kemal Rom £1 9.95
6569 -VIC £29.95
4164 Rams - Memory £3.00
Power Supply

Transformers £29.90

SPECTRUM SPARES
Z80B CPU £3.00
41 16 Rams £1.48
ZTX 650 £0.60
ZTX213 £0.60
Power Supply

Transformers £9.95
ULA6C001 £16.50
Rom £16.50
Keyboard membrane
Spectrum £5.50
Keyboard membrane
Spectrum Plus

membrane £1 1 .95

Metal Templates £5 50
Keyboard Mats £5.50
ZX81 membrane £5.

Service Manual £30.00

VAT included £1 .50 per
order for postage &
packing.

BBC
REPAIRS

from

£12 to £45
0£3$

,

ACT TODAY A
,ts

j?
s easyas U

ABC!

Three months
no quibble

guarantee

yy

mi
SURPRISI VBIICHEH

with every

computer repair.

vother than Spectrum
. andCommodore.

DISCOUNT COMPONENTS e.g. Power Transformers

Commodore

£29.00
+ £1.50 p.p.l

Spectrum

£9.95
+ £1.50 p.p.'

>r

SEND YOUR COMPUTER
with a Cheque/P.OvAccess

or Visa Card number for the maximum fee

enclosing the appropriate Free Gift Voucher.

FOR A WRITTEN QUOTATION just send
£2.50 to cover postage & packing.

Your Computer will be returned within 24 hours
carriage and transit insurance paid with the

balance of the fee and your FREE GIFT.

Jl

Trade
orders

welcome

Discounts
for Colleges

and Schools

3BMH

SPECIALIST COMPUTER
REPAIR CENTRE

Dept. 26, Unit 4, M.E.B. Works, Windsor Road, Enfield, Redditch B97 6DJ.

Telephone: REDDITCH 6S671

WE SET THE STANDARD BY WHICH EVERYONE ELSE IS JUDGED

MOT!
THEZZAPI64 COMMODORE
REP/UR SERVICE IS HERE.

THOMAS WALKER & SON LTD
37-41 Bissell Street,

Birmingham 05 7HR
S 021-622 4475

Most times repaired while-u-wait

TECHNICOM SERVICES
(South-West)

Unit 5, Transom House, Victoria

Street, Bristol BS1 6AH.
a (093 484) 3460

Commodore repairs, eg C64 £2750 + P&P
3 months guarantee. Also Amstrad, Sinclair.

If you wish to advertise your repair services here, contact us on
Ludlow (0584) 4603 for details of booking.

(There^s a Hospital near you!)

MICRO MEND
The Old School, Main Street,

Farcet, Peterborough PE7 3DB
S (0733) 241718

Fixed prices: C64 £29.95, C16/Vic 20 £24.95
New/used computers for sale
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slaughtered, reduced to microchips

thatyou still carry withyou.

electronic limbo
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Macmillan Limited

and state the machine
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Further informationfrom
Richard Bason, Piranha

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF
Tel: 01-836 6633
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Enjoy Uridium? Love Paradroid?
Then there’s a good chance that
the new Hewsons Double Pack
is the one for you. Good old Andy
Braybrook has taken these two
great games and performed a bit

of plastic surgery on them ... to
produce Uridium Plus and Ultra
Smooth Paradroid. Coo.

Actually, Uridium Plus was our
very own Mr Penn’s idea . . . ‘Why
don’t you,’ he suggested to the
ever effervescent Andrew Hew-
son. ‘Why don’t you put in fifteen
new dreadnoughts, spruce up the
gameplay a bit and generally turn
it into a game that would be univer-

sally popular?’.
‘Now there’s a good idea, ’ enth-

used Mr H.

And so, Mr Braybrook was per-
suaded to dust down his old
source files, design some new
graphics and tart up the gameplay
a bit to make Uridium a mite more
playable. He’s also spruced up the
ageing (but spritely) ZZAP! Gold
Medal game Paradroid. Now it’s

around twice its previous speed,
making it better still! And the two
of them together for only £8.95!
You can’t say fairer than that, now
can you . .

.

‘ Dear Santa . . .

’

ANDNOWFORSOMETHINGCOMPLETELY
cnuia ” sofiwth*^

1

ks-jsss*'• * DIFFERENT

.

Gremlin Graphics’ Avenger, follow
up to Way ofthe Tiger

,
will soon be

available on the 64. It’s yet another
variation on the martial arts theme,
but is completely different to its

beat em up predecessor and more
of a cross between Gauntlet and
an arcade adventure than anything
else.

In the game you play the
Avenger, who has to avenge the
death of his wise old foster father,
murdered by the evil Yaemon,
Grand Master of the Flame. This
Yaemon character is a pretty mean
guy and has also stolen the scrolls
of the Avenger’s God, Kwon, from
his sacred temple. So, to get a
fitting revenge the hero of the
game has to go and bash the evil

Yaemon and retrieve Kwon’s
scrolls. This entails travelling

through a huge fortress, Quench
Heart Keep, which has over 300
scrolling screens split into six
levels, complete with trapdoors,
living floors, grills, wells and more
nasties you can shake a fist or foot
at.

There are three guardians in the
fortress which have to be killed in

a specific order, and there’s also
Yaemon’s huge army of horrible
minions to contend with, including
giant spiders and ugly henchmen.
Ugh. Just to make things worse,
Kwon sometimes refuses to help
you . .

.

and he calls himself a good
God! Good God.
Avenger should be released

early next year. In the meantime,
here are some screen shots to
muse over . .

.

hailSi Hnn! f°'£
eS

A°
ne of Yaemon ’s henchmen. Luckily there’s ananay door so the Avenger can hide

172 ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986

Afteropening a treasure chestthe Avenger preparesto collect a key



GREAT BALLS OF FIRE

DRAGON’S LAIR II

Dirk the Daring whizzes down Ye Olde Rapids in his trusty coracle. One
false move and hell capsize.

Whoosh goes the big geyser!As Dirk turns to look at itan evil fatmud
monster tries to sneak up behind him . .

.

Escape from Singe’s Castle is the
name of the follow-up to Dragon’s
Lair from Software Projects. The
game features eight more rep-
resentations of screens from the
laser disk arcade game. It’ll be on

the same load-in-the-next-sec-
tion-while-you-play format which
was used on the first Dragon’s Lair

program. Look out for it early next
year.

Raiders ofthe LostArkhasn’tgotanythingon thisscene. Thehero thun-

ingbaUs
9*comdorwhi,e desperatelytrying toavoidthegiantosciiiat-

Firelord, designed by Steve Crow
of Starquake and Wizard’s Lair

fame, will soon be available on the
Commodore 64. The medieval
land of Torot is being terrorised by
the evil Queen who has stolen the
Firestone from a large dragon. She
has the power to cast fireballs at

will, and the peasants are so ter-

rified of being singed that they stay
firmly indoors. Playing the part of a
valiant knight, you must collect the
elements of the spell of eternal

youth and trade them with the

Queen for the Firestone and so
free the land ofTorot from tyranny.
The game features over 500

screens and there’s plenty of

shoot em up action as you travel

the land. Although the locals want
to be liberated, they have a price

for everything and trading for

goods and information (or steal-

ing) is a significant facet of the the
game. Firelord should be available

from Hewsons in good time for

Christmas, priced £8.95 on cas-
sette and £12.95 on disk.

xwxxXxXxXxjXxx:
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lhe 64, Audiogenic are back with

Psycastria. It’s a scroHing bas-

relief shoot em up formed in similar

style to Uridium and written by

former Beeb programmer, Gary

Partis. Along with all the norma

scrolly arcade action there s

Tracey Diane Nicholson, Gazza

girlfriend who, for some totaHy

unexplained reason, featu
^
e
f

quite heavily in the game. Look out

for a full review next issue — the

name should be in the shops next

EBONY
AND IVORY

CRICKET
Audiogenic are putting the final

touches to an enhanced version of
Graham Gooch’s Cricket A 128
only game, the new version fea-
tures ail seven test countries, an
all-time XI, a world XI and digitised

speech amongst other enhance-
ments to the 64 version. One for

cricket fans to keep an eye out for.

FROM THE ANNALS OF ROME TO
BATTLEFIELD GERMANY
PSS have just announced the
release of two new strategy
games. The Annals of Rome and
Battlefield Germany. Annals is

based on the rise and fall of the
Roman Empire and play begins in

the year 273 BC — the Roman
Republic has gained control of
Italy arid you control the ruling

power group in the Roman Senate.
Using your massive army, split

into a large number of sections
and run by twenty one different

commanders, you have the
chance to recreate history and
invade the countries of Europe.
Naturally, all sorts of troubles
come your way, and up to thirteen
different hostile powers may
create havoc on the borders you
defend. Defeat tends to prompt
rebellion amongst army comman-

ders, and the Senate might be
angered enough to stage a coup
. . . If you fancy donning the purple
and becoming Emperor for a
while, then take a seat in the
Senate in January next year . . .

Battlefield Germany simulates
the frightening prospect of a full

scale Warsaw Pact offensive on
Western Europe. The player can
take the side of either army and
under the constant threat of nuc-
lear escalation, must try and win
the day. A traditional hex-based
wargame, BattlefieldGermany has
many features including a facility

to support a one or two player
game, a large scrolling map and
variable difficulty. It should be
available in the shops by the time
you read this, priced £12.95 on
cassette or £17.95 on disk.

Xevious, US GOLD’S vertically scrolling shootem up arcade conversion
is very near completion. There should be a review next month.

ZZAP! 64 Christmas Special 1 986 1 73



MUTANTSAND DOUBLE TAKE
Two new Denton Designs games,
soon to be released by Ocean, are
very near completion. Mutants is

being written by Colin Parrott
(Enigma Force) and Stewart
Fotheringham, ex-Odin graphic
artist who worked on Nodes, Arc
of Yesod, Robin of the Wood and
Mission AD.
Mutants is a multi-directional

scrolling shoot em up set in the
depths of space — the object of
the game is to journey through the
many sections of a genetic dump-
ing ground and destroy mutant life

forms which have grown uncon-
trollably into huge amoeba-like
structures. These creatures float
about, changing form as portions
of their structure are blasted away
from them. Imagine a cross bet-
ween Asteroids, Psychedelia and
Life . .

.
you’re getting near to Mut-

ants. The game also features new
style Fred Gray (Shadowfire, Mis-
sion AD) music — he’s written
some completely new music in a

SANXION
BUSTERS

Thalamus’ second release is well
on the way. Delta, written by Sanx-
ion programmer Stavros Fasoulas,
should be ready for review by next
issue. Delta is a shoot em up
based in the far flung future in

Intergalactic space. Thalamus
promises it should be something
special, but then promises are
nothing new. Tune in next month
for more details.

AN EVER SO
TINY

CHAP
Molecule Man, a new Master-
tronicgame shouldbe hittingyour
local shops, newsagents and gar-
ages at this very moment. Featur-
ing 3D forced perspective
graphics, thegame puts you in the
role of the Molecule Man, a fellow
who has been shrunk to the size of
art atomic particle. To get back to
his normal size he has to escape
from the microscopic maze-like
world in which he finds himself.
Sixteen pieces of circuit board
need to be collected and put in

theirrightfulplace. Throughout the
mission, atomic radiation eats
away at the miniscule hero’s frail

little body, and unless he regularly
finds and eats special anti-radia-
tion pills the poor fellow will die.

It’s not easy being a Molecule Man
you know . .

.

There’s an extra bonus on the
flip side of the cassette— a maze
designer which allows you to con-
struct your own molecular worlds.
And the game comes at a micros-
copic price— £1.99. A full review
next month. . .

.

JUNIOR PUZZLER

On theJaunchmg pad being charged up in preparation for blast-off.
Note the typically DENTON icons down the left hand side of the
screen— the top one is used to send your rocket on its journey.

different style for Mutants. The I next few weeks, so keep vour eves
game should be finished in the

|
peeled ...

y

DIGITISED
JUNGLE
SCREAMS

Another game which arrived just a
little too late for our reviewing
deadlines was Martech’s Tarzan.
Playing the role of the famous
jungle man you must make your
way through the foliage and find
Jane, the love of your life, who’s
been kidnapped by the horrible
natives.

Seven gemstones have been
stolen from the native temple— if

Tarzan doesn’t find them in time,
Jane will be fed to the chieftain’s
favourite panther. Loads of jungly
screens have to be traversed as
well as a large cave system (where
Jane is being held) and a tribal vil-

lage. Equipment, including ropes
and torches, is vital to the rescue
mission and handy items have to
be found before they can be used.

It’s tough in the jungle. On his
travels Tarzan has to battle evil

The other Dentons game, Dou-
ble Take, is an arcade adventure
set across two parallel universes— our own, and an anti-universe
which is the mirror image of ours.
An evil person has come to domi-
nate the anti universe, and is now
seeking to gain entry to ours
through a wormhole in reality
created by an experiment in a par-
ticle acceleration laboratory.
To restore normality you must

travel between the two universes
and collect the objects displaced
by the particle experiments and
place them in their rightful worlds.
Just to make things difficult, the
game constantly shifts between
the two universes. Objects held in

one universe flip to their mirror
image when you travel between
universes unless they’ve been
‘fixed’ by taking them through a
sparkling cloud which floats ran-
domly around. Dentons hope to
have Double Take finished by
January.

Bought Trivial Pursuit? Thought
the questions a little hard? No?
Then go and read another part of
the mag, this bit is all about the
new Young Players addendum
cassette for Domark’s computer
version of the classic boardgame,
Trivial Pursuit. The young players

questions are suitable for ages of
7-12 and should keep a younger/
brother sister quite happy over the
Yuletide season. It could be
responsible for a lot of fun . . . for
£7.95 you get a cassette contain-
ing 3,000 new questions. Nothing
trivial about that.

HP

TAKE THAT, YOU
HORRIBLEALIENS

natives, tigers, panthers, giant
spiders and take care to avoid
pools of quicksand and bottom-
less pits.

Amongst the features included
in the game is a digitised tarzan
yell and an incredibly atmospheric
Rob Hubbard soundtrack. Keep
your loincloths handy for the
review next issue.

Sigma Seven, the latest game
from Durell, is a three-stage
arcade game written by the author
of Critical Mass. The game starts
with a Zaxxon style trip through
space as you travel from your base
to a renegade robot factory.
Avoiding or shooting down the
space mines is the key to this sec-
tion — hit one and your ship is

destroyed. The second stage is

rather like a scrolling JD Pacman
where you have to clear the fac-
tory’s pathways of debris. It’s not
as easy as it might sound because
robots patrol the premises and
object strongly to your presence.
As the pathways are cleared, a
pattern is uncovered which helps
you complete the third section —

a futuristic puzzle. Sigma Seven is

finished, and booked for review
next Issue.

The other new release from
Durell is a compilation featuring
the classic helicopter simulation
Combat Lynx as well as Critical

Mass, Saboteur and a previously
unreleased 64 game, Turbo Esprit— a 3D game which puts you into

the driving seat of a Lotus Esprit

equipped with a machine gun. The
aim is to track down and destroy a
gang of drug pushers before they
meet up and exchange their goods
... a task which involves lots of
car chases through the busy
streets of the city. Due out in time
for Christmas, Durell’s compila-
tion has a price tag of £9.95.
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stuck in its neck), then Bentley can
run through it, killing it and earning
himself a points bonus into the
bargain. Tree spirits and mad mar-
bles pursue the bemused bear
relentlessly and cause him real

trouble, especially since they can’t
be destroyed. Bees appear if

Bentley takes too long over a
screen, and they give furious
chase to the hapless fellow. On
most of the screens there’s a
honey pot which, if collected,
delay the bee’s appearance for a
while. The rest of the meanies
slowly trudge about, generally
being a nuisance and blocking the
way— if Bentley comes into con-

Castles Is

than a
glorified Pac Man,
only with trees
that run around

trying to kill you instead of
ghosts. Ridiculous. Whether
intentional or not there is a
very nasty glitch type thing
when your bear travels around
the back of the building. Okay,
so it might be there so you
know where you are but it is

very unpleasant, even unpro-
fessional. I wasn’t enthralled
by this for very long, it’s fartoo
repetitive.

tact with any breed of horror he
loses one of his lives.

There’s one reprieve — if

Bentley grabs the magic hat which
sits on a screen (on later levels it

tends to bounce around), he
becomes invincible and can travel

through the minions unharmed.
Another nice bonus gained by
wearing the hat is that if Berthilda
appears on a screen, she can be
made to go away if touched by the
hat wearer. The bad news is that
the hat’s magic powers only last

for a limited period of time, after

that Bentley becomes a vulnerable
bear again.

When a screen is cleared of all

its jewels, Bentley moves on to the
next one. A bonus is given if

Bentley touches the last jewel, but
if a jewel gobbler eats it then the
bonus is lost. There are ten levels

to the game, and as in the arcade
version there are four different skill

settings. There are also three sec-
ret ‘warps’ which can be used to
skip certain screens.

PRESENTATION 71%
Two player option, four skill

levels, practice mode and secret
warps, but the multi-load is a
pain.

GRAPHICS 56%
Garish colour schemes, chunky
sprites and repetitive

backdrops.

SOUND 36%
A few weak jingles and spot
effects.

HOOKABILITY 51%
Simplistic gameplay gives some
initial entertainment.

w

LASTABILITY 42%
Little variety to provide lasting

interest.

VALUE 40%
Ten quid is a high price to pay for

a glorified Pac Man.

OVERALL 45%
May appeal to fans of the arcade
game, but it’s doubtful that it will

appeal to anyone else.

CRYSTAL CASTLES
US Gold, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick only

P oor old Bentley Bear. There
he was, wandering about the
wood in a complete day-

dream, when he inadvertently
stumbled into the domain of the
evil witch Berthilda. The hag cack-
led with glee at this cuddly bear’s
misfortune and thought of a horri-

ble plan to mentally torture and
confuse the fellow.

When he was brought before her
she told him that she’d decided to
give him the chance to earn his

freedom. He could go free, simply
by collecting all of the crystals
from each of the rooms in her cas-
tle. Bentley thanked the witch and
agreed to undertake the task,
thinking that it would be a simple
spring cleaning job. But little did
the naive creature know what hor-
rors lay in store for him . . .

You play poor old Bentley on his

castle cleaning quest. Each room
is laid out in forced perspective
fashion and fills a screen. Bentley
can run anywhere he likes, as long
as a floor is present and walls or
empty space aren’t. He can also

Oh dear. This
really isn’t very
good despite the
relative neatness
of the arcade

game. Somehow this conver-
sion has been terribly messed
up. None of the magic that
blessed the original been
brought across at ail.

Unfavourable comparisons
with the arcade version aside,
Crystal Castles isn’t really up to
budget standard, visually or
audibly. The gameplay is awful
as well, it bored me to tears. At
£9.99 Crystal Castles is some-
thing to be avoided.

run behind objects in a room.
Sometimes a room consists of

several levels, each intercon-
nected by lifts and ramps which

I love the arcade
game, it requires
a brilliant combi-
nation of
technique and

reflexes if you are to complete
it. This conversion isn’t lacking
in any of those departments
and plays identically to its

arcade parent — you even
have to use arcade tactics to
complete the screens. I do
think that the graphics and
sound could have been a lot

better though, and it’s a bit of
a shame that the cassette is a
multi-load job. Nevertheless,
every feature of the arcade
original has been included in
this version, and if you like the
arcade game you ought to give
it a go.

the bear can use if he so desires.
Our hero is an athletic chap and
has the ability to jump, springing
across the screen in a truly Olym-
pic fashion over whatever lays

below.
The floors in each of the rooms

are jam-packed with crystals all of
which have to be collected before
Bentley is allowed to leave. To
make matter worse, Berthilda’s

minions guard each screen, and
she’s deliberately forgotten to tell

them not to harm Bentley — she
thought it would be great sport to
watch him desperately trying to
collect the jewels and avoid the
marauding horrors.

There are six types of horror—
jewel gobblers, tree spirits,

ghosts, skeletons, mad marbles
and bees — and in some of the
rooms even Berthilda can’t resist

dropping in to pour a little more
misery into Bentley’s troubled life.

Jewel gobblers trundle about the
place in a random manner, eating
the jewels as they go. If one of
them is mid-way between eating
and digesting a jewel (you’ll see it
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computer can be approached you
will be able to find out exactly
what’s going on, and perhaps
even learn some of the secrets of

the ancients.

Innocuous as it may seem, the
mission is really quite dangerous.
This is due to the fact that the
Biocomp has been programmed
to guard its secrets, so many
hazards and traps have to be
negotiated if you are to reach the
bottom level of the storehouse—
where the computer resides —
without being killed in the process.
There is no real evidence regard-
ing the nature of the traps, so
much of your mission will involve
gleaning information through trial

and error. Only one thing is known:
each of the numerous levels of the
storehouse is protected by a col-

our coded defence system, which

T he Psi Warrior is a special
breed of soldier, trained to
do battle with the super-

natural and paranormal. The story
of his first mission has already
been logged in the annals of his-

tory and recorded under the name
Psi Warrior. Now his second mis-
sion, codenamed Warrior II is

about to commence . .

.

Scientists from the RadCom
Corps have reported massive
psychic activity deep beneath one
of the ancient storehouses in the
nuclear wastelands. After reading
and analysing the reports, you
have decided to take action and
fly out to the bunker. Research has
led you to believe that freak condi-
tions have brought the ancient
biological guardian computer
back to life, consequently if the

At long last the
Psi Warrior
returns in

another weird
arcade ' adven-

ture. This game is very similar
to its predecessor, but there
are more puzzles to solve and
lots more to discover and
learn. The instructions are
deliberately sparse and give
hardly any indication of what
is required, but this doesn’t
detract from the game — in

fact it makes it more enjoyable
to play. The graphics and
sonics are very similar to the
original, creating a brilliant

atmosphere as you glide
around the abandoned
storehouse. The game is a bit

strange and may not appeal to
the majority of Commodore
owners, but if you enjoyed the
original then you should
definitely check this one out.

WARRIOR II
NEXUS, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys

spots any physical object of the
wrong colour moving from one
level to another. There is also an
ethereal presence, strange ghost-
like creatures generated by the
computer’s defence system,
which patrol the warehouse with
the object of revealing and
destroying any intruder. There are
two types of these guardians,
black and white, both having simi-

lar properties but serving different

purposes during the game.

You begin your mission armed
with a Psi net gun and riding a
hoverplane, which has similar

properties as a skateboard, but it

glides along on a cushion of hot air

blown out from its base. It can be
moved left and right at high speed
(scrolling the screen as it does),
and force extra air out in bursts to

jump the rider over obstacles. A
bar speed indicator is situated at

the top of the screen and extends
and retracts as you accelerate and

mm



decelerate.

The hoverplane will be damaged
if it hits an object at high speed.
This damage appears on the

speed indicator and stops it from
reaching its maximum. The more
hits sustained the more restricted

’ve never played
'si Warrior s

compar
this, i

hlng’s lor sure
though: If Itwas as good as this
then It must have been a bril-

liant game for its time. What I

likeaboutthis isthe puzzle ele-
ment—you reallyhave tothink
about what you’re going to do
next. Afteryou’ve gonedown a
few levels things start getting
very tough indeed, and some
very precise movements are
required to dodge the anti-

matter squares. The atmos-
phere generated by this game
is great, the sound comple-
menting the graphics per-
fectly. I’ve got no hesitation in

recommending this— it’s ace.

1

. .1

m £ >11

the speed bar becomes, con-
sequently if the ‘plane is badly
damaged you can only move along
at low speed.
The levels of the storehouse are

interconnected by a series of

ramps, and each level contains
many types of physical hazard
designed to impede your prog-
ress. These include two types of

neutron mat (dissolve you on con-
tact), ricochet mats (bounce you
about), jump mats (basically small
trampolines), life restore mats (re-

store your six lives) and one way
mats. Sometimes you will have to
jump over neutron mats, or even a
whole series of them, to reach a
ramp which will take you down to
the next level.

Going from one level to another
is one of the trickiest parts of your
mission. For example, level one is

cyan and the next level is purple.
You can only go from levels one to

two if your suit is purple, otherwise
the Biocomp will spot your pre-
sence and neutralise what it thinks
to be an intruder, taking one of
your six lives as it does so. To turn
your suit purple you have to shoot
one of the guardians which patrol

the storehouse with your Psi net
gun. Once a guardian is trapped,
running into it absorbs its energy
and affects the colour code bar at

the top of the screen — absorb a
white guardian and the bar will

shift to the right, a black one
causes a left shift. As the bar
moves back and forth it goes
through a series of coloured areas,
and your suit changes to match
the area that the bar is presently in.

So, if you want to move into a pur-
ple area, shoot enough white guar-
dians to move the bar to purple,
and when it’s there you can make
the transition from cyan to purple.

This tug of war effect plays a cru-
cial part in the game, and you must
be careful not to go around
absorbing guardians willy-nilly,

otherwise you might muck up your
protective colouring and become
exposed to the biocomp.
When you move from one level

to another you become vulnerable

Th*s *s an unusual
game which, like

the original when
jr aWM it appeared two— years ago, won’t
appeal to everyone who plays
it. However, I must admit that
Warrior li isn’t what I was
expecting. I was hoping that
the programmers, Voysey and
Olowu, would expand upon the
highly original and innovative
ideas which made Psi Warrior
such a classic, like invisibility,

remote viewing and levitation.
But they haven’t, and the result
is a disappointing step back-
wards. The simplistic but
atmospheric graphics are now
colourful and detailed but
rather lifeless and detriment
the superb sound effects.
Most annoying. Fortunately,
Warrior II is playable — quite
frustrating at times, but highly
absorbing to play, mainly
because of the unique control
method which makesthe ‘puz-
zles’ (which are slightly harder
but very similar to those in Psi
Warrior) ail the more difficult

but enjoyable to solve. Overall,
a good game but a poor
sequel.

and your suit flashes— hit a guar-
dian now and you will die. To
remedy the situation you have to

absorb guardians so that your col-

our is different to that of the floor

colour (if possible, change your

colour to match the one on the
next level).

If you manage to get all the way
down to the bottom level you will

meet the Biocomp, but before it’s

secrets can be learned you have
to complete one more task. Unfor-
tunately, nothing is known about
this . .

.
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Transatlantic Simulations,
Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford,

Birmingham B6 7AX.

Tel: 021 356 3388 j

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS INC
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Can you deliver llteMosquito's siiiui to lh<*

heartoff
No British aircraft will ever bomb Berlin", Luftwaffe chief Herman Goering had often boasted.

But in the middle of a Nazi anniversary speech in January, 1943, his listeners duck for cover as a

carefully timed raid of RAF Mosquitos strikes Berlin in broad daylight.

Ace of Aces captures the spirit and puts you in the cockpit of the Mosquito, maverick RAF fighter

bomber of World War II. Down the Nazi bombers, sink the U-boats, outrun the V-l rockets and
stop the enemy trains. Choose your weapons and fuel wisely - once you're out on mission, there's

no going back. To become Ace of Aces, you must complete all missions successfully.

1 From the moment you zoom through the clouds in a scrap with Nazi fighters to the heart-stoppin

second you spot the U-boats of Kiel, the defence of the Allied world is in your hands. Arc you equal
to the challenge?

2 Once you master a few flying tricks in your speed bomber, you tackle strategy: selecting the righ

number of machine guns, rockets and bombs to achieve your mission.

1 Your intercom flashes 'warning' on your starboard engine. An enemy fighter attack has left your
Rolls Royce engine in flames. Cut back your boost and throttle. Hit the extinguisher before the fire

spreads.

What does it take to be an Ace? From you, legendary British pride and guts. From US Gold,

legendary playability. US Gold has done its part. The rest is up to you.

CBM 64/128 £9.99 Tape Spectrum 48K £8.99 Tape

£14.99 Disk Amstrad £9.99 Tape

£14.99 Disk

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 3563388
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0,f all the dumb household
I objects in the known uni-

verse you had to go and
become a kettle. Not your run-of-
the-mill kettle, not a boring one
with just a lid and a spout, but a
really well-crucial job with
rotorblades that whizz around fas-
ter than a Kenwood Chef!
As an ‘off the wall’ kettle, you

got a job as a freak to be exhibited
at your local electricity shop (well— times ARE hard). People travel-

led from miles around to see your
rotorblades spin into life — you
were a star! (In fact you were in

your element — sorry, couldn’t
resist that one). Fame is never easy
though, and the other appliances
in the shop grew to hate you, they
were jealous of your popularity
and teased you constantly; calling

you names like ‘old spinny head’
and ‘twitty twisty top’. One day the
situation became so unbearable
that the microwave started bom-
barding you with rays, you could
feel your body getting so hot that

you were beginning to singe. In a
moment of sheer panic you made
your escape through the ventilator

shaft, flying on and on until you

An interesting
game, but ulti-

mately a pretty
boring one. Fly-

ing around shoot-
ing the bowels is quite good
fun at first, but once you’ve
shot so many, boredom sets
in. There’s no real variety inthe
gameplay, even with two
players, and excitement is also
lacking. Even the backdrops
are repetitive. The music isn't

too bad, but there isn’tenough
in the game to keep you
enthralled.

his way out, Kettle must open all

the linking valves between the
caverns by using the can-openers
which are, unfortunately, located
inside bubble emitting bowels.
Poor old fatty Kettle can’t get
inside these however, so he must
send Crizza forward to smash
them open—once he has rammed
them ten times they break, allow-
ing Kettle to get inside and whip
the can-opener out. Armed with
his trusty fellow kitchen appliance,
Kettle can then proceed onto the
valve which opens automatically,
allowing him to continue his jour-

ney. However, there isn’t a can-
opener inside every bowel, some-
times they contain a nasty ‘n’

mean Kettle eating space monster
(Bwah!). Of course trusty old
Crizza simply steps forward, hits

these another ten times and Ket-
tle’s way is clear once again.
There is an option to play a two

player game. Here a split screen
view is provided to allow you to
monitor your opponent’s progress
and to help him, hinder him or just

keep a watchful eye on him, so that
when he’s done all the work you

it took only a few
piays to convince
me that Kettle is

dull. The title

screen music is

neat, but the graphics are
quite bland and match the
gameplay, which is simple and
repetitive. Kettle could so eas-
iiy have been a superb game if

there was more to it than sim-
ply flying around shooting
bowels and avoiding the occa-
sional nasty. Very tedious.
Hopefully Tony’s next game,
Moebius Strip will have more to
offer.

finally made it out. And found your-
self trapped in an underground
complex full of peculiar creatures.
Oh dear. You must break free, and
regain your fortitude if you are ever
to make it back to the limelit world
of fame and fortune.

The cavernous complex con-
sists of thirty intricate levels, each
becoming more difficult as you
progress. On loading, the title

screen gives way to a varied option
menu that works as if icon control-
led — you just move your little

pointy stick around until you reach
the desired option. For kettles

amongst you that feel a little

adventurous, you can choose your
own starting point (on either level

one or, alternatively, on level four).

If you manage to progress further

than level four, then a third option
will be displayed as your new start-

ing point. And so off we go.
Down in the caverns Kettle has

befriended a Crizza, a stupid
lifeform, so stupid in fact that it can
be persuaded, by a kettle, to
become its personal bodyguard,
and will go into any situation to
make the way clear for him. To find

can collect the goodies. The game
finishes when Kettle bites the dust
by scraping his bottom along the
floor too much, or else of course if

he escapes to freedom. So, every-
thing should be fine as long as
there are no power cuts, or no-one
fancies a quick cuppa during the
adventure . .

.

Okay, fair

enough, Mr
Crowther’s com-
ment that ’You’ve
never seen a

game like this before’ is quite
true. I never have, and after
this effort I don’t think I want to
again. The concept is there,
it’s just that it hasn’t been
developed to its full potential.
Apart from the jazzed up ’Polly
Put The Kettle On’ music, it’s

basically a poor product and
you wouldn’t catch me splash-
ing out nine quid on it.

PRESENTATION 69%
Simple title screen and several
options.

GRAPHICS 42%
Lacking in variety and colour.

SOUND 78%
Competent rendition of ‘Polly

Put The Kettle On’. Reasonable
in-game tune and spot FX. ,

HOOKABILITY 46%
Unusual, but quite tedious.

LASTABILITY 29%
Lots to explore but little to enth-
ral.

VALUE 30%
Too repetitive to be worthwhile.

OVERALL 35%
A potentially exciting concept
which has been poorly executed.

KETTLE
Alligata, £8.95 cass, joystick only

*



YIEAR KUNG-FU II
Imagine, £8.95 cass, joystick only

M any years ago, young
Oolong salvaged the

honour of his family by
single-handedly taking on and
beating the ten members of the evil

Chop Suey gang. But one man-
aged to escape, crawling away
from the spilled blood and guts,

and hiding out until Oolong had
returned home. Yen Pei was the

survivor’s name and while he was
counting how many teeth he had
left in his pulped gums he vowed
revenge.
Now, twenty years later, Yen Pei

has assembled another motley
crew of nasty oriental persons, all

specialists in the art of maiming
and killing, and they’re after

Oolong’s blood. Imagine their dis-

appointment when they find out
that Oolong is dead. Even this

news doesn’t quell Yen Pei’s

desire for revenge however, and
he decides to take out his revenge
on the next best thing— Oolong’s
son, Young Lee.

This is where you come into the
story. Taking the role of Young
Lee, you must do battle with all

eight members of the new gang
one by one. Lee’s not quite as
adept at martial arts as his father

was, but he’s young, strong and
has three basic offensive moves
to use on his adversaries, a low
kick, a mid punch and a high kick.

He can also jump about the place,

useful for vacating dangerous
positions quickly.

though, if Lee destroys a full group
he is awarded a tea leaf. If five tea
leaves are gained a teacup
appears and an Oolong Tea Power
bonus is given — pressing the
Commodore key at any time
replenishes Young Lees energy
bar. Up to three tea cups can be
carried at once, so if you can dis-

pose of the midget attackers with-

out too much hassle it’s worth
hanging about to get the extra tea
power.

If Lee manages to get through
the required amount of screens he
meets one of the deadly gang
members, the first of which is Yen
Pei himself. To beat one of the
gang members, Lee has to reduce
his opponents energy bar by
repeatedly hitting or kicking him
(or her), before his opponent does
the same to him. As well as having
the same fighting abilities as Lee,
every member of the gang has a
special weapon which he or she
uses in their attempt to win. Yen
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Ho hum, another
beat 'em up for
the 64. This is no
different from the
rest and I soon

became bored with it. The
eight opponents are the
toughest I’ve met in a compu-
ter game, and if it wasn’t for
Gary Sumpter finding a sort of
'cheat mode’ by banging his
head on the Commodore, then
I doubt I wouid have got past
the first opponent. Ho hum. If

you liked YieAr Kung-Fu, you’re
going to love this — it’s a lot

better, but nothing special.

Young Lee begins the game on
a screen seemingly devoid of any
enemy. He can walk left onto
another screen if he wants, and a
display area at the bottom shows
how many screens he has to walk
through before he reaches the
gang member he has to do battle

with. After Lee has been on a
screen leading to the adversary for

a few seconds, midget attackers

float in from either side of the

screen. They come alone or in

groups of three, and at three diffe-

rent heights. If one hits Lee it

knocks a chunk off his energy bar,

shown at the top ofthe screen
,
and

if this bar reaches zero he loses

one of his three lives.

The midgets aren’t so bad

There is one posi-
tive thing that can
be said about Yie
Ar Kung-Fu II: it’s

better than its

predecessor. That said, the
gamepiay is still fairly run-of-
the-mill with very few moves
available. Bash 'em ups are
getting a little trite nowadays,
with playability separating the
good from the bad. Yie Ar
Kung-Fu II has pretty graphics
and some nice tunes, but it

lacks anything else that would
make it a real winner.

VWr ™s *s 8 pretty

yfyf enjoyable beat
em up game,
mainly because
it’s so stupid. The

floating midgets on the
screens leading up to the
adversaries are realty silly, but
quite tricky to dispose of if you
want to try and gain some tea
bonus. The baddies them-
selves arefunnytoo, the matey
swinging his hair is a real

laugh, and later on there’s a
woman in a mini skirt with high
heels! Overall it’s an enjoyable
game, more difficult and chal-
lenging than the first, and well
worth looking at if you liked its

predecessor.
i

Pei has iron pigtails which he
swings around to try and hit Lee,

Lang Fang throws deadly fans, Po
Chin breathes fire and so on. On
later levels, Lee has also to con-
tend with lightning bolts and
bombs.
The only way Lee can defend

himself against these offensive

weapons is if he manages to pick
up a bowl of Chow Mein noodles,
which appear occasionally for a
few seconds. If Lee grabs one of

these he gains Chow Mein Noodle
Power which gives him temporary
invulnerability from enemy
aggression. After a few seconds
he reverts back to his normal vul-

nerable self and has to do battle in

the usual fashion.

The game also supports simul-

taneous two player action. One
player taking the role of Lee while
the other steps into the shoes of

one of the baddies, the two then
do battle over the best of three

bouts.

PRESENTATION 87%
Two player option and slick in-

game presentation.

GRAPHICS 77%
Reasonable backdrops and the
meanies are varied and well

drawn.

SOUND 86%
Plenty of oriental style ditties and
a pleasant title screen tune.

HOOKABILITY 83%
Straightforward controls and
simple objectives give instant

enjoyment.

LASTABILITY 72%
Eight tough opponents to keep
you busy.

VALUE 72%
A worthy purchase if like fighting

games.

OVERALL 75%
Not bad at all, better than its pre-
decessor.
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PANTHER
Mastertronic, £1 .99 cass, joystick only

have to play in this scenario then.

No, not the aliens. No, not the trap-
ped military personnel. No, not the
alien’s pet starcat. Yes, you’ve
guessed it— you have to play the

T o prove just how hard they
are (on a truly intergalactic

scale), the Phlegms from
planet Bo-Gee have decided to

invade earth— and they’ve started
with the city of Xenon. Well they
blew that place to bits, though luc-

kily most of the population was
evacuated first. Unluckily, not all

of the population was evacuated,
and still hiding in bunkers across
the ravaged warscape there
remain a few key military person-
nel. They need rescuing (rather

badly really), and this is where
Panther pops into view. The
Panther is a new breed of deadly
spacecraft that employs the cun-
ning device of disguising itself as a
huge Pilchard Tin in order to con-
fuse the enemy. Guess who you

This ain’t half

bad. Okay so you
might have mis-
givings about the
overall took ofthe

game but it offers plenty of
playability. Your flying tin-can
is relatively simple to control
once you’ve sorted out the
strange perspective. There’s
some incrediblyfunnytouches
in it too, like, um — like if you
leave one of the little chaps
behind he gets Jolly batey and
jumps up and down in frustra-
tion— poor little soul! For only
two quid don’t turn it down, it’s

worth the asking price, but no
more.

Though not
highly original,

Panther is quite
playable in a
monotonous sort

of way. It looks quite nice as
well, and the whole shooting
match jogs along quite nicely
with boppy Dave Whittaker
music. I can’t help thinking
though, that Panther would
have been far more suited to
Mastertronic’s normal range
rather than their new (and
more pricey), Entertainment
USA series. It's still worth a
look though, and despite the
extra quid I’m sure that quite a
few ofyou will end up buying it.

I hero. A man who needs guts,
nerves of steel, and a willingness
to die. Don’t shirk now, get that

uniform on, c’mon get into the Pil-

chard Tin. That’s better.

Your ship is controlled by joys-
tick across a 3D scrolling

backdrop. Your height is control-
led by up and down movement,
and your lateral position by left and
right. With these simple controls,
it’s possible to manoeuvre the Pil-

chard Tin fighter in a large number
of groovy ways. To defend your-
self against the oncoming
marauders you’ve got the Pilchard
gun that emits deadly Pilchard
rays in the Tuna frequency. It’s

really raunchy, one zap from this

beauty amidst a crowd of oncom-
ing saucers will obliterate them

forever. Also, to help with alien

encounters you’ve got a scanner
that gives about three

nanoseconds warning of impend-
ing battle— handy eh?
The poor unfortunates who

need your help sit in little boxes
waving at you (prats, imagine wav-
ing at a time like this— the wallies

don’t deserve rescuing!), the idea
is to skillfully land your craft next to

them. Seeing the welcoming Pil-

chard Tin before them, the military

men run into the back of the craft.

Once you’ve rescued as many
men as possible, you have to get
to the space port where they can
be safely downloaded. Easy eh?
Well no, actually it’s not, as the
alien resistance to your mightiness
increases the further on you get.

Never mind, no one ever said

shooting hyper-intelligent

Phlegms from a Pilchard Tin was
going to be easy.

TWs isnt a bril-

liant shoot©m up,
but it does pro-
vide a couple of

hours entertain-
ment as you try to pick up and
deliver all the survivors. The
game does have certain addic-
tive qualities and I found
myself coming back to it just
to see if I could if I could go a
little further. The graphics are
a bit on the gaudy side and the
sprites are somewhat unim-
aginative, but there’s a decent
tune to jollyyou along. Ifyou’re
short of cash and after a shoot
em up then this is worth look-
ing at.

PRESENTATION 71%
Not flawed but not exceptional
either.

GRAPHICS 70%
Pleasant scrolling backdrops
that really look quite nice. The
sprites aren’t bad either.

SOUND 72%
The effects aren’t up to much,
though the tune is good and
adds a lot to the game.

HOOKABILITY 80%
Instantly playable.

LASTABILITY 69%
Boredom can quite easily creep
into the proceedings after a fair

bit of play, but it’s fun ‘til then.

VALUE 80%
Two quid isn’t asking too much
for such a simple shoot and pick
‘em up.

OVERALL 73%
Nothing to sing and dance about— though it’s nothing to slag off

either. Have a look if you can.
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Donkey Kong
games have
plagued us since
the beginning of
time, but at last

here is the real one, and it’s a
very pleasing conversion of
the original arcade game.
Okay, so it’s not visually or
aurally astounding, but it does
have a great deal of playability
and if you’re a fan of the origi-

nal, like me, you’ll love this
conversion. All your old
favourites are there without
the cover up names that so
many other Kong games had to
employ. If you want a Kong
game, this is the one to buy.

I really enjoyed
playing this game
but the bottom
line is that there’s
no way I’d shell

out nine quid for it. Ever.
Kong’s a very nice game
indeed and fun to play. But
nine quid? I don't think so.
Even if you've never played
Kong or a derivative of it, you’ll

probably get bored of this
within a week. See if you can
play it and then make up your
own mind, but I’m sure you’ll

come to the same conclusion.

divided into a number of platforms
connected by ladders and other
such stuff. Kong is always at the
top and Mario must reach him to

complete a screen.
Mario is controlled by the clas-

sic left, right and jump method.
With this he can scamper to the
top of the screen and defeat the
manic monkey. Each screen has
it’s own meanies to hamper and
berate him. On the first, Kong
throws barrels, the second has
deadly custard pies, on the third

it’s leaping thingies and the fourth

contains flaming nasties.

Christmas Special 1 986 1 83

Right that’s it, it has to be over
now. Kong has fallen about a mill-

ion miles and landed on his head,
and our hero has got his girly back
. . . Wrong! Somehow or other the
loathsome gorilla lifts himself up,
and while Mario’s back is turned
he grabs Nicola and off we go
again— Aaaargh!

Although being a
very accurate
conversion, Don-
key Kong doesn’t
offer much in the

way of new or exciting gamep-
lay. It’s fun having a couple of
games and reminiscing about
the good old days (in fact it’s

nearly six years ago since this
first came out), but after that
the game becomes very bor-
ing. There are only four
screens of action and these
become very repetitive once
they’ve been piayed a couple
of times. Graphically the game
is quite jolly and the sound is

almost identical to the arcade
game, ie: pretty grotty. If you
never played the original, or
still love the game, you might
want to check it out. Person-
ally, I think it’s a bit too pricey
to be worth buying.

|

PRESENTATION 72%
j

Bog standard arcade style pre-

I

sentation.

I GRAPHICS 60%
I

Dated, but crisp and colourful.

SOUND 40%
: Simple but suitable jingles and
i

spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 74%
Addictive but not demanding or

i compulsive.

INSTABILITY 51%
Fun, although interest will no
doubt wane once the game is

completed.

VALUE 49%
Overpriced for what it offers.

OVERALL 60%
A competent conversion of an
old game which should have
been considerably cheaper.

DONKEY KONG
Imagine, £8.95 cass, joystick only

T hat dastardly gorilla, Don-
key Kong has packed in

munching bananas for a
hobby, and much to everyone’s
annoyance he’s taken up abduct-
ing young ladies. This has particu-
larly annoyed one Mario, his

nearest and dearest — the lovely

Nicola— is one of the girlies that’s

been snatched. Mario is really

hard, so he’s decided to get after

Kong, who’s at this moment holed
up at a nearby semi-completed
building.

The building is split into four
screens, all of which Mario must
negotiate before he can get his

girlfriend back. Each screen is

On the fourth screen Mario’s
objective is slightly different, this

time it’s necessary for him to to

weaken the structure of the build-

ing by running over and removing
key-stones. Once all these key-
stones have gone, Kong falls onto
his grisly bonce and Mario is reun-
ited with his beloved Nicola.

\



CAMELOT WARRIORS
Ariolasoft, £9.95 cass, joystick or keys

W hen the hero of Camelot
Warriors went to bed
everything was fine. In

fact he didn’t even realise that he
was about to become a hero —
Mummy had just tucked him in, the
alarm clock was set for eight
o’clock, teddy was sitting by his

side . . . everything was all totally

normal and hunky dory. Until he
woke up that is. Gone was the bed,
teddy and the clock. Gone were
his Ah-Ha posters, his house, and
the town he lived in. In fact it

seemed that everything for miles
around had disappeared and been
replaced by trees, fields and leafy

glades. His pyjamas had also done
a runner, but luckily these had
been replaced by a button bright
suit of armour (a little uncomforta-
ble to sleep in maybe, but dead
handy in battle).

After musing for a while, the
confused young chap got to his

mail-clad feet and started to walk
down a nearby dirt track. After

Camelot Warriors
offers very little

and the scenario
isn’t even very
original. It’s

another of those ‘wander
around, collect the goodies
and avoid the meanies
games.’ The sort of game that
I get tired of very easily. Most
of the time is spent idly wan-
dering around nothing more
than the programmer’s self-

indulgent maze. Yawn. There
are, occasionally, remotely
interesting pieces but don’t
expect to complete it quickly.

strolling along for a while he met a
peasant who explained, in bet-

ween tugs of his forelock that, ‘it

be the times of good King Arthur,

noble sir’. Oh dear, what a predi-

cament. What should he do? By
now dark was drawing near so he
decided to make tracks towards
the large castle which loomed
ominously on the horizon.

Eventually he reached the dark
and gloomy castle and discovered
that it was inhabited by an ancient
white wizard. The crumbly, but
very wise magician, told him that

the reason why he’d been spirited

back to the times of King Arthur
was because one of his more
difficult spells had gone com-
pletely haywire. Four other ele-

ments had also been transported
back from the twentieth century,

the old magician went on, and the
only way that the situation could
possibly be reversed was if they
were all collected and handed to

the guardians of Camelot’s four

worlds: Aznaht, Druid of the forest;

Kindo, King of the lake; Azornic,

Dragon Lord of the caves; and
King Arthur himself. So, after rest-

ing a while, our young disorien-

tated hero took his leave, strolled

out of the castle, and began
searching for the four out of time
elements.
The game is a flick screen

arcade adventure in which the
player steps into the armour of the
gadget-seeking knight. The
worlds of King Arthur all consist of

platforms and floors over which
the hero can walk. He can also
jump from platform to platform in

one athletic bound — not bad

Tgr/v 1n

Strangely
V OyM reminiscent of

W rSBr E,tdon
>

Camelot
Warriors is yet
another bog

standard arcade adventure.
Why it’s £9.95 is a complete
mystery to me, nothing to do
with it’s quality that’s for sure.

It’s a full price games pretend-
ing to be budget software.
Simple, unrewarding gamep-
lay, equally rubbish graphics,
sound and packaging. Steer
clear and stay happy.

This arcade
adventure offers

little in the way of
excitement and
interest to a bud-

ding adventurer. The four
tasks don’t really involve much
in the way of action, and all you
have to do is collect the object
and find the guardian. Occa-
sionally you might have to
avoid a nasty, but its not
exactly adrenalin producing
stuff. The program* is badly
designed too, and it’s quite
easy to get yourself into a pos-
ition where you lose your lives

without being able to do a
thing about it— very annoying
indeed. The graphics are quite
nice, but sound is lacking, so
are any addictive qualities.
Avoid it.

when you consider that he’s got a
heavy suit of armour welded
around his body. His biggest prob-
lem is that the place is infested
with all manner of animals, both
flying and crawling, which try their

best to attack him. If a creature
touches him he loses one of his

five lives, but luckily he’s armed
with a sword which he can bran-
dish with one press of the fire but-
ton, killing anything which gets in

his way.
Our hero begins his quest in the

forest and must find the ‘fire which
doesn’t burn’, ie: a lightbulb. Once
it’s in his possession (collected by
running over it), it can be taken to

the guardian of the wood, who, on
presentation of the object, gives
our hero the ability to go into the
next world, in this case turning him
into a frog so that he can enter the
lake. The game continues in this

fashion until all the objects have
been delivered, whereupon the
hero gains access to Camelot cas-
tle, and he can at last transport
himself back to the present day.

PRESENTATION 74%
Pleasant title screen and joystick

and keyboard option.

GRAPHICS 68%
‘Pretty’ backgrounds but the

sprites lack detail.

SOUND 44%
Poor title screen tune and a few
spot effects during the game.

HOOKABILITY 52%
Might be interesting to an adven-
tureless arcade adventurer.

LASTABILITY 38%
Boredom soon sets in due to a
lack of variety and action.

VALUE 39%
Expensive for what it offers.

OVERALL 44%
A simple arcade adventure lack-

ing arcade action and adventure.

)

)
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
Expansion in an exciting industry.

Continuing success and growth in home computer software creates further

positions for personnel in program writing, development and management.

Ocean group markets software worldwide offering the most extensive

publication of computer programs and producing maximum sales revenues.

HOW RICH DOYOU WANTTO BE?
You’ve probably heard a lot of claims and promises from software

companies concerning payment for program code or design work but the fact is

reward depends upon success and by linking into success you will achieve your

maximum potential whichever way you choose to be paid.

If you have talent and dedication then Ocean with its resources and

international connections will bring the fame and fortune you deserve.

HAVE YOU GOTWHAT ITTAKES?
We are looking for people to work in the fields of game design, graphic

animation, program coding and related skills either directly as in-house

personnel or on a freelance basis. Training and support will be offered;

everything from equipment to friendly advice - we want to help you do a better

job for both of us.

We are also looking to market finished software and will offer to translate

original programs to every relevant micro format in order to increase the potential

revenues to the creator.

We work and publish in both 8 bit and 1 6 bit environments worldwide and no

project is too large or too small for our consideration.

DON’T MISSTHE BOAT
Contact us today in full confidence either by phone, telex, fax or write to:

Product Acquisition and Development,

Ocean Software Limited,

6 Central Street,

Manchester.

M2 5NS.
Telephone - 061-832 6633

Fax - 061-834 0650

Telex - 669977 OCEANS G.



"Licensed from r Taito Corp., 1986, Programmed for (Amstrad, Spectrum, Commodore)
by Imagine Software. Export outside Europe prohibited"

inidyine iuiiwdit
|
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6 Central Street* ManchesterM2 5NS'

Tel: 061 834 3939*Telex: 669977



CAPTURED
American Action £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick only
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R
emember Soldier One, the
hardest commando in the
world? Last month he single-

handedly raided the evil General’s
island, blowing up a fleet of ships,
half an army, and an entire fortress
in the process. This really annoyed
the General so he vowed revenge.
He drew up a plan to finish our hero
for once and for all — late one
night, when Soldier One was hav-
ing a kip, two of the evil General’s
henchmen sneaked into his room
and stuffed a load of chloroform
up his nose. Poor old One was so
taken by surprise, that he breathed
it all in and slipped into a coma
before he could even pull back his

sheets. The henchmen wheeled
him away and dumped him in the
General’s secret bunker . .

.

Many hours later Soldier One
woke up, his head still muzzy from
the chloroform. Sitting up, he fum-

Sofdier One is

back in yet
another awful
game. Captured is

terrible and
would cost you £9.95 for the
pleasure of finding that out. It

isn’t exactly a rip off of one
particular product (unlike Sol-
dier One) but it isn’t original
either. Just a run of the mill

platform game cum arcade
adventure, the sort that Mas-
tertronic do in an infinitely

superior way for a fifth of the
price. Soldier One is just so
unresponsive to control, and
even the most apparently easy
looking tasks become a real
bind. The final kick in the head
is the music, it’s awful and just
doesn’t stop— unlessyou turn
the volume right down.

bled in his pocket and discovered
a crumpled note which said ‘find

the security code to the door and
escape, but beware of the beasts’.

Platform games
are nothing new
under the sun,
but usually they
have something

else going for them whether it

be music, graphics or just
damn good playability. Cap-
tured has none of these qual-
ities, it is a plain and simple
jumping around game. And a
fairly tricky one at that. Once
you’ve mastered the layout of
each room it becomes easy
and downright dull. The
graphics are nothing special,
mostly consisting of uninspir-
ing colours such as grey,
brown and green which do lit-

tle to enthuse. When it comes
down to it, Captured is nothing
more than an unoriginal plat-
form game which will leave a
lot of people unhappy.

Stuffing the note back in his poc-
ket, One began his quest to find

the security code.
Captured is a flick screen

arcade adventure in which you
play the role of Soldier One. The
bunker he’s been thrown into is a
strange place, full of platforms and
horrible meanies which float about
the place on preset courses. One
can jump from platform to platform
by pressing the fire button, and run
left and right, logical movements
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of the joystick determining his

direction.

When leaping about the place
he may sometimes make a mis-
judgement and fall to the floor, but
luckily he’s so hard that he sur-
vives— no matter how far he falls.

What he isn’t protected against is

the meanies — if he touches one
of these he loses one of his five

lives. His only defence against
these dangerous marauding hor-

rors is a laser weapon which
destroys everything on screen.

The drawback with this is that

there are only three charges in the
weapon. Don’t fret too much
though, extra charges and extra

lives can be found littered around
the complex.
To escape from the bunker, Sol-

dier One has to find and pick up
the nine different parts of the sec-
urity code (each code is picked up
automatically if touched). Having
done this, all that remains is for him
to find the exit and make good his

escape— all in a days work for the
world’s hardest commando!

This is a really

tacky platform
game cum
arcade adven-
ture. Controlling

Soldier One is a real pain as he
slides about the place like he’s
treading on ice, and it’% really
annoying to see him career
into a nasty, just because he
didn’t respond quicklyenough
to your joystick movement.
The game itself is very dull,

there are no original features
or gimmicks to keep you glued
to your Commodore. The
graphics are pretty bland and
the sound falls into the same
category — don’t waste your
money on it.

PRESENTATION 41%
A reasonable title screen, but no

|

extra frills or features.

GRAPHICS 38%
|

Poor sprites and bland
; backdrops.

SOUND 29%
Annoying tune plays throughout

j

the game.

HOOKABILITY 37%
! The main character is tricky to
control and the game gets frus-
trating.

INSTABILITY 32%
Little to keep you coming back
to your 64.

VALUE FOR MONEY 29%
A budget price tag would be
more fitting for a game of this
quality.

OVERALL 34%
A very poor platform game cum

! arcade adventure.
i
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Nuclear Embargo
is strange. Unlike
most modern
releases it’s more
game than

graphics and a very nice game
it is too. Classing this game is

tricky, it’s an odd blend bet-
ween strategy and arcade,
something I haven’t seen
before. The presentation is

great and both graphics and
sound are fairly top rate mak-
ing the whole thing trot along a
bit better. I’m a little dubious
about its £9.95 tag, a pound or
two cheaper and my reception
would have been even
warmer. Still, the game is

really nice and offers a wel-
come break from the run ofthe
mill kill the aliens scenario and
as such is fairly refreshing.
Have a look first, it may well be
your cup of tea.

you 100,000 units of energy.
When you warp to a moon sec-

tor you are automatically put into

orbit. A view of the moon’s surface
can then be displayed by pressing
F3. By using the joystick the
screen can be made to scroll in any
direction, and as your view scrolls

by, you will see craters and ground
installations. A satellite occasion-
ally comes into view a few miles
below you, and if it detects your
presence, it relays your position to

the ground installations which
immediately start firing laser mis-
siles at you. Luckily you too are
armed and can fire back —
destroying buildings by shooting
their glowing outer regions.

In the bottom left hand corner of

the screen there is an X-ray scan-
ner, which has to be used if the
moon’s Uranium deposit is to be
located. As the screen scrolls, the
X-ray scanner increases and
decreases. When it reaches its

F
ollowing the severe fos-
silised fuel crises in the early

21st century man developed
and perfected a new energy
source— nuclear fission, obtained
by processing Uranium 235. Even
this rare mineral was eventually
mined out, and man was forced to
look to the stars for new sources
of fuel. Eventually large Uranium
deposits were discovered on the
moons of Saturn, and a deal was
drawn up with Saturn’s premier,
Rayol the First, so that the people
of Earth could mine the fuel they
so desperately needed.

All went well for four centuries
until Rayol the Perverse came to

power. This horrible character
decided that he wanted to create a
zoo containing all of the different

Earth races. He told Earth leaders
that unless they supplied him with

1,000 people of his choice, he’d
force an embargo on any further

mining of Uranium. Earth refused
to succumb to his diabolical

demands and Rayol duly shut
down the mines. Over the follow-
ing months Earth’s Uranium
stockpiles diminished to molehills,

and the heads of state became
increasingly worried — running
out of Uranium would cause bill-

ions of people to die of starvation.

A crisis committee met and a solu-
tion was found: Earth would send
one of its rockets out to Saturn’s
moons and obtain the Uranium by
force, even if it meant sparking off

an interstellar war.
You, being the top gun of the

space fleet, have to fly the mission.
On board your warp rocket you
have nine robots fitted with the
latest mining equipment to help
you take the Uranium. The game
begins just after the ship has
arrived in the vicinity of Saturn’s
moons, and a 10 x 10 astro chart
can be accessed to show where
exactly the ship is in relation to
them. A cursor can be moved
about the map by using the joys-
tick, once positioned, pressing the
fire button ‘warps’ the ship to
whichever square the cursor is

currently occupying. Whenever
you warp, some of your ship’s
energy is lost, the amount depend-

ing on the distance travelled. Your
ship’s energy is displayed
throughout the game in numerical
form, so that you know exactly

what sort of position you’re in.

Ten of the squares on the astro
chart contain circles, representing
the ten moons of Saturn, and
twenty contain little dots, repre-

senting pulsars. Whenever your
energy is low you can warp to a
sector containing a pulsar to re-

energise your cells. When you
arrive in a pulsar sector, the screen
changes to show a 3D view of the
starfield. Somewhere within this

starfield is a flashing pulsar which,
if shot by your twin lasers, gives

NUCLEAR EMBARGO
Micropool, £9.95 cass, £12.95 disk, joystick only
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maximum you are directly over the
Uranium stockpile and a robot can
be sent down to mine it.

To beam a robot down to the

surface you have to firstly access
the transporter room, done by
pressing F5. A robot is brought
onto the transporting plinth, and it

prepares itself for planetfall. When
it’s ready, pressing the fire button

starts the transporting process. A
target with a little dot in the middle
is displayed in the bottom right-

hand corner of the screen. As the

robot is transported the dot begins
to move out of the centre circle, so
the player must keep it in the mid-
dle of the circle with movements of

the joystick. If it moves out of the
circle the transporter starts to

overheat, and if it overheats before
the robot completes the journey it

Nuclear EmbargoO isn’t an excep-
tional game but

I it’s highly originalmmm and offers plenty
of challenge. There are a few
derivative features within the
program, like the Mastermind
style code cracking bit inside

the pyramids, but I’ve never
actually seen agame quite like

it—which might explainwhy it

took several plays to convince
me of Its qualities! This is the
second quality release to
appear from Micropool —
hopefully they can keep it up.

is destroyed.
When the journey is success-

fully completed, the screen dis-

plays an elevation view of the
robot and the moon surface, the
robot can then move left or right

across it losing energy all the time.

If the robots energy is low it can be
transported back to the ship (the

-
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reverse process of transporting

down).
Once on the moon’s surface, an

arrow at the bottom of the screen
shows which way the Uranium
dump is. if the robot is standing in

front of a dump, pushing forward
on the joystick collects the
Uranium. There are usually a
number of Uranium filled contain-

ers on each of the moons, so it may
take more than one journey to col-

lect it all.

The moon isn’t unguarded and
there are three defences to watch
out for — satellites which swoop
and destroy the robot if it stands
still too long, droids which fire mis-
siles (a missile can be destroyed if

the fire button is depressed just

before it hits the robot) and radar
dishes which flash, destroying the
robot if it’s in the vicinity at the
time.

This is a really

original program
which has plenty

I in it too keep any
player happy for

quite some time. The different

aspects of the game are all

quite neat, the aerial view of
the moon where you have to
search for the Uranium is well
done, and actually transport-
ing a robotdown tothe moon’s
surface and searching the
place out is really entertaining.

The graphics aren’t brilliant,

but they suit the game nicely,

and the sound, again not
exceptional, fits the game
well. If you’re after something
a little different take a look—
it’s not bad at all.

The defence system can be
turned off if the robot enters one of

the pyramids which are to be
found on some of the moons. On
entering, you are given access to a
computer and can have a go at

cracking a five digit colour code.
You are given eleven attempts to

crack the code and if you fail you
lose a robot.

The game continues in this fash-

ion until all the Uranium is col-

lected, all of your robots are

destroyed, or the craft runs out of

fuel.

PRESENTATION 93%
Slick. The various screens all run

together fluidly and the instruc-

tion are very helpful.

GRAPHICS 81%
Varied in quality, but on the

whole very good.

SOUND 80%
No music, but plenty of imagina-
tive spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 87%
Looks complicated to start with,

but it only takes a few plays to get

to grips with it.

LASTABILITY 82%
The ten moons will keep intrepid

Uranium hunters occupied for

quite some time.

VALUE 81%
Although a little expensive, the

game has plenty to offer.

OVERALL 85%
Not a brilliant program, but very

original and enjoyable to play.
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A new breed of men
space mercenaries go
anywhere for the right

money. Revolutions, spa'

pirates, you name it, no
job is too tough. With
1OO planets to choose
from and a variety of
mega-weapons, he is

interested in only one
thing, money - and he
kills for it.
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G eneral MacArthur has been
kidnapped— Oh no! Some
nasty revolutionary faction

has whipped him away— Double
oh no! But don’t you worry none,
we’ve got Bazooka Bill and he’s
harder than hard. He shaves with a
blow torch, gargles tin tacks for

breakfast, uses babies as basket-
balls and if anyone can rescue the
General in distress it is him.
Such a dashing loveable-rogue

is old Bazooky that he doesn’t
need any weapons! No! With his

super Kraut bashing fist (they won
both World War I and II) Bill will

bash the blighters from here to
tomorrow. Anyway, he will be able

Bazooka Bill is lit-

tle more than a
poor man’s Green
Beret. The
graphics are

crude, blocky and badly
designed. Probably the most
laughable occurrence is the
point at which Bill’s hand
becomes disjointed from his
wrist as he fires. It doesn’tstop
there—when holding a gun his
hand swells to the size of his
waist! There’s no excuse for
this shoddy workmanship.
Graphics are so important in

such a meagre shoot em as
this. They can make or break a
game, in this case i think
Bazooka Bill needs some major
surgery.

hard— he killed a man.
Lots of scenery scrolls by our Bill

as he employs all ofthe gook killing

tactics he picked up in ‘nam. Split

into different levels linked by lad-

ders, Bill can leap, run and climb
all over his environment once he is

given the correct dexterous wiggle
of the joystick.

Actually the ladders work rather
oddly — even though they look
dead normal, they possess very
odd temporal and spacial proper-
ties. Going up or down a ladder
can also take you round a corner

energy meter hitting zero. He has
got five lives though, so that
should seem him through.
Also there to help Bill are the brill

weapons lying about that become
his once he runs over them. To add
to hardman Bill’s firepower are
knives, machine guns, flame
throwers and yes, BAZOOKA’S!
Though the weapons are brilliant

in their killability their stamina isn’t

up to much, and after a bit of gook
killing they fade and die taking Bill

back to ever dependable knuckle
power.

Bazooka Bill isn’t

the best game in

the world and it

isn’t the worst.
That’s only

because of Robobolt, that’sthe
worse game in the world and
it’s lucky for Melbourne House
that Robobolt came out, other-
wise this commentwould have
started: ‘Bazooka Bill is the
worst game in the world’. The
graphics are chunky and
poorly defined and the music
is dull— just like the gameplay
which is incredibly repetetive
and monotonous. Do yourself
a favour— don’t buy Bazooka
Bill, just go to the computer
shop and laugh at it.

to pick up weapons along the way.
The dear old general is holed up

on an island in the South Pacific,

one of three islands actually.

Dumped just outside of Clarke Air-

base, Bazooka has got to get
some transport to the South
Pacific, and since it’s an airbase
it’s going to have to be air trans-
port. Clarke Airbase is a lovely

place, it’s got lots of lovely flowers,

trees, rhythm and blue skies but
what it’s got the most of is enemy
soldiers just waiting to let some
lead loose in Bill’s direction.

Doesn’t matter though, Bazooky’s

even though there’s absolutely
zero indication of a change of loca-
tion. Illogical it may be, but if you
have plans on being Bazooka Bill,

an understanding of this odd con-
cept is integral if you are tq play
the game.
Throughout his travels through

enemy territory, Bill is constantly
assailed by nasty men with
machine guns. But, as has been
previously stated Bazooka Bill is

HARD and it takes more than a few
red hot slugs of lead penetrating
his flesh to stop this one-man hur-
ricane. What does stop Bill is his

To finish the game and rescue
the General from his grisly fate, Bill

needs to complete five levels.

Each one is finished by finding the
right position in the scrolling land-
scape. This is no easy task though,

I’m not quite sure
whether Mel-
bourne House
have released
this as a joke, or

whether they’re serious.
Whatever their motive there’s
one thing that’s definite:
Bazooka Bill is awful. It’s a
clone of Green Beret, only ithas
pathetic graphics and doesn’t
play anywhere near as well.
The graphics are truly awful—
when he punches, his hand
comes awayfrom his bodyand
his aeroplane looks like it’s

been designed by a three year
old. The only thing that brings
you back to play it is to find out
whether things get worse.
They do. Don’t waste your
money on it.

even for someone as hard as
Bazooky, but a man’s gotta do
what a man’s gotta do — and it’s

up to you to help.

PRESENTATION 65%
Adequate.

GRAPHICS 45%
Duplo Bill goes walkabout in

Legoland— as built by a seven
year old.

SOUND 56%
A few simple tunes assault the
ears throughout the game.

HOOKABILITY 40%
Some initial compulsion to see if

things get any better.

LASTABILITY 27%
But they don’t, in fact things get
worse.

VALUE 28%
An inferior version of Green
Beret for the same price.

OVERALL 30%
A poor first release from Arcade.
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The evil Polon tribe have been
causing a bit of a rumpus out
on the eastern spiral arm of

our beautiful galaxy. They’ve been
bashing innocent civilizations,

blowing up suns and overriding all

of the space channels with horrible

telly programs. The Powers That
Be on good old Earth have
decided that this has gone too far,

and have sent a warship out there
to give them their come-uppance.
You play the warship’s pilot, and
it’s your job to guide it through the
extremely well armed Polon
defence system.

Bulldog is a vertically scrolling

shoot em up in which you must fly

over a well defended landscape
and strafe ground installations.

There are no alien craft to hassle
you, but the emplacements on the

Coo, a scrolling

game. In fact, a
scrolling game
with things to
shoot at. Again. It

does possess some interest-

ing effects, such as when the
ships disappear into a sparkle.
However the pace of the game
is, on the whole slow. It does
get a bit faster further on, but
not much. Bulldog didn’t enth-
use me that greatly. It looks
and sounds okay, but it’s

rather dull to play.

over one of these, it will change for

better or for worse. For example, if

an S is collected your ship will

best avoided— those with a back-
ward S slow your ship down, a D
drains your extra power, and a
square with a horizontal arrow
reduces your movement to left and
right only.

If you manage to fly right over
the defence system you will

encounter a Polon Mothership, a
big and beefy affair which scrolls

down the screen towards your tiny

little warship and then stops,
spewing missiles and bombs. This
can only be destroyed by shooting

aflUH SCORE

surface of the planet hurl missiles

and bombs in an attempt to bring

you down. Six types of installation

exist: the slow and fast trajectory

types which fire bullets straight at

you, shielders (which lob extra
wide bullets down the screen),

sprayers (which hurl bullets in all

directions), straights (which fire

two bullets, horizontally then verti-

cally) and finally homers (which fire

highly dangerous homing mis-
siles). There are also four types of

wall which can’t be crossed and
require varying amounts of shots
to destroy them.
The warship can move any-

where on the screen. As you fly

over the landscape you will see
squares with letters inscribed
upon them. If the ship is guided

speed up, an F gives you extra fire-

power and a B gives bonus fire-

power and autorepeat (so you
don’t have to keep pressing the
fire button to fire). Multiples of

these letters can be collected to

build your ship into a real force to

reckoned with, the only problem is

that all these powers, as well as
one of your five lives, are lost if the
warship is hit by a missile. Other
special powers which can be col-

lected include temporary inde-

structibility and the ability to clear

the screen of enemy missiles (a

sort of smart bomb effect). It is also

possible to scroll the screen faster

and reverse the scrolling to avoid
hitting walls (or to go back for a
second shot at the targets).

Some of the letter squares are

Gremtin started
out with consis-
tently good pro-
duct about a year
ago but now they

seem to have sunk to consis-
tently average. Bulldog would
make a good budget release,
as it features some nice music
and graphics and mildly addic-
tive gameplay. But as a fully

priced game — well, it’s lack-
ing. There is something about
the game that makes you want
to play it for a bit, but that soon
wears off. if you want a fast
paced shoot em up, then I

wouldn’t recommend this.

off its gun turrets. When they’ve all

been destroyed, the mothership
explodes and you’re transported
to the next (more hazardous)
Polon defence system.
The game continues in this fash-

ion with the ground emplacements
getting more and more vicious and
the motherships growing bigger
and bigger. If all this seems a bit

daunting, don’t worry too much—
you can earn extra lives at regular

point intervals.

It’s a shame that
there isn’t more
to this game — if

there were alien

ships swirling
around it would be brilliant. As
it stands, shooting the ground
emplacements gets dull very
quickly due to the lack of vari-

ety. The gameplay is also
unchallenging, building up a
huge reserve of extra lives is

veiy easy and you can keep on
going and going with very little

practice. If you’re after a good
shoot em up, shop around,
there are plenty better than
this.

PRESENTATION 76%
Pleasant title screen and high-

score table, but little else.

GRAPHICS 78%
Good backdrops, but tney’re all

very similar and get very repeti-

tive.

SOUND 70%
Reasonable title screen ditty,

and the spot effects range from
average to pretty good.

HOOKABILITY 69%
Simple and obvious blasting

action mean that it’s easy to qet
into.

LASTABILITY 57%
Repetitive and unrewarding
gameplay soon gives way to

boredom.

VALUE 55%
Not enough content to warrant
such a high price tag.

OVERALL 60%
A simple blasting game which
provides a couple of hours enter-

tainment.
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PRESENTATION 77%
Reasonable title screen and
high-score table.

GRAPHICS 59%
Not very colourful, interesting or
varied.

SOUND 61%
Simple tune which soon proves
irritating.

HOOKABILITY 78%
Straightforward objective makes
the game easy enough to get
into.

LASTABILITY 57%
Quite playable but too repetitive
to enthral.

VALUE 52%
Overpriced for such antiquated
shoot em up action.

OVERALL 58%
An uninspiring conversion of a
poor arcade game.

D akkka, dakka — Boom!
Boom! Neeeeeeeow ...
‘Command to Flight Eagle— come in Flight Eagle’ ‘Wizzo

chaps, Flight Sparrow here.
What’s the problem?’ Trouble in

the Pacific. Annihilate cabbage
crates over the briny and return to
base . .

.

’ ‘You cads! Dame Vera’s
just come over the air waves! Duty
calls though . . . Flight Chicken
over and ayt’

So begins the perilous battle of

The trouble with
1942 is that it pro-
vides, literally, an
hour’s entertain-
ment The game

seems great when you first
load itup and play it— itseems
tough and very addictive, but if

you actually play for more than
a couple of minutesyou realise
that it isn’t All the planescome
in patterns, so once you’ve
learned them you never have
to die and the game gets really
boring. There’s no detail or
variety in the backdrops
either, apart from one or two
volcano craters and green
stretches of land (very unin-
spiring) and it all looks very
samey. Even the music gets
annoying after a while. Sur-
prisingly the original arcade
game isn’t that old and when it

was released I found it very
dated. Just like this conver-
sion really.

1942. Somewhere in the Pacific a
mammoth battle is raging. The
enemy’s fleet and airforce are
growing in strength. You, the
heroic pilot of the plane Flight
Eagle, have been assigned to
invade enemy air space in an
attempt to diminish their numbers.
In a daring solo mission your car-
rier will take Flight Eagle to the
edge of safe territory from where
you must begin.
The engine splutters into life, the

1 942 has deli-

vered what it

originally set out
to, but in reality
it’s just not

enough. It appears quite fun to
begin with, the first few waves
are quite enjoyable. But then— well, it suddenly loses its

appeal in one quick
There’s very little here to
your attention — mediocre
graphics and uninspiring
game play. The sound is

reasonable but it won’t be long
before that begins to annoy—
just like the game.

sections, each becoming more
difficult as you progress further
into enemy territory. Huge bom-
bers appear later in the game and
must be shot many times to
destroy them before they shoot
you. Fortunately your plane can be
rolled, done by pressing the space
bar. This makes you invincible for
a few seconds as your plane loops
the loop. However, only three rolls

are provided for each life.

Be prepared! Enemy gunners
have their sights set on you, and
their pilots are prepared to die to
thwart your mission. The carrier at
the end of enemy territory awaits
your safe return — but will you
make it?

633 squadron theme tune is rattl-

ing through your head, and you’re
off — all alone. The opposition
consists mainly of simple, but
deadly gunners. Get past them
and the enemy will begin to worry
and send a few bigger planes after
you. These have to be shot several
times before they are destroyed,

unlike the gunners which can be
blasted with one well placed shot.
Some planes carry an unusual
cargo in the form of ‘ POW’er cap-
sules. When a complete squadron
is shot down this cargo is ejected
so you can retrieve it for extra fire

power.
The mission is split into several

I must admit, i

used to hate the
arcade version ofUM I 1942. I just feet

sorryforitnow.lt
must be realty embarassing to
look so dire on the 64. 1 942 is

a boring shoot em up and will
only appeal to those who
mindlessly rush out and buy
arcade conversions. Everyone
else ought to have a good look
at it first. Why Elite bothered to
convert such an aged shoot
em up I don’t know. As far as
I’m concerned it’s a waste of
time and effort— and money.
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Ever get the feeling that comments and quotes that you read in magazines somehow don’t
quite reveal all the truth . . . are somehow incomplete, with the speaker cut off in his or her
prime? Flipping through someZZAP! backissues,we noticed that one ortwo things seemed

to have been left unsaid. So maybe, now’s the time to say them . .

.

After over 18 months of referring to page 202we finally get to print it, by sleight ofpage num-
bering. Just in case page 202 doesn’t appear for a while longer, we include some continua-

tions that should fit any slots for 1987 . .

.

(contfrom page 9, lss“e
J).liass

lhares in doubllV'ck time N°w

duce computers . • •

(cont from page 49, Issue 8)
. • . margin.

(cont from page 13, Issue 10)

. . . margin (cont Page 404)

•'"Kyssrs >«

and just keep on ctoffi ,

P 'a
&erpoints even ifthera?= ,

up the
>ng itself in front of me

ectrocut-

(contfrom page 12, Issue 25)

. . . ser. Which all goes to show if

you wield an axe you’re bound to

do some damage, and if you’re a

‘lettuce leaf’ wimp you’re likely to

cut your own foot off.

(cont from page 8, Issue 2)

. . . haggis eater. Anyway, what’s

so great about kilts?

(contfrom page 5, Issue 31

^PoCHRISyoTifanjaskyCu^6

(cont from page 87 ,
Issue 30)

... the latest arcade hit from the

States. Of course, I have ALA- the

high-scores on the MY DOZEN
arcade machines which I own

thanks to all the words I write in

MY column for . . .
(cont on page

88)

(cont from page 8, Issue 27)

. . . International. But then again,

the whole point of being a member
of Audit Bureau of Circulations is

to have your circulation figure

examined and published by an

independent body. Four year old

data is of no earthly use to anyone

. . .but historians, or those wishing

to reminisce about ‘the good old

days’.

(cont from page 69, Issue 31 )
• • • this game is good it makp<?want tn rw a 1 maKes me

(cont from page 88, Issue 30)
. . . MY own benifit.

Hey,punk.,.
PONT REAP THAT,

Uosing dafe
6th. Get stuck in today!

C+VG IT'S A STICK UP!

GARY PBvInJName.

Address
FlG.Z
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The Quick Blow Method
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Top Gun puts you in the fighter pilots seat

of an F-14 Tomcat.

Vector graphics and a split screen allow I or 2

players to play head to head, or against the computer.

TM

Your armaments in this nerve tingling aerial duel

are heat seeking missiles and a 20mm rapid fire cannon.

Can you feel the force!

Top Gun mavericks! Enter the danger zone.

£7.95
SPECTRUM

£8.95
AMSTRAD/COMMODORE

Ocean Software Ltd., 6 Central Street, Manchester M2 5NS. Telephone: 061-832 6633.Telex: 669977OCEAN G.
Ocean Software; Distributed in France by Ocean France.Telephone: 93-42-7144. Distributed in Germany by Rushware. Telephone: 2101-70040.

TM & © 1986 Paramount Pictures Corporation. All Rights Reserved. TM. a trademark of Paramount Pictures Corporation.
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Sequel to the hugely successful Hung Fu simulation.
Eight more deadly opponents to combat as you develop your Karate skills and advance to become a

blacK-belt master.

Authentic fighting moves with 4 different locations create an outstanding and realistic atmosphere.

Imagine Software ( 1 984) Limited- 6 Central Street- Manchester-M2 5NS-Tel:061 834 3939
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FEATURES

26 SUPERMAN IV FX
Curtis Hutchinson (LM’s answer to Max
Hastings) strings along with the FX men
behind the latest Superman movie.

31 BOWIE
As Labyrinth opens in Britain, LM collars

the Goblin King in LA. Plus reviews of the

film, the computer game, and a chance to

win an Absolute Beginners video. Phew!

22 IAN RUSH
LM’s Richard Lowe swills some Boddies
and then tackles Ian Rush, Liverpool’s

finest striker. Furious stuff, Jimmy.

48 BIG COUNTRY
LM’s curry king David Cheal sinks a few
drams with the leaping Scotsmen.

37 THE JOY OF FLECKS
Great title, huh? It’s all about the latest

winter coats from the high street shops.

Beezer’s the geezer on this one while

Richard Lowe does his poser bit. Cheers,

big ears . . .
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REVIEWS

39 Hot videos
(Annhilator,

Back To The Future, Under
The Cherry Moon, Rocky IV, hot platters
Pet Shop Boys, Paul Young, Spandau,
China Crisis, The Stranglers, Billy, etc), and
some great golden turkeys. Strong stuffing.

REGULARS

UPFRONT
Where it’s at, the lowdown, and new bits.

This month: How We Began (Lloyd goes
potty), Death Stars, Christmas Walkmans
and ghetto blasters, Win A Tomato, Word
Up (Lloyd’s letters col) . . . the list is end-
less.

STATION TO STATION
Around Britain with LM’s intrepid team of
stringers. Includes reports from Dublin,
Liverpool, Edinburgh, Norwich, Newcas-
tle-Under-Lyme and Watford. Critical.

8

69 THE STRANGLERS
Hugh Cornwall’s into computergames and
weird Aboriginal concepts. Do it, Dep Ed.

16

20 LET US SPRAY
Up against the wall with Delge, the boss
graffiti artist in Bristol. Beezer in action
again. The big DC did some words.

24 THE FALL
Mad raving Mark E Smith drags Richard
Lowe down Cruiser’s Creek. Magic.

30 NIGHTLIFE
Hot disc spinner Simon Goffe on the trail of
London’s best night clubs. Essential.

66 TRAVEL AND HOLIDAYS
The Rough Guide men slope off for a spot
of skiing in Europe. The LM expenses
budget gets stretched.

74 CONSUMER GUIDE

SPECIAL BITS
The big boss man RK gets to grips with
loads of joysticks. We know where he’s
coming from.

51 1986— THE YEAR
THAT WAS
The last 12 months pinpointed, picked out,

persecuted and appraised (dig that allitera-

tion) Music, sport, video, films, fashion, TV,
current affairs and a special report on the
Grand Prix season. Terrific Terry.

62 XMAS— THE BIG ONE
Turkey time again. Ranting Richard Lowe
slags the whole thing off, while Martin Sut-
ton suggests you go down the flicks.

72 MONDO BIZARRO
Hunter S Minson with tales of the unex-
pected in Hollywood. A novel idea.

76 HASSLES
Lloyd Mangram (LM’s resident agony
uncle) in action. Informative.

78 PRIZE CROSSWORD
The first in a long line. This month: win a
curry! Hot stuff.

78 UMQUAT THE ALIEN

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
free £19 joystick is yours free (really,

Lbsolutely free) with every subscription to
M. Accept no substitutes, LM’s the real
lino.

Strewth! LM’s crazy cartoon caper rolls

into print with a not-too-distant relative of
Jetman. Amazing.
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THIS IS LM
WELCOME to this 80-page
first issue of LM+.
You’ve probably been

reading Newsfield compu-
ter mags for some time
now, but you’ll find LM is

quite different. Different,
because it has an aggres-
sively personal approach;
different because it is set-
ting out to cover the widest
imaginable range of life’s

aspects.
LM’s strength lies in the

outlook and attitude of its

writers, who have come
together because they
share similar views on life.

However, sharing a gen-
eral view is one thing—
agreeing on the detail is

another, especially when
the specific covers such a
generality of subject mate-
rial. In fighting to

1

get their
own way’, contributors’
elbows and shoulders have
beenrubbed raw in the con-
flict. The battle bodes well.
I wanted to create a lively,

opinionated, even brash
magazine, jammed with
ideas and the sense that it

was getting ‘ inside ’ what it

talked about, and I think
you’ll find this first edition
ofLM— issue zero— is cer-
tainlypacked with personal
feeling and opinion.
LM is not a style

magazine. We don’t pre-
tend to know what you’ll
like (or should like), even
though we’ll have a
damned good go at telling

you we do! Well, that’s not
strictly true— we’re only
human— we do think we
know what’s best, but we
expect to be put down,
argued with, shouted at
and occasionally, no doubt,
we’d like some agreement.
LM won’t be preaching
from a platform of ‘know-
ingness’. Our job is to bring
forward items that interest
us as an editorial team and
hope those subjects and
ourways oflooking at them
interest you too.

In so doing LM should
arouse some passions and,
as the reader, you can join
in the debate through the
letters pages and by writ-
ing counter-arguments as
articles. There are other
reader-involvement areas
too, such as STATION TO STA-
TION (see page 16). Cross-
opinion is what we want,
so, as with the computer
titles, wherever it’s practic-
able, reviews carry the
opinions of more than one
critic— there youmay well
witness the flesh wounds
caused by the clashing of
individual wills!

But above all, LM is

intended to be a packed,
damned good read. I hope
you find it so.

ROGER KEAN

t Normal issues of LM will be bet-
ween 112 and 124 pages.
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Three from the crowd improvise a ‘vignette’ (whatever that tsp

telling everyone how wonderful LM is going to be. ^

‘TELL ’emhowwe started,
’

said Paul Strange. ‘Tell

them about The Launch.’
Those very words, with

their enforced capital let-

ters, inspire dread. For six

months you think about a
magazine, then for another
six you plan it in more
detail, and then suddenly
there’s no time left for

thinking, for The Launch is

upon you.
There are various types

of launch (some float on
water, others push things
into water), but LM’s
launch was aimed at

would-be advertisers, and
at the trade media-moguls
who ultimately decide
whether you’ll be pigeon-
holed with Q, The Face or

the Daily Mirror for the
sheer convenience of refer-

ring to you in their erudite
columns. Our launch hap-
pened on 18 September.
Being very different from

your average Face In The
Daily Mirror, the LM Edito-

rial Team decided to have a
rave up, and where better

than London’s fashionable
disco the Camden Palace?
But a disco is a formidable
place without a crowd, so
pressure was put on
Graeme Kidd’s Renta-
CRASH-ZZAP !

-AMTIX !
-

mob to get some readers
along for the event, and
some 200 turned up.
To get things moving,

Gaz Top— of Get Fresh
fame— was hired and, as
those who were there will

know, he dashed about the
place like a man possessed
— moving things.

Downstairs on the disco

floor, the Kidd Rentamob
gyrated, banged heads and
consumed burgers, while in

the remoter eyries of the
Palace’s upper circle, the
invited media mob
watched and dined on cold

buffet (it ’ s a tasty dish) and
sipped champers (except
for Mr Minson, who gulps
the stuff energetically in

case it goes flat before he
reaches the bottom of the
glass).

The gathered forces of

LM Editorial looked on with
mixed-horror (they don’t
like launches) as first Roger
Kean (your erstwhile
Editor) and then Roger Ben-
nett (even ersterwhile
Advertisement Manager)
made prats of themselves
at the microphone. Kean’s
speech was very inspiring

(at least he looked pleased
with himself afterwards).
Bennett’s was more down-
to-earth— an attempt to

drag money from advertis-

ers ’ pockets.
During the course of the

event, Gaz Top gave away
loads of prizes for all sorts

of silly competitions. Top
prize ofthe daywas anMR
70 compact camera, kindly
offered by Konica UK Ltd.

The winner was David
Aston from Canterbury,
who is currently attending
Portsmouth Polytechnic.
We don’t know what David
is studying, but no doubt
the camera will come in

very useful. A neat device
— it’s fitted with 38mm and
70mm lenses, stepped

auto-focus, motorised film

advance and re-wind, and
automatic electronic flash.

LM readers who would
like to own a Konica camera
may be interested to know
about the Konica Competi-
tions we’re running for the
next six months— look
elsewhere in UP FRONT.
The day ended at around

three-thirty with the disco
banging decibels at a
barely bearable level—
great stuff. Thanks are due
to the staff of the Camden
Palace for their tremendous

efforts, to Hugh for the
sounds and lights, to CSL
for arranging it all, and
especially to Gaz, who
moved so many things
there weren’t any LM T-

shirts or caps left me.
LLOYD MANGRAM

Roger Kean’s inspiring speech is

now enshrined in the British
Museum. Roger Bennett’s is being
serialised next year on cable TV.
Hunter S Minson’s champagne
glass has been donated to the Mus-
well Hill Temperance Society, and
Paul Strange’s spectacles can be
heard on radio every day after the
news.

mmwm

Gaz Top with David Aston, winner of the Konica MR 70 camera.
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WIN a TqMaTO-
KETCHUP on the latest in
35mm compact technology
with this saucy new Konica
Tomato camera. Thrill to
the built-in electronic flash,
rave over the attractive
grey shoulder-pouch and
save yourself £49. 95 by tel-

ling us

:

a) Which photographic
band is fronted by Roddy
Frame?

b) Which 1934 cartoon
strip hero was brought to
life by Sam J Jones in a 1980
SF film?

c)FreezeFramewas a hit
single for which band?

Send your answer—
along with your address
and details of your favour-
ite three items in this issue
ofLM— on a postcard to
Win A Tomato, LM, 47
Gravel Hill, Ludlow, Shrop-
shire SY8 1 QS. Entries must
reach us by 22 December. Jomato wltfi WW*.

of 1 10,000— the largest
advance sale ever for any
game.
The game consists of a

board and a set of shaped
plastic pieces (which stick
to the board thanks to a
new chemical process cal-
led plastic migration).
There are two players. One
tries to map a route from
the top of the board to the
bottom; the other does the
same from left to right. Both
players also try to block off
the opposing player’s
route. It’s simple, stimulat-
ing and very addictive.
Danny is currently

negotiating with Activision
and Virgin on the rights for

a computer version of Sep-
tember. He’s wary, how-
ever, ofcomputer games—
they depend on reflexes.
There are some excellent
computer games around,
but with many of them
there’s no thought
involved. I prefer some-
thing which makes you
think. And in general I pre-
fer board games because
they’re social—you have to
sit down with someone to
play them.’
For Danny Kishon, the

astonishing success of Sep-
tember comes after years
of hard work. Now he’s
finally seeing the rewards.
‘It was like being pregnant
for four-and-a-half years,’
he says, ‘and now I’ve

finally given birth. It’s a
great relief.

’

ON THE BUSES
Danny Kishon’s new board game, ‘Sep-
tember’, looks set to become a Christmas best
seller. DAVID CHEAL— ourman in Wilsden
with a passion for cheap curries— discovers
how Danny did his market research on the
back seat of a bus.

FOUR-and-a-half years
ago, Danny Kishon had just
left university. Fearful of
settling down to a lifetime
of drudgery in his chosen
field, physiology and
biochemistry, Danny took
off to America on a cheap
Laker flight and bought a
Greyhound bus pass for
£99. It’s the cheap way to
see the States

:
you sleep on

the bus at night, and do
your sightseeing during the
day. There’s only one snag.
Because it’s a cheap ticket,

you can only travel on cer-
tain, often very circuitous
routes

;
if you use the more

direct ‘A’ routes, you have
to pay extra.

Danny was frustrated,
but intrigued. ‘It was as
thoughtheywere playing a
game with me,’ he says,
‘trying to block off all my
routes. ’ The germ ofan idea
for a new game was born.

‘Most games,’ he says,
‘are based on chasing and
killing. I thought it would
be interesting to develop a
game which was based on
blocking your opponent.’
He came back from the

States broke, on the dole
and determined to develop
the idea. The flat where he
was stayingwas cold and it

was difficult to work there,
so Danny’s girlfriend Ann
bought him a monthly bus
pass for September (hence
the name of the game).
Danny could now sit in the
warmth ofthe bus

,
work on

his game and test it out on
passengers who sat next to
him on the back seat.

‘It was the ideal market
research, because I played
the game with everyone
from kids on their way to
school to old ladies out
doing the shopping. I

reckon I tried it out on about
a thousand people.’
None of the 35 games

companies towhom Danny
subsequently sent the
game was impressed;
some of them returned it

unopened. The banks were
lukewarm, too. ‘It’s impos-
sible,’ says Danny, ‘to find
people to invest in a good
idea. A hundred years ago
things were different;

that’s why we’ve now got
things like the light bulb
and the motor car. But
today banks and investors
are only really interested in

buying and selling from
each other. ’ So Danny spent
four gruelling years raising
the £25,000 he needed to
launch the game himself.
Lucky for Danny, then,

that he met people like the
dinner party guest who
played the game with him
and was so impressed he
wrote out a cheque for

£5,000. He was one of the
larger investors

;
many

were friends who chipped
in with a few quid. Then
came the retailers. They,
too, were sceptical at first.

But Danny, still convinced
that his idea was marketa-
ble, spent hours— some-
times days— in their recep-
tion foyers until the exasp-
erated buyers finally

agreed to see him. And
when he did get an appoint-
ment, Danny didn't try to
sellthem the game

;
he just

asked them to play it with
him.

It worked. Today Sep-
tember is stocked by virtu-

ally all the major retailers
(price £5.99) and has
clocked up advance orders
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WALK LIKE A MAN
Clad only in a graphic equalizer,
SIMONPOULTER reports on personal stereos.

WHETHER you’re into per-

sonal earache, Sony-style,
or large-scale peace-shat-
tering, there’s something
on the Christmas personal-
stereo market to suit both
your wallet and your shoul-
der-muscles.
Toward the bottom ofthe

very wide price-range,
Sony’s WM-33 will proba-
bly be successful, going for

the same as the popular
WM-22 (£29.95—the man-
ufacturer’s recommended
price, like all in this guide)
but with the extra feature
of a five-band graphic
equalizer. For the same
price, Aiwa’s HSG-35
comes second with a mere

three-band equalizer.
Going up a few sovs we

find the Sony WM-31FS
(£34.95), which attaches a
basicWalkman to a speaker
package

;
this one willmake

you really popular in an
early-morning commuter
train.

Sony continue their mas-
ter plan to take over the
world with portable enter-
tainment. Following their
successful Sports
Walkman, the Floating
Walkman (the WM-35) and
the Watchman, they have
the Sony CFS-950
(£129.95), a splashproof
version oftheir other popu-
lar new launch, the £49.95

Sony CFS-230L (which
entertains your fearless lis-

tener day and night). The
CFS-950 comes in yellow
and white.
JVC offer two versions of

their personal stereo, the
JVC CX-5K and the CX-
5FK. Both these models
feature auto reverse, Dolby
B, metal-tape compatibility

and earphones
;
the CX-

5FX also has a built-in FM
radio. The JVCs are the
most compact of the new
personal stereos (not much
larger than a cassette and
only 185g), but at £65 and
£98 respectively they may
be a bit pricey.

The range of ghetto-blas-

ters looks more like the Bat-
tersea Dogs’ Home resident
list— woofers and super-
woofers everywhere.
Hitachi are the chief per-

petrators, blasting ghettos
like there’s no tomorrow
with an extensive range of

musical juggernauts. Most
likely to cause hernias is the
Hitachi TRK-3D8 at

£129.99 and 6.9kg— and
that’s including eight, yes,

eight batteries. This colos-

sus also has the unique 3-D
feature— two three-watt

speakers and one eight-

watt speaker for that extra
dimension. Arf, arf.

JVC’s ever-expanding
range of portable stereos
moves into alternative

design with the oddly
attractive wedge-shaped
JVC PC-25 (£69). Its Sony
equivalent, the Sony CFS-
4000L, goes for £99, but the
five-band graphic
equalizer, auto reverse and
automatic search function
are worth the extra £30.

The JVC RC-20 is another

new addition to the
catalogue—but it looks like

a hurriedly-produced ver-
sion of the Sony CFS-230L,
and it’s a cheeky £55.

Finally, with Aiwa’s CA-
W30 Carry Component
System you get a value-for-
£99.95 package: a four-

band radio, a twin cassette
deck with high-speed dub-
bing, detachable two-way
speakers and a five-band
graphic equalizer.

Stick that in your deck
and play it.

HALINA ZOOM INTO COLOUR
CAMERA colours used to

have as much variety as the
Ford motor company—you
could have any colour you
liked as long as it was
black!

Market research has con-
vinced Japanese manufac-
turers that younger photo-
graphers want gear that’s

a bit more stylish. As a
result there’s been a flood
ofcompact-type cameras in

every conceivable hue dur-
ing the past year or so, and
Halina is the latest com-
pany to catch on to the idea
that brighter colours make
for bigger sales.

Their excellent little 160
compact— featuring built-

in flash, a lens protection
blind and a fixed-focus
shutter— has just been
made available in red, with
a classy white version due
to follow in November. It

costs a very reasonable
£22.95.
Rather more up-market,

and with a whole host of

extra gadgets, (automatic
film loading, film rewind-

ing, and'DX’ coding sen-
sors that automatically pick
up which type of film is

being used), the Halina
SPEEDX 66 costs £49.95.
Originally available just in

black, it's now been re-

launched in red just in time
for Christmas.

Finally there’s the AF
810, priced at £59.95. This
has all the features of the
other two, plus auto-focus.

Launched earlier this year
in black, a red version has
just come onto the market,
due to be followed by a
model in burgundy,
rumoured to be the most
successful colour scheme of

ah.

Halina reckon that half

their camera sales are col-

oured models, and it’s a
figure that’s bound to rise.

TERRY HOPE

lO Q I-M January 1987



0898 121315CHATBACK LINE

0898 121316SINGLES REVIEW

COMPETITION LINE 0898 121317

089812 1318RM DANCE LINE

KERRANG METAL LINE 0898 121319

THE Nol MUSIC STATION ° N THE PHONE.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

NO. 1 SINGLE 0898 12 13 01

NO. 2 SINGLE 0898 12 13 02

NO. 3 SINGLE 0898 12 13 03

NO.4 SINGLE 0898 1 2- 1 3 04

NO. 5 SINGLE 0898 12 13 05

TOP lO RUN DOWN 0898 121311

TOP 3 SINGLES MIX 0898 12 13 12

DAILY HITLINE 0898 12 13 13

LIVEWIRE GUIDE 0898121314

If you want a direct connection to

the latest chart sounds, Livewire puts you

straight through to the best in music on

the phone.
It’s great for keeping up to date with

the top singles. Music news. New releases.

And DJ’s Mike Smithand Janice Long
keep it all going every day with news,

reviews and guests.

So get on the Livewire line any time

day or night. And dial the number
you want for the music you want to hear.

No hang-ups.

A call to Livewire costs between 41p per minute peak and standard rate,and 26p per minute cheap rate©
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Despite anew code of conduct, ‘death

star’ weapons appear to be freely

available to anyonewhowants tobuy
them. Most of these weapons have a
legitimate place in supervised mar-
tial arts training sessions, but in the
wronghandsthey couldbe extremely
dangerous. MARK EDMONDS
investigates. Pictures by BEEZER.

The DH Martial Arts Centre in London’s Carnaby Street: only one of

many shops in Britain now selling potentially lethal weapons.

ON a chilly Saturday in

October, 13-year-old Max
Fluckiger strolled into a
shop in centralLondon and
emergedwith a carrierbag
full of lethal weapons.

In the shop, DH Martial

Arts of Carnaby Street, no
attempt was made to ask
Max his age or to find out
what possible use a north
London schoolboy would
have for a selection of sharp
metalthrowing discs and a
Chinese rice flail

with the order, but others

are less exacting.
Bruce Ayling, publisher

of Fighters (a magazine
which carries a number of

advertisements for martial

arts weapons), maintains
that his advertisers are

responsible, but some of

the ads in the magazine
make no reference to the
code of conduct.
‘We can’t make it man-

because

despite

recent Home Office

attempts to ensure that

suchweapons are only sold

to bona fide martial artists

over the age of 18.

Promptedby reports that

the easy availability of

these so-called ‘death
stars’ was likely to lead to

an outbreak of violent

street crime, the Home
Office drew up a voluntary
code ofconduct for retailers

in January.
The code stipulates that

weapons should only be
sold to over 18swho belong
to a recognised martial arts

club (membership cards
should be shown at the
time of purchase).
But Max’s shopping trip

(LM asked him to buy the
weapons forthe purpose of

this article) indicates that

the code of conduct needs
toughening up.

A Home Office spokes-
man told LM: ‘We find it

very disappointing that

some traders appear to be
ignoring the guidelines we
have drawn up.We will fol-

lowup any evidence ofthis

happening with the trader

concerned.We are keeping
the matter under review.’

The Code ofConductwas
drawn up by the Home
Office after consultation

with the Martial Arts Com-

1 3-year-old Max Fluckiger with the rice flail and ‘death star’ he
datory ,

’ he says
that would be an infringe-

ment of the Restriction of

Trade Act, but the majority
of advertisers in Fighters
would not be prepared to

sell dangerous weapons to

peoplewho are not genuine
martial artists.’

Heather Croft, of Giko
Martial Arts, a Birming-
ham-basedcompany ,

regu-

larly advertises her firm’s

wares in magazines such as
Fighter. She says that Giko
carries out the code of con-

duct to the letter: ‘For one
thing, our shop is very close

to a police station so any-

one who walked out of the

shop openly carrying a rice

flail or death star would
probably get picked up for

having an offensive

weapon.We get a lot of 1 5-,

16- and 17-year-olds com-
ing into the shop and we
refuse to serve them.’

Much of the controversy

in the press over martial

arts weapons has centred

should never have been allowed to purchase.

In the hands of a loutthe rice flail, or nunchaku, can be very danger-

ous indeed, while the ‘death star’, or shuriken, can do appalling dam-

age when thrown, even if the blades are not fully sharpened.

Certainly MPs, civil ser-

vants and theMAC are con-

cerned that as the martial

arts become more popular,

more people sire buying the
weapons. Martial arts

shops, usually set up by
enthusiasts, are increasing

in number and the mail

order market for these
weapons is also buoyant.

It’s easy for mail-order

companies, in particular, to

get round the code of con-

duct. Anyone can buy a
martial arts magazine and
send offforweapons (rang-

ing from swords, blow-
pipes, steel claws and rice

flails to the highly danger-

ous death stars which
youngMaxfound so easy to
obtain). Some mail order

companies insist that a

martial arts club member-
ship card should be sent

mission, the sport’s govern-
ing body in this country,

and retailers. Richard
Thomas, a member of the
MAC’S executive, thinks

legislation is necessary. He
was appalled thatMaxhad
been able buy such
weapons.

‘I find it amazing that

anyone could be so irres-

ponsible. DH Martial Arts
should know better. If the
guidelines we have pre-

paredwith theHome Office

had been met, there would
be no need for legislation.'

Neither the Home Office

northe police keep detailed

statistics on crime relating

to offensive weapons, so
it’s impossible to find out
exactly how many attacks

have been committed by
people using martial arts

equipment.

TRASHTOWN

LOOKING for some
unusual entertainment in

London around Christmas?
Try the HalfMoon Theatre
in Mile End, where you can
experience an authentic
Jamaican pantomime,
Flash Trash, written by
Barbara Gloudon, with
music by Felix Cross.
When Jamaicans first

started performing pan-
tomimes, they stuck to the

format of the traditional

English panto, with princi-

ple boys, dames, ugly sis-

ters and so on. but during
the last 50 years they’ve
developed their own dis-

tinctive form of show.
Aimed as much at adults as

at children, it’s one of the
most popular forms of

entertainment in Jamaica,
as well as being an enorm-
ous tourist attraction.

‘ The kids go along for the

music,' says director

Yvonne Brewster, but it’s

really an adult affair.’

The plot of Flash Trash is

an uncomplicated story of

the poor people of

Trashtown, their struggle

for survival, and how they
come into contact with
their oppressors, the rich

inhabitants of Ready
Heights, where King Nuff is

looking for a suitable suitor

for his horrible daughter.
The production bears

many similarities to English

panto, but it’s based, says
Yvonne, more on folklore

than on nursery rhymes.
‘It's a morality play,’ she
says, ‘with none of the vul-

garity of the English pan-
tomime.’

Flash Trash was first per-

formed in Jamaica last

Christmas, and features a

cast of 20 plus a live four-

piece reggae band. And
don’t be put off by the title

;

in Jamaica, ‘trash’ means
rough, but good.

Flash Trash is at the Half

Moon Theatre, 21 3 Mile
End Road, London, El 4AA
(tel 01-790 4000) from 16

December to 24 January
DAVID CHEAL
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around the death stars, or
shuriken, partly because
they are available so easily

and cheaply. A death star

can cost as little as £1.

Although many of the
weapons on sale in this

country have a legitimate
place in the training ses-
sions run by recognised
clubs, Richard Thomas says
that shuriken are rarely

used by genuine martial
artists. ‘Only one or two
people in this countryknow
how to use these stars

properly. A death star, like

any projectile, can be
highly dangerous. You
could easily take out a per-
son’s eye, even ifthe death
star’s edges weren’t par-
ticularly sharp. The major-
ity of death stars are
bought by people with no
interest in martial arts.’

The martial arts are cur-
rently enjoying a boom—
more than 4,000 clubs in

this country are registered
with the MAC. Perhaps the
most disturbing aspect of

the current boom is the
ninja craze.

In medieval Japan, the
ninja were a secret society
of assassins, willing to

bump off anyone— for a
price. They would operate
at night, clad in a menacing
black uniform which
included a full-face hood.
Ninja traditions are said to
have survived Japan’s tur-

bulent history and rumours
abound that units of ninja
were attached to the
Japanese Imperial Army in

the Second World War.
James Clavell’s novel Sho-
gun and the TV series The
Master (Lee Van Cleef
played a ninja chief) have
also contributed to the
ninja’s notoriety.

Many of the weapons on
sale in martial arts shops
are replicas of those used
by the ninja. Richard
Thomas of the MAC is con-
vinced that the mystique
surrounding them has led
to more people (under-18s
included) wanting to ape
ninja activities.

‘The ninja fantasy appe-
als to Walter Mitty types,

’

he says. ‘We don’t recog-
nise any groups which
practise ninjitsu, but we’re
certain that a lot of people
like to dress up in black
hoods, arm themselves

with shuriken and rice flails

and lurk around the woods
when it’s dark.’

The £6.99 rice flail, or

nunchaku, which Max
bought from DH Martial
Arts is also a ninjaweapon,
though the one he chose
was painted with a Union
Jack— a symbol which
seems to have little connec-
tion with ancient martial
arts. Recognised clubs
teach the use of the flail in

martial arts systems such
as karate, but in the hands
of a lout the flail can be a
very dangerous weapon
indeed.
The nunchaku is similar

in design to the implements
first used centuries ago by
Chinese peasants to grind
rice. Their flails doubled as
handyweapons withwhich
the peasants could defend
themselves against rival

gangs. It looks like a double
truncheon, joined in the
middle with a robust metal
chain.

LM approached the
assistantwho soldMax the
weapons to find out DH’s
policy on selling to those
under 18. The assistant
pointed to a notice on her
counter which said that
under 18s would not be
served. She said the man-
ager was away; we wel-
come his comments.
Whether or not Max’s

shopping trip will have any
bearing on the politicians

and mandarins at the Home
Office remains to be seen.
Labour Home Affairs

spokesman Clive Soley MP
told LM he was not con-
vinced that legislation was
the answer.

‘Before any legislation, I

think it’s important thatwe
have an intelligent debate
about these weapons.
Unfortunately, it’s impossi-
ble to legislate against real

criminal behaviour, and if

someone wants to assault
someone else they will

probably do so, irrespective

of the weapons available.

Bread knives are good for

cutting bread. They
shouldn’t be banned just

because some people use
them for stabbing their

granny.’
Aswe went to press, the

Home Office said that they
were in the process of

approaching DH Martial
Arts with LM’s evidence.
The Department of Trade
and Industry’s Trading
Standards Officer may also

decide to pay the shop a
visit.

My cup runneth over. Before long I’ll be running all of

Newsfield. Only AMTIX! escapes my grasp, but the
egregious Saffron Trevaskis seems to have it sewn up.
Never mind, I've got LM. Let’s be having your letters as
fast as you can, otherwise Roger (who moves from mag
to mag) Kean will make me redundant. And you won’t
lose out either. I’ll be picking out a letter of especial merit
each month and that will earn its writer the princely sum
of £19.99— just like the letter which follows . . .

ALL CHANGE
Dear Lloyd,
Following the recent intro-

duction of the pound and
two-pound coins, isn’t it

time the Government intro-

duced the 99p coin? With so
many shops charging any-
thing from 99p to £199.99
for their goods, a 99p coin
would dispense with the
need for the nation’s hard-
pressed shopkeepers and
assistants to hand out a
penny change on every
purchase.
Penny Dreadful, Church
Lane, Tunbridge Wells

Yes, but just think how
boring life at the checkout
would become. No more
hanging around, chatting
to the other waiting cus-
tomers while the cashier
tries to work outhowmuch
change you’re expecting
from eight purchases each
costing something and
99p. However, Penny,
your £20 note (I lied at the
top) is on its way.
LM

DADDY SHORT
LEGS
Dear Lloyd,
I’m thinking of starting a
new organisation and I’m
hoping that some of your
readers will be interested
in joining it. Essentially it’s

a pressure group which will

make clothing manufactur-
ers more aware of the need
to produce clothes in a
wider variety of sizes than
at present.

It’s particularly hard to

get jeans to fit if you’re a
small person. Jean man-
ufacturers seem to think
that everyone has an inside
leg measurement no smal-
ler than 32 inches, but of

course there are thousands
ofpeople around with shor-
ter inside legs.

I’ve taken up the legs on
allmy jeans (normally I use
that iron-on stuff), but
when I’ve paid between

£15 and £20 for a pair, I

don ’t expect to have to
make alterations. For that
price the things should fit

first time, around the waist,
around the bum and on the
leg.

I would like to see certain

manufacturers boycotted,
letters sent to managing
directors and demonstra-
tions staged outside their

factories. Perhaps there
will be some action once
the public and manufactur-
ers are aware of the situa-

tion.

Matthew Smale, Erridge
Road, London SW19

Britain’s always been a bit

behind when it comes to
trousers. In New York you
can buy jeans of almost
any length in each waist
size. LM welcomes your
pressure group, Matthew,
and more power to your
inside leg, I say.
LM

SHAME ON YOU
Dear Lloyd,
I thought you’d be
interested to know that I

saw the first issue of your
magazine back in Sep-
tember. On the front cover
it said ‘Dummy Issue’. Is

that the way to refer to your
loyal readers, the people
who pay for your bread and
Marmite?

I hope that in the future,

to redress the balance and
to compensate for this

appalling slur on the intelli-

gence of the British public,

you’ll be having an ‘Intel-

lectual Issue’, with features
about why Marcel Proust
liked cake andwhy Roget ’ s

Thesaurus became extinct

all those millions of years
ago.
Gordon Bennett, Cowden-
beath

Your prayers are
answered, Gordon. Feast
your eyes over this very
issue which even now you
hold in your sweaty palms.

Revel in its essential,
intellectual qualities,

devour its Proustian
angst, swim in its Pre-
cambrian lakes of mythi-
cal beauty, feed with the
Thesaurusses in their pre-
Roget state of innocent
bliss, deep in the primeval
swamps of unmitigated
culture.

LM

UNSMART
Dear Lloyd,
If I hadmy way, the follow-

ing charter would be
enforced on all youth-cul-
ture magazines

:

1) No politics.

2) No smart-arsed Julie Bur-
chill.

3) No smart-assed letter

replies.

For some reason these
seem to be trendy neces-
sities for ‘pop’ rags, and it

don’t wash. LM is young
and apparently ‘upfront’;

don’t let it become the
same as the rest.

Martin Fossy, on the dole
in Basildon

It’s simply not in my
nature to give what you
quaintly refer to as ‘ smart-
assed’ replies. If by 'poli-

tics’ you mean Mr Hat-
tersly, have no fear; and
when we’ve got Richard
Lowe on the editorial
team, who needs Julie Bur-
chill?

LM

FUN BOY THREE
Dear Lloyd,
Why don’t you have a col-

umn on word associations
in your magazine? It’s great
fun boy three bags full on
the hill street blues woke
up this morning has broken
the silence is golden won-
der ofWoolies bully for you
and me and a dog named
boo to a goose that laid the
golden egg, sausage, chips
and beans on toast rack and
ruin.

What do you think?
Brian Cell, Stockton-on-
Teesmaid

It’s the sort of thing that
sticks in your throat swal-
low antiperistalsis puke
throwup and catch the ball
bythe bearings starits dire
in trouble pain agony
aunts and cousins relativ-
ity equals me square old
fashioned and generally
boring.
However, what do other

readers think brain?
LM

You wanna write, right?
Well write to LLOYD MAN-
GRAM’s WORD UP, LM
MAGAZINE, PO BOX 10,
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE
SY8 1DB. I’m open to
almost anything except
smart-assed letters. There
I agree.
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SUBSCRIBE TO BRITAIN’S BRIGHTES
AND GET A FREE SPECTRAVIDEO JOYSTICKWORTH UP TO

Whatyou are holding is the promised free 80-page ‘taster’ issue ofLM,
Newsfield’s new general interest magazine. It should give you agood
idea ofwhatyour 124-page regular issue willbe like, andwe hope you
enjoy it!

As a reader of our computer titles, CRASH, ZZAP! 64 and AMTIX!,
you will be interested to learn that you can subscribe to LM for one
yearAND get a free joystick all forthe normal subscription rate- of £15

(post included)— a deal worth as much as £34.95 !

Just choosebetween thetwo latest Spectravideo joysticks shownon
these pages— the QUICKSHOT IX ‘JOYBALL’ (normally worth

£19.95) orthe QUICKSHOT II ‘TURBO ’ (normallyworth £13.95)—and
whatever your choice, it will be despatched to you entirely free of

charge-whenyoutake out a 12-issue subscription toLM costing £15.

What do you get for your
£15 (apart from a free joys-

tick)?

LM is an entirely new
type of magazine, not just

computers, not just music,
not just sport and so on, but
a fresh outlook on the entire

range of life’s activities. LM
promises a damned good
read every month with
informative, helpful and
very opinionated articles

and interviews. Like
CRASH, ZZAP! and
AMTIX! we expect you to

take part with surveys on
all sorts of subjects and to

air your feelings in Lloyd

Mangram’s letters pages.
Wewant toknowwhatyou
think ofthe musicyou play,

films and videos you watch,
television programmes,
computer games, holiday
resorts, politicians (just

about everything in fact) as
well as voting inthe various
reader charts.

And all this comes in 12
action-packed issues ayear
for £15 (post included).

Your monthly copy will be
posted to you direct from
the printer so you get it

before it appears on the
street.***

WHAT IF I DON’T WANT A FREE JOYSTICK?
You don’t huh? Perhaps
you’re not a computer
owner, or perhaps you have
ten already stacked away
somewhere. Okay then,
here’s another offer: For
the price ofyour £ 1 5 annual
subscription, LM willthrow
in an LM T-shirt and LM
baseball-style cap. The T-

shirt is 100% white cotton

with the bright red-and-
black LM logo large on the
front. The ‘fit any head’
baseball-style caps are in

bright red or grey with the
LM logo picked out on the
front in white. Both items
will be despatched free of

charge** when we receive

your £15 subscription pay-

ment.

QUICKSHOT IX ‘JOYBALL’
(Normally worth £19.95)

Large Spherical X-Y Controller with pivoting

action

LED Indicators display status of fire buttons

Two Enlarged Fire Buttons for left or right-

handed play

Auto-Fire Switch toggles between single or

continuous fire

Left/Right Fire Selector Switch

5-Foot Sleeve Cable with standard AtariD con-

nector

Subject to normal Spectravideo warranties

* UK Mainland, Northern Ireland and Eire subscription rate only. Europe nor-

mal subscription rate is £22 (post included). For other overseas subscriptions

please write and request prices.

** The ‘completely free’ offers apply toUK Mainland, Northern Ireland and Eire

only. AlthoughLm willmake every effort to despatch the free offers as fast as

possible, please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

* * * LM and Newsfield Ltd cannot accept liability for late delivery in the event

of any disruption to normal British postal services, or for the normal or dis-

rupted services of other countries.
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NEW MAGAZINE
£19.95 INTO THE BARGAIN !

I~1 1 enclose £15 cheque or P/O (UK, Northern Ireland and Eire)

I"! I enclose £22 (Europe, not subject to free offers)
Please make cheques payable to NEWSFIELD LTD

Postcode

Place this coupon and yourpayment in an envelope (a photocopy ofthe form willbe
acceptable if you do not wish to cut the coupon out) and send it to:

LM SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, PO BOX 10,

LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB

uuiv/iionui xi lunou
(Normally worth £13.95)

6 Micro-Switches for the stick action and fire buttons
2 Fire Buttons forthumb or ‘trigger finger’ control

New Improved grip, ergonomically designed Auto-Fire Switch
Stabilising Suction Cups for single-handed table use
Subject to normal Spectravideo warranties

THE GREAT LM INTRODUCTORY SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Iwould like to subscribe toLM for 1 2 issues startingwith issue 1 (on sale from 1 5 January
1987) and take advantage of the FREE JOYSTICK or FREE T-SHIRT & CAP offer.

Please tick the box next to the freebie you would like (one box only)
: Name

QUICKSHOT IX ‘JOYBALL’ QUICKSHOT IPTURBO'
LM T-SHIRT & CAP Address

Please state T-Shirt size: []S []M []L
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Brum than

•
I

A*hx
\ areas, some more visible

—•ingtori l

are changing their outlook.

They have traditionally

combined a quiet stoicism

and grudging acceptance

of their shabby environs

into a paranoic self-depre-

cation, but a younger and
more positive approach is

now starting to make an
impression on the affairs of

the city. The result is that

Brummies are beginning to

assignmore worth to them-
selves and their city.

Brummies don’t burn
with the fierce local pride

that can light up even the

most down-trodden Geor-

die or Scouser. Instead they

have adopted an almost

apologetic approach to the

outside world; never fully

convinced of their heritage,

not wanting to sing the

praises of living in Birmin-

gham, because in the eyes

of the average Brummie
there is nothing to sing

about.
And yet actually Birmin-

gham has a lot going for it.

The city has the best exhib-

ition complex in Europe;
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A few mechanics from The Garage.

1

the International Arena
(the UK’s premier large live

music venue) is part of this

complex, while the city also

has some ofthe best art gal-

leries, theatres and orches-
tras in the country.
Birmingham is at the

heart of an impressive and
improving communications
network, now boasting a
top class international air-

port. Recent events such as
the Super Prix motor race
and the well-orchestrated
bid for the 1992 Olympic
Games have begun to

restore the citizens ’ faith in

themselves and their

‘hometown’.
Birmingham is becoming

an exciting and vibrant
place to live .It’s coming to
life, shaking off its former
drab self-degrading image
and proclaiming its pro-
wess as a sparkling centre
of social innovation and
exploration; a living, brea-
thing entity undergoing an
exciting and dynamic refor-

mation.
STEVE KNIGHT

T

NOTTINGHAM

Myths,
legends and
the real truth
IT’S a cast iron certainty.

Say 4Nottingham ’ to anyone not fully conversant with
the more northern outposts of the Ml, and they’ll say
‘Robin Hood’. Like a conversational equivalent of the
knee jerk reflex, Robin Hood is normally quickly fol-

lowedby ‘Brian Clough’ ,
‘Torville and Dean’ and a reci-

tation of the old myth ‘seven girls to every bloke’.

People know very little about Nottingham, neither
north nor south, east norwest, and queueing up meekly
behind Birmingham for the honour of being ‘conve-

niently central' ,
Nottingham is to Englandwhat the Lib-

eral Party is to politics.

But don’t let that put you off— get out your ‘things

to do’ list and put Nottingham about fifth.

If you’re coming for a drink, come early. Nottingham
pubs always close at 10.30. (This makes for pretty wild
New Year celebrations)! So just as the old four pint

finger tingle is creeping up on you— or more impor-
tantly just as your mate was finally going to get his

round in—you are gently ( ! ) cajoled on to the cold Not-
tingham streets.

But as one pub closes, so two clubs open. And if

you’re prepared to dive into the piranha pool of activity

that is Nottingham at night, picking your way over
newly New Delhi decorated pavements and through
gaggles of girls clip-clipping to the bus stop, the choice
of clubs is astounding.
There are yer clean cut, aftershave and advocaat

clubs (Madisons, Easy Streets and Libertys), but Not-
tingham’s claim to fame is The Garage. A labyrinthine

collection of dingy bars and low-ceilinged, low life

dance floors, there’s hip hop and funk upstairs, be-bop
andpunk downstairs with five bars in between. There’

s

also a bizarre door policy based entirely on footwear.
I've not yet worked out which shoes they especially

object to, but to play safe I’d pack your trusty, dusty
DM’s.
Nottingham is bursting out of a nutshell. And not a

mention yet ofForest, Rock City or Yates Wine Lodge.
You’ll have to see for yourself, but don’t mention Robin
Hood!

PAUL TUCKER

NOTTINGHAM’S music scene has been in dire

straights for years, but has recentlybeen given a much
needed kickup the backside bythe appearance of Phil,

old guard promoter and manager ofRussell’s Bar. Rus-

Clint Bestwood And The Mescal Marauders in action.

sell’s is minutes from the city centre but far enough
away to keep the weekend thugs out of the picture.
Thanks to Phil’s live music policy it’s now possible to
see a band nearly every night, free.

Manynewbands have crawled out ofthe woodwork

:

The Dinosaurs, The Joints, Charnel House, Suicide
Dance, Fairground, Shave Tail Temptation, Clint
BestwoodAnd The Mescal Marauders, Apache Dance,
Lipstick Killers, Big Bandit, That Sucker Punch, Marcel
Marceau Sound, Dream, Every New Dead Ghost,
Scarehunters, Roads To Rome, Animals Of Leisure, Sic
Boy Federation, The Legendary Dolphins andThe John
Noakes Experience to name but twenty*
As is often the case, many ofthese bands are agood

argument for euthanasia, consisting of ageing musos
desperately trying to up-date their act. Even some of
the younger groups feature that despicable Trans-
Atlantic bland soundwhich carries thepower ofa non-
alcoholic punch and is an ideal beverage for major label
A&R men.
Ofthe better groups, Apache Dance appear to be U2-

derived drivel, while Shave Tail Temptation are an
unholy alliance between Sigue Sigue Sputnik and
George Formby. Fairground have recently dropped
their Talking Heads’ affliction, trading it in for some sec-
ond hand Doors and Bunnymen albums. This makes
them slightly less pretentious but still not very original.

ClintBestwoodAndThe Mescal Marauders are cur-
rently talk of the town. A ten-piece comprising ex-
Howdy Boys, The Media, Perfect Party, One Million
Fuzztone Guitars, Infant Crocodiles, etc, they’ve been
inmore bands than a hotAC30. They like a drink or 1

2

and it shows in their shambolic performances verging
on genius: The Marauders make The Pogues look like

a Temperance band. They play C&W covers almost
adequately and their spiritual reference points are the
three giants of country music— Johnny, Jack and Jim
(Johnny Cash, Jack Daniels and Jim Beam). Together
theyprovide a sourmash that kicks like a cowgirl at her
first dance.
Catch them soon, there’s a hefty reward to be had.

PAUL EDMONDSON

in the
WATFORD

Filling

gaps
WATFORD has been the
butt of many a Londoner’s
joke for years. Some con-
sider it a fringe part of the
capital, while others prefer

to believe that Watford
inhabits its own cosmos
and marks the last signpost

to nether regions.
In truth Watford is 20

minutes from Euston (by
train), and is just a step or

two from mega-city hustle.

A large proportion of the
population is young and
affluent, and almost every

bar is sculptured to appeal
to a youthful patronage.
The young swarm

around modern pubs, clubs
and bistros such as
Paradise Lost (a glitzy,

sterile meat market of the
Hippodrome mould), PJ’s
{Cheers reincarnated), and
Crowns.
Saturday sees a regular

ritual march to and from the
Vicarage Road football

ground to support a prime
example of community
spirit. It’s all very civilized

with family outings, lots of

scarves etc, and (perhaps
not entirely due to the

heavy police markers), no
trouble whatsoever.
Watford has its heroes—

Elton John, of course, who
must be one of the best
public relations icons the
town has ever had. There’s
also the ‘I went to school
with/cut the hair of/once
got drunk with/saw him
with his trousers down/
George Michael’ syndrome.
Despite traces ofthe Lon-

don ice, The Watford Zone
is often a void of indiffer-

ence, although a relatively

safe and often mildly
stimulating place to live.

DAVID CURRIE
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StAtfoN to SfcAtfoN

back the place abounded
with Fribbs (nee Hippies)
from the University Of
Keele, but sadly Keele is

now full of very conserva-
tive foreign and business
students. The few latter

day Fribbs that do exist

have been re-named * Smel-
lies ’ and they mingle with
the mish-mash of fashiona-
ble-adolescent-peer
groups who adopt various
poses around the town.
Despite the town’s con-

servative air, there’s the
odd hint of innovation.
Newcastle-Under-Lyme
College has just started an
intriguing course on The
Beatles, while Radio
Stoke 's Mark Stewart
presents a highly recom-
mendable alternative radio
show, ‘Stoke It Up’, on
Tuesdays, 6pm to 7pm.
Compared with most ofthe
local radio muzak, ‘Stoke It

Up’ is like a dose of salts

and by gum do we need it!

GARY MARSH

NORWICH

The
boomtown
bats on. .

.

NORWICH is fairly busy
during December, with a
mass of events taking place
at the Norwich Arts
Centre.
Housed since 1978 in a

converted church, the NAC
was formerlyknown as Pre-

mises and was originally a
haven for hippies and veg-
gies. The name change has
signalled some startling

innovations (meat on the
menu and CD-generated
muzak!), but whether this

is more than cosmetic
surgery, designed to give
the place a higher profile,

remains to be seen.
Nevertheless, the NAC is

always worth a visit.

ForthcomingNAC events
include the New Portrait
Photography exhibition (1

- 23 December) featuring
top photographers cover-

ing the spectrum from
Vogue to I-D, while News
Review (6 December) are a
quick fire satirical com-
pany. Celebrate (or obliter-

ate) the approach of Christ-

mas at one— or both— of

the NAC parties (19, 20
December).
NAC also provides local

bands with an accessible
venue. Newcomers— like

Dig Those Heels, Giant and
Browning Version— look
set to join established
names like GeeMr Tracy on
the Norwich music scene.
Wide-eyed and sometimes

Gee Mr Tracey— Brick Smith

DUBLIN

All cold on
the Irish

front
THE climate has never been as cold in Ireland as it has
been this winter; mind you, the weather hasn’t been so

good either.

Socially, politically and financially, the climate has
been rapidly deteriorating, and looks set to continue

this way.
The Government are about to fall from office, the

social calendar is almost empty, and with anewbudget
on the way the hard earned wage packet is about to

become even less meaningful. The constant Irish media
obsessionwith the ‘despondent Irish youth doing little

or nothing to help themselves or the country' , looks set

to boom.
As the popularity of Premier Garret FitzGerald

diminishes daily, (bothwiththe electorate and his own
party members), and the present balance ofpower held
by the Fine Gael/Labour coalition is just one seat, the

Irish people are assured of an election during the next
couple of months. It could take place in January. A
change ofgovernment, in favour ofFiannaFail and their

leader Charles Haughey, looks imminent.
Just as certain and casting a dark shadow over the

country is the daunting fact that anew government will

bring along anew budget. Most likely to be hit are the
usual necessities— drink, cigarettes, petrol (forwhich
we are already paying £3 per gallon), and of course a
hype ofthe taxes on such items as records and concert

tickets.

Apparently the Government are under the impres-
sion that it’s the young people ofthe countrywho have
all the wealth. A sobering thought, considering the

£1.50 plus thatwe pay for a pint ofbeer today will prob-

ably rise justwhen the holiday season is coming along.

On the entertainment front, December and January
are no different to any other years . . . empty. With only

two sizeable theatres in Dublin, the choice of entertain-

Trinity College, Dublin.

ment is extremely limited. The Olympia Theatre
(capacity 1,800), is presenting the childrens’ musical
Bugsy Malone, while the Gaiety Theatre (capacity

1,500), sees Maureen Potter (Ireland’s leading female
satirical comic), starring in her 21st pantomime.
Rock and pop fans, familiar with Dublin’s lack ofcon-

cert venues (and only one of these capable of holding
crowds bigger than 8,000), have very little to look for-

ward to. The main attractions are (wait for it) A-Ha,
Joan Armatrading, Suzanne Vega and Huey Lewis
And The News. Fans of a heavier brand of sounds can
get their denim and leather out for Magnum and Tro-

jan, who appear in January.
Amuch awaited announcement is the line-up of acts

to appear at Ireland’s premier rock festival in Slane vil -

lage next year. There’s tremendous speculation sur-

rounding the line-up, with hints that David Bowie, Dire
Straits or The Rolling Stones could headline. The one
day event should draw 85,000 people; an offical

announcement of the line-up is expected in late

January.
Cinema-wise, there are very few new releases

expected in December, although there will be a large

number of titles left over from the Dublin Film festival

which finished in November.
By the first bells of 87, or even at the end ofJanuary

,

Ireland willknow who’s to governthem for the next four
years. There again, maybe they won’t. Either way, it’s

not going to bother most youngsters, for Ireland has a
very low vote count with under 25-year-olds.

The silly season will come and go, the climate will

remain cold, the bars, price increases and all, will

remain full and the mood for the best part will be as

jovial as any other bleak winter. We’ve grown wellused
to them.

JOHN O’CONNER

NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME

Stoking up
the Smellies

ter (Hanley Victoria Hall, 22
December).
The town has a friendly

atmosphere, best
appreciated on its market
days (Monday, Friday and
Saturday). A few years

NIGHTLIFE doesn’t
abound in Newcastle

—

Under—Lyme. Most of the
hot-spots are to be found
above sewer drains and
outside chip shops, but if

you’re desperate you can
try The Place (which has
been around for ages), or

Shelleys, a relatively new
and alternative night-spot
in Longton. Fuzzbox are
having a Christmas Fancy
Dress Ball at Shelleys on 2

December.
Other gig highpoints are

Spear Of Destiny (Hanley
Victoria Hall, 20 December)
and the return ofGary Glit-
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legless, GMT specialise in

songs full of painful puns
and pleasurable word play
— nonsense rhymes con-
taining an off-centre

insight.

For national bands look
no further than the Univer-
sity Of East Anglia, the
best gig in Norwich. In
December UEA present a
superb reggae package
headlined by Sly and Rob-
bie (2), plus the Human
League (3), Hawkwind (5)

and Gary Glitter (12, 13).

NAC and UEA aside,

smaller venues (in the form
ofpubs and clubs) also pro-
mote an irregular supply of

gigs with the emphasis on
rising indie bands.
Meanwhile, the spirited

Norwich Venue Campaign
(supported by a six figure
grant), forges ahead with
building a major social and
musical centre. The build-
ing has a projected opening
date ofSeptember 1987 and
some observers— notably
the arts listings magazine
City Wise—have detected
a trend in all this activity:

Norwich as the East Ang-
lianboomtown powered by
commercial expansion and
improved communications.
To get a proper perspec-

tive however, you need to
set this swell of optimism
against the steady decline
in job prospects. A quick
look at the city’s graffiti

says it all: I spotted a pave-
ment drawing entitled
Something To Brighten Up
Your Day while nearby
daubed on a wallwas ‘ Bus-
kers demand double money
on Saturday. Payup or else’

.

A sign of the times : one
unwilling to stand and
wait, the other content to
be walked over. The writ-
ing is on the wall (or on the
pavement).

PAUL CARPENTER

LIVERPOOL

Santa’s sack
and Cilia’s

back
ALL right, here we go: Santa is on his way with the
usual sack of goodies and should just about arrive at the
usual time, provided the police don't stop him for shoot-
ing up . . .

It’s the old familiar routine, you spend 360 days avoid-
ing certified gheks, and what happens? They all end up
starring in the Xmas panto. Pull back the screens and
cue Cilia Blind Date Black rubbing her enormous
shoulders against Aladdin and his wonderful lamp at

the Empire for six weeks from 1 8 December. And to add
insult to injury, Lindisfarne (ask your Dad) bring their

Christmas show into the Pool on 9 December.
‘And what did you get for Christmas little boy?',

asked Santa.
‘Well I got Derek Hatton by the balls

,
and I ’m putting

them somewhere safe ‘til after the General Election,’

replied Neil.

However despite this nasty accident, rumour has it

that Derek had forseen losing his manhood, and with
the aid of modern technology transplants or sperm
banks cannot be ruled out at this moment. So we may
not have heard the last of the Big M in Merseyside.
On the film front there’s rumours about a multi-

screen cinema complex near the newly transformed
Albert Dock. Glenda Jackson is also in town working
on Business As Usual (directed by Lezli Ann Barrett),

so have those Equity cards at the ready.
Oh, and here’s the main item of this report— A-Ha

are sold out . . .

That’s it for now. NEIL HUGHES

GOOD or bad, there’s always something happening in

Liverpool.
Every yearwe have an annual crisis

,
or three . For the

lastfewyears, there's been the ‘budget crisis’ (where’s
the Council going to get money from?), and since the
abolition of Merseyside County Council there’s been
the ‘funding crisis ’ (where are the theatres going to get
money from?). Then there’s the football season, let

alone The Beatles’ Convention.
Since the days of punk, Liverpool has had plenty of

rehearsal and recording studios, radio programmes,

EDINBURGH

Learning
a fling

or two
EDINBURGH comes alive

every August for the Inter-

national Festival— a jam-
boree of theatre, cinema
and cabaret— but Scot-

land’s capital is amply
endowed with year-round
leisure pursuits, trivial or
otherwise.
The 3,000 seater

Playhouse is one of the
largest theatres in the
country and is a prime
venue for rock tours, often
hosting a band’s only Scot-
tish date. Recent Playhouse
visitors have included Big
Audio Dynamite, UB40, A-
Ha, Elvis Costello and The

Communards. The
Psychedelic Furs appear
there on 16 December.
The Edinburgh club

scene is ever-changing, but
of the more established
locations, The Hoochie
Coochie Club continues as
a hip champion of alterna-

tive, non-pop rock music.
The club features new and
exciting live bands on Fri-

days. Fire Island is the
city's largest and liveliest

gay venue, while The
Amphitheatre and Zenatec
are highly rated straight

discos.

Scots are staunch sup-
porters of local cinema and
although there have been
the inevitable closures
north of the border the
average Scot will still

attend the cinema three
times more often than his

English counterpart. Edin-
burgh is fortunate in having
not only the Cannon and
Rank chain venues but a
number of enterprising
independents, including

Margi Clarke and

Alexander Pigg in

‘Letter To Brezhnev’.

and record labels (Probe Plus—home ofHalfMan Half
Biscuit— being one)

,
but live venues are currently a bit

thin on the ground. Clubs come and go with alarming
regularity these days, though the World Downstairs at
the Royal Court is a good free night out with local
music, while the Monro in Chinatown is taking over as
the hippest, if intermittent, pub venue in town.

Theatre is prominent in Liverpool. There are two
well-known producing houses in the Playhouse (which
celebrated its 75th anniversary in November) and
there’s the trendy Everyman. They’re not just for the
culture vultures either. Both try to appeal to young
people, and generally manage it, but best of all they
both have very good youth theatres where you can do
it for yourself.

It could lead somewhere. Cathy Tyson, star of the
filmMona Lisa, started at the Everyman Youth Theatre,
as did several of the Brookside cast.

Liverpool’s contribution to our small screens covers
comedy and drama as well as soap, of course. And then
there’s the big screen too: Letter ToBrezhnevtook the
film world by storm last year. Its Scouee star, Margi
Clarke, claimed at the time that ‘ everyone in Liverpool
has a film script in their back pocket’.
A lot ofpeople would like to think they have. It’s not

always a good thing: there’s a lot of what playwright
Willy Russell calls ‘art in the head’ around.

Liverpool people do tend to be wits, half-wits or pre-
tentious prats. That’s one thing that the TV comedy
Help got right. But at least nobody has the monopoly
on doing things. Willy Russell started work as a hair-

dresser and got into theatre via folk singing. Theatre,
music and the rest belong in the same world here, and
whether it’s writers’ groups, Youth Theatre, a Mersey
TV training scheme, or a band, the possibilities are all

there.

PENNY KILEY

the recently reopened
Cameo and the Filmhouse
(which may host a Guar-
dian Lecture with director
Martin Scorsese early in

the New Year).

Current mainstream
theatrical offerings are less

than edifying (a Cinderella
panto and a live version of

The Muppet Show!), but
there are innovative and
influential theatrical estab-
lishments such as the
Traverse and Theatre
Workshop.
Edinburgh has good

sports facilities with the
Commonwealth Pool,

Meadowbank Centre and
Hillend dry ski slope on the
city outskirts plus a host of

gymnasium centres and a
burgeoning of martial arts

clubs. On the spectator
side, there’s the rugby
stadium at Murrayfield
while the traditional New
Year clash between city

football rivals Hearts and
Hibs is generally a sobering
experience for at least half

the crowd.
The city is positively

overrun with restaurants
and pubs, and The Athletic
Arms (‘The Diggers')
serves the best pint in the
world. With the admirably
relaxed and liberal licens-
ing laws even ifyou are at a
loose end it's possible to
drown your sorrows at vir-

tually any time ofthe day or
night.

ALLAN B HUNTER

Do you want to write for
Station To Station?
We welcome contribu-

tions to this section of LM,
and we’ll pay our normal
freelance rates for pub-
lished articles. Your piece
(typed and no longer than
500 words please), should
mention the best clubs and
pubs, forthcoming gigs,
local fashion, local politics,

etc, and what’s going on in

your area. Send your article

to Station To Station, LM,
47 Gravel Hill, Ludlow,
Shropshire, SY8 IQS.
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No Great Crime (1983): ‘This was my first major work in Bristol, ’says
•V'^^CiS

Delge, ‘and it got me a lot of work. It’s outside the Tropic Club—the - - ^
manager gave me permission to paint there. The title is self-explanat-~^

~

ory.’
* '^U»

The derelict walls of Bristol are a

gallery for the works of graffiti artist

3 DEE. He tookphotographerBEEZER
on aguidedtourto look atsome of his

surviving pieces— but many have
since beenwipedout orpainted over.

D ELGE is a graffiti

artist. He’s 21
years old and he
lives and works in

Bristol under the nom-de-
can of 3 DEE. Delge reckons
he was the first serious

graffiti artist inthe country

;

his first forays into the
streets with cans of car

paint were in 1983, soon
afterthe closure ofBristol’s
famous Dugout club left the
city with no real entertain-

ment except for a flourish-

ing hip-hop scene.
Although much of his

work is commissioned,
Delge carries on with the
illegal

1 sprays’
,
and it’s hav-

ing to concentrate on work
while risking a fine or even
imprisonment which keeps
the adrenalin flowing. His
illegal works are, he says,

more important than the
commissions which sub-
sidise them. ‘I like the
excitement, the buzz. With
commissionedwork there’s

no atmosphere.’
Delge has been arrested

twice. The first time, in

1984, he was fined £125;
the second time he was
fined£40 andhad a taste of
the Government’s ‘short,

sharp shock' policy. It was
actuallymore ofa long, dull

pain in the neck, since he
had to go to an attendance
centre once every fortnight
for 16weeks—but it hasn’t
deterred him from commit-
ting more crimes, though
he’s more careful these

LM January 1987

days to use lookouts. Next
time he’s caught, Delge
reckons, he’ll be put away.
But he says it’s not van-

dalism. ‘I’d prefer to call it

positive vandalism—
graffiti art has had a bad
press, and some kids don’t

help by just going round
spraying their names on
the walls, but all I’m doing
is brightening the place up.
There are worse things

happenning.’
Delge mostly uses car

paint for his murals, but it’s

unreliable, and if he could
afford it he’d use Buntlack,

a German art paint which
costs mound £6 a can.

But his main problem at

the moment isn’t money.
Delge says he’s running out
of walls. ‘I only choose
walls which are isolated.

Painted surfaces are best

—

the spraypaint sinks into

brickwalls. Sometimes I’ve

had to paint a wall before

being able to spray a mural
onto it.’

Delge is a founder-
member of the Trans-
Atlantic Federation (slo-

gan: ‘United In Crime’),

which links together artists

from Bristol (represented
by Delge), the Bronx (rep-

resented by Brim and Bio)

and Birmingham (rep-

resentedby an artist called

Goldie). An international

exhibition of graffiti art

featuring the TAF and
American artists is planned
for Birmingham in 1987.

R
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Serious Art (1986) is Delge’s most recent work.
1

1 wanted to do some-
thing indoors, but if you just paint it onto the waii it looks too loose,

like it’s going to take over. Canvas is the only way to contain it It was
inspired by a comic called Dark Night by Frank Milter. There’s no great

thought behind it, except that it’s art, and the face was serious, hence
the title.’
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S
O this is what
happens ‘behind
the scenes’ at

Anfield: Kenny
Dalglish, still in

his muddy kit, is hovering
outside the dressing room,
where his players are
changing after the morning
training session. Ronnie
Whelan’s talking into a
radio reporter’s mic-
rophone and trying not to
laugh at Bruce Grobbelaar,
who’s pulling stupid faces
behind the reporter’s back.
Outside in the reception
area Steve Nicol's picking
up a few boxes of nappies
from one of the office girls

(‘yours are the ones in the
orange boxes, the green
ones are Kevin Mac-
Donald’s'), while Mark
Lawrenson waits on
patiently. Perhaps he’s
pickingup his wages— it is

Thursday, and that would
explainthe massive lorry in

the car park.

Finally Ian Rush ambles
along the corridor. He
opens the door ofthe treat-

ment room, feels for the
switch and plunges the
casualties into darkness
before carrying on, chuck-
ling at the shouts of those
inside.

The most remarkable

Ian Rush, one of football’s most pro-
lific strikers, leaves Liverpool at the
end of this season for a three-year,
three-and-a-half-million-pound con-
tract with Juventus of Turin. But as
RICHARD LOWE discovered, the self-

effacing Welshman seems untouched
by wealth and fame, on the field and
in his recent autobiography.
Picture by DAVID CHADWICK.

thing about IanRush is how
ordinary he is. With his

shabby jeans, cheap shirt

and bitten-down nails he
cuts a distinctly unimpres-
sive figure. Yet he is argu-
ably the best footballer in

Britain. His blistering pace,
awesome finishing power
and unerring knack for

sniffing out the slimmest of

goal opportunities have
been vital factors in Liver-
pool’s dominance of
English and European foot-

ball in recent years.
They have also earned

him a three-and-a-half mill-
ion pound move to Juven-
tus and ensured that he’ll

be a wealthy man for the
rest of his days.

It’s as good a reason as
any to join British football’s

elite-in-exile but not the
only one, explains Ian as we
walkdownthe tunnel, past
the legendary ‘This Is

Anfield’ sign and onto the
‘hallowed turf’.

‘The main reason I want
tomove to Italy is that I’llbe
playing with and against
the best players in the
world. Of course, money’s a
factor, but by no means the
most important one. I’ve

already proved I can play in

the English league, we won
the double last season and
I've achieved everything I

can here.
‘Now I want to prove

myself against the best in

the world. Playing for

Wciles I haven’t been lucky
enough to play in the World
Cup or the European Cham-
pionship, and I need that
bigger challenge.'

The defection of Britain's
best footballers, lured to
the continent by the rich

European giants, is a wor-
rying problem for the
British game. Ofcourse the
huge transfer fees soften
the blow for the clubs ’

directors, and for the
players a million smackers
in three years is a pretty
effective cure for homesick-
ness. Inevitably it’s the
fans, deprived of the
game's brightest attrac-

tions, who suffer the real

loss. Rush agrees that it’s a
problem, and one that looks
likely to escalate.

‘Obviously it is bad for

the game here that the best
players are moving away
but it’s inevitable, espe-
cially now that English
clubs are banned from
Europe. I think that’s the
main reason — all the best
players want to be playing
in European competition
and they should be. It is

ridiculous, though.
‘Clubs like Liverpool and

Man United shouldn’t be
selling offtheir best players— they should be buying
them, because they are the

best clubs. When English
teams were in Europe there
was always one of them
which got to the final or
won the trophy. The likes of
Barcelona and all them,
they're not as good as the
English sides, they
shouldn’t be able to just

come in and take the best
players away.

‘I suppose it’s because
they’ve got more money,
but I think something else
inside our clubs must be
wrong, the way they do
things.'

After posing for photo-

house I live in, the car I

drive and all that, but I'm
still exactly the same per-
son. It is easy to get carried
awayby success but you’ve
got to remember that
there’s noway you're going
to be at the top forever, and
if you start getting too big
for your boots you’re going
to come unstuck.
‘And the people here, the

people at work, they just
treat you like a normal per-
son no matter how great
you might think you are—
that helps you keep your
feet on the ground.

U
It is bad for the game that the best players

are moving away but it’s inevitable, espe-

cially now that English clubs are banned from
Europe.

graphs on the pitch, Rushie
leads us up to the trophy
room, a vast treasure trove
lined with glass cases stuf-

fed with the rewards of 20
years of consistent success.
Pride of place is given to
last season’s haul: the
Canon League trophy and
the FA Cup.
On the way up we pass

Bob Paisley, the manager
who first signed Rush to
Liverpool in 1980. He looks
as dozy and miserable as
ever; in fact he’s still one of

the sharpest, shrewdest
men in the game.
‘When Liverpool first

wanted me, ' recalls Rush,
‘I turned down the move
because I didn’t think I'd be
good enough to make it at

such a big club. And when
I eventually did come I

hated it here. But I got my

ff
‘Everything here is very

simple and straightfor-
ward, there's no secret
magic formula. Our style of
play is based on good, sim-
ple passing. If there’s aman
free you play it to him, not
try and beat five players
and then lose the ball. And
the training is basic too.

1Everyone seems to think
the training here must be
very hard and complicated
but it’s the exact opposite.
They say ‘we brought you
here because we know
you’ve got the skill, we
can’t coach you, just go and
do it yourselves ’

. In training
we just do basic exercises
and play five-a-side; we
don’t even practise free
kicks or anything. I think
that’s the key to Liverpool’s
success really, that simplic-
ity.’

ii My lifestyle may have changed dramatically

over the last few years, but I’m still exactly

the same person.

first game in the first team
after about six months and
it didn't take me long after

that to get established.
‘Obviously coming to a

place like Liverpool from
Chester was very hard at

first, but you’ve just got to
forget about the fact that
it’s a huge crowd and a big
club and just concentrate
on getting in the team and
playing well. And I think
it’llbe just as hard to adjust
when I go to Italy. The thing
about Liverpool is that it’s

such a down-to-earth club.

‘My lifestyle may have
changed dramatically over
the last few years in terms
of money, the size of the

ff
Outside in the car park,

Ian Rush stops to sign
autographs for the waiting
gaggle of fans before
speeding off in his sleek
black Porsche. On the bus
on the way home I come
across this great passage in

his autobiography {Rush,
published in paperback by
Grantham, £2.50) . . .

‘Saturday nightwas the big
night out. We'd have a few
quid in our pockets, my
mates and I, andwe'd blow
it on a good drink—and, as
often as not, a good fight to
end the night!'.

Even millionaire sporting
superstars are just like the
rest of us really.
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SMITH
RICHARD LOWE— our man in Lon-
don with atape recorder and a portion
of chips—tracks the rise ofTHE FALL
and captures some of the latest
nuggets in that ever-expanding vol-
ume of work, The Thoughts Of Chair-
man Mark. Photographs by BEEZER.

ARK E SMITH
is a happy man.
His group The
Fall’s last

single, Mr Phar-
macist, was
their most suc-
cessful ever .

it got to 75 in the charts.
Their eight year career had
hardly been a staggering
commercial success, but
The Fall have managed to
maintain a loyal and consis-
tent audience for their
peculiar brand of rock ‘n’

rant music.
‘We usually manage to

sell about 20-40,000 copies
ofeach record, ’ he says.‘We
do all right. We’re not
exactly in Rolls Royces yet,
but we make a decent liv-

ing.’

Indeed, The Fall’s latest
LP Bend Sinister entered
the charts at a respectable
34 at the time of writing,
and it’s this august body of
work that Mark is here to

discuss, particularly some
of the more curious song
titles such as Shoulder
Pads, Terry Waite Sez and
US Eighties And Nineties.

4Shoulder Pads is just

about a lot of different
people and why I think

they’re twats— there’s
two parts to the song, one
on each side of the LP, but
really I could have written
about nine different songs
on that subject. I suppose it

is an odd title
;
it’ s anAmeri-

can football term and I can’t
stand American football.

It’s so boring and compli-
cated— like a sort of
moronic chess.

1 Terry Waite Sez isn’t

about the Terry Waite,
although I do dislike him
intensely; we were in this

pub in Stockport and there
was this drunk there called
Terry Waite and I noted
down all the things he was
saying and used them for

the song.
‘ US Eighties And

Nineties is about America
and how it’s changed over
the years. When I’ve been
there before it was the free-

est place I’d ever been to in
my life, but the last few
times I’ve been it’s been a
very oppressed place— as
bad as Russia or some-
where.
‘Have you ever been

behind the Iron Curtain? It

shits you up. I’ve been to
East Germany and Yugos-
lavia— horrible places. I

suppose they have a better

standard of living than we
do, but that standardisa-
tion of life is a danger.
Everybody wears brown
pants and everybody wears
check shirts. That’s why I

don’t agree with socialist

views. I don’t think turning
Britain into East Germany
is going to solve anything;
it’ll just make things worse.
‘And those bands that go

on about socialism, those
Red Wedge people, they

to be replaced by some line-

toeing middle-aged guy
who’s not going to do any-
thing for the working class
people of Liverpool.’

A staunch Mancunian
and aman with such songs
as The North Will Rise
Again and Lucifer Over
Lancashire in his reper-
toire, Smith nevertheless
refutes the suggestion that
he’s one ofthat most irritat-

ing of breeds— the Profes-
sional Northerner.

‘I’m always accused of
that, but it’s just not true,

it’s just something that’s

beentagged onme over the
years. I don’t dislike people
whcrcome from the south.
It’s terrible to say things

u Have you ever been behind the Iron Cur-

tain? It shits you up. Everybody wears
brown pants and everybody wears check

shirts. That’s why I don’t agree with

socialist views. f
don’t really know anything
about politics— they don’t
know anything about his-

tory or ‘owt and I think they
do more harm than good.
And the way I see it, it’s

dangerous because next
year it could be the Nazi
party and they wouldn’t
know any different.’

The Fall, however are not
averse to playing the odd
benefit. They recently
played an anti-apartheid
gig at the Albert Hall with
The Smiths and even
played at a benefit for

Derek Hatton’s legal battle

fund.
‘We insisted on being

paid for that. We’re not
tramps, we’re working
class people doing a job, so
why shouldn’t we be paid
for it? I’m not a socialist but
I think it’s wrong the way
that guy was persecuted,
especially by the Labour
Party, and he’s only going

like that
;
all that northern

thing is getting very tire-

some.
‘I thought what Edwina

Currie said about norther-
ners was outrageous,
though. I mean just look at

all these Londoners

;

they’re knackered, aren’t
they? The water’s shit and
they live in horrible over-
crowded conditions. It’s

hilarious. And if you go to
Newcastle they’re all so
revoltingly healthy it

makes you sick,— they
all go running and
everything.’
With 87 just round the

corner, the media are get-
ting starry-eyed and nostal-
gic about the ‘heady days
ofpunk rock’ . Smith (a bit of
a legendary punk veteran),
has an interesting view-
point.

‘All this punk retrospec-
tive stuff is just a media
hype— The Fall haven't
been going for 10 years for

a start, and nor have a lot of

the other bands that are
getting lumped into all that
stuff. Like we did this Tenth
Summer thing in Manches-
ter, which was meant to

celebrate the tenth
anniversary of punk and
there were bands like us,

New Order, The Smiths,
OMD, The Virgin Prunes—
none of those bands have
been going ten years, it was
all a bit soft. It was a nice
day though.

‘People go on about it all

now, but no-one cared
about us or gave us a hand
when we were starting
out; The Buzzcocks helped
us out a real lot in them
days but they’re the only
ones who did. I must admit
I’m more into all those
groups now than I was
then, especially Sham 69—
I saw them on the telly

again and they were great,
pure vaudeville, like a com-
edy act or something. But
I’m not into all that glorify-

ing of the past. I’m more
interested in the present.’
The present for The Fall

is a tour of Britain and
America (‘we’re treated
more like demagogues over
there, it’s like doing a lec-

ture tour or something’),
and then this month a
new single, as yet untitled,
which will coincide with,
and be based on, a play,
written and performed by
The Fall themselves.

‘The single will be the
same title as the play, and
it’s all about Pope John Paul
I, the one who died after
about 30 days. I wrote the
play and we’ll all be acting
in it. It’s based on this book
I read about him which
reckoned there was a con-
spiracy to murder him
involving all these Italian
fascist guys and this bishop
from Chicago. Apparently
the night before he died
he’d made this list ofpeople
he wanted to get rid of in
the Vatican. It’s all conten-
tion of course, no-one really
knows if it’s true or not.
Things like that fascinate
me.’
Doubt if it’ll make

number one in Italy though.
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CURTIS HUTCHINSON drops his
spanner and feeler gauges to take a
giant leap for LM on the moon set of
SUPERMAN IV. During his lunar walk he
meets up with special visual effects
maestro Harrison Ellenshaw.

I

if.

C
HRISTOPHER
REEVE points to
a crater,

scratches his

head, and paces
up and down. Something’s
not quite right. A set
decorator is despatched
with a wheelbarrow and
brush to add some finishing
touches to the offending
dip.

Reeve confers with direc-

tor Sidney J Furie about the
scene they’re preparing to
shoot. Krypton’s most fam-
ous son has just whizzed
through outer space to aid
a stricken Soviet spaceship,
and now the man of steel is

enjoying a self-congratulat-
ory break on the moon
before heading back Earth-
wards.
The scene is set for one of

Superman IVs most spec-
tacular fight sequences, a
lunar-based flying battle
between our caped hero
and his new nemesis, Nuc-
lear Man.

Like Sean Connery, Chris-
topher Reeve has learned to
never say never again. Hav-
ing said enough was
enough after the third
Superman film in 1983,
Reeve has been flexing his
wings a little, most notably
on the London stage,
though his film work has
been disappointing. (His
last movie, The Navigator,
wasn’t even released over
here). So why the volte-

face?
Apparently the tempta-

tion was too great after he
was assured that he could
have some creative control
of the project. And perhaps
the money was too good to
refuse.

‘I wanted to get the old
enthusiasm back, and to do
that I had to have some con-
trol,’ explains Reeve. At his
insistence, Superman now
confronts real contempor-
ary issues, even if it does
mean the superhero break-
ing his mandate of non-
interference.

‘It’s obvious, ' Reeve says,
‘many people are looking
for a super someone who
can really change things.
While staying within the
framework of a fantasy film
we’re trying to bring Super-
man a little closer to the real
world.’

Instead of putting the
man in the red trunks
through identical paint-by-
number scenarios, the
series is generic, and this
probably explains the great
audience fascination with
the Superman movies. Each
instalment promises a
further glimpse into the
Superman psyche, which is

great if you’re interested in
the character on a human
level. Much more fun,
though, is the guarantee of
the latest in hi-tech SFX.

Unlike Rambo, James
Bond and Indiana Jones,
Superman can do the
impossible and it’s up to
people like Harrison Ellen-
shaw, the Visual Special
Effects Co-Ordinator on
this movie, to make the
impossible look possible.

It’s quite likely that this
affable American was born
to be an FX man. His father
was the near-legendary
Peter Ellenshaw, the man
who handled the effects on
Black Narcissus, won an
Oscar for his pioneering
work on 20,000 Leagues

Under The Sea and is often
cited as an early influence
by Steven Spielberg and
George Lucas.

Harrison’s pedigree is no
less distinguished than his
father’s. After collaborating
with Dad on Walt Disney’s
SF spectacular The Black
Hole, Harrison quickly
established himself as an
FX whiz-kid on Star Wars,
The Empire Strikes Back,
TheMan Who Fell To Earth

,

Tron and, more recently,
Michael Jackson’s 3-D mini-
epic, Captain Eo And The
Space Knights.
We spoke amid the hustle

and bustle of a very busy
moon set at Cannon’s
Elstree Studios. Harrison
started by outlining his

responsibilities behind the
scenes on Superman IVand
explaining the difference
between visual effects and
special effects.

‘I’m supposed to be in

charge of visual effects,

which is a little different
from special effects,’ he
says. ‘Special effects usu-
ally refer to large-scale
physical effects like explo-
sions and, with this particu-
lar movie, putting a man on
wires and flying him
through the set.

‘On the other hand, vis-

ual effects generally refer to
things that are handled in

post-production. For exam-
ple ifwe put Chris Reeve on
wire you actually see the
wire through the camera.
Somebody in visual effects
will get rid of it later. If we
shoot a very long shot
where we see this set,’ he
says, gesturing toward the
lunar landscape before us,
‘we also see things off the
set. We then have to add a

,

matte painting that looks
like the rest of the moon.
Anytime you combine two
pieces of film then it’s a vis-

ual effect.

‘The terms ‘visual’ and
‘special’ effects get mixed
and matched around, but I

try to keep them separate.’
This is all getting a bit

technical, isn’t it? What are
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Man (Mark Pillow).
Superman’s running battle with his new adversary

takes him around the world and into space.

As ever it is a woman who threatens to undo Super-

man’s good work, this time in the shape of the pretty

go-getting daughter (Mariel Hemingway) of the Daily

Planet’s new proprietor

out goes Chris. To shoot
this anywhere else using a
different crew would be
like re-inventing the
wheel.’

Surprisingly, Harrison
hasn’t worked up any new
optical tricks for this movie.

‘We’re really doing some
conventional things, the dif-

ference is the choices you
make,’ he says. ‘This is the

first Superman movie I’ve

worked on, whereas other

people on the show have
worked on all three, so my
choices of how to do some
shots may be different from
previous choices. That’s the
difference.’

Harrison studied the

other Superman movies
before starting work on this

project.

‘I’ve seen them kinda
subliminally many times

over in bits and pieces, ' he
says. ‘I have an eight-year-

old son who is a big Super-

man fan and he’s seenthem
many more times than I

have. He knows all there is

to know about them.’

Harrison comes to Super-

man TVfresh from the

appreciate what tremend-
ous work and research and
development went into the

first one. We have people
like Bob Hartman whose
speciality is flying rigs. He
knows exactlywhere to put

the crane and VOOOOM!,

‘You’re talking about a

great number of techni-

cians and all sorts ofpeople
who worked on the first

three, and the excitement
on the first day that Chris

flew, it was so effortless. It’s

only then that you can

matte paintings?
‘Matte shots refer to

paintings that are some-
times done on glass.

They're supposed to be so

photographically real that

you can match them with
some live action and some
full-size set or location and
they appear to be the same
thing, ’ explains Harrison.

‘Theoretically you don’t see

the join.’

A good example of this

comes in the climactic

scene in TheEmpire Strikes

Back where Darth Vader
and Luke Skywalker are

battling it out with light-

sabres on a catwalk prot-

ruding over an apparently
bottomless chamber.
Beneath the duellists is, in

fact, one of Harrison’s intri-

cate matte paintings.

Harrison also works on
Superman’s flying shots

once they’re in the can. For

this movie he’s using anew
approach.
‘On the first three Super-

man films they utilised

front projection,’ he says.

‘They projected the plate

behind him. With this film

we’ve chosen to use blue
screen for our optical com-
posites. With a blue screen
you put somebody in front

of a blue piece of material

and you’re able, optically, to

eliminate the blue in the
scene and replace it with a
background. This is a bit

tricky with Superman
because he’s mostly dres-

sed in blue. You have to be
very careful that his legs

and arms don’t disappear.

It can be done with re-

touching, which is called

rotoscoping, when
required.’

Superman TVmight be
breaking new ground (it’s

the first Superman from
Cannon Films, and the first

in the series not to be shot
at Pinewood), but Harrison
points out that the new pro-

ducers have taken great
pains to reassemble the
original principal cast mem-
bers.

Gene Hackman makes a
welcome return as bumbl-
ing villain Lex Luthor, Mar-
got Kidder is Lois Lane,
Marc McLure is back as
faithful photographer Jim
Olsen and Jackie Cooper
continues as the long-suf-

fering editor of the Daily

Planet. The film crew is

mostly British.

‘We’re continuing the
tradition of the first three
whichwere shot here in Bri-

tain,’ says Harrison. ‘It

would have been foolish to

have made the fourth one
somewhere else, that's

something along the lines

of ‘Don’t fix it if it’s not bro-

ken’.

was beginning to think that

I wouldn’t do anything else

on a Lucas film, so it was a

pleasant surprise.’

As a leadingFX man, Har-

rison is often asked how to

get into the movie special-

effects business. He admits
it’s becoming more and
more difficult.

‘At one time— before

Star Wars— it was quite

easy to get into special

effects. Nowadays there are

Hlpf

You can do most effects on 8mm
and that’s the way to get started.

Become more experienced and then

take that experience to a producer or

film company thatfs doing some
effects. !

always more people want-
ing to do FX then there is

work.
‘Nevertheless there’s a

great number of effects that

canbe done simply on8mm
film. There’s no real defini-

tive school to go to, there

are publications where you
can get bits and pieces of

information and if you try

doing your own effects

you’ll find that you can do
most of them in a simpler

way.
1 Often simple is better.

You can do most effects on
8mm and that’s the way to

get started. Become more
experienced and then take

that experience to a pro-

ducer or film company
that’s doing some effects. If

you can just do one little

thing, it’s better than the
,

basic ‘I’ll do anything to

learn’.

‘There’s a lot of kids who
are willing to do anything,

but there aren’t many who
will say, ‘I’ve done some
work, would you like to see

it?’ Which means that you
can have a look at a video of

what they’ve done and
perhaps decide to take the

Michael Jackson 3D video
Captain Eo, which is cur-

rently drawing huge
crowds at Disneyland.

‘It was a big project, ’ he
says, recalling the elabo-

rate opticals he employed in

the 15-minute video spec-

tacular. ‘Very, very big. It

was a nightmare. Iwas rela-

tively pleased with it,

though. We had 150 FX
shots and that’s a big

number for a mini-film.’

The amount of effort put

into the Jackson video
makes it sound like it might
have been a proper movie.

‘Yeah,’ Harrison nods. ‘It

was just like doing a full-

length feature. Compared
to Captain Eo, Superman IV
is a little bit of a relief.

’

Though Captain Eo was
hard work, it did have its

rewards. The mini-filmwon
rave reviews when it was
unveiled a couple ofmonths
ago; and, more importantly

for Harrison, it meant work-
ing with George Lucas (the

film’s producer) for the first

time since The Empire
Strikes Back.

‘I hadn’t worked with
George for six years and I
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person on.

When I spoke to Harrison,
Superman IVhad only been
in production for a matter of

weeks. Harrison had been
involved in the film from day
one, a luxury not always
afforded him.
‘What I like to avoid is

coming in at the end of a
movie and have somebody
come up to me and handme
some boxes of film and tell

me to go away and add
some effects. You can find
that it hasn’t been shot par-
ticularly well, and then you
find yourself struggling to
make your stuff work.

‘Here, with this movie—
which I would classify as a
large effects film— I want
to be there to make sure
that they don’t move the
camera in some shots. It

means I can shoot in Vistavi-

sion instead of a normal
35mm, which helps me
enormously. That way I

have all the material in the
best possible shape to work
on. Ifyou know the intent of

the shot then you know
what to do with the effect.

’

Harrison’s post-produc-
tion cutting, splicing and
painting will take him well
into the NewYear while the
producers decide whether
to go for a summer or Christ-
mas release.

So what’s the show stop-
per?
Harrison smiles, but

remains fairly tight-lipped.

‘Well,’ he says, pausing
to choose his words care-
fully,‘Superman has a fight

with NuclearMan that goes
around the world. They go
to a lot of places and it

should be relatively spec-
tacular.’

Relatively spectacular?
Surely we can look forward
to some incredible fighting
scenes?

‘I hope so. Can’t promise
too much, otherwise the
level of expectations will be
too big
A mischievous glint

twinkles in his eye.

‘You’ll just have to wait.’

DAILY PLANET
THERE may be nothing
particularly smart about a
guywho wears his knickers
outside of his trousers, but
nevertheless Superman
has been thrilling an audi-
ence of milhons for almost
fifty years.

Superman first appeared
in the late Thirties, but he’d
been in preparation for

thousands of years
;
his

ancestors were the Greek
and Nordic heroes and gods
of mythology. His creator
Jerry Siegel, who wrote the
strip (Joe Schuster drew it)

,

acknowledged The Man Of
Steel’s pedigree when he
described him as ' a charac-
ter like Samson, Hercules
and all the strong men I

ever heard tell of rolled into
one’.

Superman wasn’t the
first comic strip superhero— in 1936 Lee Falk’s The
Phantom had offered a
foretaste of invincible der-
ring-do— but Siegel and
Schuster had spent five

years struggling to get
Superman into print before
they finally persuaded
Action Comics to give him a
go in June 1938.
At the time, comics were

generally presented as col-

lections of different strips,

or only appeared in news-
papers, never as books
devoted to a single charac-
ter. But at Action Comics,
scepticism about turned
overnight into delight -ifF
the worldwas waiting to be
saved. Editions doubled
and trebled in sales, and in
1939 Superman made it as
a newspaper strip as well. I

Superheroes were popu-I
lar among the soldiers and!
fliers ofWorl&W&rTwo and
they proliferated, adorning^
fighter planes and bom-
bers. ThelPj^opularity was
such that comic book sales
soared as high as 1 5 million
each month. It was easy to
see the superheroes as the
Allied forces, and the grow-
ing league of super*
as the Na^l^^S
And of the stMli

none was ai
ful as Super

alter ego, the bespectacled
newspaper reporter Clark
Kent? It’s been observed
that Superman is very diffe-

rent in this respect from
most of his super-peers;
they are private people
who put on a secret iden-
tity, whereas Superman
puts on Clark Kent to dis-

guise himself. Here, Siegel
and Schuster really scored,
creating a hero for the
dreamer in everyone,
suggesting that our drab,
everyday lives are the fan-
tasy. No wonder Superman
has been a Super-Success.
And now, in America

Superman is at the foref-

ront of another comic book
renaissance. After the For-
ties/early Fifties boom,
there was a second in the
mid-Sixties. The older
heroes were dusted offand
some (not Superman) were
given sexier lives— an
interest awakened by the
proliferation of the so-cal-

led ‘underground’ comics
that revelled in politics,

satire and the new permis-
siveness (Fritz The Cat
comes from this era). It

seemed to coincide with
Jhe Vietnam war, andwhen
feat ended in fiasco, so did
HLcomics boom.
Superman struggled on

g|^^Hthrough the Seven-
ties, though, pushed into a

inence by the
ferns, and he’s
Sagain as a
Uk leader of the
ylb of comic-
HBhat is now
^^wica.
LSticsare impres-
jpijfefferent
>e sold this year
HPftirctilation
BBTComics are
level^popular-
j^jg||pm the Fif-

UPRuiid,
.perman has

never
endin
Since his
Superma
ourtinM
faster the

box, exar

s appearance,
Kted us in
IR KEAN,
<i(t|phone

and the myth
there seeffflpittle in the
way ofsupW-man-power to

«w unddpieath those
er-tight tights. The

potential fSt super-power-
PBfeiper-extended
mgptais is- denied.
Reacting to public belief

that comics were corrupt-
ingthe youth ofthe nation,
the major American pub-
lishers banded together
and formed the Comics
Code Autholfey in the early
Fifties. And in 1954 a
psychiatrist, DBjjrederick
fvlertham, publilflfeL
Seduction of the Iwjjmcent,
claiming that readftig coma
ics was leading s an
increase in juvenile deling

grew more sxjjfer : tmremfy
strips were relatively

down-lo-eartft, but as time
went by he seemingly
develonpi super-hot/cold
breath amd X-ray vision, to
name bur%giga-joule or :d

two of his powers.
Similarly;li|e earlier

stories deal with events
almost domestic itLiiMMi
parisonwith tales ofthe Fif-

ties and onwards. But
super-good heroes require
super-baddifi, otherwise
Newton’s laws of opposite
and equal factions get
badly upsetjand later

symsMmto a^m°st
exdRsl|j|j^ith the
wicked designs of Lex
MthoyBrainiacand their

f
The baddies are vital in

anjiher respect: like any
hJxo, Superman ha^his
Achilles ’ heel. Kryptonite is

a rock-material formed hv
the explosion of Super-
man’s home planet Kryp-
ton, and, as everyone
knows, green kryptonite is

He accused Batman
Robin of beingJi^a^M
lovers, Wonder Woma:

religious beMiffi his

miraculous powers. There
were illustrati^fl^fe^.

Sfopul
lenew
book i

sweet

kill Superman by negating
his super-powers. It takes a
super-villain, however, to

use this knowledge effec-

tively.

Red kryptonite was
invented in the Fifties, and
while it doesn't kill Super-
man, it can alter his abilities

j

and personality to an
extraordinary degree— it

depicted violence
real violence. (Wh
he think today aid
nasties?)

now boasts a Kambo-esque
boepy and a ‘jRepp^^Hfgh-
Bftry-guy-model face.

Hark Kent’s life has been
brightenedup too. Like any
good ol’ media Yuppie,
Clark attends flashy Met-
ropolis parties, writes a
novel or two and exter-

nalises—canwe talk about
IHs?— with Lois Lane.
The hero has been

HKated for the Eighties
^(the super-myth con-

d none
Whs fjuite SimjLncially
successful on the news-
stands. With the war over,
interest in super-wish-
fulfilment waned, yet
Superman continued sav-
ing the world almost
unabated.
From the moment of his

creation, Superman rapidly

other superheroes. ‘Nice-

ness’ in the Fifties moral
sense. Superman doesn’t
‘do it’. It’s an area where
the films haven’t followed
the comics

;
on celluloid The

Man Of Steel actually gets
to bed with Loisb|^j|M|
on the page super-sex is noi

one of his super-skills and
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Thursday features Gaz’s
Rockin’ Blues, run by Gaz
Mayall with his inimitable

style of R & B, ska,

rocksteady and anything
else that takes his fancy,

plus a parade of the
nation’s more interesting

bands. On Fridays I take
Gossips’ reputation on
myself at Fools Paradise,
the major upfront soul
night in the West End.
With the honourable

expection of Gossips, week
night raving is a bit of a hit

and miss affair. The solid

soul night out at Maximus
on a Wednesday is usually
bubbling as is the Wag
Club around the corner in

Wardour Street. Reckoned
by many to be the trendiest

of the lot, The Wag is dark
and vaguely depressing
with a multitude of murals
covering the walls of its two
floors. Initially famous in

the Swinging Sixties as the
Whiskey-A-Go-Go, it’s an
essential stop for any hips-

ter visiting London.
Other clubs worth con-

sidering are Heaven (the

gay man’s mecca under the
arches at Charing Cross),

and the suburban soul

clubs like Oasis, Dougies
and La Plaza which are

geared for dedicated dan-
cers.

When clubbing it, always
take plenty of money with
you, dress to kill but wear
comfortable shoes, always
be polite to the most
aggressive bouncers,
beware dress restrictions,

never ever buy any drugs in

a club and don’t breathe
through your nose when
you go to the toilet.

Oh and hey. . .be careful

out there!

you standing on the pave-
ment for hours while they
debate whether or not
you’re the right sort.

My advice to those seek-

ing a comfortable up-mar-
ket club to entertain that

special friend is to try the
more intimate surround-
ings of Laceysin St Martin’s
Lane (opposite Stringfel-

lows), or the equally plush
but relaxed Gullivers in

Mayfair, the capital’s most
up-market soul venue.
Moving north of central

London, The Town And
Country Club in Kentish
Town features some of the
best live bands on the cir-

cuit. On Fridays (after the
bands have finished), the
cavernous former cinema
also plays host to the
Locomotion, a friendly club

fronted by Capital Radio
deejay and ex-Boothill

Foot-Tapper Wendy May.
Wendy spins her own mix
of dance music from the last

30 years, heavy on the
Motown era.

Moving back to South
London and on to Saturday,
you’ll find the the hippest
club outside the West End
is The Dance Exchange at

The Fridge in Brixton.

Leading record spinner,
music writer and record
company boss Jay
Strongman lays down a
heavy-weight beat bring-

ing together Washington
DC go-go, New York hip-

hop, Chicago house music,
old R & B and more tradi-

tional soul and funk in a
cold but packed venue.
While Brixton is not nor-

mally associated with tren-

diness, the multiracial mix
that characterises today's
club scene is no better
expressed than here. Wear
your Levi 501s.

Saturday has its

sleazeholes, too. With the
recent closure of the
Peoples Club, it’s hard to

find a place to spend all-

night dancing apart from

the endless private or fee-

paying parties that are the
speciality of all inner cities.

The latest most London
clubs close is 3am. Paul
Murphy and Steve Hollo-

way ooze sleazy jazz up to

this hour at 325 Euston
Road, although Gossips in

Dean Street manages an
extra half hour.
Another basement club,

Gossips has an unbeatable
atmosphere that larger

clubs just can’t manage. On
Saturday David Rodigan
spins the best reggae selec-

tion in the country, while on
Monday, Alice In Wonder-
land supplies the spiritual

home for Char toppers Dr &
The Medics and their

psychedelic followers.

Dress to kill

hold your nose
Ardent clubber and deejay SIMON GOFFE
presents a quick guide to

London’s crucial night spots

get in, and nearly as much
to get a drink. You'll gasp at

the whirling lightshow and
feel embarrassed about
having one spot too many,
or at having bought your
clothes at Coles or Chelsea
Girl rather than a Covent
Garden designer boutique.
That, though, is one of the
irresistible drawbacks of

London nightlife.

The same problems
appear at the West End’s
two other major snobholes.
Stringfellows houses the
ultimate in-crowd, while
the latest addition to the
Hooray Henry’s diary is the
converted church in Shaf-

tesbury Avenue called The
Limelight. Both will leave

hip-hop and go-go in a
sweltering mixture that fits

easily into the surround-
ings of a large seedy dan-
cehall, reminiscent of a
Wild West saloon, complete
with ancient cartoons
showing on the walls.

Moving north to the West
End, Soul Station at Whis-
pers in Charing Cross Road
defies its name by playing
hardcore jazz. Small and
sweaty, this trendy club is

reasonably priced and
bubbling.
Down the road you can’t

mistake the glitter and the
crowds outside the Hippo-
drome. Full of suburban
star spotters, it will set you
back between £6 and £ 1 0 to

IN London you can find

every possible nightclub
that the twisted mind can
imagine: The Wild Zone,
Big TV, Theatre Of The
Third Dimension, The Pur-

ple Pit, Locomotion, Pigeon
Toed Orange Peel . . .

suggestive names indeed,
but what lies behind them?

Let’s start south of the
Thames. The Flim-Flam is

an oasis in the South Lon-
don nightlife desert. Pre-

senting a complete mixture
of dance music, it’s fairly

cheap to get in and there’s

reduced admission for the
unemployed. Hosted by
Rob Day and Jonathan
More, African and latin jazz

collides with heavy funk,

The famous light show at the Hippodrome

Flim-Flam, Harp Club, 327
New Cross Road, SE14 (01-

692 4077),

The Fridge, Town Hall

Parade, Brixton Hill, SW2
(01-326 5100),

Gossips, 69 Dean Street,

W1 (01-734 0201),
Gullivers, 1 1 Down Street,

W1 (01-499 0760),
Hippodrome, Leicester
Square, WC2 (01-437 4311),

Lacey’s, 81 St. Martin’s
Lane, WC2 (01-240 8187).

The Limelight, 1 36 Shaf-

tesbury Avenue, WC1 (01-

434 0572),
Locomotion, Town & Coun-
try Club, 9-17 Highgate
Road, NW5 (01-267 3334),

Maximus, 14 Leicester
Square, WC2 (01-734 41 11),

325 Club, 325Euston Road,
NW1. The Wag Club, 35
Wardour Street, W1 (01-437

5534),
Whispers, 146 Charing
Cross Road., WC2.
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It’s an old story: booze, drugs and intense personal anguishtake
their toll of a talented young rock star and eventually he goes
the way of Morrison, Hendrix, Joplin et al. But DAVID BOWIE
has defied convention by staying alive (he’s 40 in January), con-
tinuing to produce great records, diversifying into a wide range
of acting roles and emerging from the whole experience with
his faculties and his irrepressible energyand enthusiasm intact.

As his latest film, Labyrinth, opens in Britain, Bowie shares a
carrot juice with ANNA CRYSTAL and discusses his recent film
roles. Pictures by DAVIES AND STARR.

AVID BOWIE may have been one
l

of the most influential rock musi-
cians to emerge in the Seventies,
but despite numerous interviews

little is known about the man who spent
the best part of that decade hidden
behind a bedazzling and bewildering
assortment of masks.
After meeting him at the Colony Club

House in downtown Malibu, I'm none the
wiser, though Bowie was able to shed
some useful light on his recent film career.
He also shed some light — and a few
pounds— on his current diet.

‘I’m a health-food nut at the moment,’
he says, ordering a light salad ofham and
cheese. ‘I’m a mood eater. If I wake up in

the middle of the night to work on some
music I’ll have some real African coffee to
jump-start my system. I’ve beenknown to
go on for nights that way. I don’t take any-
thing stronger than that these days.’
Bowie’s appearance— unlike his coffee— has certainly mellowed. He now

favours tailor-made suits and expensive
shirts and ties, his hair is short and blond,
his mis-matched eyes are no longer high-
lighted with mascara and his ghost-like
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pallor has been traded in for an all-year-

round tan.

‘I knew I had to get my crap together,’

he says simply. ‘In this business, to sur-

vive is success, and to survive you must
stay on top of your mental and physical
health. I believe they’re integral parts of

each other. Separate, yet one.’

He picks up a fork and tucks straight

into Julien Temple’s AbsoluteBeginners.
‘It was a real disappointment, ’ he says,

recalling his role as Vendice Partners. ‘I’d

been led to believe that it was going to be
a new approach to film-making, visually

exploring the limitations of film, like the
sets that were oversized and houses with
no front. Well, it sounded great— but I

was disappointed.’
Wasn’t he happy with his contribution,

then?
‘I liked the title song and the That’s

Motivation number. I was disappointed
that some of my best dialogue, in fact

some ofmybest work, was cut out. Scenes
with Lionel Blair where they’re arguing
about music and finally my character
thumps him one— it’s all on the cutting
room floor.

‘I don’t feel at all bitter. I can be self-crit-

ical when necessary. You’ll be seeing me
choose my projects a lot more carefully

next time. The main problem is you can
never tell how the final film will look.’

Bowie flicks a glowing ember off the tip

of his cigarette, and turns to Labyrinth,
Jim Henson’s epic creature-feature which
has just opened in Britain. So far the film

has received mixed reaction — it was
hardly a box-office smash in the States,

but it’s gone down a storm in Japan.
Bowie— who plays Jareth, the Goblin

king— was attracted to the role as soon
as he read the script (written by Terry
Jones of Monty Python fame), and he
relished the chance to work with his

friend Jim Henson. ‘It was a learning
experience,’ he says.

Surprisingly, it seems that one of
Bowie’s favourites among his own film

performances is his cameo as a knife-
wielding assassin in John Landis’s com-
edy thriller Into The Night.

‘I played a street freak,’ he chuckles. ‘I

hang around and make people nervous.
That was the whole idea of the film, to
have this couple (Michelle Pfeiffer and Jeff

Goldblum) on the run and they keep
bumping into famous people. It’s one of
the few films I’m in that I enjoy watching.
Acting is very painful, it exposes your vul-

nerability.’

How did he think his film career was
progressing?

‘I always wanted to shock people with
my versatility,’ he says, stubbing out his

cigarette, and immediately reaching for

another. ‘In Merry Christinas Mr Lawr-
ence I was a straight guy just trying to get
by. I lost a lot of groovy friends by playing
that role. Hollywood is such a fickle place.

‘I loved the mood of The Hunger. It lul-

led you into a false sense of security —
32 L.M January 1987

then it zapped you, ’ he adds, snapping his
fingers to emphasise the point.

So what sort of films does he like?

‘I like a good performance. I takemy son
to all the Spielberg films, he’s the storytel-

ler of the century. In LA I go to Filmex, I’m
always interested in what’s going on in
other countries. Germany, for instance . . .

great acting, but no film industry. As for

performers, Elizabeth Taylor has always
been my favourite for as long as I can
remember’.
Bowie fiddles with a ring on his right-

hand index finger, lights up and slowly
exhales a long shaft of smoke. He still

looks very much a child, despite the orde-
als of the last two decades.
Of course there were family problems,

but ultimately there was Ziggy Stardust,
the self-destructive alien rock star who
mutated into the dangerously disturbed
Aladdin Sane, only to resurface a couple
of albums later as the jackbooted Thin
White Duke.

In his attempt to challenge the expecta-
tions of his audience, Bowie single-hand-
edly introduced theatre into rock. The
price was high: in 1975 he had come close
to ODing three times in one week andwas
so exhausted that he had to be helped
from the stage at the end of a perfor-
mance. His weight had plummeted to
eight-and-a-half stone, and by the
Eighties Bowie looked set to become
another rock’n’roll suicide, a man terrified

to be himself.

He says he went through a ‘complete,
catastrophic emotional breakdown’ at the
tail-end of this period, but against all odds
he survived. He gave up drugs and moved
from LA to Europe, where he settled for a
while in West Berlin. Here he wrote and
recorded the depressingly gloomy, yet
excellent, Low album.

Tiring of life in that divided city, Bowie
moved to the peace, tranquillity and san-
ity of Switzerland, establishing a rapport
with his son Zowie and taking up health
food and skiing.

He moved into acting on stage, taking
on the demanding role of John Merrick in

the Broadway production of TheElephant
Man for six months. He did so with distinc-

tion; one critic described the ‘restrained
tortured eloquence’ with which Bowie
portrayed the hideously deformed Mer-
rick.

He also undertook The Serious Moon-
light Tour which, though musically unad-
venturous

,
proved to be commercially his

most successful yet.

Nowadays Bowie prefers to spend
much of his time in Britain.

‘London is my base,’ he says, reaching
for a glass of carrot juice. ‘I need the
energy there, you know? There’s always
this feeling of anti-desperation there.
Sometimes I disguise myself and wander
around London trying to get my roots
back. The early days were such a natural
high for me.’
Despite his current contentment with

£ # Young performers ask me
how to get started, I always

tell them to go to LA and work
every club, bar and whorehouse
to get themselves noticed.

the capital Bowie admits that it’s a
difficult place for musicians to get a break.
‘It’s very hard to get a gig together there.

In the early days I met a wall of negativity.
Young performers ask me how to get
started, I always tell them to go to LA and
work every club, bar and whorehouse to

get themselves noticed.’

So what of the future?

‘I’m working on a video for my next N

album. I think it will surprise a lot of

people. It sounds very Fifties. . There are
several film scripts which I’m reading, but
as I said I’m very cautious at the moment. ’

Bowie parks his knife and fork carefully

on the edge of his plate.

‘My son is the centre of my universe,’
he concludes, getting up to leave the
table. ‘In fact he’s responsible for my get-

ting my act together. I wanted to be there
for him.’



THE GOBLIN
WHO FELL
TO EARTH
DAVID CURRIE reviews
Bowie’s misadventure
in Wonderland

CRACKED ACTOR

DAVID BOWIE used to

reject film roles which cal-

led upon him to animate
guitar strumming aliens.

His curious casting as
Jareth, a wicked song-and-
dance goblin king in

Labyrinth must therefore
be considered something of

an unfortunate final sigh of

acceptance.
Labyrinth is the brain-

child of Muppet master-
mind Jim Henson and like

his previous big screen cre-

ature-feature, The Dark
Crystal, it is high on special

effects, low on plot and
decidedly middle ground
on humour.

In essence the film con-
cerns a young girl Sarah
(played unconvincingly by
newcomer Jennifer Con-
nelly) poised on the
threshold of womanhood
though still clutching on to

teddy bears and story
books. Jealous of her
parents ’ affections for her
baby brother, she calls

upon a gaggle of goblins to

spirit him away. What then
follows is a race against a
13-hour clock as Sarah,
taunted and hindered by
Jareth, confronts the chall-

enge of a huge, winding
labyrinth populated by
Henson’s biomechanical
creations with the ultimate
aim to reach Jareth’ s castle

and rescue her kidnapped
brother.
As one would expect the

effects and wizardry of this

make-believe world are
flawless and, at times,
inspired but the film

quickly loses its sense of

wonderment and instead of

sympathising with Sarah’s
plight you begin to wish her
brother would turn into a
hungry goblin and repay
her indiscretions with
interest.

Amid this computer
game scenario lurk five

uninspiring new Bowie
compositions which best
reveal the age of the audi-
ence this film is tailored for
— ie very, very young.
Labyrinth is full of good
intentions; namely Hen-
son’s desire to produce

something beyond the limi-

tations of The Muppets in

the form of an homage to

traditional childrens’ tales,

an all-round mystical family
entertainment— a Wizard
OfOz for the Eighties ifyou
like. Less laudable though
is Bowie's bizarre bid to

become an all-round family
entertainer. I find it difficult

to imagine what benefits

David Bowie considers to

be gained from accepting
such a throwaway role.

Labyrinth’s main failing

lies with Henson’s inability

to inject any pacing. The
race is on, the stakes are

high, but judging by the
way the story progresses it

means little more to all

involved than a brisk walk
through an admittedly
weird theme park. Yes the
sets and costumes all

sparkle with a hefty smat-
tering of some of the 50
kilos of glitter used during
production, but none of it is

convincing apart from the
climatic showdown bet-

ween Sarah and Jareth in a

hall where every law of

gravity and architecture

are flung to the wind.
All these ingredients,

coupled with the expertise
of people like Monty
Python's Terry Jones as
scriptwriter and George
Lucas as Executive Pro-

ducer should, in theory,

make for a classic movie of

epic proportion. For all its

glitter, goblins and rock
legend, Labyrinth is ulti-

mately an extravagant dis-

appointment.
David Currie

The vast bulk of David Bowie's thes-

pian activities has goneunseenby his

British followers. But this doesn’t
reflect a lack of interest in The Thin
White One’s aspirations to screen
stardom; it’s simplythatBritain’s film
distributors move in mysterious
ways. And now that most Bowie
movies are available on video, CUR-
TIS HUTCHINSON can hit the pause
button and look in on a celluloid

career . .

.

UNLIKE just about every
other pop star who’s ven-
tured into acting, Bowie
has rarely played safe, and
his choice of projects has
been eclectic. While this is

all very laudable his film

performances have, by and
large, confused and disap-

pointed more often than
impressed or entertained.

But Bowie’s theatre and
TV work has been more
encouraging; his best
notices have come for his

extraordinary portrayal of

John Merrick, the deformed
'elephantman ’ ofVictorian

England, in the American
stage production of Ber-

nard Pomerance’s play The
ElephantMan. Where John
Hurt needed complex
prosthetics to play Merrick
in the film, Bowie gave an
equally compassionate por-

trayal in nothing more than
a skimpy loincloth.

Next came his equally
impressive title role as the
amoral, womanising mur-
derer in theBBC TV adapta-
tion of Bertholt Brecht’s

Baal
;
it’s regarded as a

difficult part for any actor to

tackle, but Bowie seemed
to take it in his stride.

These performances,
along with his masterly
lead inMerry ChristmasMr
Lawrence, gave rise to

some great expectations
for Bowie’s acting career.

But, sadly, theyhave yet to
be fulfilled. His subsequent
choice of roles has become
more and more off-beat;

now he’s content with
pointless extended
cameos.
And more disturbing is

Bowie’s latest venture into

the song-and-dance world
of family entertainment.

|
David Bowie the all-round

entertainer may have
arrived . . . but whatever
happened to David Bowie
the actor?

The Image (1969)
Directed by Michael
Armstrong
NME

A genuine Bowie oddity.

This 14-minute X-certifi-

cate short features a 20-

year-old Bowie as the
doomed subject ofa crazed
painter. Shot in black and
white, the film consists
largely of Bowie standing
silently at a rain-splattered
window.
Sounds dull, eh? Well, it

is.

The Image was made in

1967 for the arthouse cir-

cuit and appeared briefly in

1969, the year of Bowie’s
first hit single, Space
Oddity. The film re-

emerged over ten years
later on a video sold
through NME; even so, it’s

still something of a collec-

tor’s item. File under dis-

pensable Sixties paranoia.

LoveYou Till Tues-
day (1969)
Directed by Malcolm J
Thompson
Channel 5

Shot on a shoestring as aTV
showcase but never
screened. Bowie runs
through a selection of his

songs, including an off-key

Space Oddity, and performs
a twee mime. Fascinating
stuff.

The Man Who Fell

To Earth (1976)
Directed by Nicolas Roeg
Screen Entertainment

Okay, okay, I know Bowie
also had a walk-on part in

The Virgin Soldiers (1968),

but I’ve freeze-framed the
film dozens of times and
haven’t spotted him. In

fact, I’m so convinced he
ended up on the cutting-

room floor that I’ll give a
Bowie-related prize to the
first person who can pro-
duce positive identification

of the elusive scene.
To all intents and pur-

poses TheMan WhoFell To
Earthwas Bowie’s feature-

film debut. Judging by
Bowie’s subsequent
remarks on his physical and
mental state during pro-
duction, his zombie-like
performance as the spaced-
out, marooned alien

required little or no acting.

But even so the casting
was ideal. A surprisingly
uncharismatic, blank-faced
Bowie drifts through the
proceedings, flashes his

artificial willy (the newt-
like beings from his stric-

ken planet appear to be
neutered), gets laid, gets
drunk and watches TV—
all the healthy pursuits of

an Earthbound slob.

Just A Gigolo
(1978)
Directed by David Hem-
mings
Channel 5

Undoubtedly the low point

of Bowie’s flirtation with
film . His minimalist
approach to acting may
have seenhim through The
Man Who Fell To Earth—
he was after all playing an
alien—but in JustA Gigolo

his identical interpretation

of the young Prussian offi-

cer returning from the
battlefields of the First

WorldWar is excruciatingly

awful and positively painful

to watch.
It appears that Bowie did

the film as a favour for

actor-tumed-director
David Hemmings, but he
shouldn’t have bothered

—

a thought echoed by the
man himself, who later dis-

owned the sorry affair as

his ‘thirty-two Elvis Presley

movies rolled into one’.

Christiane F (1978)
Directed by Ulrich Edel
Channel 5

Live footage of Bowie per-

forming tracks from the
Heroes album was edited

into this moving story

about a teenage drug
addict, set against the stark

background ofWest Berlin.
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The Hunger (1983)
Directed by Tony Scott

MGM/UA

A slight change of tack

here. After his blunder in

JustA Gigolo, Bowie wisely

bounced back with a sup-

porting role, playing
Catherine Deneuve’s
doomed lover in this chic

tale of modern day vam-
pires.

Bowie’s role here is short

and sweet, but it is to his

credit that the movie loses

its momentum once he has
been killed off.

Incidentally, this was
Tony Scott’s (Ridley’s

brother) first feature film

after a distinguished career

inTV commercials—hence

j

the film’s over-glossy look

and the repeated image of

I

billowing curtains. The
movie flopped but Scott

was to have more success
with his second feature,

Top Gun.

Merry Christmas
Mr Lawrence
(1983)
DirectedbyNagisa Oshima
Channel 5

In Major Jack Celliers

Bowie found the ideal

character, with the right

script and director. Every-
thing gels and, what’s
more, Bowie emerges head
and shoulders above a very
strong cast which includes

the likes ofTom Conti, Jack
Thompson and Ryuchi
Sakamoto.
Bowie plays a New

Zealanderwho, wracked by
guilt over a childhood indis-

cretion committed against

his brother, joins the army
at the outbreak of the Sec-

ond World War in the vain

hope that he might be killed

in action. An honourable
death on the battlefield is

deprived him when he’s

taken prisoner by the
Japanese; the rest of the

film deals with the way in

which he finally achieves
his redemption.
Undeniably Bowie’s

finest celluloid moments.

Yellowbeard (1983)
Directed by Mel Damski
Rank

The story goes that Bowie
was sunning himself on an
exotic beach when he was
befriended by an assort-

ment of Monty Python
renegades. Bowie was
talked into making a cameo
in their celebrity-laden

pirate caper.
For the record, then,

Bowie— with a shark’s fin

inexplicably attached to his
back— appears as a rating

in just one scene, utters his

fine and, like the film, disap-

pears without a laugh.

Ziggy Stardustand
the Spiders From
Mars (1984)
Directed by
D A Pennebaker
Screen Entertainment

Excellent concert film docu-

menting Bowie's final

appearance as Ziggy Star-

dust at the packed Ham-
mersmith Odeon in 1974.

and SpiesLike Us)
,
the main

area of interest is spotting
the bit players, including
unknown film directors and
the odd well-known rock
star. Bowie is featured in a
couple of scenes as a cut-

throat killer who’s after

Michelle Pfeiffer— who
isn’t?

Absolute Begin-
ners (1986)
Directed by Julien Temple
Palace

Again Bowie opts for a sup-
porting role, this time as a
smooth-talking mid-Atlan-
tic businessman who
makes his money by selling

trends. Bowie’s showpiece,
though by no means the
best sequence in the film, is

the That’s Motivation
number which has him
singing and dancing on a
giant typewriter. Great
stuff.

Whistle
Down
The
Wind

Jazzin’ For Blue
Jean (1984)
Directed by Juhen Temple
PictureMusicInternational

A lively extended promo for

the Blue Jean single which
had a theatrical outing sup-
porting Company of
Wolves. Bowie has two
roles, one as a nerd who
chats up a girl in a pub,
promising to introduce her
to a rock star . . . and the
other as the drugged-out
singer. Nice tongue-in-
cheek send-up.

Into the Night
(1985)
Directed by John Landis
CIC

Hit-and-miss comedy thril-

ler about ayoung couple on
the run. As with all John
Landis films (he’s the man
behind The Blues Brothers

FANTASTIC
VOYAGE
With agame like this,who needs films

(or music, or carrot juice)? ROGER
KEAN and joystick take on Jareth in

the computerversion ofLABYRINTH,
an animated game of hide-and-seek.
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NOTHING is confirmed yet,

but there are strong indica-

tions that David Bowie is

planning a world tour for

87.

Rumours of the tour have
been rife for months, and
though the official word is

still ‘no comment’ it seems
only a matter of time before

the tour is announced.
A world tour would give

Bowie his first proper dates

since the Serious Moonlight
shows of 83. Since those
gigs (which included two
performances at the Milton

Keynes Bowl), Bowie has
made guest appearances at

Live Aid and in a Tina
Turner show at the Birmin-

gham NEC.
A new Bowie tour would

probably coincide with a

new Bowie LP, but again
the details are hazy.

In the meantime, the
When The WindBlows film

soundtrack LP is due in the

shops before Christmas.

The LP— which includes

Bowie’s recent single as its

title track— also features

songs from Roger Waters,
Paul Hardcastle, Hugh
Cornwall, Squeeze and
Genesis. The film, based on
Raymond Briggs’s best-sel-

ling cartoon book about
post-Bomb life and death,

will be released in the UK in

January.

‘We know all there is to know about you!’

A PIXEL-ATED Bowie as Jareth.

BEING a rock star simply
isn’t enough these days.

Being a luminary of stage or

screen is positively passe.

In fact, Being There isn’t

sufficient at all any more,
unless you’re also the star

of a computer game.
Grand is the Hall Of

Game Fame: a glittering

array of twinkling names
pixel-ated, raster-fied and
generally ROMmed up to

super-stardom on the
small, animated computer
screen. We’ve had James
Bond, we’ve had Super-

man, we’ve had Dusty Bin
and we’re about to get

Brian Clough. David Bowie
can heave a sigh of relief, sit

back and relax— he’s in

with the big ones, for now
he’s a computer game too.

At least. Bowie’s a com-
puter star, in the persona of

Jareth the Goblin king,

linchpin of Lucasfilm’ s fifth

and latest game.

Here in Britain, Labyrinth
— The Computer Game (for

Commodore 64/128) is mar-
keted by Activision; the
company’s association
with Lucasfilm has paid

dividends in the past with
games like Koroni’s Rift and
The Eidolon, but this is the

first game programmed by
Lucasfilm to be based on
one of their own films, and
it’ll be interesting to see
how it does.

Certainly, from preview
copies Labyrinth— The
Computer Game looks

more promising than
Labyrinth— The Film.

It’s a mixture of a game,
with arcade and adventure
elements based around
many devious and humor-
ous word and logic puzzles,

ah played out by large and
beautifully animated
characters taken from the

film. These include Ludo,
Hoggle, Sir Didymus and, of

Lost and alone in the labyrinthine corridors, you risk becoming a slave

forever if you fail to find Jareth within 13 hours.

PAUL STRANGE



ABSOLUTELY AT THE BEGINNING . .

.

THE VERY FIRST LM VIDEO COMPETITION !

course, Jareth.
Labyrinth begins with a

simple text adventure (but
nearly everything is joys-

tick/icon-driven), which
has you wandering around,
returning home and seeing
an advert on the television
for anew cinema blockbus-
ter called

—

Labyrinth. Self-

publicity is all.

Off you go, in search of

the cinema. Realism dic-

tates that before the film

starts you should buy some
popcorn and be forced to

chat with the obnoxious
person next to you. And
then the film begins . . .and
so does the adventure
proper.
David Bowie, as Jareth,

appears and speaks : ‘YOU!
in the front row. We’ve
been watching you for

some time now. We know
all there is to know about
you
Jareth explains your

quest: you must enter the
labyrinth, make your way
to Jareth’ s castle, and there
confront him. The journey
throws the player into

some superbly designed
locations, where Hoggle is

encountered. Without his

help you may never find

your way through the
labyrinthine corridors,

some lined with playable
piano keys, others with
stone faces set into them,
telling you ‘turn back’.

Two characters, Alph
and Ralph, pose logic prob-
lems in the form of truth
games based on alternate
choices, while the Wise Old
Man offers a cryptic clue to

help you find which of nine
portals is the real exit.

As light relieffrom all this

mind-boggling adventur-
ing, there are some arcade
sequences. In one you have
to rescue Ludo, who hangs
upside-down from a tree
set in a small maze. Two
goblins patrol this maze,
and force you to dispose of

them first; yellow trap-
doors which change colour
when you run over them
must be turned red, and the
goblins will fall through.
Jareth has only allowed

13 hours for you to unlock
the secrets ofthe Labyrinth
and seek him out— and fai-

lure to do so within the time
limit results in perpetual
slavery for the player.

Labyrinth— The Compu-
ter Game is available on
disk at £14.95 for the Com-
modore 64 and 128. Sadly,

the complexity ofthe game
makes it seem unlikely that
it will appear in a cassette-
loading version. Conver-
sions to other machines are
being considered, with the
Amstrad being the most
likely.

WIN A
COPY
OF

gf n i —

AUourtt

WHEN Absolute Beginners came out in April,

most critics shot it out of the sky; it paid the

price for being over-hyped. However rumour
has it that some paying punters actually

enjoyed the movie, ourveryown man-in-a-tren-

chcoat, Simon Poulter, reckons itwas one ofthe

best musicals he’s ever seen(after The Pyjama
Game, Showboat and Midnight On The Orient

Express).

For this shameless admissionwe removed his

boots and chained him to his green screen, gave
him five copies of the new Absolute Beginners
video and ordered him to devise a cryptic LM
competition so that we can get rid of the damn
things.

LM: What could be more excitingthan a one-way
ticket to Ludlow courtesy of Roger Kean’s used-

notes expenses pot?

READER: Champagne and oysters with Jean
Alexander?

LM: Wrong farty. Winning your own copy of

Absolute Beginners.

READER: Gasp. But how?

LM: Easy, you just answer these easy questions :

-

1) Which absolute beginner made his film debut
as Colin?

2) Which luscious, pouting, gorgeous, sexy, homy
(steady, -Ed) female person played Colin’s

girlfriend?

3) Ray Davies stars as Colin’s dad. Which mega
famous Sixties band does he front?

4) Pop mogul Harry Charms is in real life best

known for making mde gestures at Una Stubbs
and Michael Parkinson, he’s also lent his name to

the cockney rhyming slang for flaired trousers.

Who is he?
5) On which infamous Sex Pistols film did Julien

Temple make his directorial debut?

Well that’s the easy bit out of the way, all you
have to do now is fill in this coupon, cut it out

(or send a photocopy if you don’t want to deface

this collector's edition of LM) and bung it off to

us here at LM. Entries should be sent to ABSO-
LUTE BEGINNERS, LM, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB to arrive no later than
22 December. We’ll pick the correct entries out

of Simon Poulter’s size ten boots, and the first

five will eachwin an AbsoluteBeginnersvideo.
LM says get weavin . .

.

ABSOLUTEBEGINNERS i

COMPETITION
1 reckon I’m so damned clever I must have won/
but just in case I have, it would be useful if the
video cassette I may have won matchedmy video
machine, which is (please tick):

FORMAT : VHS BETA

Anyway, here are my answers

:

1

2

3

4

5 :

Name
Address

Postcode
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FREEPOST Pinfold Lane,

Bridlington.
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JOY OF

Coat in herringbone, sprinkled with coloured flecks from TO!

£65.00 '

J

FLECKSrkEvWw
Get more for your cashmere with
AMANDA WRAY as she goes off the
rails in search of a serious wrap.
Pictures by BEEZER.

costs £49.99.chain, they'llmost likely fry
your fingers at the lightest
curious touch.

NEXT
Most of the coats in this
yuppy-infested emporium
will leave you at least £100
out of (your fully polyester-
lined) pocket, so the best
bet is to head straight for

the macs. Pick ofthebunch
is a plain cotton job which
hangs loosely to justbelow
knee-length. No frills here,
apart from a corduroy col-

lar; it’s single-breasted
with a quiltedpaisley lining
(cuts a dash in high winds
. . .) and, fortypeswhohate
greasy cuffs and necks, it’s

washable. Definitely the
‘cuddly casual’ look, in
stone or green, it comes in
small, medium or large, and

Flecks, flecks, and more
flecks. You enter the pre-
mises andyou’d fancy your-
self in an Isle of Wight
sandstorm if it weren’t for

the pounding disco beat
assailing your tympanic
membrane. Two choices
here fall within our price
range. First, there’s a very
plain, dead straight, black
and white dog’s-tooth
check affair, not unlike a
carpet; synthetic/natural
mix fabric, and dotty satin
lining. Then there’s a
tweedy, lumpy ‘blue and
black fleckon grey ’ number
in 50 per cent polyester, 40
per cent wool and * 10 per
cent floor scrapings'— the
salesman said it, not me!

Both around £65. Th<
coats are more cha
than chain-store—and 1

fancier they are, the
cheaper they are. Result:
not only is your morale
reduced by going round
with empty pockets, but

better suited to a Crufts
champion than your aver-
age pale male.

COLES
Traditional single-breas
65-per-cent-cashmere
overcoats in plain colou:

At £80 these were the
cheapest new cashmeres I

found (and you should be
able to pick up very tasty
cashmere seconds for

under £40). Then you have
the showerproof look in,

wait for it, cashmere and

rHAT does the
word ‘over-

coat’ conjure
up inthe aver-

age male's fro-

zenimagination? Someraw
and chilling vista oftrailing
trenchcoats, overripe
afghans and the odd dull
duffle, perhaps?
Time to wrap up your

parky preconceptions—
it’s not just the economic
climate that’s looking
bleak. Leave the perfect
He-man shivering in his T-
shirt, for the Great Coat
Revival is upon us. From
dreadnoughts to fear-

noughts, from Chester-
fields to check coats, from
mohairto dog-hair, here’s a
seasonal guide to the best
(and worst) winter wrap-
pers around.

MAN AT C&A
Despite the odd (very odd)
gem of a garment, this
much-maligned chain-
store still depends on
despised labels in the
Younger Set and Classic
Gent line. Ignore the
ignominy and discover a
double-breasted, belted
tweedy number in dark or
light grey. Half wool, half
synthetic, with widish
lapels, this one comes in
herringbone or ‘fleck’ and
goes for £59.99. Think on
this possibleimprovement

:

collar turned UP, belt
KNOTTED, and trilby pul-
led LOW for that ‘I don’t
shop atManAt C&A’ look.
NB: beware mock flying
jackets lined in, yes, red
fake fur! So kitsch.

Tethered to an electric
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nylon! From the sublime to
|

the ridiculous? Thigh-

length, zip-fronted, quilted I

lining, attached hood with
drawstring— it sounds like I

something out of an SM
manual. Also for the out-

door type is the ‘flasher’

mac— yes, they’ve gone
official. Is it really such a

popular pursuit? Limp
youngmenlook cool in
100-per-cent-cotton stone-

|

colouredmacs with soft

puffy lining. £65, and
showerproof. Enough said. 1

TOP MAN
The fastest seller here is,

staggeringly, a three-quar-

ter-length cream duffle

coat: hood, toggles and
stripylining all for £50. Part-

I

mohair, it also comes in

grey, blue, black, red or

green. The dreaded duffle

has trodden a long, weary
path since Field Marshal
Montgomerypopularised it

inWorldWarTwo. Ifyou’re

NOT a red brick student

setting a trend, then
bypass this exquisite dura-

ble and go for one of Top
Man's light, baggy, single-

breasted overcoats for

around £50-£70. Her-

ringbone sprinkled with
coloured flecks is definitely

flavour of the season (ie

common as muck). Appa-
rently, men tend to go for

the darker shades, so why
notbreak out andbuy light

— you’ve nothing to lose

but drycleaner’s bills ... I

BURTONS
More conservative here,

and, onewould expect, bet-

|
ter quality, maintaining a

I traditional rather than a
fashionable image. But it’s I

a disappointing selection.

Plump, perhaps, for a
single-breasted simple

navy overcoat with what
resembles dog hairs allover I

it. The effect is strangely

appealing, and the coat

begstobe stroked! Only 35

per cent wool (can’t be
genuine canine), it does
right up to the neck and
costs £50. Otherwisego for,

yes, let’s hear it, a
FLECKED herringbone

tweed (‘absolutely vogue,’

I eager assistants assure

me) with a flapping lapel

that just may curl in a Feb-

ruary fog. Belted, and just

below knee-length, this

I costs £70. Burtons have a
larger range of sizes than
the ‘fashion* shops, from
LeanMan (34’ ’ chest) up to

Large Man (44” chest).

CAMDEN LOCK
MARKET
If you live in London or the

South-East, Camden Lock

I weekend market sells a
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and-salt all-wool coats, £25.

These are common all over

Camdenand£25 shouldbe
your upper limit.

Sally Johnson, in the

white shed, specialises in

‘no tat’ quality men’s gear.

I’m in nirvana among her

pure wool overcoats £30,

tailcoats £35, cashmere and
Scottish Crombies £45!

Getyour skates on—this

stall’s a must.
Inthe alley,HodOrDead

can offer new three-quar-

ter-length duffles in white

or navy for £29. And if you
thought Pavarotti was an
Australian meringue, visit

Genovese in the outside

thoroughfare and try their

|

long, dark, fitted Twenties

opera coats. Velvet-col-

laredandultra-smart, you’ll

pay £25 to look just the tic-

I ket.
You’llhavethe lastlaugh

strolling around in one of

these tailor-made creations

while the posers pay twice

as much for something
that’ll only fall apart next

I season.

vast selection of overcoats,

mostly secondhand. Harris

tweeds, gaberdines, leath-

ers, Crombies, military

motorbike coats, opera

coats, frock coats, camel
coats, greatcoats and not-

so-great coats—the choice

bedazzles. Check carefully

for stains, holes, sweaty lin-

ings and frayed bits, and
always trybargaining afew
quid off the asking price.

Among the most promi-

nent and permanent in

Camden Lock are Robin
Betts and Antonio Perez,

in the black shed; they sell

homemade, peacock-lined

‘multi-wool pleat coats’ for

£65, and double-breasted

Prince ofWales check coats
for a bit more. The stuffs

original, with that ‘homes-

pun’ look.

Chris Jay, also in the

black shed, sells long,

belted Second World War
motorbike macs in heavy
gaberdine (£15-£20),

leather army coats (strong

shouldermuscles required)
I £75, and chunky pepper-

Setting the latest

trend in suave

manliness, our very

own RICHARD LOWE

modelled the winter

coats on these pages.

The model fee alone

should keep him in

fish’n’chips for months

Half wool-half synthetic, in herringbone or fleck

Coat from MAN AT C&A. £59.99

Flecked, herringbone tweed from BURTONS. £59.99



Doc Brown— Mad Professor (Chris Lloyd) hangs by a thread from time itself.

Flavour-of-the-month— Michael J Fox.

MICHAEL J FOX

Back To The Future
cic 113 mins PG

MARTYMcFLY (flavour-of-

the-month star Michael J

Fox) is an average Ameri-
can schoolkid with average
parents, George and Lor-

raine (Crispin Glover and
Lee Thompson). There’s

nothing really special about
him— he leads an unexcit-

ing life in a small American
town, is consistently late

for school, has a nice

girlfriend and plays in a

rather dodgy rock band cal-

led The Pinheads. The only

unusual thing about Marty
is his pal, the unsuccesful
inventor Doc Brown (the

marvellous Chris Lloyd)

.

One night the Doc calls

Marty and tells him to come
’"Ptat'it'i PinQO TV/TqII tn

his new invention— a time-
machine built from a De
Lorean car.

But it doesn’t pay to

tamper with De Loreans.

Marty is inadvertently sent

back into the past, to 5

November 1955. He discov-

ers that there's not enough
power in the time-machine
for a return trip, and starts

looking for a much younger
Doc Brown, who might help

him get back to the future.

Before finding the Doc,

however, Marty accidently

saves his teenage father

from being hit by a car and
takes the bump himself.

Unconscious, he’s carried

into the driver’s house and

January 1987 l-M 39



All, David Bowie s spirited

That's Motivation and Ray 50% RICHARD LOWE

1

beautiful teenage girl

who’s fallen in love with

him; trouble is, she’s his

future mum!
Marty manages to

escape her clutches and

finds the Doc, but before he

can returntol985hehasto
turn Lorraine’s over-amor-

ous attentions toward
George, otherwise they’ll

never meet, they’ll never

marry, and Marty will never

exist . . .

The hilarious pos-

sibilities of time parallaxes

are exploited with incredi-

ble attention to detail, right

down to the Ronnie Reagan
picture showing at the local

movie-house. Marty’s romp
through the past has far-

reaching future consequ-

ences, and the film has to

be watched a couple of

times to catch all the sub-

tleties.

Director Robert Zemec-

kis has done a great job;

the acting is superb, the

action rushes along at

breakneck speed, and the

brilliant climax leaves the

way wide open for a sequel.

I can’t wait!

95% JULIAN RIGNALL

Dodging the sister

drooling all overMichael J
Fox, I managed to enjoy

this absorbing film as

much on video as in the

cinema. The plot is origi-

nal, and the ending works
well enough; Back To The
Future is well worth get-

ting out.

90% MIKE DUNN

with the passengers appa-

rently none the worse for

their delay. However,
Angela (Catherine Mary
Stewart) is no longer

human, an unromantic little

quirk which Robert (Mark

Lindsay Chapman) finds it

hard to overlook.

It threatens their

relationship. At first he

notices only her coldness,

but back at work— a very

flashy, trendy newspaper
office— Angela has swap-

ped her horror of elec-

tronics for a computer and

starts writing pro-vivisec-

tionist articles. She carries

this new hobby a trifle far

by killing the happy
couple’s dog, Boots, telling

Robert the animal was run

over.
.

To soothe Robert’s grief,

Angela suggests a roman-

tic weekend in the wilds.

But inevitably the idyll is

shattered when her eyes

start glowing red and she

tries to drown him in a lake.

In the ensuing bloody

struggle, Robert narrowly

escapes death and flattens

Angela with the car, reveal-

ing her as a maniac robot (or

‘Dynamatard’) in human
form. The car and
mechanoidAngela explode
— a pity, since this hides

the evidence that Robert

has saved the world, and

the police think he’s a sim-

ple murderer.

This mixture of science

fiction, skateboards and
Fifties nostalgia is very
nearlya perfect entertain-

ment film. The script is

wittily clever, especially

with the temporal jokes
surrounding the central

conundrum of time travel,

and the action can hardly

be faulted. And it’s one of
i those films which appear

to be simple, lightweight,

fastfun, buthide a disturb-

ing ability tokeeppopping
scenes into your mind for

days.
85% ROGER KEAN

Annihilator
CIC Video 90 mins 15

typical of the film. Nothing

rings true.

Oddest of all is the sud-

den, inexplicable MTV-
style pop promo sequence

that pops up in the middle

of the film accompanying

David Bowie’s Ashes To

Ashes. Did Bowie lend his

name to this?

Mark Chapman (whom 1

suspect of being Mark
Lindsay Chapman) directs

the stilted actors through a

hilarious series of situa-

tions taken from any

number of films. I detected

traces of Blade Runner, V,

Coma and Return ofthe Liv-

ing Dead (a Dynamatard
attacks Robert in a forest of

naked, swaying manne-
hour later, and lands safely

quin bodies) ,
and Close

Encounters (a young boy

builds a mountain from his

food) ;
and of course the

whole derivative mess
owes plenty to Terminator.

But unlike Terminator,

this one has no guts, pace,

or thrills, and it lacks direc-

tor James Cameron’s
touch. Annihilator isn’t

quite exploitative rubbish,

but it certainly is unsatisfy-

ing— and the ending reve-

als its origins as a failed TV-

series pilot.

20% ROGER KEAN

_ Gosh! Wow! Freak out

everybody!A cyborginva-

sion! What thrilling origi-

nal stuff for a video!

Despite the blurb on the

cover, Ididn ’t actuallyfind

this one all that bad. True,

some scenes are predicta-

ble, but some are almost
interesting. There could

be more gore; when you
expect to see guts plas-

tered all over the screen,

all you get is a few burnt-

out PCBs. Oh well, it’s

worth a look if you can
handle unoriginality.

25% MIKE DUNN

EDDIE O’CONNELL, PATSY KENSIT

Absolute Beginners
- 107 minsPalace

ANGELA TAYLOR, a

‘beautiful, lovely’ Angeleno
who works and lives with

her English boyfriend

Robert, wins a week’s holi-

day in Hawaii. On her

return to LA, Flight 508 dis-

appears offthe radar—but

her plane reappears an

Annihilator opens in

flashback with police cars

chasing Robert through the

city streets and into the

arms of a mysterious

woman who hides him and

to whom he confides his

unbelievable tale. The film

then follows their attempts

to trackdown the rest ofthe

Dynamatards on Flight

508’ s passenger list.

‘Do you like tofu-bur-

gers?’ the pre-change
Angela asks Robert as they

sit down to eat to the

strains ofNik Kershaw. The
deathly demi-veg, very

‘here-and-now’ dialogue is

IT’S the long hot summer of

1958. Colin (Eddie O’Con-

nell), a photographer with

appalling clothes sense, is

in his last teenage year. Life

looks pretty rosy ;
he makes

a living out of selling his pix,

hangs out at Soho’s hippest

joints and is dating the

highly desirable Suzette

(Patsy Kensit).

But behind the glitzy

facade of prosperous Lon-

don is a sinister city. Fascist

agitators are fomenting

racial discord in Notting

Hill; middle-aged
businessmen are plotting

to make a killing out of the

new teen boom.
These intrusions from

the outside world throw

Colin’s life into disarray

after the opportunistic

Suzette dumps him for Hen-

ley (James Fox), a wealthy

and not altogether straight

rag-trade king.

Don’t be put off by the

flimsy plot, straight out of

Cliff Richard’s The Young
One

;
director Julien Tem-

ple uses the narrative

merely to connect the mus-

ical interludes which make
the film tick.

With production num-
bers like Patsy Kensit’

s

finger-clicking Having It

Davies’s show-stealing

Quiet Life (claustrophobi-

cally shot in a cut-away

house) ,
all you have to do is

hit the fast forward-button

to get through the chunks

of plot (or, if you’re feeling

really subversive, do a little

home editing) and you re

left with an instant party

video.
Forget the flack, go rent

it . . .

80% MANDY LAWSON

_ Annihilator is a mish-

mash of material poached
from other movies, hardly

captivating, and the wide-

open ending left me
unsatisfied. The film is

well-shot, but all the gloss

is lost in the blight of Ter-

rahawks -style acting.

Annihilator is bad, banal

and boring.

40% JULIAN RIGNALL

. » • i _ i i. J

I thought Absolute
Beginners was going to be

a watershed movie; in the

event it was something of

a washout. Still, it’s an
enjoyable, vibrant film,

from the virtuosity of

Julien Temple’s opening
tracking shot to the

climactic finale. An auda-

cious movie that’ll be a

classic one day.

95%
CURTIS HUTCHINSON

Absolute Beginners is a

joyous delight, brimming
with life, excitement, col-

our and spirit. Colin

Maclnnes’s novel is, any-

way; Julien Temple’s
much-hyped film treat-

ment is a bitter disap-

pointment, and despite its

lavish production,
painstaking attention to

detail, wonderful sound-

track and skilful choreog-

raphy it fails to do justice
* tho orfrrina/
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SYLVESTER STALLONE

Rocky IV
Warner Home Video 91 mins PG

IF World War Three could
be fought on the movie
screens ofWestern Europe,
I’d sleep a lot safer.

The appalling RedDawn,
Rambo, and more recently
Top Gun suggest that if the

No such luck, eh?
Rocky, his coach and his

father leave for the USSR to
start training. Much iron is

pumped and much sweat
sprayed as the film con-
trasts the computerised

The guy is a movie cab-
bage. (But don’t tell him I

said so.)

20% SIMON POULTER

I find it sickening that
this fascist bullshit is

watched and enjoyed by
human beings. It’s crap
like this that gives the Rus-
sians a legitimate excuse
to lob a couple ofSS-20s in
ourgeneral direction. Stal-

lone defeats a boxer who

next one broke out the
Americans would win it

hands down. No surprise,

then, to learn that Sylvester
Stallone is a good chum of

the Six-Gun Gipper of

Capitol Hill.

Rocky IV is yet another
exercise in Commie-bash-
ing, packed with every cyn-
ical right-wing cliche

ever conceived of outside
the Pentagon.
There’s the RUSSIAN, a

ten-foot piece of Ukrainian
nastiness. He’s the BAD-
DIE. Rocky Balboa is an
AMERICAN boxer and
therefore he’s the GOODIE.
Balboa is out to revenge the
slaying of his sparring part-

ner (and fellow AMERI-
CAN, Apollo Creed) by the
RUSSIAN.
So the scene is set, East v

West in Moscow, and
Rocky has the honour of his

word to defend: ‘I won’t get
hurt,’ he promises his son.

techno-training of Drago
with Rocky doing his bit,

lifting heavy farm equip-
ment, helping snowbound
horse-and-traps and gener-
ally making do with The Lit-

tle House On The Steppe for

a gym.
All this physical bullshit

builds to a crucial climax

—

THE FIGHT. And what a
fight it is, 20 minutes of

heavy slugging with some
excruciating wallops com-
ing over on the soundtrack,
culminating in Drago 's

destruction and an emotive
speech by Rocky IV . . .

worra man!
If this is your first ever

Rocky movie then you ain’t

missed anything; this

dog‘s-breakfast would
probably put you offcinema
for good. Stallone’s acting
ability (or should that be
disability?) is mirrored by
his direction and, worse
yet, his writing.

beats him in every con-
ceivable physical asset—
it’s laughable. The acting
is pretty poor all round,
and it gets quite painful
watching Sylvester Stal-

lone’s three brain cells

going into overdrive as he
tries to speak. Don ’t waste
yourtime on this garbage.
15% JULIAN RIGNALL

This one’s packed with
suspense: I wonder who’s
going to win?!! A very,
verypredictable him, with
a rather unfortunate
scenario: a seven-foot
Russian gettingbeaten up
by Stallone, whom he
dwarfs. Rocky IV is much
like the others in the
series, and falls back too
much on the previous
hlms; Rocky reminisces a
lot. On the other hand, if

more ofthesame is all you
want, then you’lllove this.

20% MIKE DUNN
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PRINCE

Under The Cherry Moon
Warner Home Video 93 mins 15

A FILM BY PRINCE. That’s
what it says at the end of

the ponderously slow open-
ing credits and that’s

exactly what this is —
Prince, more Prince and yet
more Prince. The man’s got
a lot of balls if he’s prepared
to take all the blame for this

abomination.
His Purpleness stars as

an oily lounge-lizard/

gigolo/musician in this

lacklustre black-and-white
outing to the playground of

the international jet set on
the French Riviera. As
Christopher Tracy he aims
to get rich and get laid (sur-

prise, surprise), and like

Bob Geldof he scores on
both points.

But then the poor boy
falls head-over-Cuban-
heels for the English
charms of Mary Sharon
(Kristin Scott-Thomas).
She’s a spoilt heiress, of

course, and mega-wealthy
Daddy (Steven Berkoff, the
respected British stage
actor who insists on mak-
ing a berk of himself in

movies like Rambo and
Beverly Hills Cop) will go to

any lengths to keep the
young lovers apart.

A bemused, though
unembarrassed, Prince
prances through the pro-

ceedings in eye-wateringly
tight trousers and takes his

shirt off quite a lot. The guy
can’t act but he sure can
pose, and he treats each
scene like some gloriously

camp photo session; when
someone feeds him a line he
pauses, looks skywards
and checks his coiffure

before answering.
And what happened to

all those songs? There are
17 numbers listed in the
credits but you only ever
hear the briefest incidental
snatches. Weird.
Under The Cherry Moon

is downright awful, though
like so many turkeys it does
have a certain charm;
Prince plays for laughs and
gets more than he’s bar-

gained for. But Christopher
Tracy should stick to writ-

ing songs for The Bangles.
20%

CURTIS HUTCHINSON

After the triumph ofPur-
ple RainHRHreallycomes
a cropper with this pile of
dog’s-do. I spent the first

half of the video waiting
for it to burst into glorious
Technicolor and it never
happened; if I want to see
a boring black-and-white
film I can switch on BBC2.
1 0% MARY LAWSON

Pretentious even by
video standards, this

draggy fantasy concen-
trates on a dull story at the
expense of music. Buy the

album and watch the
cover; Under The Cherry
Moon stinks. t

5% THE ZAPPER l
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PET SHOP BOYS

Disco
Parlophone

THIS IS cynically billed as

the Pet Shop Boys’ new
album’, but they’re follow-

ing the precedent set by
Howard Jones and Go West
and releasing an album of

remixes, just in time for

Christmas. Wizzo . . .

With a title that not even
K-Tel have dared use, Disco

is a collection of six remixes
— four singles and two B-

sides. Far and away the

best tracks are Shep Pet-

tibone’s excellent remixes
of Love Comes Quicklyand
the first PSB hit, West End
Girls.

Pettibone (whose full

name is almost an anagram
of Pet Shop Boys) gives the

first of these a harder, club-

orientated feel, with a solid,

pounding backbeat. The
WestEnd Girls remix is just

an extension of the seven-

inch which was one of the

best records around a year

ago
;
it ’ s still more than wel-

come.
The remix of Oppor-

tunities, a twice-released
hit-that-should-have-been,

is as wonderful as the

seven-inch. To appreciate

the value of such a track

just use this easy-to- follow

LM guide: 1) Turnup stereo

to optimum neighbour-
annoyance level 2) Start

music 3) Dance around
room to barely-concealed
concern of cohabitants/col-

leagues 4) Realise what a

prat you look 5) Hide in con-

venient broom-cupboard

PAUL YOUNG
Between Two Fires
CBS

until it’s safe to come out.

Not far behind in my
esteem is the Arthur Baker
remix of In The Night, the

B-side to Love Comes
Quickly, it’s a great funk of

hi-energy Fairlight fun
(hold that alliteration!),

remarkably similar to

Opportunities.
The Julian ‘no relation’

Mendelssohn remix of the

recent hit Suburbia is the

only real bloop on the

album, featuring inexplica-

ble barking dogs, explo-

sions and breaking win-

dows; try to imagine the

Young Ones B-side crossed

with the EastEnders theme

Though at times they
seem like an overdose of

Sample and Sequence, we
can look forward to the new
Pet Shop Boys album cur-

rently in the works. And as

this set is being sold as a

budget-priced album it's

well worth the time of all

PSB freaks. Pass me that

BOY cap!

80% SIMON POULTER

PSB have done nothing
more for this cheeky
album than rehashed six

previously-released
tracks, turned the drum
machine up and gone for a

walk. Seems they can’t
I resist an opportunity to

make money.
|

10%
CURTIS HUTCHIN SON

A con, typical of the Pet
Shop Boys; they get a

couple of hits, think
they’re the bee’s knees
and then turn out this tur-

gidload oftoss. An embar-
rassing record, even at a

budget price.

-55% PAUL STRANGE

PAUL YOUNG has grown
up. Gone are the teen
popsters of his first two LPs
and the epitaphs for Marvin
Gaye and Otis Redding.
Instead he puts rock, soul

and R&B through the Hugh
Padgham production mic-

rowave and cooks up a

grown-up rock record of

outstanding quality.

Padgham’ s influence is

most notable on Wonder-
land, where the atmos-
pherics and digitised per-

cussion make Young sound
a bit like Genesis. The
opening track Some People
could have been a Simple
Minds outtake, while Pris-

oner Of Conscience has

strong Heaven 17 over-

tones.
Young seems to be trying

to prove himself to those

who thought he was just

trying to be a revivalist pop
star, a sophisticated Sha-

kin’ Stevens. And he suc-

ceeds on this album.
The vocal is still Otis,

casual Redding-esque
grunts inserted as the
music suggests. The music
is 1986 white soul, complet-

ing the inevitable triptych

of Young, Go West and of

course Hall And Oates.

Welcome to the yuppie
world, Paul.

70% SIMON POULTER

When you’ve struggled

for years in a cabaret soul

group thatpacked thepun-

ters into sweaty concert
halls but failed to set the

tills a-ringing and the

charts ablaze, and you sud-

denly stumble on a for-

mula that turns you into a

wealthy chart-topper
almost overnight, it’s

tempting to carry on min-
ing the same rich seam.
Paul Young’s no fool and
he ’s crafted an LP that will

slot comfortably next to

No Parlez andThe Secret Of
Association in every
yuppy record rack. Very
nice it is too: lots of

interesting noises,

heartfelt lyrics, a comfort-

able sound that might be
the perfect backdrop to a

game of Trivial Pursuit,

and a cracking potential
single in Why Does A Man
Have To Be Strong?.

55% RICHARD LOWE

I’d never listened seri-

ously to Paul Young and I

was pleasantly surprised

by Between Two Fires.

This LP would go down
well at a party; the music
is easy to dance to and the

tracks are well placed,

with the best at the begin-

ningand the worst toward
the end . The lyrics live up
to my image of Young—
wishy-washy love songs
and ballads about a lonely

boy who ’s just been
dumped by his missus. I

couldn ’t listen to this for

long, but it’s good in small
/fncpc

75% BEN STONE

XTC

Skylarking
Virgin

NEVER in their long and
distinguished career have
XTC made a duff record.

They’ve made a few
mediocre ones (Mummer
was a tad patchy and
English Settlement ram-
bled uncontrollably at

times), but they’ve always
managed to slip one or two
glistening gems into each
LP while keeping the qual-

ity control set high for all

tracks.

But despite their lauda-

ble attention to detail, XTC
have outlived their useful-

ness. When they perfected

their distinctive and intri-

cate blend of student pop
(best highlighted on the

classic Black Sea LP) they
were already about six or

seven years out of date;

now they’re beginning to

sound senile.

Still, Skylarking is a good
LP, and its thematic
approach is intriguing. The
opener, Drowning In Sum-
mer’s Cauldron, billows in

on banks of clicking cric-

kets and modulating
synths, producing a perfect

picture of a heady, brow-
mopping July afternoon in

the countryside.
Just as you’re about to

drift off, the track segues
effortlessly into Grass.

Romantic rustic themes
swirl and twirl as the song
develops, finally fading into

a reassertion ofthe opening
cut. Pretty conceptual,

man.
Ballet ForA Rainy Day

pulls us quickly into autum-
nal glory, while 1000
Umbrellas shivers and
shudders as the November
heavens open, pouring dis-

content into a dying year.

Season Cycle— a bit of a

corker— questions the
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natural powers that govern
our lives, and restates the
pastoral theme that domi-
nates the LP’s first side.

Perhaps XTC should con-
sider this one for their next
single.

Side Two deals more
directly with human experi-

ence. Earn Enough For Us
tells of a young man’s
efforts to support his girl

and his household, BigDay
discusses the implications
and complications of mar-
riage, Another Satelhte
comments on the passing
of years, and Dying is an
overpowering, highly inti-

mate view of our inevitable
fate, provoked by the death
of a loved one. Disturbing
stuff.

The album’s highlight is

The Man Who Sailed
Around His Soul. XTC
tackle an unfamiliar musi-
cal area in this boisterous
stab at cool jazz, and come
up trumps. It’s probably
one of their finest tracks
ever.

Like all XTC albums,

Skylarking grows and
improves with repeated
plays. It could prove to be
one of their biggest LPs to

date. Get it.

75% PAUL STRANGE

XTC may be perennial
misfits, but theymake con-
sistently interesting
records; this time round
it’s pleasant soft-focus
psychedelia, strongly
reminiscent ofmid-period
Beatles. As ever, XTChave
come up with a surefire
commercial failure.

65% RICHARD LOWE

The first time I listened
to this XTC album I

checked several times to

see ifmy Walkman bat-
teries were flat. The musi-
cal stylemaybe strictlyfor
fans, but the album ’s

strongest point is the
lyrics. The song-list gives
an idea: In A Sacrificial

Bonfire, Dying, That’s
Really Super, Supergirl, and
so on.
65% MIKE DUNN

Round the Kemp fire

SPANDAU BALLET

Through The Barricades
CBS

THERE’S this ‘eerie’ intro

bit— water running
through a gutter, the click

ofheels on the pavement, a
clap ofthunder, etc—then
a ‘haunting’ little piano
ditty before the guitarist

launches into a meaty
power-chorded riff that
Eddie Van Halen would be
proud of . . . ah, it must be
one of those conceptual
heavy rock bands from the
Seventies, or Elton John
trying to be clever.

It’s onlywhen that famil-

iar saxophone enters stage
right that suspicions are
aroused, and then the arri-

val of that unmistakable
voice hammers home the
awful truth . . . Spandau
Ballet, the foppish subur-
ban soulboys who used to

heap so much unbridled
scorn on those nasty, dirty,

old-fashioned rockers, have
turned into a bona fide

made-for-MTV Rock Band.
I suppose the signs were

there when Martin Kemp
described Live Aid as ‘the

Woodstock of our genera-
tion’ and, even earlier, in

that Spandau appearance
on The Tube which Gary
Kemp obviously mistook for

a Pete Townsend imperso-

nation contest.

Never was a group so
arrogant and self-assured

as Spandau Ballet when
they first emerged from the
trendy London club scene
in their velvet knickerboc-
kers, offering a radicalnew
alternative to dreary old

rock’n’roll and vowing to

change the face of ‘youth
culture’ (whatever that

may be).

And never has a group so
blatantly and so brazenly
gone back on their word.
The logic behind this

transformation is a familiar

and predictable one. Span-
dau will be billing the eight
songs on this LP as their

‘new’, ‘harder’ sound,
appropriate for the times,
etc, but up in the CBS boar-
droom the executives and
marketing men are no
doubt rubbing their hands
with glee, hailing Through
The Barricades as the one
that’s going to turn Messrs
Kemp, Kemp, Hadlee, Nor-
man and Keeble into dollar

millionaires, and anticipat-

ing a rich return on the con-
siderable investment
they’ve made in Spandau
Ballet Limited.
And the best of luck to

them. Through The Bar-
ricades may be dated,
clich%o’ed, shallow, pomp-
ous mush-rock, but as
dated, clich%o’ed, shallow,
pompous mush-rock goes
it’s amusing and highly
enjoyable.
You’re probably familiar

with the two singles this LP
has already spawned: the
would-be terrace anthem
Figh tFor Ourselves and the
title track, that really

slushy one about being
‘born on different sides of

life ’ and ‘ making love on
wastelands ’ (it knackers
your elbows, you know).

Well, the rest of the songs
follow pretty much the
same format as these two— starting with a verse bit

that chugs along aimlessly
before lurching, with all the
subtlety of an articulated

lorry shifting from fourth
gear to first at 70mph, into

a rousing singalong chorus.
The fast songs have lots of

‘stinging guitar’ and
saxophone bits ;

the slow
songs have lots of ‘moody
piano’ and saxophone bits.

All highly enjoyable stuff,

especially if you stand in

front ofthe bedroom mirror

posing and swaggering
with a tennis racquet or

similar guitar substitute—
and judging from their

stage antics these days,
that's how the Kemp
brothers spent a good deal
of their adolescence.

If they’re appearing at a
cavernous arena near you
I’d warmly recommend a
visit. They’re much more
fun than Bruce Springs-
teen, and such good-look-
ing boys too— especially in

their new studded belts

and leather boots.
60% RICHARD LOWE

Reviewed this month by the man
whose boots were made for walking,
SIMON POULTER.

OH dear : time for that well-

known parlour game,
Hack’s Predicament.
Bob Geldof’s first solo

single, This Is The World
Calhng (Mercury), is giving
me problems. Do I slate the
record for what it is (bad),

or do I compromise and say
Bob's got a new record out,

what a nice man he is, what
a nice denim jacket he has,
and hasn’t Fifi Trixibelle

got her Daddy’s eyes?
I’ll take the first option

and face the flack like a
man. Pity his house
depends on this record.

Robert Palmer has re-

released Discipline OfLove
(Island) from the Riptide
LP. Sounds like his record
company see it as a safe bet
following two smashes on
both sides of the Atlantic

son off to his car-mainte-
nance lesson, and do a run-
ner. Rock The Nations
(EMI) is horrible.

As advance warning of

her forthcoming greatest-
hits LP, Kate Bush has
released Experiment IV
(EMI)

, a prophecy of a world

where music is used as a
destructive weapon.
Heaavy maan. Could be a
surplus track from the
Hounds OfLove LP, since it

uses a snatch of Pink
Floyd’s Wall helicopter
again. Good, though.
With an inspired title,

Disco Aid’s Give, Give, Give
(EMI/Total Control) is one
of two, yes, two charity
records currently available.

Looking at the list of artists

involved, it seems as if the
merest hint of a disco con- •

nection could have earned
you space at the recording
session. The Disco Aid
charity donates the royal-

ties six ways, some going to

Band Aid, but if you feel

Fight For Ourselves and
Through The Barricades
are great singles, and
Swept completes the hat
trick. The five other songs
on this LP are second-rate
fillers, though, and even
the most devoted fan will

feel cheated.
30% DE VILLE

divide, and it should do well
because he's so cooooool
(and he makes some very
sexist, and very nice, vid-

eos).

On the other hand, New
Model Army aren’t dudes
and they’re not that musi-
cal either. Their latest, 51st
State, has some pretty

generous you could save
your stylus the hassle and
donate direct to the Disco
Aid Trust.
The other tin-rattler is

Live In World (EMI) by th6
Anti-Heroin Project.

Again, it’s all in a good
cause— but what a bloody
awful song. This one boasts

crass lyrics: ‘We’re WASPs, an even bigger list of pop
MSpandau Ballet are a
spent force. The True LP
was decent enough asfake
soul, but since then
they’vegone steadilydow-
nhill; theyVe nothingnew
to offer musically, and
werenever verygifted lyr-
ically. Through The Bar-

ricades is the sound ofclap-
ped-out old clotheshorses
trying to make as much
money as possible before
they fade into well-

deserved obscurity.

proud American sons/ we
know how to clean our
teeth and how to strip

down a gun’. Brilliant, eh?
Not totally unlike The The’s
excellent 51st State Of
America. Show them no
sympathy.

Christ! Sheffield’s hairy
heavies, Saxon, have a new
single. Roger Kean wants
to use the standard Saxon
press picture because he
knows it upsets Paul
Strange—but battendown

luminaries than Disco Aid
(as diverse as Daryl Pandy,
Robin Gibb and Bill Oddie)

,

and again you can cut out
the middleman and donate
direct without any loss of

conscience.
Two of my current faves

are King Kurt’s America
(Polydor), and Georgie
Fame’s Samba (Chrysalis).

Kurt’s latest effort is a bril-

liant cover ofthe West Side
Story number— get your
party going with it. While

5% THE ZAPPER the hatches, send Hutchin- I you’re about it, shove on I
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Fame’s Samba, the follow

up to New York Afternoon
and a cover of a songby Gil-

berto Gil that was billed as

the summer song of 85.

Great.
And Billy Bragg’s turned

up with a cracker, too—
Greetings To The New
Brunette (Go! Discs) is a
further example of his lyri-

cal eloquence, and very
good it is.

Talking of Go! ,
there’s a

new single from His Latest
Flame, stable-mates of

bothBragg and The House-
martins. Unfortunately
Stop The Tide misses the
mark. I wonder if they play
football?

Worthy of its own sepa-
rate insert is Courtney
Pine’s Children Of The
Ghetto (Island). The ex-

Jazz Warrior and one-time
Working Weeker's first

single, it’s a sublime piece
of soulful social comment
set to cool jazz. I wish him
well.

Ifthere was any justice in

the music business, Hur-
rah! 's excellent Sweet San-
ity would steam up the
charts. As one of Kitchen-
ware’s first signings two or

three years ago, they now
deserve to break through
the commercial barrier.

And finally, blooper of

the month has to be Derek
Jameson’s Do They Mean
Us? (Polydor). Heave . . .

Not far behind is Mel
Smith. He’s normally a
good giggle in the musical
items onTV but he dies the
death with Tremblin ’. Lis-

ten, Mel, Tenpole Tudor did
this sort ofthing a lot better

in Absolute Beginners.
Tragic.

I throw in the towel.

Sten guns in

Knightsbridge
BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE

No 10 Upping Street
CBS

IT all sounds so great on
paper— a wicked, potent
brew of the sharpest rock

and the baddest rap, spiced

with funk and reggae and
peppered with cut-up clips

of dialogue and delivered

with fire, skill, guts and
bravado.
Oh yes, Big Audio Dyna-

mite certainly talked a

great record but, like their

stylistic cousins Sigue
Sigue Sputnik, failed to

deliver the goods. No 10

Upping Street isn’t quite

the awesome opus we’ve
been promised— yet nor is

it too much of a disappoint-

ment.
Mainman Mick Jones has

made up and teamed up
with former mentor and
partner Joe Strummer (five

of the new tracks bear the

hallowed Strummer-Jones
hallmark), and the whole

BILLY IDOL

Whiplash Smile
Chrysalis

IFEVER there was an artist

to make life difficult for

record-shop staff, it’s Billy

Idol. Do you file his records

under heavy metal, punk,
FM, or in a far away place

with the Sputniks? Whip-
lash Smilewon't help; it’s a
very varied LP.

If you were desperate to

pigeonhole Idol’s music,

you’d have to create a new
category for him, techno-
punk. The programmed
percussion and the sequ-
enced blips and splats that

pepper this album sound
like Jean-Michel Jarre

signed onto the FourthAnd
Broadway label. Add that

lot to theHM guitars which
also dominate the LP, and
the overall effect is a hi-tech
Great Rock'N’Roll Swindle.

The constant ‘chugga-
chugga ’ ofthe guitar never
ceases (even on the slower
tracks where it’s just a bit

quieter), and on Beyond
Beliefthere’s a set of guitar

riffs suspiciously similar to

the bonking track on Fran-

kie’s Pleasuredome album.
Very original.

But Whiplash Smile is

still a well-crafted piece of

work, even if it’s not that far

removed from previous Idol

material.
70% SIMON POULTER

Very tedious. There’s not
enoughpunch, not enough
firepower, not enough
cloutand toomuchposing.
IfIdolgothis shit together
andstuck with material as
strong as White Wedding,
he ’dhave a crackinggreat
album. But as it is, Whip-
lash Smile is a grave disap-
pointment.

30% PAUL STRANGE
/*

MOld sneery-lip is back
with his distinctive brand
of sanitised punk. The
peroxide prat does a great
impersonation ofJim Mor-
rison crossed with post-
burger Presley, all set to

an innocuous techno-funk
backbeat. Despite all the
histrionics, the clenched-
fist posturings and the
rebel yells, Idol never
sounds as angry as he’d
have us believe, just

slightly annoyed— like

me after sitting through
this album.
15%

CURTIS HUTCHINSON

affair is shadowed by the

ghost of The Clash. The
eclectic pastiche of the

music and the romantic
glorification of street vio-

lence that runs through the
lyrics serve to remind us

that these are the boys who
jetted over to Belfast for a

photo-session, who wore
jackets emblazoned with
such posturing slogans as

‘sten-guns in

Knightsbridge’ — and who
toned it all down for a slot

onMTV next to REO Speed-
wagon.
No 1 0 Upping Street

sounds tame when it

should be torrid, Jones and
Letts wail weedily when
they should be roaring,

songs like Dial A Hitman
and Ticket keep their ton-

gue in cheek rather than
fire in their belly and,

despite sophisticated digi-

tal recording and produc-
tion, the overall sound is

puny and limp.

Not that the LP doesn’t
have its moments of glory

and splendour— C’Mon
EveryBeatbox is a marvell-

ous modern retread of Sum-
mertime Blues, V Thirteen
echoes the best elements of

mid-period Clash, and the
whole thing gels for once on
Sigh tseeMC, a guided tour

through the mythical splen-

dour and miserable squalor

of night-time London town.
And in a yearwhen most

rock music has been as dull

and stagnant as last week’s
dishwater, we must be
thankful for such rare

moments of inspiration.

65% RICHARD LOWE

Stuff the Sputniks, BAD
are the future of
rock ’n ’roll! This is creativ-

ity at its most fruitful, a

mixture ofhip-hop, FXand
social spite.

Joe Strummer co-pro-

duced and co-wrote some
of the tracks; the best are

Mick Jones/Don Letts
compositions. BAD are as
original as Chas Jankel
and Ian Dury, and worthy
successors.

80% SIMON POULTER

I was really happy with
BAD’s last LP— there
were some good tracks on
it and I loved Medicine
Show despite the odd
effects and inaudible
lyrics.

But after a good listen to

No 10 Upping Street I could
only gibber. Tracks like

Hollywood Boulevard
confirm that BAD haven ’t

lost their unique sound,
but overall the album fea-

tures too much hip-hop.

And the band just can ’t

produce good hip-hop
records; listen to C’mon
Every Beatbox.

I don ’t really like this

album, but maybe it’ll

grow on me.
55% BEN STONE

THE STRANGLERS
Dreamtime
Epic

WITHOUT doubt Dream-
time is the most successful

Stranglers LP for years.

Nearly all the tracks are

provocatively persuasive
pieces of crafted pop and
there are welcome signs

that the band are returning

to the firepower of their
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early days in the late Seven-
ties.

The LP works well
because of its fresh, crystal-

clear production and time-
less material. And if you
delve beneath the outer
layers you’ll discover an
idea binding some tracks
together.
According to Hugh

Cornwell, ‘dreamtime ’ is

the nearest English transla-

tion to aword ofthe Austra-
lian Aborigines. They
believe they’re related to

natural objects like trees

and rocks, and when they
die theybecome part ofthe
environment. But mining
on their lands has
destroyed the spiritual life

of the Aborigines. Pretty
heavy, huh?
This concern with pre-

serving environments,
habitats and civilisations is

echoed in Mayan Skies and
So Precious.
Mind you, if you’re listen-

ing with only half an ear
this conceptual stuff is

likely to pass you by. In
straight musical terms the
LP romps home, particular

highlights being the uplift-

ing and successful single
Always The Sun, the plod-
ding but effective title

track, the raucous, lashing
Was It You, and the chug-
ging Ghost Train.

All in all, a surprisingly
powerful album which
shows that The Stranglers
are still a force to be
reckoned with.

80%PAUL STRANGE

MThe grand-daddies have
really got it together for
this one. Forget Uncle
Hugh’s Pseud’s-Corner
ramblings about reincar-
nated Aborigines (see
above, andinterviewpage
69); just sit back and let it

grow on you. And grow it

will. Their finest effort
since The Raven.
85%

CURTIS HUTCHINSON

After giving Dreamtime
a good listen, I begin to
wonder why The
Stranglers don ’t feature
moreheavilyinmyalbum
collection. Not laying any
claims to being a
Stranglers fan, I was sur-
prised at the ‘versatility ’

of the LP; I could enjoy it

as much at low volume as
when it was killingmy
eardrums. Now, having
been able to listen to Nice
In Nice properly, I reckon
it should have been a big-
gerhit; Ihope Iwon ’thave
to say that about the
album.

85% MIKE DUNN

CHINA CRISIS

What Price
Paradise?
Virgin

I USED to hate China
Crisis

;
there was always

something inherently twee
about their music and
appearance.
But then along came

Steely Dan’s Walter Becker.
He sold me on China Crisis

last year with his produc-
tion ofFlaunt The Imperfec-
tion, and in 40-odd minutes
I decider, that China Crisis

weren’t that bad after all.

Quite good, really. Listena-
ble.

And on What Price
Paradise?, Clive Langer
and Alan Winstanley have
picked up the Becker pro-
duction legacy without
making any compromises.

If this album is a violent
reaction to the. . .FireAnd
Steel phase of clever-

clever, boring-boring
smugness, China Crisis

have done it with no holds
barred. There are some
fine, assertive tracks: the
single Arizona Sky and We
Do The Same. And at times
there are similarities to

Dexy’s Midnight Runners,
particularly in World's
Apart and June Bride.

The soulful pop of the last

album is still there, fester-

ing beneath the surface,
but the Crises seem to have
found anew direction in the
atmospheric moodiness of

Hampton Beach. Quite
apart from the Mersey con-
nection, this is very much a
melancholy Beatley song.
What Price Paradise? is

the strongest and best
album from China Crisis

yet.

75% SIMON POULTER

After the decidedly
poppy Flaunt The Imper-
fection, Garry, Eddie and
Co release this much har-
der—andbetter—album.
What Price Paradise? goes
that important one step
further and my ears are
happier for the experi-
ence.

80% JENNY BAKER

Liverpool’s wimp ‘roc-

kers ’ continue their fien-

dish plan to dope the
record-buying public. I’m
getting tired of China
Crisis pumping out Beat-
leish tunesand ‘aren ’t-we-

oh-so-clever’ lyrics. Musi-
cal Horlicks.

15% THE ZAPPER

WILD BEYOND BELIEF!
HUMAN GARBAGE— IN
THE SICKEST LOVE PAR-
TIES!
WHEN THEYSOCK ITTO

A GIRL— SHE FEELS IT!

DEPRAVED BEYOND
DESCRIPTION — A NEW
KIND OF ABNORMAL
LOVE!
WARPED WOMEN! FAN-
TASTIC FIGHTS!

’ALLO ‘ALLO, what ‘ave
we ‘ ere then?A new driller-

killer porno-flick snuff
movie?

No, it’s only the advertis-

ing blurb for Satan 's Sadists

(1969), according to the
authors of this hilarious

romp through some of the
films Hollywood would
rather were forgotten. In
fact Satan's Sadists was a
daft biker film starring the
squeaky-clean musical
actor Russ Tamblyn.
Harry and Michael

Medved are famous for the
first Golden Turkey
Awards, the book which
launched theirTV career as
the hosts of spoofed-up
‘Oscar’ ceremonies for the
worst films ever made.
Son Of goes further, cov-

ering a farmyardful ofnew,
previously un-rediscovered
turkeys as well as some
better known epics that
bombed from the moment
the cameras began to roll.

There’s some fascinating
trivia, too. Did you know
that . . .

Raymond Burr (Perry
Mason/Ironsides) played
an ape in Bride Of The
Gorilla (1951)? Linda Evans
{Dynasty's Krystle) went
raunchy-surfing in Beach
Blanket Bingo (1965)? Ron-
nie Reagan (the well-
known one) should have
played Rick in Casablanca
(1942) and later suffered
delusions that he was
Humphrey Bogart? Tom
Selleck (Magnum P I) was a
corpse in Coma (1978)?
Larry Hagman (J R) got
devoured by a giant jelly

while taking a leak in Son Of
Blob (1972)? Or that Joan
Collins (bitch goddess) got
off more lightly when she
wasn’t quite eaten by col-

ossal ants in Empire OfThe
Ants (1977)?
You didn’t, did you, and

you’ll have to buy this book
immediately.

Golden TurkeyAwards II

has some marvellous
award categories— the
most embarrassing nude
scene in Hollywood history,

the most unbearable bear
movie ever made, the worst
performance by Ronald
Reagan, the most laugha-
ble concept for an outer-
space invader, and so on.

In the category for least

convincing scientific expla-
nation in motion picture
history, one of the
nominees is (inevitably) my
own favourite turkey, Plan
Nine From Outer Space
(1959), where a super-intel-

ligent alien tries to explain
theoretical physics to a US
Army colonel by comparing
the sun to a can of gasoline.
(If it’s ever on TV again,
don’t miss it.)

The Brothers Medved
write in a lucidly cynical
manner that never quite
hides their admiration for

sheer celluloid badness,
inept acting and hysterical
scripting, and the descrip-
tion of Wild Women Of
Wonga (in the category for

most primitive male
chauvinist fantasy) is

almost worth the price of

the book in itself.

This super-tacky produc-
tion caught the attention of

the great dramatist Ten-
nessee Williams, who
attended location shoots to

the excited consternation
of the cast. It turned out,

however, that he was only
hoping to date one of the
flamboyant Miami beach
musclemen hired in as a
wild Wongan.

It’s the details like this

that make Son Of Golden
Turkey Awards a great
read and a stocking-filler

must for film freaks. You
have to get a look at the
most laughable concept for

an outer-space invader . . .

90% ROGER KEAN

THE BEST OF THE WORST FROM HOLLYWOOD
4

HARRY AND MICHAEL MEDVED
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WHILE I was reading this

bookthe BBC, were repeat-

ing some vintage material

in their ‘ 50 years of televi-

sion’ celebrations. One
show in particular

interested me: That Was
The Week That Was

,

the

weekly revue from the early

60s which made the names
of David Frost and Willie

Rushton and on which, on
one legendary occasion, a

member of the audience
walked up to Bernard Levin
in mid-monologue and deli-

vered a resounding right-

hander which knocked
Levin off his stool.

TW3, as it came to be
known, was a bit rough
around the edges, but it

was fresh, it was original, it

took risks, and it was live.

Willwe be seeing repeats

of Spitting Image in 20
years’ time? I doubt it—the
show’s topical satire simply

isn’t up to it. And that’s

why this book, the story of

the show’s inception and of

its internal politics, person-

ality clashes and crises, is

not the most gripping of

tales; Spitting Image is a
programme which seldom
fulfils the high promise it

holds for millions, and only

succeeds because there’s

no competition inTV satire.

If Tooth & Claw were
fiction, I’d accuse author
Lewis Chester of poor
characterisation; the only

__f ••

.

Pi?

people whose personalities

come across from its pages
are the master puppeteers
Fluck andLaw themselves,

who, I’m relieved to learn,

still wonder what the hell ill

‘The closer we come to the

present day the harder it

becomes to make a clear

judgement on the stature

and health of the SF field.
’

So begins the sixteenth

and final chapter of Brian

Aldiss’s hefty Trillion Year
Spree written with the col-

laboration of David Win-
grove. The book is sub-

titled The History Of Sci-

ence Fiction and it is what
it purports to be—which is

to say dry rather than a rol-

licking good read. Histo-

rians have an inevitable

problem with the events of

yesterday— yesteryear is

so much more easily

pigeon-holed, distance

lends perspective— as a

result, what we get is ‘his-

tory’ up until the early

Seventies, and a wide rang-

ing critique thereafter.

However, the 13 years

since an earlier version cal-

led Billion Year Spree was
published has given Aldiss

some perspective on the

most prolific and famous SF
authors of the late Sixties

and Seventies— a very fer-

tile period indeed — and
that alone may make this

book a worthwhile invest-

ment for fans of the genre.

In that time, too, Aldiss’s

own views have altered, so

that some of the ground
covered in Billion Year
Spree is now seen in a

slightly different light. We
start with Mary Shelley and
Frankenstein and then

move at a fairly ponderous
pace through Edgar Allan
Poe, H G Wells, Edgar Rice

Burroughs and their vari-

ous contemporaries up to

the recognisably recent
Thirties and the start of

‘real’ pulp scientifiction.

There’s plenty of detail

here and some fascinating

insights into the motives of

authors, their relationship

with their world and to

their material. For instance

Aldiss puts forward the

theory that Bram Stoker’s

Dracula is possibly a story

about the effects of syphil-

lis with the vampire repre-

senting the venereal dis-

ease and the two women in

the story being the disease
‘vectors’. Stoker, some-
thing of a womaniser we’re
told, died of syphillis. A con-

venient myth perhaps, but
fun at least, for apart from
occasional illumination of

this kind Spree is a bit

heavy going, even for an SF
fan.

they’ve got themselves
into. And so the fine detail

of budgets, resignations

and board-meetings is ofno
interest to a reader who
knows little and cares less

about the characters of this

real-life drama.
Like some of the show’s

more obscure in-jokes, this

book will appeal to ‘media’

people but leave the rest of

us baffled, wondering
whether it really merits all

this attention.

There are some funny
stories, as well as a tantalis-

ing glimpse into the con-

tents of the pilot show for

Spitting Image, which for

contractual reasons will

never be broadcast. Among
fthe sketches was a mass
self-disembowelment ses-

A few things make me
uneasy about the whole. In

discussing Stephen King’s

contribution to SF, for

instance, mention is made
of Firestarter, The Dead
Zone and The Shining, yet

there is no reference made
to the one novel that is pure
SF throughout, The Stand.

Some turns ofphrase break
away from the ‘serious his-

torian’ approach to sound
positively noveletish as

when Aldiss refers to the

the USSR as ‘that dark Com-
munist alter ego of the
capitalist Western world ’.

I said ‘dry’, and perhaps
that is the major failing of

Trillion YearSpree. It’s curi-

ously lacking in the excited

sparkyou might reasonably
expect from not only an
author of many SF novels
and short stories but also a

self-confessed SF fan. Trill-

ion Year Spree seems to

want to be a school and col-

lege curiculum text and an
attempt (slightly defensive
in tone) to insist on a right-

ful place in modern litera-

ture for SF alongside more
obviously ‘serious’ works.
SF certainly has been, and
perhaps still is, regarded as

generally low-brow read-

ing despite having among
its practitioners some of the

great literary names of the
past hundred years.

Nevertheless Aldiss,

together with David Win-
grove as his helper, seems
hell-bent on hammering
the point with much
philosophising and some
extraordinarily ‘long’ and
impenetrable words.

Sadly, more of an effort

than a joy to read.

25% ROGER KEAN

sion by a group ofJapanese
businessmen, involving

knives, offal, sausages, *

cocktail sticks and glace

cherries.

It's also interesting to

know that the producers
once seriously considered
calling the show The
Enough Money ForA New
Mental Hospital Show, and
that lampoons of the Royal
Family were cut from the

first show because of an
impending Royal visit to

Central Television’s head-
quarters. The Royals fea-

ture heavily; an entire

chapter is dedicated to the

episode with the Queen
Mother, whose impending
appearance as a Spitting

Image character prompted
the horrified Daily Express
to describe Her Royal High-
ness as ‘untouchable’ by
man and puppet alike.

In the most interesting

chapter of his book, Lewis
Chester asks some of the

:

:

SO TV’s wacky, wild and
fun, fun, fun Adrian
Edmondson has brought
out his own book, How To
Be A Complete Bastard,

eh?
Television cult program-

mes have a predictable

habit of producing books
{Monty Python, The
Goodies and The Young
Ones spring immediately to

mind) ;
the books are usu-

ally a bit more risque than
theirTV shows, and uncan-
nily appear on the
bookstands each year in

the pre-Christmas melee.
This one’s no exception.

Unlike The Young Ones
Book, which incorporated
the talents of the regular

Young Ones writers (Ben
Elton, Rik Mayall and Lise

Mayer) ,
How ToBeA Com-

plete Bastard is ‘co-writ-

show’s victims how they
like their puppets. Liver-

pool leftie Derek Hatton
says that his appearance on
Spitting Image was a ‘rec-

ognition of what we have
achieved in this city’

;
Terry

Wogan’s wishes he ‘didn’t

sound so much like Eamonn
Andrews’ ;

David Steel

wonders why his puppet is

‘so small, when I am in fact

noticeably taller than Neil

Kinnock’.
If the book comes to any

conclusion, it’s that satire

is an essential part of any
healthy society. It’s a sign

ofthe times ,
though, that a

moderately funny show like

Spitting Image should
attract so much flak when
you consider what they got
away with on TW3 20 years

ago. It’s also a sign of the

times that SpittingImage is

regarded as important
enough to have books writ-

ten about it.

65% DAVID CHEAL

iil'i

wkM d

ten’ by complete willy

ADRIAN EDMONDSON
with mark leigh and mike
lepine (sic).

The majority of photo-
graphs are of Edmondson
doing his Vyvian/Sir Adrian
Dangerous bit, and not sur-

prisingly the text is primar-

ily concerned with the vari-

ous pursuits of the right

regular bastard.
There are some good

moments : an excellent pic-

ture of Adrian ‘Degville’

Edmondson from Sick Sick

Shitbag complete with wig
and as many pairs of stock-

ings as there are parts of

the body to wrap up, and a

clever parody of the cover
ofthe Not TheNine O 'Clock
News book, Not!, complete
with Adrian ‘Pamela
Stephenson’ Edmondson.
Though I had a good

laugh on the train (don’t

read this book if you’re eas-

ily embarrassed in public),

How To Be A Complete
Bastard is a tad tedious

overall, relying too heavily

on sub-sixth-form humour
which usually revolves

around the male crotch

(every permutation of the

penis euphemism is here).

An over-priced rag-mag.
SIMON POULTER
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When life doesn’t seem that great, heroin might seem a great way to

have a few laughs.

But it isn’tlongbefore the fun turns intoabadjoke. You’llstartlooking ill,

losing weight and feeling like death.

You’lllose controlofyourmindas wellasyourhealth.Andeventuallyyou
might even risk death.

So if a friend offers you heroin, don’t treat it as a joke.
Otherwise heroin might have
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BIG COUNTRY are back on the road this month, and STUART
ADAMSON is in a quandary. Performing live in front of the

AJ/U/P/C-C/ij
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IG COUNTRY were shooting the
video for their latest single, Hold The
Heart, in a community arts centre
in north London. My appointment
Stuart Adamson was scheduled to

cOme at a convenient break in the filming, at

an unspecified time during the course of the
afternoon. I couldn’t sit in on the shoot
because itwas in a roomwith mirrored walls

,

and hangers-on were excluded — they
might creep into the shot.

So I sat downstairs, drank several gallons

of coffee and leafed through a fascinating

B&I Ferries brochure until Stuart finally

appeared clad in a stylish, expensive-looking
suit (with cuffs turned up) and a porkpie hat.

A tuft of spiky hair bristled out in front ofthe
hat’s rim. Stuart lit a cigarette, took his hat
off and placed it on the table next to my tape
recorder. I half-expected the tuft of hair to

remain attached to the hat, but it stayed
firmly on his head.

Stuart spoke in a gentle, lilting Scots
accent, by no means as incomprehensible as

I feared it might be. He’s a very thoughtful
bloke, a member of that rare species, the
intelligent pop star; Stuart avoids the
platitudes and cliches which make up the
vocabulary of the average music celebrity.

It’s been a good year for Big Country: an
album, three successful singles, two tours in

the UK, the second of which is currently

underway. They’ve also just started to break
into the American market, following their

successful US tour.

‘We have a good live following over there,
’

says Stuart. ‘It’s not mega-platinum status

but it’s good, a lot of people buying records

and coming to gigs. Our show over there is

pretty much the same as the one over here;

we don’t do a different stage show because
we’re in America or Japan or whatever. We
tend to get pretty much the same reaction

wherever we play.’

Does he find that Big Country attract simi-

lar audiences the world over?
‘We get amuch more varied audience than

a lot of people think, a mixture of ages and
cultures, and if our audiences are the same
the world over they’re the same because we
get the same sort of mixture of different

people.’
Their album The Seer is still doing the bus-

iness, too. Was he pleased with it?

‘I was ecstatic. Every aspect of it— musi-
cally, lyrically, and live, it’s something that’s

been an absolute joy to work on. There’s a
lot of space and a lot of atmosphere in the
album, and it’s brought out a lot of subtleties

in the group that were always there but
never quite came through before.’

It also brought out a lot of subtleties in

Kate Bush, who’s featured on one of the
tracks. Stuart explains how she came to be
involved.

‘I’ve been a big admirer of hers for a long
time. We were working on The Seer and
because the song itself has a woman as a
central character we thought it would be
nice to have a woman singing it. We’ve used
a girl singer in the past— for some reason it

seems to match up quite well withmy voice

;

I don’t have a traditional gravelly rock’n’roll

voice, it’s a bit more straight than that.

‘And because Kate has such a vast range
of vocal styles and because of the way she
arranges her own stuff vocally, I thought it

would be smashing if she could do some
work for us. So I called her up, sent her a tape
and she really liked the song.We didn’twant

to tell her what to do; we just wanted her to

be Kate Bush, so she worked out her own
arrangement and came in and sang for 12
hours straight. I was quite in awe of her,

actually.’

The album’s lyrics continue Stuart Adam-
son’s mythical, mystical storytelling style of

songwriting.
‘It’s a lyrical style that interests me a great

deal. It ’ s away I feel I can put not onlyhuman
situations but moods and emotions and
intangible things like spiritual things across,

rather than just sitting there saying ‘I felt

great’. It’s trying to create a mental land-
scape, a mental picture that can re-create
the mood or emotion in the listener. On The
Seer, the idea around which the album
revolves is one of learning from the past not
to make the same mistakes again in the
future.

‘The song itself drew on a story I’d heard
about a sort of Scottish Nostradamus who
lived in the 12th century. I thought it would
be nice to use that with modern ideas. The
Red Foxwas about a guy who was in charge
of the English forces in Scotland and was
shot by someone, and no-one knewwho had
done it and it was like an historical act of

terrorism. And it was using that idea to show
how people’s frustrations at their own situa-

tions can spill over into violence.’

There are obvious parallels with the 20th
century and with unemployment, some-
thing about which Stuart has gone on the
record with particularly strong views. And
it’s typical of his attitude that what impre-
sses him is that the frustrations of the
unemployed have not spilled over into vio-

lence on a large scale, despite the most
devastating of circumstances.

Where I come from, we’ve got
the second highest

unemployment Tate in Scotland.

A fifth of the workforce is out of

work. But people still seem to

have a sense of humour, and I

think that’s something that’s

worth believing in.

‘I was reading Bob Geldof’s autobiog-
raphy, and there’s one passage in it where
he says that when people are at their worst
they’re at their best, and I think there’s a lot

in that. In the area where I come from, we’ve
got the second-highest unemployment rate

in Scotland. A fifth of the workforce is out of

work. It’s farcical, a ridiculous situation. But
people still seem to have a sense of humour,
and I think that’s something that’s worth
believing in.’

What helps the people backhome through
this rough period is their strong sense of

community, believes Stuart. This concept is

a strong thread throughout his work, and
growing up in a small community near Dun-
fermline has taught him the advantages of

living your life among people you know and
trust.

‘I find it very sad that we seem to be
developing more and more into a nation that
subscribes to the ‘I’m all right, Jack’ theory.

Maybe it’s nostalgia, but I did grow up in a

close-knit community and I think it’s some-
thing special, it gives you a sense of purpose
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and a sense of belonging, and a sense of

being part of something. When they’re left

to their own devices people tend to turn in

on themselves and become suspicious and
malicious. It causes a great deal of hostility

between people, and causes you to look for

people’s differences rather than their

similarities.’

ii To say that my family is

important to me would be an

understatement. I’m very impor-

tant to my family, too, and that’s

a nice situation to be in, there’s a

mutual dependency. I think it’s

important not to teach children

how to learn or how to grow up,

but to help them, because h m
they do it themselves. W V

Stuart still lives in the town where he was
brought up, and seems to be at his happiest

there, surrounded by the most important

people in his life: his family. Stuart is now
the father of two young children, and he

takes his responsibilities as a father very

seriously.

‘To say that my family is important to me
would be an understatement. I’m very

important to my family, too, and that’s a nice

situation to be in, there’s a mutual depen-

dency. I think it’s important not to teach chil-

dren how to learn or how to grow up, but to

help them, because they do it themselves.

Also the basic warmth and company within

a family is something that’s important for

kids.’

Stuart once described himself as a ‘depre-

ssed optimist’, but bringing up a family has

altered this view: ‘Children give you a sense

of naivety, and I mean that in a nice sense,

in that kids do see the wonder of things, and

can see hope in things, and don’t look always

at the negatives. I see it in people’s faces; I

think your basic average human being is a

pretty nice person, and I think you have to

rely on hope for the human spirit.’

Prolonged absences from his family have

altered Stuart's attitude to touring, now
ambivalent.

‘It’s something that’s very much a part of

me— the actual physical act of playing in a

band is something that I derive a great deal

of fulfilment from, and it’s something I feel

very lucky about. I do earn a living out of

doing something that I love doing, and not

many people can say that.

‘But it does get a bit of a bind sometimes,

and I do suffer very severely from homesick-

ness. But we’ve tempered that this year by
doing three or four weeks on and then three

weeks off. It’s a much more civilised way of

doing things, particularly since three out of

four members of the band now have

families.’

The continued success of Big Country sur-

prises some critics, but not Stuart. He
believes that the Big Country success story

is largely attributable to the control they’ve

maintained over their lives, their careers,

their music, and their integrity, remaining

true to themselves rather than adhering to

an idea of what might be commercially suc-

cessful.

‘We’ve been successful by doing what we
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want to do and by keeping control of it. I

don’t think the group would last very long if

we started doing stuff that was aimed
specifically at a commercial market.We obvi-

ously want our stuff to be successful,

because I don’t see any reason in working in

a communicative form and playing to myself,

my family andmy living-room, but it’s impor-

tant to us to do stuff that we are committed

to. You do have a certain amount of clashes

and arguments, and we do listen to what
other people have to say, but when you do

have fixed ideas about whatever it is that

you want to do you have to stand by them.

‘It would be a very vainglorious form of

success if it: all was done on someone else’s

conception of what the group should be. I’m

not interested in success for success’s sake

— it’s too narrow a concept forme to find any

great lasting satisfaction from.’

What is success?
‘Finding myself deeply committed and

deeply satisfied by my work, finding that the

responsibilities I have as a father are repaid,

and finding that I do what I do without look-

ing too much of a prat, really. That’s what
it’s all about.’

Another important element in the Big

Country success story is Stuart’s refusal to

be sucked into the star system; he prefers to

present himself as a pretty regular sort of

guy, because that’s what he is.

‘I’m not really into hero-worship. What I

do through my work and through the way I

live is something that just goes to make up
part of me as a human being, and it doesn’t

set me apart from other people. I find it diso-

rienting when people do look upon me in

that manner. People that are interested in

the group come up to us and talk to us and

don’t feel inhibited, and it could be like that

for anybody; I think it’s just a matter ofhow
you view yourself. I don’t have a stage per-

sona that I can just turn on; Stuart Adamson
the songwriter, guitar-player, singer, hus-

band and father is all the same person.

‘People where I live are pretty straightfor-

ward and don’t make a great deal of fuss

about it and just see it as my job. It is a very

expressive and emotioned form of work, but

work it is, it’s what I do to make my living. I

don’t think it’s a matter of taking something

special and making it everyday, I think it’s

seeing what there is special in the everyday,

I think that’ s the magic.
’

Finally, there’s the group itself. Musically,

personally, politically, they all clicked from

the word go and have gone on without any

major conflicts.

‘We have something very specialbetween
the four of us. I don’t know quite what it is,

whether it’s something in the cut of our

trousers or what, there’s something there.

It’s something that’s more than the input of

each ofthe individuals. We do play and write

with a great deal of spirit. It’s something

more than just sitting down with a guitar

and strumming a few chords. It’s a very

intangible sort of thing, but it’s part and par-

cel of what goes to make up the group.’

Suddenly it’s time to go; Stuart has a

photographic session to attend, then the

sleeper train back up to Scotland. We talk

about the film Restless Natives for which he

wrote and recorded the score: ‘I liked the

discipline of writing to illustrate someone
else’s pictures. I’d like to do more of that, ’ he

says.
He’s an ambitious man, but not in the trad-

itional sense of the word. Ask most men
what their ambitions are, and they’ll talk to

you about work, careers; most pop stars

would mention unfulfilled yearnings to be

novelists, film directors, poets or racing driv-

ers. Stuart Adamson’s greatest ambition is

more realistic, but given his views on chil-

dren and families as an expression of hope

in the future, perhaps it’s more important.

‘I’d like to be someone’s grandfather. I

think that would be a fine thing to be.’
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THE YEARTHAT WAS

As the year draws to a close, LM looks
back at important issues, storms in
teacups, fads and fashions, muddles
and mix-ups,plus the occasional
illuminating flashes of brilliance that
have emerged during the last twelve
months.

popSmack, tattle,
RICHARD LOWE rummages through
the gutter and looks back on the year
according to Fleet Street.

BRUTAL rape, bloody mur-
der, drug-ravaged celeb-

rities, horrifying accidents,
war, famine, economic
recession, political repres-
sion— 1986 was just like

any other year, really. And
whenthe news is so consis-
tently depressing, it’s no
real surprise that the popu-
lar press relies more than
ever on Royal tittle-tattle

and spurious ‘showbiz’
gossip to sugar the pill.

However, news that wasn’t
about Princess Di or Dirty
Den did occasionally filter

through, and this year it

was ‘drugs’ that took over
from AIDS as the new
scourge of the nation and
the stuff of which tabloid
sensations are made.
Phil Lynott died ofa drug

overdose, the Arab prince
Mashour Ben Saud Aziz
was charged with dealing
in cocaine and little Lord
Jamie Blandford was sent
down for three months on a
heroin rap. And still it was
only January.
While Phil Lynott’s death

was something of a grim
inevitability, the drug prob-
lems ofBoy George came as
a genuine shock and gave
the popular press more
mileage than any other
story this year. That he had
previously been at pains to

distance himself from the
school of rock decadence
personified by the Phil

Lynotts of this world made
The Boy’s downfall more
ironic, and his previous
high, and indeed favoura-
ble, press profile made the
vultures swoop more
eagerly.

And the fact that his par-
ticular poison was not the
fashionable, glamorous
cocaine but heroin, dirty

and deadly, added extra
squalor and degradation to

the sorry tale.

Boy George

When the facts of

George’s heroin addiction
were first revealed by
photographer David
Levine, George denied the
allegations, claiming that

‘the only drugs I have ever
taken are things like Val-

ium and sleeping pills’. It

was only when his brother
revealed the truth to the
papers that George was
forced to confess. And the
misery piled up. George
went to court and admitted
possession. His friend and
musical collaborator,

Michael Rudetski, was
found dead in George’s
house from the all-too-

familiar drug overdose.
And then, to cap it all,

George’s odious side-kick

Marilyn tried to sell his

tales of Life With Boy
George for £10,000. With
friends like that to mess up
your life, who needs
heroin?
The publicity probably

did George a world ofgood,
though. He went for treat-

ment, claimed to have
‘cleaned up’ and won him-
self a good deal of sym-
pathy. He even got a re-

assuring telegram from
Donny Osmond pointing
out that if you take ‘in’ out
of ‘heroin’ it spells ‘hero’

(and if you take ‘onny’ out
of ‘Donny’ and replace
it with ‘ickhead’ it

spells ‘Dickhead’).

The tragic and sensa-

tional drug stories weren’t
limited to decadent pop
stars and desperate peas-
ants. Not every young vic-

tim ofheroin hogs the head-
lines for days, but then not
every stupid smackhead is

the daughter of the Trade
And Industry Secretary,

and when Olivia Channon
was found dead in the
Oxford rooms of Count
Gottfried von Bismarck
the press had a field day.
Olivia had celebrated the
completion of her exams
with vast quantities of her
favourite cocktail, cham-
pagne mixed with Guin-
ness, a pint of sherry . . .

and a lethal nightcap of

heroin.

It was a tragic case, but
also a lesson to the wealthy
that giving an immature,
irresponsible college stu-

dent £40,000 a year pocket-
money can spoil her inmore
ways than one.
The world of sport was

tainted by drug scandals,

too. The snooker player
Kirk Stevens nearly died in
June after an overdose of

cocaine, while Ian Botham
suffered a fusillade of alle-

gations involving drugs.
First to stick the knife in

was Lindy Field, billed by
the press as a ‘high society
divorcee and former Miss
Barbados’, who claimed
that while on theMCC tour
of Barbados Botham had
snorted cocaine with her in

the bathroom of Mick Jag-
ger’s villa, sniffed more
cocaine while making love
to her on the floor of his

hotel room and even broken
his bed during one particu-

larly passionate sex ses-

sion.

Botham even had to cope
with a ludicrous accusation
that he snorted cocaine
while fielding in the slips,

and endure the statements
of his manager, Tim Hud-
son, who insisted that Tan
grew up during the drugs
generation, so of course he
takes drugs . . . everyone

The Royal kiss

does’ before later denying
the statement.
Pressure from a Sunday

newspaper, which claimed
to have evidence of

Botham’s drug-taking,
eventually forced him to

admit that he had in the
past used cannabis. The
ensuing outrage resulted in
England’s greatest player
being banned from first-

class cricket for two
months by the Test And
County Cricket Board.
Even the Royal Family

had the odd skirmish with
drug-related scandal. An
acquaintance of Princess
Margaret was charged
with dealing in cocaine,
and Princess Michael, with
her familiar tact and flair for

attracting bad publicity,

commented that pop music
tended to be ‘associated
with drugs and exciting
things like that’.

On the whole, though,
the Royals fulfilled their

role, providing the media
with a rich fund of cosy,

wholesome snippets of

news. The royal wedding
between (as TV commen-
tator David Dimbleby so
neatly put it) ‘a second rate

royal and an overweight
Sloane’ attracted the inevit-

able frenzied hype. The two
were well-matched; ‘a

goodteam ’ was the verdict
from the horse’s mouth.
Fergie refused to admit

that her figure was a little

on the generous side,

insisting that ‘a good
womanly figure’ meant ‘a

trim waist, a good ‘up-top’

and enough down the bot-

tom but not too big’, while
her father described
Andrew as ‘a real man’.
This was before his stag
night, when he destroyed
his manly credibility by not
taking a single bevvy— I

bet he didn’t even have a
curry on the way home.

In the end the most tel-

lingcomment on the whole
affair came from Fergie’

s

mother, who revealed that

the happy couple ‘first met
on the polo ground—
where everybody meets ’—
a remark which does more
to condemn the snobbery

and arrogance of the aris-

tocratic circles in which the
Royal Family roam than vol-

umes of Willie Hamilton
diatribes.

Itwas not a good year for

the Government, either.

Defence Secretary Michael
Heseltine stormed out of a
Cabinet discussion of the
Westland helicopter com-
pany and resigned from the
Government, accusing the
Prime Minister of refusing
to allow proper discussion
ofthe takeover bid. His res-

ignation was more than an
argument over a small firm
in Yeovil; it was a rejection
of a style of government

Michael Heseltine I
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where the PM stuffed her
cabinet with crawling
cronies and ruled the roost,

a rejection of policy which
puts the interest of

shareholders above the
interest of the nation. The
repercussions of the row
also led to Trade And
Industry Secretary Leon
Brittan’s resignation from
the cabinet.
Junior Health Minister

Edwina Currie made a
name for herselfwith crass
generalisations about the
eating habits of the nation.
According to Edwina,
northerners live on a diet of

chips and gravy washed
down with pints of bitter,

while those sensible
sophisticated southerners
stay healthy on coleslaw
and carrot juice and jog-

ging. With such distorted
and prejudiced views she’s
bound to go far in the Tory
party.

Edwina’ s only real rival in

the stupidity stakes was
Jeffrey Archer, who res-

igned as deputy chairman

something to be
applauded, few could help
feeling intense satisfaction

with the spectacle of some-
one as smug and pious as
Jeffrey Archer caught with
his trousers down. A splen-
did tale.

But not all news stories

were as heart-warming.
1986 was the year when
untold (literally) damage
was caused by the Cher-
nobyl nuclear disaster,

when the space shuttle
Challenger exploded
shortly after take-off; it was
the year of the American
raid on Libya, the ‘ state of

emergency ’ in South Africa
and the abortive Reagan/
Gorbachev ‘peace talks’; it

was the year ofthe 1 toyboy
love massacre’ and the
‘skinned torso horror’, the
‘ inter-city carnage ’ and the
‘slaughter on flight 075’.

It was a year of routine
misery for three million

unemployed; Employment
Secretary Lord Young
reckoned ‘the country has
neverhad as good a time as

Jeffrey Archer

of the Tory party after he’d
admitted paying off a pros-
titute to avoid any scandal-
ous revelations she might
have made about him. Of
course Jeffrey never met
this woman— he was
merely scared that she
might reveal more intimate
details of their non-existent
relationship and so offered
her money to go abroad.
While the gutter jour-

nalism of TheNews OfThe
World is not generally
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it has today’ . It was the year
when rape was more rife

than ever; in the High Court
Mr Justice Garland served
a lenient sentence on aman
convicted of kidnapping
and raping two women
because ‘the degree of vio-

lence used was compara-
tively small and no sexual
perversion was involved’.
These are worrying

times. Does anyone
imagine next year will be
any better?

ourselves, too. Historically

our drivers have been more
successfulthan any others,

and where Stirling Moss
failed, six other Britons
have succeeded: Mike
Hawthorn, Graham Hill,

Jim Clark, John Surtees,
Jackie Stewart and James
Hunt were all World
Champions. So the
backlash which followed
Hunt’s 1976 title has been
painful. Successive champ-
ions have come from five

different continents

;

Frenchmen and Brazilians

have been in vogue.
Enter the epitome of the

True Grit Brit. The story of

Nigel Mansell’s transfor-

mation from near-failure to

national hero is classic Boys
Own material.
Mansell’s career has

been more chequered than
the finish-line flag, and he’s
been written off almost as
often as his cars. While
experts doubted he would
ever win a Grand Prix,

cynics were busy offering

odds on which bend would
end his career. And, drop-

Mansell’s empty Williams— and the
smashed hopes of British motorsport
for 86— to make a patriotic Prost
Report.

S
TEVE RIDER man-
aged a brave
smile, but he knew
his party was a
complete disaster.

True, it had been well-
advertised, and millions of

people turned up despite
the unsociable hour. But
this midnight feast lost its

flavour very abruptly.
Nigel, in whose honour

the celebration had been
planned, was just not in the
party spirit afterLadyLuck
stood him up. Tyred from
the start, he later became
noticeably deflated and left

before the end. Steve’s sur-

rogate hero proved less

popularwiththe guests, for

he was short, crook-nosed
and spoke with a foreign
accent— and besides,
had got off with Nigel’s

Lady.
In preaching the gospel

of the next Messiah for 12
frenzied months of crusad-
ing, the BBC had nailed
together its own cross and
carried it cheerfully to the
top ofthe hill. And the myth
exploded along with Nigel
Mansell’s left rear tyre, in

an inglorious shower of
sparks beamed live from
Adelaide. Britain’s Big
Bang came one day too
early.

Perhaps the Beeb got its

just deserts, but it’s easy
to feel sorry for Mansell. He
is not the World’s best rac-
ing driver, but he would
have worn that crown had
the Gods not let him down.
His relief at surviving a 180
mph blow-out without a
single physical scar will

soon fade, but the mental
anguish is his for life. Itwas
his party, he could cry if he
wanted to . . .



ped by the Lotus team,
Mansell spun offon the first

corner of the first lap of his
first race for Williams.
But as soon as he was

introduced to victory it

became addictive. After no
wins in his first 72 races,

Mansell achieved six in the
next twelve. At once ‘Man-
iac Mansell’ became ‘Our
Nige' . In a touching display
of wisdom after the event
the critics melted away, or

turned their attentions to

cricket.

And the man himself
changed, maturing. Reck-
less self-doubt became
wreckless self-belief as he
defended a surprise cham-
pionship points lead.

Perhaps this rising tide of

personal and public
optimism should have been
dammed by restraint

before being damned by
fate. Certainly the veil of

anti-climax should not be
allowed to disguise the
magnitude of Mansell’s
achievement.
He did not fail. In winning

more races than any other
driver in 1986, and in forc-

ingthe best in the world to
treat him as an equal, Man-
sell proved himself. Luck
alone failed him. And the
most telling measure of his

success was that defeat, in

the end, came as a surprise.

The oppositionwas awe-
some : three menwho were
generally considered to be
without peer.
Nelson Piquet is theman

who persuaded the great
Niki Lauda to retire in 1979
by refusing to live in his

shadow in the Brabham
team. Hewent on to lifttwo
world titles, become a god,
and fail to find ateam-mate
who could get near him
before he joined Williams to

partner Nigel this year. He
won the first race in his

native Brazil, was deified

again, said it had been
easy, and already seemed
to be cruising to a third
championship.
Ayrton Senna is Brazil’s

Young Pretender, the
Luther of the Piquetist
church. He’s the Boy Won-
der who hit an unprepared
Formula One in 1984 with a
blend of raw talent and
ruthlessness which won
him accolades, races and
enemies in that order. After
knocking Mansell off the
track in Rio, Senna fended
him offby six feet (after 200
miles) in Spain to stake his

claim to Godship.
Alain Prost was the man

who persuaded Niki Lauda
to re-retirem 1985 by con-
sistently beating him. For-
merly nicknamed The Tad-
pole (because he was a lit-

tle Frog), he late became

more reverently known as
The Professor, the most
prolific Grand Prix winner
since Jackie Stewart.

Prost was the man who
made an artform of coming
second in the World Cham-
pionship points table
despite winning most of
the races, but it was fourth
time lucky last year. Vic-
tories at San Marino and
Monaco this spring regis-

tered his reluctance to
relinquish the hard-earned
crown, and put him back on
top of the standings again.
These recognised stars

made Mansell a rank out-
sider for glory, but he soon
brought the odds tumbling.
He outraced Senna in Bel-
gium (despite fuel trouble)

,

Prost in France (despite
two pit-stops for tyres) and
Piquet at Brands Hatch (in

an unfamiliar spare car),

and romped away unchal-
lenged from them all in

Canada and Portugal.

chain— sponsors, desig-
ners, engineers and even
humble mechanics can
have far more influence on
a car’s results.

Formula One is the
technological peak of a
technological sport. Much
of the drama is written on
the test-bed and in the
wind-tunnel. At the race-
track, the man in the
cockpit is merely a promp-
ter as his machine acts out
its well-rehearsed role.

Before anyteam can con-
template winning a Grand
Prix, it needs a 1500 cc
engine capable ofproviding
850 bhp: brakes which
have instant impact even
when they’ve been red-hot
for an hour and a half. The
aerodynamics have to
allow straight-line speeds
of up to 215 mph despite
incorporating bulky,
inverted wings to increase
traction during cornering.
And the bodyshell must

Didcot, Oxfordshire;
Senna’s Lotus in Hethel,
Norfolk; Gerhard Berger’s
Benetton in Witney,
Oxfordshire; and Prost’

s

McLaren in Woking, Surrey.

This last became the first

car in history to achieve
three successive World
Driver’s Championships.
And your paper told you
this was ‘almost a good
year for Britain, ’ did it?

Seven ofthe fourteen cur-
rent Formula One teams
are British. They are not
major manufacturers with
corporate funding, but
independent, commer-
cially-sponsored, profes-
sionalracing organisations.
They build their own chas-
sis, but they buy their

engines.
Between 1957 and 1977

these professionals
defeated the challenges of

many motor manufacturers
who decided to build their

own chassis in which to

megabucks bought
megahorsepower. Their
very survival was
threatened.
But the Brits resisted

with Mansellian grit. Con-
tinuing to build better chas-
sis, they commissioned
other manufacturers to pro-
vide them with engines.
Thus, when the turbo-
charger could no longer
be defeated, it was they
who stole the honours,
Brabham in partnership
with BMW, McLaren with
Porsche and Williams with
Honda.
Neither Renault nor Fer-

rari had produced a turbo-
charged World Champion.
The French conceded
defeat last year, leaving
professionals such as Lotus
to campaign their engines— and leaving the Italian

cars to be eclipsed once
more by their British rivals.

Rule changes will be
bringing Turbo Wars to a

canon Tactel

Five wins is usually
enough to bag the title. It

was certainly enough for

the national media to proc-
laim the seventh coming.
The specialist press, how-
ever, knew better. The
experts knew Mansell
could put Britain at the
forefront of international

motor racing— but they
maintained Britain was
there already!

Our affection forthe indi-

vidual sporting hero can
sometimes distort reality.

So whilewe sat glued to an
exciting scrap in which an
underdog Bulldog was
striving to fend off a lot of

foreigners, the fact that all

four protagonists drove
British cars was largely

taken for granted. Or
ignored.
The World Driver’s

Championship may be the
big prize for all concerned,
but this is, paradoxically
but undeniably, a team
sport. And British teams
have dominated it for 30
years. For them, the driver

is merely the final link in the

encompass complex tur-

bocharging and cooling
systems and a 50-gallon
fuel tank, while keeping
weight and air-resistance

to a minimum.
Consider, too, that you

need a rubber compound
which is soft enough to
translate all available rpm
into mph by literally glue-
ing itself to tarmac at high
temperatures, yet hard
enough not to wear itselfto

shreds (or explode) in the
process; an onboard
engine-management com-
puter which ensures every
drop of the regulatory fuel

allocation (and no more
! ) is

utilised; and a squad of

paramilitary mechanics
drilled to change all four

wheels in eight seconds.
Any car which does not

have all this
,
along withthe

mechanical reliability to
complete a 200-mile race,

will not require the services
of a driver.

Only four different chas-
siswon Grands Prix in 1986.
Mansell and Piquet’s Wil-
liams was manufactured in

race their engines. Only the
experienced Italian Ferrari

concern still had the nerve
to try.

Then Renault arrived
from France with a
revolutionary little engine
fitted with a turbocharger— that is, an attachment
which uses exhaust gas
pressure to force-feed the
engine itself with fuel,

improving the efficiency of

combustion.
Renault spent eight

years and a great deal of

money developing their

baby in a purpose-built
chassis. At first the British

teams scoffed at it, over-
took it frequently, and dub-
bed it The Mobile Chicane.
Within two years they
envied it, theywere getting
beaten by it, and they
started calling for it to be
banned.

Spotting their opportun-
ity to outgun the profes-
sionals, Ferrari and Alfa-

Romeo built turbos too.

British builders soon found
themselves competing
against companies whose

close, but they have
alreadybeenwon. The sup-
reme achievement of
British motor sport in 1986
has been technical rather
than human, and it would
have been so even if Steve
Rider’s party had gone bet-

ter.

For while the ability of

OurNige— already 32—to

sustain his recent brilliance

is uncertain, the continued
reliance ofhis peers on this

country’s mechanical
engineering prowess is

now assured— which is

whythe informed press can
keep so cool and compla-
cent in a crisis.

The national media’s
reportage of the wealthy
Ferrari team’s bid for

Nigel’s services seems to

be telling us that the
balance of power in the
sport is changing. It is. It

has. But not in thewaythey
claim. Far more telling is

the rumour in the specialist

media that Ferrariwants to

set up a research and
development centre in Eng-
land . . .
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A sporting chance
Was 1986 a great year for British

sport? ANDREW SHIELDS reports

‘HERE'S the British lad

now! He’s looking tired, but
that’s a really great run to

get eighth place.

Words like that used to

greet almost every British

athlete when dumped into

a head-to-head with the

rest of Europe. And as our
gallant British lad collapsed

over the finish line ,
Ron Pic-

kering would add, ‘ ... in

this class of competition’.

A strange thing hap-
pened in 1986. Our athletes

started winning. Not just

Daley, Steve and Seb, but
Roger Black, Linford Chris-

tie and Fatima Whitbread
also strode boldly onto the
winner’s rostrum where
others had fallen at the last

hurdle.

And when the 4 x 400
metre replay team struck
gold at the European
Championships minus one
shoe, Britainvaulted to the
unparalleled heights of

third place in the medals

table.

First and second? The
Soviet Union and East Ger-

many, ofcourse. Goes with-

out saying. But don’t they
just use drugs to win every-

thing? Maybe so, but then
so do a lot of other coun-
tries, according to the
authors of a book called

Foul Play. They suggested
that at least 60 per cent of

British athletes use
steroids and drugs, a figure
which sent a deathly shud-
der through the jolly hoc-

key sticks organisations
which run much of our
sport. Two weightlifters

even go so far as to make

cross-channel ferry trips to

buy a hormone known as

the ‘dead man’s drug’—
because it’s extractedfrom
corpses. That’s a sinister

secret which puts a lot of

sporting feats into a new
light: how many of them
were ‘natural ’ orwere they
all achieved by junkies?
Drugs of a milder sort

were, apparently, to blame
for England’s cricket per-

formances going to pot.

The central figure in the
story: Ian Botham. Man
more sinned against than
sinning, or a criminal who
should be in jail for admit-
ting smoking dope?
Even though big Both

made aBoy’sOwn return to

a demoralised England
team by taking a wicket
with his first ball, the rest

of Gatting’s glum
gladiators fumbled and
bumbled their way to Test
defeats by supposedly sec-

ond-rate nations, India and
New Zealand. Which may
have convinced ‘the gin-

soaked dodderers’ (quote

Ian Botham) in charge of

selectionthat there’s some-
thing very wrong at the
roots of our sporting sys-

tem— like promising cric-

keters playing their entire

school careers on concrete
and tarmac, and never get-

ting even a sniff of grass.

That seemed to be all

reserved for Botham . . .

Someone once wrote a
book about football called

They Used To Play On
Grass. In Mexico, they
playedonmudbaked solid.

A far cryfromthe lush pas-
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tures of Wembley, where
the bookmakers were so
impressed with the plucky
0-0 draw which got the
boys in green their plane
tickets to South America
that they made Northern
Ireland rank outsiders for

the World Cup and England
aludicrous 8-1. After being
humiliated for two-thirds of

their qualifying group
games, with even the
Union Jack brigade sobbing
into their tequila, Eng-
land’s miserable month in

Mexico was ended by the
Godlike hand of Maradona.
The boys in green and the
Scots, meanwhile, lived

down to their reputations.

Onthe home front, Liver-

pool did the double and
Wolves slumped to the
fourth Division, there to join
their equally once-famous
brothers, Burnley and Pre-

ston. At the other end ofthe
ladder of fortune, Wimble-
donmade it to the top rung
while budgeting on the
assumption that no-one is

going to click through the
turnstiles to see them play.

Halifax took more money
from one Milk Cup tie than
from all 42 league matches,
while Hartlepool gained
the unenviable record of

being the first club involved
in hooliganism this season.
A gang of Cardiff fans
decided to pay a visit to the
North-East's most spartan
of Saturday slums, but had
difficulty finding a home
fan to fight with.
A ripple of strawberries-

and-cream excitement
came at Wimbledon as
Andrew Castle actually

won two matches. While a
few months previous and a
few miles along the
Thames at Twickenham,
England’s rugby players
put their mauling in New
Zealand behind them and
also won two matches. It

wasn’t enough to vanquish
the French, though, who
with garlicky Gallic flair

took the Five Nations title

ahead of Scotland.
A popular little face dur-

ing the year was Barry
McGuigan. So popular, in

fact, that in the few spare
moments between kissing

babies and opening super-
markets he made a record.

Frank Bruno, not to be out-

done, dressed in a skirt and
recited Shakespeare for

Live Aid. Both should have
concentrated on their box-
ing, for their lost fights left

egos as dented as their

noses. The name now
stumbling off the tongue is

Lloyd Honeyghan, who
sounds more like a hip-hop
star than a brawny British

bruiser.

Our amateur boxers
fared well, though, bring-

ing back a clutch of medals
from the Commonwealth
Games— which, despite
interference from politi-

cians and Robert Maxwell,
restored British sport to

gritty ground level. The
decision of many larger

nations to steer clear of

Edinburgh, though, left

fans slobbering over such
tasty morsels as Wades v
Papua New Guinea at

bowls. All good clean fun at

the Friendly Games, it

seemed, but behind the
scenes there were confron-

tations over Zola Budd
which could shred not only
the Commonwealth
Games, but the actual Com-
monwealth.
Away from the scorching

pace of international com-
petition, another sporting
battlewas going on—that

of getting more people out
of their armchairs and onto
our pitches, courts amd
tracks. Ever Thought Of
Sport? was the slogan, and
it allbeganwith a punk tot-

ing a lightbulb on her head I

and daft songs from Alexei
Sayle. The aim was to get
sport streetwise, and show
people that it’s not just

about muscles, marathons
and money.

All things American took
off— like baseball and
gridiron— as did the mar-
tial arts. And a host of smal-
ler events found a few new-
comers keen to give sport a
fighting chance.
Away from allthe glam of

Charlie Nicholas, Nigel
Mansell, FatimaWhitbread
or David Gower, there are

literally dozens of unsung
games and players that
most people don’t know
exist. And inmany ofthese
sporting cul-de-sacs, out of

the glare of Grandstand
and Tony Gubba, 1986 was
a great year for Britain. You
might have missed our suc-
cess in real tennis. Or row-
ing. Or shooting. Or sailing,

squash and equestrianism.
Fact is, although Chris
Ronaldson may not have
got the same amount of

coveragewhenhewon the
real tennis world title as did
Linford Christie when he
broke the tape in Athens,
he’s still the best in the
world . . .

Next time you’re scan-
ning the sports pages ofthe
paper, don't only look at the
gloom and doom headlines,
the sick as a parrot man-
ager or over the moon foot-

ball transfer. Read the
small print, the snippets.

You’ll find plenty of Brits

actually winning things*

down there!

A good year
for the poses
Designer stubble? DMs? Old school

ties? Loose-fitting linen jackets?

Which ofthe year’s looks conjuredup
the feel of 1986 and will make us
cringe in ten year’s time? JANE
BOOTH looks back at the year’s high
street styles.

THE phenomenal success
of the Levi 501 campaign
during 86 proved that old

denims never die, they sim-

ply fade away.
Button fly jeans were ele-

vated to cult status as the
perennial fashion favourite

cruised into 86 on the
backsides of some very hip
cats indeed. Sales (and the
temperatures ofthe female
population), rocketed as
501s and Levi jean jackets

were teamed with crepe
soled bovver boots and col-

lared three button polo

shirts for the look of spring
86.

There was a summer in

the year somewhere. Its

arrival was marked, not
with a spell of hot weather,
but with a new look to part-

ner the polo shirt: boxy,
loose-fitting linen jacket

and trousers. It was an
easy, relaxed look— done
very well by French Con-
nection—and it dominated
men’s commercial fashion
during the year.

Loose fitting linen (a la

Don Johnson), gave way to

a more tailored silhouette

for autumn, but the classic

two-pleat trousers, taper-

ing to a turn up, continued
to wow 'em all year long.

For those holidaying
abroad, trouser lengths
rose dramatically. There
was no room for bashful-
ness as the same classic

two-pleaters were cropped
to just above the knee.
Shorts looked good in cot-

ton drill and neutral colours

of stone, putty and grey.

For more colourful clobber
there were vivid Madras
checks. No points were
scored by saving money
and rolling up classic two-
pleat trousers for a shorts

effect— this did the trous-

ers and the circulation no
favours whatsoever.
Sunglasses were a must for

those wishing to take the
glare off particularly loud
Madras checks.
On cooler days knitwear

came into its own. Popular
cotton knits—the brighter
the better— were selling

faster than cheap flights to

warmer,places.
Those with a penchant

for a bit of fancy summer-
time footwork looked no
further than the lace-up
plimsoll in black or white.
The safety conscious opted
for the sailing shoe;
designed to keep their

wearers upright on sea
soaked decks, sailing shoes
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did a grand job gripping
rain lashed pavements. By
night, those wishing to trip

the light fantastic invested
in a pair of taffeta evening
slippers.

As a wet summer mel-
lowed into an equally wet
autumn, change was afoot.

Plimsolls were ousted by
sturdy, leather brogues and
whether they were fringed,

hole punched, laced or

buckled, brogues set the
pace for the look ofautumn
86— The English Gentle-
man.
A look that emerged in

the Thirties when the cut of

your jib was all-important,

the classic country look
became the blueprint for

the well dressed
Englishman and genera-
tions of American Ivy
Leaguers who adopted it as
their own ‘preppy’ look.

This autumn the look

that was originallyworn by
the Prince OfWales (no, not
Charlie) retained its time-
less elegance while gaining
an Eighties twist.

Re-establishing old

school ties was the name of

the game as crests, badges
and all rfianner of insignia

adorned ties and the breast
pockets of beautifully cut
blazers and sports jackets.

Argyll socks and colourful

pocket handkerchieves
were all hallmarks of the
original Thirties look and
accessorised just as well
this autumn as they did
originally.

Although still available in

long sleeved lambswool
versions, the ubiquitous
polo shirt was replaced in

the autumn by a candy
stripe shirt that had more of

a preppy feel to it. Crisp
white cotton (striped with
red, blue or green)

,
was the

only thing to wear with tai-

lored tweeds and twills,

both good old English fab-

rics, in autumnal shades of

cowpat brown and green
welly. Double breasted
suits in Prince Of Wales
check were also popular.
By October, the desig-

ners were already looking
ahead to 1987 and setting

the fashions that will even-
tually filter down to grace
the shelves and rails of the
high street shops.

Well, some of them will.

The Joseph Tricot collec-
f

tion (with mini-skirted male
models putting their best
stilletoed foot forward in

fetching Dusty Springfield

rig-outs), has yet to catch
on in Top Man. That kind of

outfit would really make a
good talking point when
the old snapshots of 86 are

dusted down and brought
out in years to come

!



1986

It wasn’t avintage year for pop music,
but 1986 did have its moments.
RICHARD LOWE drops his beloved
Squire albums in horror ashe remem-
bers some ofthe triedand trusted for-

mulas used by different acts to suc-
ceed

WILL Owen Paul be
remembered in years to

come? Will anyone treasure
those halcyon days when
mind-blowing acts like

Chris De Burgh and
Nick Berrywhipped
the pop-loving public
into a frenzy of excitement
and shot to the top of the
charts?
Probably not, butfew will

forget Wham!. In an era
when the kings and queens
of middle-aged, middle-
brow mediocrity (Sting,

Dire Straits, Phil Collins,

Gabriel, Palmer, Turner,
Stewart, Bowie, Queen) are
selling compact discs and
car cassettes bythe million,

Wham! stood out. They
were the spirit of teenage
pop music made flesh and
blood, living proof that the
marriage of trash and
panache could be one of

splendid perfection.

Wham! may have been
crass, tacky at times (sub-

tlety was never their

trademark) and also clum-
sily derivative, but they
came up with some classic

records. Unfortunately
their 1986 offering, The
Edge OfHeaven, wasn’t
one of them; its ‘yeah,

yeah’ jauntiness sounded a
mite contrived, which of

course it was.
By now Wham! were

experienced pop profes-

sionals and only pretending
to be the teenage teara-

ways naively whooping it

up that they once
genuinely were. Clearly it

was time to try something
new. George’s solo single
— the ‘moody’ A Different

Corner— was much more
encouraging, andhe seems
destined to fill the niche
which the critics have been
so eager to carve out forhim
(the ‘mature’ singer-
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songwriter, ratherthan the
shameless purveyor ofhack
bubble-gum pop).
Andrew, meanwhile, has

already slipped comforta-
bly into the role of the Pro-

fessional Celebrity. He'll

end up either blown up
high and wide across our
cinema screens— he only
needs an ounce of talent to

complement his swarthy
good looks— or blown
apart on a race track.

They’ll be sorely missed.
WhileWham ! bowed out,

their fellow giants of

Eighties pop bounced back
on their fat fannies after a
year or two spent swan-
ning around in various tax
havens. First tocome cap in

hand for more pocket
money were Culture Club
withthe LPFrom Luxury To
Heartache— an apt title in

the light of later events.
The single Move Away, a
retread of the familiar Cul-
ture Club sound, was a
moderate success, but the
follow-up, the pleasant (if

rather mawkish) God
Thank You Woman, was a
flop and probably acceler-

ated George’s downfall. It

was sad that one of the
most witty, colourful and
charming characters in pop
turned out to be just

another bloated, drugged-
up ‘rock star’— Keith
Richard in a kimono— but
that’s the crazy world of
showbiz for you.

The Human League,
who’d been messing about
for around two years re-

writing, re-recording and
re-mixing their new LP
Crash, fared somewhat
better on their return.

Teaming up with Jimmy
Jam and Terry Lewis (the

hippest, hottest producers
in Christendom) turned out
to be an inspired move and
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produced Human, their

best single for years.

Shame the rest of the LP
was a bit drab.
Poor old Frankie had a lot

more to do. When your ini-

tial success depends so
heavily on sensational
novelty value coupled with
the combined bombastic
assault of a dramatic pro-
ducer and a deranged pub-
licist, when your songwrit-
ing talent’s notoriously
flimsy and when anything
less than a string of
unstoppable number ones
will be seen as a failure,

you’ll likely as not fall flat on

your face.

Frankie resisted the
temptation to re-enlist Tre-
vor Horn and churn out a
few remakes of Two Tribes.

Instead they opted for a
new ‘harder’ sound, paddl-
ing in the shallow end of

heavy metal, waving their

fists inthe air and 1 giving it

loads’. Paul dressed in

leather and looked ‘well

‘ard’, while Holly looked
and sounded tamer than
before and seemed
strangely out ofplace. Rage
Hard didn’t quite get to

number one.
Indeed, ‘if in doubt, rock

out ’ seemed to be the order
of the day, and even those
militant anti-rockists Span-
dau Ballet learned that
power chords and piercing
guitar solos are the easiest
musical currencies to con-
vert into dollars. Gary
Kemp grew sideburns and
became a ‘mean axeman’
and the LP, Through The
Barricades contained some
choice examples ofthat old
favourite, the Rousing Rock
Anthem. Some soul(boy)s
are easily bought.
Thetwo closet rockers in

Duran Duran, John and
Andy Taylor, had already
acted out their secret
desires to be Led Zeppelin
in their offshoot ‘project’,

the dreadfulPower Station,

so when The Durannies
finally bothered to make a
record they came up with
the fashionably funky
Notorious— a bit clumsy,
and Simon Le Bon’s still no
more of a singer than Nick
Berry, but definitely

Duran’s best effort yet.

WithWham ! onthe wane
and Duran idle for so long,

the gap in the teenage
heart-throb market was
filled by A-Ha, the most
vapid bunch ofVikings ever
to invade our shores. With
names like Mags and Pal
they sounded like a Utter of
puppies and had pretty
much the same
cute’n’cuddly appeal. They
reached number one with
the catchy Sun Always
Shines On TV but failed to
match this success with
their subsequent singles,

Train Of Thought, Hunting
High And Low and I’ve

Been Losing You. Whatever
did happen to Kajagoogoo
anyway?
A-Ha had much in com-

mon with feUow newcom-
ers Owen Paul, It Bites,

Cutting Crew and Belouis
Some and their shop-soiled
predecessors Howard
Jones and Nik Kershaw
(the twin ugly sisters ofpop
- Godknowshow they ever
became ‘pin-ups’).

Together they aU formed a
glut of colourless, anonym-
ous acts successfuUy
peddhng bland, character-
less contemporary pop
targeted at maximum radio
play and tailored to suit the
lowest common
denominator of taste.

Dangerously close to
blanding out and blending
into this morass of medioc-
rity were The Blow Mon-
keys, who nevertheless
came up with the charming
Digging Your Scene, and
the Pet Shop Boys, the
most successful new
British act of the year who
got to number one here and
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in the US with West End
Girls, and maintained a
consistent presence in the
charts with Love Comes
Quickly, Opportunities
and the brilliant Suburbia

.

Not bad for an over-age ex-
music journalist who can’t

sing for toffee.

With all these tame,
tasteful ‘artists’ around,
Sigue Sigue Sputnik were
something of a welcome
antidote. It sounded great
on paper— bring glamour,
fun and excitement back
into music, roasting raw
rock’n’roll inthe white heat
of technology, ‘designer
violence’, ‘Buy EMI’,
‘Fleece The World’ etc.

Unfortunately Sputnik
stumbled at the first fence
by making utterly dreary
music; their records all

sounded the same— a
cross between a Sweet
B-side and a dodgy Giorgio
Moroder soundtrack. Still,

it was fun while it lasted,

and great to see the media
get all flustered and out-
raged about the great Sput-
nik ‘hype’.

Fact one: nothing can be
‘hyped ’ without the full co-

operation of the media;
they decide who goes on
the cover. Fact two: con-
trary to the arrogant
assumption of the media,
records do not get into the
charts because the papers
go on about them. They get
into the charts when little

Joe and Joanne Public hear
them on the radio, like them
and buy them. They liked

Love Missile F-ll, but could
do without the follow-up
because it sounded exactly
the same.
Unfortunately it is possi-

ble to hype a film, and the
poor punters had to fork out
their money and discover
for themselves that Abso-
lute Beginners was crap.

Still, it gave David Bowie
enough exposure to ensure
a number one hit for his

grandiose theme tune.
Indeed, it seems that

most of the records in the
chart either had the grim
‘from the soundtrack
of. . .

’ warning stamped on
the sleeve or were dodgy
TV spin-offs. Eastenders
was the worst culprit. First

we had Anita Dobson’s
nauseatingly sloppy ver-

sion ofthe theme tune, and
then Nick Berry, with a
voice more feeble than a
Crossroads plot, shot to the
top of the charts with his

ode to the jilted Lofty,

Every Loser Wins.
Lofty himself, in his real-

life guise ofTom Watt, har-

boured musical ambitions
and released a version of

Bob Dylan’s Subterranean

HomesickBlues, Pete Beale
tried to cash in on two
fronts with Can 't GetA Tic-

ket For The World Cup and
wished he’d stuck to fruit

and veg, and Sharon and
Kelvin's group The Banned
came up with Something
OutaNothing (well, at least

they changed their name
from ‘Dog Market’).
The man responsible for

much of this tosh was
Simon May, who wrote the
Eastenders theme tune,
Nick Berry’s outrage and
The Banned’s single and
also scored a hit with the
theme from Howard’s Way,
the drippyAlways Thereby
Marti Webb. Hang him
high.
Eventhose zany ‘alterna-

tive’ comedians were at it.

The Young Ones per-

suaded Cliff Richard to join

them as they knocked the
stuffing out of his old hit

LivingDoll, and donated all

the proceeds from the
chart-topping hit to charity,

while the Spitting Image
team pocketed the ill-got-

ten gains from their mon-
strous smash The Chicken
Song.
Best of the TV spin-offs

was Claire and Friends’
‘Orrible Being In Love
When You ’re Eight And A
Half, the deserving winner
of Saturday Superstore’s
hugely entertaining Search
For A Superstar competi-
tion. Let’s hope she doesn’t
grow up to be as irritating

as Sam Fox, the pea-
brained Page-Three girl

who astonishingly scored
two top ten hits with her
appalling ‘ erotic’-disco-for-

moronic-Sun-readers.
If it wasn't a TV spin-off,

every other record seemed
to be either an oldie or a
cover version. Sam Cooke’s
Wonderful World and Mar-
vin Gaye’s Heard It

Through The Grapevine
both enjoyed a fresh romp
through the charts on the
back of the Levi’s 501
adverts, Lulu re-recorded
Shout! and made an unex-
pected return to the top
ten, while three of the Real
Thing’s hits from ten years
ago (Can’t Get By Without
You, You To Me Are Every-
thingand Can You Feel The
Force?) resurfaced in the
charts forno specific reason
other than outstanding
merit.

A cover version of an old
favourite is always a cheap,
safe way for an act lacking
in imagination and a decent
song of their own to revive
a sagging career. The
device was put to wide-
spread use this year. The
Fine Young Cannibals
revived Suspicious Minds

and succeeded where their
own material had failed,

and were followed into the
charts by London label-

mates The Communards
and Bananarama, who had
massive hits with unin-
spired versions of Don ’t

Leave Me This Way and
Venus.
Others, too, latched onto

this wheeze. Kim Wilde
made a worthless com-
eback with You Keep Me
Hanging On, Dr And The
Medics shot to number one
with the dreary Spirit In

The Sky and even The
Damnedwere at it, the ‘lov-

able louts’ enjoying their

biggest hit ever with the
epic Eloise.

The worst offenders
were Amazulu, who some-
how managed to squeeze
every ounce of zest out of

the Chi-Lites’ Too Good To
Be Forgotten, then fol-

lowed it up with the stun-
ningly dull Montego Bay. I

suppose they’ve got a liv-

ing to make but it’s not
what I call an honest bob.
As ever itwas the consis-

tently strong soul scene
that spawned many of the
year’s most memorable
records. The Jam-Lewis
production team moulded
solid hits for Alexander
O’Neal and Cherelle and,

more notably, Janet
Jackson, who put together
a string of hits with What
Have You Done ForMe
Lately, Nasty and When I

Think Of You.
The veteran ‘Godfather

Of Soul’ James Brown
wooed a wholenew gener-
ation with Living In
America and Gravity, while
Prince consolidated his

critical reputation with his

shows atWembley andthe
singles Kiss and Girls And

Boys. He also penned the
sublime Manic Monday for

The Bangles.
Whitney Houston fol-

lowedup last year’s Saving
All My Love For You with
the catchyHow WillIKnow
and the anthemic Greatest
Love OfAll, and Cameo
finally got the top ten hit

they’ve deserved for years
with Word Up.
Hip-hop and electro also

made significant inroads
into the charts this year.

Run DMC almost made
heavy metal fashionable by
adding their beatbox bits to

Aerosmith’s Walk This
Way, while The Real
Roxanne combined a
wicked rap with that
irresistible go-go beat on
the storming (Bang Zoom)
Let’s Go Go.
Nor were British black

artists completely in the
shadows, although it was
the poppier end of the
range that enjoyed the
most success. Billy Ocean
had a deserved number one
with the unstoppable
When The Going Gets
Tough, and Five Star
established themselves as
the most consistent hit-

makers of the year. Having
milked their first LPLuxury
OfLife dry after System
Addict, they came up with

an equally strong follow-up— SilkAnd Steel— a fresh

collection of inoffensive

and annoyingly catchy pop
songs, ideal for the radio or
the disco. So far the LP has
spawned Can ’t Wait
Another Minute and Rain
Or Shine.
Rightnow onlyMadonna

can match them for consis-

tency, and not surprisingly
itwas anotherbumperyear
for her. She opened this

year’s account with the re-

release of her best ever
single Borderline, a surpris-

ing flop when it was first

released in 1984, and fol-

lowed that up with three
new singles of equal qual-

ity— Live To Tell, Papa
Don’t Preach and True
Blue. Shame about the film

though.

Finally, let’s not forget
the lovable flat-top and
anorak brigade that make
up the much-maligned
‘indie scene’, more vibrant
than ever this year and a lot

more interesting than
mainstream pop. The
Smiths dominated the
indie charts with the excel-

lent Queen Is Dead LP—
big fish in a small pond
perhaps, but they also had
respectable chart hits with
Big Mouth Strikes Again,
Panic and Ask.
The Housemartins man-

aged to break out of the
indie ghetto with their

perky-but-profound brand
of pop, and even if their

rather twee and patronis-
ing normal-lads-from-Hull
image did grate a bit, they
made a refreshing change
from the standard pop fare.

Not so lucky, but just as
deserving were The Shop
Assistants, The Soup Dra-
gons, The Mighty Lemon
Drops and The Wooden-
tops; I’m sure their time
will come. The Jesus And
Mary Chain finally toned
down the feedback on Just
Like Honey, which slipped
into the charts behind
Radio l’s back, while the
quaintly titledWe've GotA
FuzzboxAndWe're Gonna
Use It almost had a hit

despite the gleeful misuse
of said instrument on their

XX Sex EP.
Best of the bunch,

though, were Half Man
Half Biscuit, whose bitter

rants about obscure TV
personalities were hilari-

ous. It's a formula that’ll no
doubt get more tiresome
than Jimmy Tarbuck but
it’s fun while it lasts. Any-
one with a song called All I

Want For Christmas Is A
Dukla Prague Away Kit

deserves to have theirown
TV show. How could any-
one prefer Owen Paul?
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CURTIS HUTCHINSON slips into the
upper circle—andwhy not?—to look
back at a cinematic year of blood,
action, discomfort and a new Aussie
superstar.

buy a book or eat a meal.
Salivating entrepreneurs

have watched the progress
of Milton Keynes with
interest and put in bids to

build multiplexes all over
the country. The first of

these opens in Salford this

month with Slough and
High Wycombe following
next year.

Well, there’s the good
news, something in short
supply in 86— especially
around the palatial West
End offices of Goldcrest,
the pioneering British film

company behind such
gems as Gandhi, Dance
With A Stranger and A
Room With A View. With
three biggies poised for

release, 1986 was going to

be Goldcrest’s year.

It wasn't. The miscon-
ceived Revolution kicked
up a ferocious critical storm
both sides of the Atlantic
and didn't stay around long
enoughto be seen. Okay, it

was a ‘quality’ movie
aimed, rather vaguely, at a
post-teen audience. Gold-

see a film is on a big screen
in a cinema equipped with
70mm and Dolby stereo

facilities. The problem is

that British cinemas are, by
and large, cold, dirty and
uncomfortable, not the sort

ofplaces where you'dwhile
away a couple of hours in

the hope of being enter-

tained. Small wonder that

attendance is plummeting
as video rentals soar.

This could all change as a
result of the successful
opening earlier this year of

Britain’s first ten-screen
cinema complex in Milton
Keynes. Multiplexes have
been popular inEurope and
America for some time, bas-
ically because they provide
an ideal environment for

movie-watching: comfy
chairs, steep rakes, good
sound and first-rate projec-

tion. What’s more, you can
have a drink afterwards,

THE lights go down. The
music crackles over the
sound system, the guy
behind is discussing the
intricacies of his souped-up
Cortina, the girl in front has
decided to swap places
with her beefcake boy-
friend, the nerd alongside
opens his first packet of

crisps
;
scratchy adverts for

the local curry house, Six-

ties fashions and Kia-Ora
flash onto the screen fol-

lowed by a trailer for the
latest Stallone nasty, then
a heartfelt plea from rent-a-

celebrity for the charity of

the week.
The lights go up. The col-

lection tin is passed round.
Everyone dips begrudg-
ingly into their pockets for

the loose change theywere
saving for the bus trip

home. Punters who just 20
minutes ago were braving
the elements in a slow-
moving queue now decide
they need a Choc Ice. The
lights go down again, the
first latecomers make
themselves known, and the
whole sorry show geta
under way.

There’s no getting away
from it: the best place to

9Vfc Weeks



like a winner . . .

As does David
Puttnam’s appointment as
the top studio executive at

Columbia Pictures.

Puttnam, the first Brit ever
to hold such a senior posi-

tion, has already indicated
that he’s keen to get
started on a sequel to

Ghostbustersand that he’ll

be sending plenty of work
to British studios.
Back home, the Cannon

Films buy-out ofThom EMI
Screen Entertainment
brought forth a lot of racist

nonsense from people
withinthe industry, but the
new owners are hardly
asset-strippers. Menahem
Golan and Yoram Globus
have already shown their

commitment to shooting
movies over here, starting

with Superman IV, and
ambitiously plan to drag
their newly acquired ABC
circuit into the Eighties.

Like the bloodthirsty
Romans who flocked to
watch gladiators beat the
shit out of each other,

cinema audiences in 86
opted for action, ketchup
and more action. Hence the
success of Arnold Schwar-
zenegger’s tongue-in-
cheek (though ridiculously

violent) Commando and the
brilliantly-shot Top Gun (an

airborne remake ofAn Offi-

cerAnd A Gentleman,
which in turnwas a remake
of something else). The
manwho emerged with the
most blood on his hands
was, predictably enough,
Sylvester Stallone in both
Rocky TV and Cobra.

The Mission

With all this death and
destmction on tap it was
rather pleasing that more
worthy movies like The
Color Purple, Hannah And
Her Sisters and Mona Lisa
found an audience.

Sequelitis continued to
rage unabated from the
downright awfulness of

Pohce Academy in to the
mediocrity of The Jewel Of
The Nile and the sheer
bravado of Aliens. Other
also-rans included Pol-

tergeist n, Karate Kid IT, A
Nightmare On Elm Street n,
The Return Of The Living
Dead and Psycho HI.

Movies are sounding more
and more like football

scores these days.
Closer to home, Roger

Moore’s protestations that
he had too made his last 007
movie were finally taken
seriously and we have a
newJames Bond inthe dis-

tinguished stage (though
undistinguished film) actor
Timothy Dalton, who’s
currently shooting the
twenty-fifth-anniversary
Bond movie, The Living
Daylights.

Pop stars making prats of

themselves included Sid in

Sid And Nancy, Prince in

Under The Cherry Moon,
Bowie in Labyrinth and
Madonna in Shanghai Sur-
prise. Film stars making
prats of themselves
included A1 Pacino in

Revolution, Louis Gossett
Jr in Enemy Mine, Sean
Connery and Christopher
Lambert in Highlander,
Michael Caine in anything
and Barry Norman in Spit-

tingImage, andwhy not . . .

?

New stars? Well, there's
Kim Basinger who made a
lasting impression in the
upmarket skinflick 9V2
Weeks

;
there were also the

interchangeable prettyboy
pin-ups Rob Lowe andTom
Cruise, but the surprise
new superstar has to be
Paul Hogan, whose
Crocodile Dundee has
become Australia’s biggest
export since, well,

Fosters . . .

, 4 ’
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NICKSTEPHENS rewinds and casts a
flickering eye over the cleaner face of
video during 1986

crest blew it, but they
couldn’t go wrong with
their next one, could they?
Absolute Beginners was a
musical set in Soho during
the late Fifties, with a
soundtrack by the likes of

The Style Council, Sade and
David Bowie. Sure, itwas a
lively movie, directed with
great gusto by Julien Tem-
ple (definitely a man to

watch)
;
the problem was

that the kids hated it.

The hopes of Goldcrest
now rest upon The Mission,
and personally I can’t see
how a film about Jesuits

and Indians getting it

together two hundred
years ago in the Colombian
jungle could fail. Sounds

VIDEO nasties, cowboy
video dealers and the dirty
mac brigade have all contri-

buted to the tardy image
that video has managed to
acquire in its short but hec-
tic career.

Thankfully a clean-up
campaign is underway and
we’re beginning to see
some results. The British
Videogram Association
(BVA) and the Federation
Against Copyright Theft
(FACT— a close relative to
the computer software
industry’s FAST) have been
making great strides to
improve the industry, while
the Graham Bright bill (pas-

sed by The House Of Com-
mons earlier this year)

,

went a long way towards
improving video’s image.
The Bright bill— which

came into effect on 1 Sep-
tember— stipulates that
every video available for

rental ibust have a BBFC
(British Board of Film Cen- <

sors) certificate.

Itmay have improved the
industry image, but the bill

was a nightmare for local

video dealers. It’s been
estimated that due to the
bill the average video
dealer lojst roughly £2,500
worth of stock, and had to

Into the
Bright age
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986
spend countless painstak-

ing hours sifting through
the racks of cassettes, put-

ting little sticky labels here,

there and everywhere.
The problem was that

because videos released

before 1 September didn 't

have to be certificated,

many weren’t. And as some
of the companies who
released them have since

gone under, there’s no one
around to pay for their cer-

tification (an expensive
procedure since the BBFC
is not cheap)

!

Also, some of the uncer-

tificated movies from the

big companies were so old

it was decided that it was
pointless to push them
through the rigorous BBFC
assault course because
theywere no longer selling

.

Thus many local hire-shops

offered a bargain bin of ex-

rental cassettes for £5 each.

Budget films also rocked

the rental outlets. At the

end of last year, entrep-

reneur Steve Ayres got his

Video Collection off the

ground. Ayres bought up
the rights to a couple of

hundred films that were,

like his videos, going
cheap, and in a few short

months he’d hadthem dup-

licated into VHS, packaged,
shelved up in Woolies and
selling for the (then)

revolutionary price of just

£6.99 a piece. They sold in

their thousands.
£6.99 a piece. They sold in

their thousands.
Since that time, Channel

5, Video Masterpieces,
WarnerHome Video, RCA/
Columbia and several

smaller companies have
climbed aboard the cheapo
charabanc. The year saw
films like Eraserhead,
Merry Christmas Mr Lawr-

ence, Christiane F, Dirty

Harryand several Thunder
birds movies all on sale for

under-a-tenner.
On the hardware side,

8mm video has continued

to grow (but still hasn’t

blossomed), while Fergu-

son and Hitachi have intro

duced VTRs with built-in

timers programmed to

record from the infra-red

remote control handset.

And VHS-C cam-corders
(video cameras into which
you put a small VHS cas-

sette) have been selling like

hot cakes.

As 86 rolls to a close, it

looks as though the great

format war is over. JVC’s
VHS format has finally

emerged as the triumphant
victor, while Sony’s
Betamax (ironically a much
better format), has come
out of it all bruised and
bloody.

Terrific.
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Ranting PAUL STRANGE examines the youth TV
predicament during 86, whileRODPOWELL
looks at possible future developments
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drivel for the youth market.
Saturday morning TV
remains a slimy heap of

dung: Saturday Superstore

is identical to the last series

(it might just have been
repeated, no-one would
know the difference) ,

while

ITV’s Get Fresh is

decidedly stale even
though presenter Gaz Top
puts in a sterling perfor-

mance.
Top Of The Pops con-

tinues to spew out excre-

ment every Thursday
night. Despite the cretin-

ous deejays, mediocre
music, and abysmal mim-

ing by preening dullards,

7,000,000 viewers still tune
into it every week. Incredi-

ble.

And then there’s Whistle
Test, a show that persists

with middle-aged presen-
ters and dead-beat Seven-
ties idols. The addition of

Andy Kershaw and Ro
Newton has give the prog-

ramme a much needed kick

up the bum, but the Beeb
should consider a total and
utter re-vamp, or drop the
bugger totally.

While they’re at it,

perhaps they could also

give No Limits the heave-

ho. Limp, insipid, wet, and
a bloody good excuse to nip

out for a beer, No Limits is

without doubt the worst
TV programme ever

created— apart from 3,2,1,

That’s My Dog and The
Late Late Breakfast Show.
Ghastly, amateurish and
just plain naff, No Limits is

a giant uncontrollable vehi-

cle for Jonathan King’s

increasing ego. We don’t

need it, and we certainly

don’t need him.



IN WHAT has definitely

been a bad year for youth
programmes, it was
encouraging to see a few
developments which gave
a glimmer of hope for the
future.
Richard Branson got his

feet firmly under the broad-
casting table as Music Box
(the Virgin-owned pop
video cable channel)

became a sole source of

programme material for all-

night-telly in Yorkshire.

The experiment has
achieved decent viewing
figures, and other ITV reg-

ions are likely to follow suit.

Aimed at the young adult,

Music Box is pure pop pap,

but at least it’s the start of

something better. London
Weekend Television, for

example, is planning Night
Owl (an ‘upmarket style

magazine’ programme)
that will run until 4 am.

In fact, round-the-clock

television could soon be
upon us. The BBC launched
its daytime schedule a

couple of months ago, but

true to form they totally

ignored the youth market.

Other than the Clothes

Show, there’s nothing of

interest unless you’re

retired (physically or men-
tally), and yet there are

thousands on the dole who
could benefit from sensible

daytime youth program-
ming.

There’s more to come:
Superchannel will be
launched next year. A com-
bined effort between the

BBC, ITV and Richard (not

again) Branson, it’ll be
beamed via a satellite at

Europe. Unfortunately
Superchannel won’t offer

much that’s new, particu-

larly if you’re already

receiving Music Box via a

local cable station.

Cable has been regularly

panned by British critics.

Often described as ‘too

late’ and ‘too expensive’,

the criticisms are a trifle

unfair. Recently— at

Westminster Cable’s first

birthday party— it was
apparent that the 15 or so *

cable channels offer a far

wider choice than any ofus
could have imagined, and
it’s an area that’s bound to

increase.
Earlier this year ITV

released some research

figures which revealed that
17-20-year-olds believe TV
has a greater impact than
any other media form. The
figures were based around
exposure to (and recall of)

commercials. With the

repeat showings that some
of this year’s better exam-
ples of television advertis-

ing have had— Levi’s

jeans, Griff Rhys Jones/
Holstein Pils, Elton John/
Cadbury’s, Tina Turner/
Pepsi Cola— it’s hardly sur-

prising (to coin an old

cliche), that the commer-
cials have more impact
than the programmes they
separate.

There’s still no youth
channel, no daytime slot for

young adults, and no
national all-night television

orientated towards the
under-30s, but a few vital

steps were taken this year.
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As seenthroughthe eye
of KEVINPILLEY

BEDAD! \\\ .

Strap me across a can- v *

non’s mouth and blow my J
vitals to the four winds if I \V

lie! Give me a taste of the
cat if I exaggerate.!
New Year’s Eves are get-

ting better every year. I

should know. I’ve been at

the last 140 ofthe buggers.

I thought I’d seen it all,

but this year’s little shindig

was wilder than the cur-

rents off Santa Cruz and
noisier than the Battle Of
Copenhagen. I’ll eatmy hat

if I’m wrong.
It was Bedlam. It beg-

gared description beyond
that. You could hardlydraw
a cutlass because the
crowds were so big.

There were thousands Jr
upon thousands of them. '

\ \v

From all over the world they A
t

}

came, like rats to a com-bin, 1

<jr

to run up the Jolly Roger, A\ ^
quaffthe rum barrel and, in \s\\

true nautical fashion, booz- v x

ily bid God-speed to the \

year of our Lord 1986.

Lumme, how time flies!

It seems only yesterday *V

that Iwas lying inthe arms \\

of my loyal friend and most '

trusted non-venereal sub-

ordinate Mr Hardy on the
deck of my beloved flag

ship and uttering those
_» i t • __ _ %

fcv . , T

H — — — I amusements on New
Year’s Eve is to catchup on
the latest dance sensations
sweeping the country.

Recently we’ve had the
ChoufMountain Quickstep,
the Howzdeh Marshes
Mustard Gas Boogie, the
Chernobyl Charleston and
the Restricted Waters Jit-

terbug in which everyone
pretends they are frogmen
being depth-charged by
the Swedes.

Last, but not least,

there’s the SDP wardance.
It’s called The Fizzle and is

popular among large num-
bers of primitive people.

I am only joshing.

Everyone enjoyed them-
selves this year. That’s all

that matters. All except
those clods in front of the
South African Embassy
over the way. What a miser-
able bunch of Boers! A 24-

hour vigil they call it.

Haven't they got anything
better to do? Zola what’s it

summed it up when they

you have gotten me into

Theuntameable spirits of

youthknow no brake. What
a time they had carousing
into the early hours of the

new year. What a debauch

!

Some must have awoken
the following morning feel-

ing as if their bowels were
spring-loaded. What a
night!

Of course I’m used to

staying up quite late every
night so the crowds didn’t

disturbme too much. It only

happens once a year, so I

suppose they are entitled

to kick up a bit of a din and
let their hair down.

Naturally I would have
loved to have joined in all

the fun and games, but
that’s theway it goes. As a
180 ton granite statue you
have to accept your limita-

tions. It’s easy to make a

dick of yourself.

I like to keep myself to

myself. Some people might

// -/o 'j >
1o£

asked her if she missed
people backhome. She said

she didn't because she’s

got a steady hand and a
good gun.

I don’tgo inmuch for poli-

tics . I try to rise above it . Yet
it grieves me exceedingly
thatthe world is stillrunby
this Reagan object. Brains

of a musketball.
And this palsy-walsy

Comment allez-vous with
the Frogs so we can build

an undersea tunnel bet-

weenthetwo countries is a

kick inthe plinth for people
likemewho fought for King
and country, keeping them
and their bloody smelly
snails at bay. If it had not
been for some stunning
acts of intrepid bravery on
the behalf ofthe RoyalNavy

.

famous denartincr words V %\ -llHl J i /
thePenan orme noyaiwav

‘This is another fine mes's \ ' llt|l|
:̂

!:
:

/ <Go
£^ bmi have CTotten me into’. I docks), Napoleon would b

accuse me of being a bit

aloof and stuck up and I

know quite a few people
think Iam just abig poseur,
but if you were in my posi-

tion who wouldn’t be?
There’s nothing wrong

with posing anyway. The
birds love it. As a well-

known and terrifically

handsome London land-

mark you’ve got to get used
to having birds crawling aU
over you. I can’t help it. I

stand out in a crowd. It’s

called presence. You’ve
either got it oryou haven’t.

The Prince Consort

docks), Napoleon would be
at the helm of this nation

today. On second thoughts,
perhaps she is.

As years go, 1986 wasn’t
that bad actually. I lost a bit

more hair and my cheeks
grew a little more sunken,
but that’s wind erosion for

you. You are asking for it

150 foot above Trafalgar

I’m looking forward to

|

lots of things in 87: jobs,

cheaper housing, a Health
Service that works, unilat-

eral disarmament, 20 years

on since Sgt Pepper and
Hi that new youth magazine

Albert, down atKensington with the funny cover. Yes,

Gore, has got it. Did you it’s going to be a good one.

know that Queen Victoria If not, I suppose I'll just

commissioned the statue have to turn a blind eye.

just to see what Albert 1

As a keen student of

human nature and current

affairs, one of my favourite
,y 'Xy i/ %gyps f

-p >yopojoy 1op M. fyw-
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1
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FORGET all you’ve been
told: Father Christmas
really does exist, and he’s a
much more sinister and
mysterious figure than
legend has fooled us into
believing.

For a start, he chooses to
bestow his plentiful bounty
not on those angelic,
deserving childrenwho are
obedient and well-behaved
all year and who go to bed
especially early on Christ-
mas Eve so mummy and
daddy can get on with that
wrapping they’ve been
putting off for three weeks
and bugger off to the pub
while there’s still room to
breathe and time to get leg-

less.

No, his beneficiaries are
less deserving but
nevertheless grateful:

department-stores, publi-

cans, restaurateurs, off-

licences, nightclubs, toy
manufacturers, brewers,
distillers, tree-rustlers,

jewellers, purveyors ofhan-
gover cures and indigestion
tablets, card manufactur-
ers, record companies,
book publishers, television
companies, Slade, wrap-
ping-paper and gift-tag

makers, the Post Office,

Fisher Price, Palitoy and the
rest of that evil syndicate,
the VAT men, butchers,
bakers and probably even
candlestick makers, British

©2 LM January 1987

Rail, the fellawho invented
Trivial Pursuit, taxi drivers,
postmen, dustbinmen, pop
stars, priests, parfumiers,
pudding makers, and, last

but not least, the manufac-
turers, distributors and
retailers of handkerchiefs
(particularly those who
trade in sets of three), ties,

gloves and socks.
Father Christmas is not a

kind old man with a white
beard, a fur-trimmed red
coat, a sledge, a sack, a
crack team of elves and
reindeers and a knack for

shinning down chimneys
that have been blocked up
since the Blitz. All that was
a fib.

In fact, Father Christmas
is the code-name (coined by
a team oftop psychologists
who’ve been looking into
the phenomenon) for a sud-
den bout of inexplicable
madness that grips us all

every year toward the end
of December.
The Father Christmas

syndrome can be more
specifically defined as ‘a

sudden malfunction of the
normal restraints and
inhibitions that govern our
behaviour’, and the
symptoms are familiar to us
all.

Pillars of sobriety down
enough sweet sherry and
port and lemon to guaran-
tee cirrhosis, the thriftiest

ofmisers spend money as if

they’ve been told that any
left over on 2 January will
be confiscated by the
Treasury; boiling passion
and fiery lust surface in the
most timid and frigid of cre-
atures and suddenly the
meanest, most miserable,
unfriendly bastards turn
into models of cheer, good-
will and generosity.
The Father Christmas

syndrome explains whywe
all start decorating our
houses and High Streets
with coloured lights and
gaily-festooned fir trees,
whywe buy unwanted pre-
sents for our friends and
family, why we feel a sud-
den urge to be reunited
with distant relatives, why
we give money to charities
and people who come and
sing on opr front doorsteps,
before launching ourselves
wholeheartedly into an
orgy of alcohol and rich food
and then suffering cold tur-
key until the next fix of
decadence at New Year. «

The Christmas caper has
its roots, of course, in a
religious feast, and many
still cling forlornly to the
notion that what we are all

celebrating is the birth of

Jesus Christ. But the ‘Put
Christ Back Into Xmas ’

campaigners have more on
their hands than persuad-
ing the great British public
to spell a word ofmore than
five letters correctly.

For, despite our vocifer-
ous protestations to the
contrary, Britain is no
longer a Christian country,
and while a majority may
pay lip-service to the
Church OfEngland, only 1

5

per cent of the British
people are practising Chris-
tians.

If Christmas were just a
religious feast, it would be
a tiny minority festival by
now, meriting a small item
on News At Ten and
perhaps a special bumper
edition of Songs OfPraise.

It isn’t even the most
important date in the Chris-
tian calendar; the resurrec-
tion of Christ is far more
fundamental to the faith

than His birth. Those who
make their annual appear-
ance at church on Christ-
mas day (‘I know I'm not a

ChafStwHS Awd the NeW j/gaft

What does Christmas mean toyou?
Do you care? WellRICHARDLOWE does,
and here he examines the real
meaning of Christmas.

V/}



display in the shops and
looks vaguely festive will
be snapped up by eager
punters.
Shopkeepers aren’t

dumb. They know that no-
one ever has a clue what to
buy anyone else for Christ-
mas, and they know that if

they market anything prop-
erly (ie make sure the wrap-
ping depicts either a sprig
of holly, a robin or a pud-
ding dripping with white
sauce) some mug will buy
it. And it’s the perfect
opportunity to unload on
the public, stupefied by
sentiment and desperation,
all the crap that’s been sel-
ling like condoms in a nun-
nery all year.

When else would anyone
buy socks, or cranberry
sauce, or books of any
description, or Baileys Irish

Cream, or Slade singles, or
driving gloves? (I have a
theory that this mysterious
product ‘driving gloves’
was invented by some
bright spark solely to fill

that gap in the Christmas
market loosely defined as
1 something for Dad/Uncle
Herbert’ — one of the
simplest and cleverest cons
ever devised.)
But the cruellest con of

Christmas is played on chil-

dren. Invariably Christmas
is a time for the most glar-

ing hypocrisy (a sudden
pious concern for the poor,
elderly, and lonely, for

instance), but there's none
more guilty than the
parents who pronounce,
through mouths stuffed
with truffles and choco-
lates, that they ‘ only bother
with Christmas for the sake
of the kids’.

The truth is that it’s the
grown-ups who get all the

fun at Christmas and chil-

dren who get the rawest
deal. It starts sometime in
mid-November, when
parents suddenly realise
that the presents they’re
buying for their cherished
offspring give them a
strong strategic advantage
in the skirmishes of family
life.

Immediately the parents
launch a campaign of fien-

dish bribery. The poor
mites pay a rich ransom for
their promised Tonka toys,
Rambo machine guns and
BMX bikes. Any hint of mis-
chief or disobedience is

countered with the familiar
veiled threats : ‘Father
Christmas doesn’t come to
children who call their
mother a bossy old witch
with worms for hair and a
face like a pig’, or ‘if you
don’t eat your nice spinach-
and-stewed-prune cas-
serole guess who won’t be
coming to visit’.

True, the kids have been
rooting through mummy’s
wardrobe, making detailed
inspections of all the
goodies coming their way,
but that does nothing to
lessen the threat— they
know the rules governing
the return of goods, and
they saw the receipts in her
purse that time they were
‘counting her money’.
And after the weeks of

impeccable behaviour, the
day itself is even worse.
Hordes of elderly relatives
suddenly descend on the
house to patronisingly pat
the little ones on the head,
tellthem how much they've
grown, give them laugha-
bly unsuitable gifts and
chomp their way through
all the chocolates and
sweets (including personal
Selection Boxes) in the
house; the Queen’s speech
is compulsory, and escap-
ing to play with friends is

out of the question.
As for the poor kids in

hospital, they have to con-
tend with all the minor
celebrities who come
crawling out of the wood-
work and into the wards at
Christmas. It’s bad enough
being in hospital as it is,

without being plagued by
the likes of Timmy Mallet
and Paul King, armed to the
teeth with Cabbage Patch
Dolls.

So this year, while you’re
copping off at the office

party, getting bladdered in
the pub, and generally mis-
behaving, spare a thought
for the children.
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Seven Deadly Sins. And
anyone who doesn’t clock
up impressive scores in the
categories of Gluttony,
Covetousness, Lust and
Sloth might as well change
their name by deed poll to

'

Ebenezer Scrooge.
If Marx were alive today

it wouldn’t be religion that
he’d call ‘the opiate of the
people ’

, but that most mod-
em of mass devotions,
Rabid Consumerism.
Instead of putting in the
ritual appearance at mid-
night mass, we should all

be flocking to a special two-
hour edition of The Price Is

Right, because at Christ-
mas, anything that’s put on

regular churchgoer, but
Christmas is special isn’t it,

all the atmosphere and
singing— it’s better than
the Last Night Of The
Proms’) should really look
into making a token ges-
ture at Easter.

Christian devotion at
Christmas has become the
quaint quirk of a small
minority. For the rest of us,
Christian virtues tend to
stay in the back seat as we
engage in a shameless
pagan romp through the
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much better in Mel Brooks ’

similar Young Frankens-
tein.

For somethingmore orig-

inal, try Crocodile Dundee
(15), a blockbuster Aussie
comedy which has been
packing 4em indownunder
and Stateside. Paul Hogan
plays a rough but honest
outback croc-hunter who
braves a visit to the streets
ofNew York City. The inno-
cent abroad scenes and
Fosters lager-style humour
are pretty corny, but Hogan
rises above it as a tongue-
in-cheek superhero in

leather hat and singlet.

A good creepy horror
movie is always a useful
corrective to too much fes-

tive goodwill. Critters (15)

is just the job, and reminis-
cent of the marvellous
Gremlins. The creatures of
the title are furry balls of
fanged ferocity who flee

from another planet to
beseige a cute, white-
painted mid-Western far-

mhouse. Definitely worth
seeing.
Less recommended, but

still good, is Psycho 3 (18).

Just when you thought it

really was safe to go back
in the shower, Norman
Bates dusts off his knife, re-

stuffs mom, and opens the
motel again. This time
around, Anthony Perkins
gets to wield the knife and
sit in the director’s chair.

Gadzooks

!

Of the heavy dramas,
Kangaroo (PG) is a rather
flat, overwordy adaptation
of D H Lawrence’s thrown
together novel, based on
his stay in Australia in 1922

.

Once again, Lawrence
proves a boring old fart,

expounding on sex and soc-
iety as if he understood
either.

Just as stodgy— like

wading through cold por-
ridge— is Natassja Kinski
in Harem (15). A modern-
day white slave trade tale

which is offensive all round,
it proves that Ms Kinski
needs acting lessons
immediately.
A little more interesting

is Eat The Peach (PG), an
off-beat Irish comedy/
drama featuring a down-at-
heel bikerwho builds a wall
of death at the end of his

WHAT no Crimble
blockbusters?

Traditionally Christmas
has always been the period
when the distributors

eventually unleashthe big-
gies they’ve been teasing
us with for most ofthe year.
Surprisingly there are no
Spielberg or Disney epics
this time, no eagerly
awaited sequels or any-
thing resembling aBack To
The Future or Ghostbus-
ters. In fact apart from
Labyrinth (which left our
very own David Currie
unimpressed), there’s not
that many traditional, fam-
ily films on release this

Christmas.
Most of the national cir-

cuit appears to be clogged
up with unseasonal heavy
dramas, many of which
wouldn’t be welcome at
any time of the year, let

alone Christmas.
What’s going on? Have

the distributors forgotten
the fine art of attracting
spend-crazy consumers to
the box-office?

Of the lighter films that
are around, check out Gene
Wilder's new horror spoof
Haunted Honeymoon (PG).

It has afewgood one-liners,
though it was all done

Everyone’s typical macho Aussie honcho, crocodile Dundee is played
by Paul Hogan.

backyard. Nice idea, shame
about the way it’s con-
structed.

If you do need a dose of

the heavies, you can do bet-
ter. Smooth Talk (15) is

about a teenage girl, grow-
ing away from her parents,
who invites the attentions
of a half-crazed rapist. It

evokes small-town teen
boredom very nicely, but
the suggestion that she
deserves her fate is less

intelligent.

Don’t be putoffby Twice
InA Lifetime (15), the story
of a married man (Gene
Hackman, in great form)
who falls for another
woman on his 50th birth-

day. It’s funny, tender and
sure puts oldsters in a new
light.

Best of all, though, is a
jazz drama called Round
Midnight (15). It’s all

smokey Paris cellar bars,

seedy hotel rooms, a bril-

liant though alcoholic
saxophonist, and music
which will have you dust-
ing off your old man’s LPs.
It moves slowly, like an old
blues number, but hang on
in there as this one is the
bizz.

Finally, Real Genius (15),

Labyrinth (U), and Explor-
ers (U) are aimed at the
indistinct ‘youth’ market.

Aptly enough, Real Genius
is the most intelligent and
unpatronising of them.
With a good script and bril-

liant performances, it’s

about a group ofteen scien-

tific eggheads getting their
brains pickedby militaristic

authorities. The balance
between hilarity and
message is fairly well sus-
tained, though it’s fear to

carp at the lack ofeven one
interesting female charac-
ter. Labyrinth has twice the
pretensions, many times
the budget, andworks only
half as well (see review in

main Bowie feature).

Explorers— director Joe
Dante’s first film since
Gremlins— is an eye-pop-
ping Spielberg-style space
epic which triumphs by
being totally off-the-wall.

The three teenage heroes,
and the aliens they closely

encounter, are outsiders to
their respective worlds.
This is the full version,
unlike the video now on
release, so see it at the
cinema

Well, there you have it. Is

it to be Norman Bates on
taxidermy

,
a holidayharem

in the Atlas Mountains, an
alcoholic saxophonist on
the Left Bank or hi-tech
Muppets? Or can you take
the lot? I doubt it.

explorers— a cuddly alien takes a peek.

Circuit training
MARTIN SUTTON slips with unseasonal reluctance
into the stalls for this year’s Christmas films





But LM's ROUGH GUIDE travel team still manage to find their

way around the ski slopes of Europe. JOHN FISHER reports on
the before, during and apres-ski
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VEN if you don’t know your piste from
your stem Christie, or wedelling from
schnapps, a short ski trip can create a
convert for life. It’s a thrill which, as any
skier will tell you, no other sport can
match. It’s also the best known means
of coming home with a great tan in the
middle of February.

Trouble is, it’s probably also the most expen-
sive form of entertainment devised since the
three card trick. You may see From £45 flashed
across the front of all the brochures - but don’t
for a moment believe that you can really ski for

that little (see Hidden Costs). £200 a week
would be more realistic once you’ve added in

skis and other special gear and all the food and
drink you’ll get through once there. Even to do
this you’ll need to study the brochures carefully
and to resist the powerful temptation of ski

shops full of wind-tunnel tested, fully-lined

mink underwear.
So what do you really need? Skis and boots

obviously— but these you’ll hire when you
arrive. It’s a waste of money buying them if

you’re just starting out and there’s no advan-
tage to hiring before you leave— it won’t be
any cheaper, you’ll have to lug heavy equip-
ment halfway across Europe, andyou won’t be
able to change the boots when they turn out
not to fit. As for clothes, try and borrow them.
Ifyouknow anyonewho skis this is easier than
you might think— ski gear is fairly baggy so
exact sizes don’t matter too much, and all skiers
feel secretly guilty about spending fortunes on
silly clothes they only wear once a year.
The important thing is to staywarm (and dry)

even when the weather turns really rough. A
good anorak— preferably one that does up
high round your neck and has loads ofpockets— is essential; but it doesn’t have to be one
made specifically for skiing. Make it big so you
can cram plenty of layers underneath. Trousers
do need to be special—best are the big quilted
dungaree-type salopettes. These may look
stupid but they’re warm, comfortable and the
padding comes into its own when you land in

the snow twentieth time around. Decent
gloves are important too— hefty leather or
plastic bikers’ or skiers’ jobs. And you
shouldn’t venture out onto the snow without
sunglasses (better than goggles except when
there’s a blizzard), the strongest suntan cream
you can buy (at this altitude the rays burn even
through cloud) and a woolly hat.

Thus equipped you’re ready to go, and the
only outstanding question is where. Andhow?
All the countries where you can ski have per-

If you’re prepared to rough it in the often bitterly cold

and windy weather, then Aviemore can work out very

cheap.



J

of their own; France super-efficient, modern
and charmless; Austria for olde worlde charm

and bonhomie in the bars; Switzerland out-

rageously expensive and flooded with the

beautiful people; Italy cheaper and friendlier,

but with rickety old run-down lifts. These

alpine countries have been at it for years ;
now

a generation of ski countries are baying at their

heels and in terms of price giving them a

thoroughly hard time. Pyrennean skiing in

Andorra and Spain, Balkan slopes inYugoslavia

and Romania, even a Highland fling in Avie-

more can prove better deals these days.

Once you’ve studied the small print, there’s

Soldeu, Andorra and Super
Molina, Spain

ANDORRA seems to be the place where all the

budget ski deals head first— as much for cheap

booze as for the cheap skiing. Soldeu is much
the best ofthe resorts, withgood beginners ski-

ing let down only by long walks to get there. It’s

not a pretty country, but ifyou plan to get seri-

ously drunk each night you’ll find nowhere to

do it in better company or for less money.

Spanish resorts just over the border have
been growing fast too, and for the skiing as

opposed to what happens apresl’d choose one

of these. Super Molina is probably the best, a

scenic old resort with new bits added up the

mountain and snow making machines to

ensure skiing all season on the nursery slopes.

Borovets, Bulgaria and
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia

EASTERN European skiing can appear more
expensive than it really is— it’s amuch longer

flight to get there in the first place and you’ll

probably be staying in a relatively classy hotel.

But once there spending the money you’ve

taken can be a real problem. And not only

because there’s nothing worth buying in the

shops. Of the resorts, Borovets is cheap but

rather basic; Sarajevo (site of the last Winter

Olympics as well as the assassination that

startedWorldWar I) has yet to be much disco-

vered despite all its wonderfulnew facilities—
tryYugotours. It has amazingly lively night life

too.

Livigno and Bormio, Italy

ITALIAN skiing always used to be a bit of a joke

around the Alps, but nowadays it’s the Italians

laughing as the others price themselves out of

existence. Okay so things are bit ramshackle
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not much to choose between all the package

tour operators, but it is worth comparing which

is best value for the place you want to go at the

time you want to go—they allhave slightly dif-

ferent ideas onwhat are high andlow seasons

.

The cheapest deals mostly involve travelling by

overnight coach, not particularly comfortable

but a big money saver over the plane. Look too

for all-in beginners’ packages which include

equipment hire, ski school and a lift pass, and

for companies which charge no extra for depar-

tures from your local airport/coach station.

NAT {HolidayHouse, Domestic Rd, Leeds, LSI

2

and inefficient, but ifyou get into the local pace

of life that’s all part of the charm. Livigno is a

duty-free valley trying to compete with
Andorra in the cheap alcohol stakes— long

journey to get there but great skiing and scen-

ery once you do. Bormio is probably more for

people who’ve skied before but it would also be

a good place for mixed groups ofbeginners and
better skiers

;
plenty to do when you’re not ski-

ing, good Italian food and excellent nightlife.

Flaine and Tignes, France

FRANCE looks cheap in the brochures mainly

because it’s close— once you get there prices

are relatively high. Nevertheless ifyou want to

ski and do very little else there's nowhere to

match it. Flaine is.typical: a little cluster of

high-rise blocks dumped in a bowl of moun-
tains high above the tree line where you step

out of your apartment door (mostly very

cramped self-catering affairs) straight onto the

snow and ski down to the lift or to ski school.

Not much happens at night but by day you can
ski non-stop on a whole range of easy and inter-

mediate runs, and when you progress you can

ski over the mountains to similar places in

adjoining valleys.

Tignes looks much the same but set, in the

valley next to Val d’lsere, in the midst of some
of the world’s best ski slopes, it really justifies

the superlatives in the brochures (and the high

prices). Maybe not for beginners, this is

paradise for serious skiers prepared to give up
the nightlife in return for rewards by day.

Alpbach and Obergurgl,
Austria

IF you’re stuck with a vision ofyourself supping

gluhwein and slapping your thighs in a picture-

postcard Alpine chalet, it’ll have to be Austria.

Alpbach is the resort which exemplifies all this

6HR; 0532 434077) offer both these: Campus
Travel {52 Grosvenor Gardens, London, SW1
and at USIT student travel offices in Bristol,

Oxford, Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow and
Dundee) are if anything even better value, and
aimed particularly at young people. Other good
cheap deals from Tentrek {152 Maidstone Rd,

Ruxley Corner, Sidcup, Kent, DAI 4 5HS; 01-302

6426) ;
Top Deck {64 KenwayRd, London, SW5;

01-373 5095) and Ski Lovers {11 Liston Court,

High St, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 1ER;

06284 76991). Or for a more consciously ‘fun’

atmosphere try Club 18-30, Freestyle or Ski

Youngworld.

tradition: very pretty, lots of jolly nightlife and

fattening food, and the skiing’s not to bad
either. People who’ve done it before can get

more serious about their skiing at Obergurgl

—

amuch larger place with a more extensive ter-

rain which still does its best at village atmos-

phere.

Aviemore, Scotland

YOU might be forgiven for thinking that skiing

in Britain would be much cheaper than crossing

the Channel to do it, and ifyou live in Scotland

it is. From south of the border, however, it

rarely works out that way. This is partly

because there are hardly any package deals,

partly because, from most ofEngland, it’s as far

to the Cairngorms as it is to the Alps. Add to

that the weather which is far too often bitterly

cold and extremely windy, plus fewer skilifts

than even the small resorts in the glossy

brochures, and it’s not really worthwhile
unless you live close enough to drive up for the

weekend.
Having said all that, Aviemore can work out

very cheap if you’re prepared to rough it a bit

and to make your own arrangements. National

Express buses will get you there for around £30

return from London, £25 from Manchester (di-

rect) or from just about anywhere else if you
change in Glasgow (slightly more expensive)

:

£39.50 from Bristol; £35 from Birmingham;
£29.50 from Leeds). In Aviemore, if you book
ahead, there’s a Youth Hostel which charges

only about £4 a night (tel. 0479 810345). Add ski

hire, ski school, lift pass and food and you might
still get a week’s skiing for less than £150.

HIDDEN COSTS Hu
' "

< > ^

FIRST of all, remember that the £50 deals are usually

in the first week of December before the snow has

arrived (saves money on hiring skis etc, but rather

defeats the object) or at times which for other good
reasons (foul weather mostly) are out of season. Then
add the following things which are going to violently

escalate the price of your skiing holiday.

Ski and boot hire: about £20 a week in the cheaper

places, half as much again inAustria, twice as much in

France.

« Ski School: however good the friend who offers to

teach you may be, you won’t learn properly without tak-

ing classes—from £20 aweekdepending onhow many
hours you do.

» Lift Pass: the big one, and the main reason why it s

not worth beginners going to a big resort where you can
pay as much as £70 a week— more realistically, from

£30 in Andorra to £60 in Tignes, France. In some places

beginners are best offbuying individual tickets for lifts,

but this can become an infuriating waste of time.
;

• Watch out that all these prices vary quite a lot from

country to country and with changes in the exchange

rates, so check what your brochure says about sur-

charges or, if you’re going to be paying yourself, how
the ‘typical’ prices quoted in the brochure (and here)

might have changed.

I



The heavy clatter of transcription
echoes around LM’s Ludlow office

as PAUL STRANGE puts
THE STRANGLERS’

Hugh Cornwell
through his paces.

I

MUST have caught him in a bloody good
mood.
Renowned for pulling pranks, kidnap-

ping journalists, upsetting foreign police

and often choosing the right to remain
silent, Hugh Cornwell is regarded as a hack’s

nightmare.
Perhaps he’s mellowed. Perhaps he’s

matured. Or perhaps he needs the press.

One thing’s for certain: he’s pleased with the
new Stranglers’ album. He can’t stop talking
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about the thing, and to be fair he’s got a point.
Dieamtime — The Stranglers’ ninth studio LP
after 12 years in the business— is an encourag-
ing, intriguing, sometimes rivetting work,
reminiscent in feel, commitment, style and
sheer bravado to the band's first three albums,
but with the musical diversity and dexterity
found in their later work.
Cornwell nods.
‘It’s the best album we’ve ever done,’ he

declares, settling into a comfy chair at his pub-
licist’s office just off Marylebone. ‘Everything
sounds exactly as I wanted it to sound. When I

listen to it I don’t want to switch it off at any
one point. I listen to it all.’

He scratches his bonce thoughtfully, looks at
his shoes, realises he’s not wearing any socks,
checks his flies and continues.
‘Some of the songs on Dreamtime are indi-

vidual ideas, while others look back at lost

causes. Big In America — which could be our
next single— is an individual one.

‘

Everything’s big in the States : they have the
biggest cockroaches in the world, Vietnam vet-
erans are big, and women are verybig— I mean
emotionally and personality-wise, not physi-
cally. Women are so big emotionally that it

seems the men have got to be liberated!

£ In America a guy will say ‘I’m

going out to get laid’. It probably

means a guy sitting there, waiting for

a woman to come up and grab him,

throw him on a bed and start

bonking his brains out!

‘In England a lot of guys will say ‘I'm going
to pull tonight’ — which assumes the active
role of meeting women— whereas in America
a guy will say ‘I’m going out to get laid’, which
is a passive way of describing something. It

probably means a guy sitting there waiting for
a woman to come up and grab him, throw him
on a bed and start bonking his brains out !

‘American men seem scared of showing any
sort of primitive, caveman activity because
American women will go ‘HEY! This is an
emancipated society and you’re not allowed to
do that in this country! ’.

‘If a woman did that over here, blokes would
say ‘She must be a dyke ,’ which is just as
stupid. I’m not advocating that women should
act that way over here; I’m just fascinated by
human behaviour and the way people think.’

He pauses, scratches his five’o clock shadow,
checks his shirt buttons and takes a sip of tea.

‘I'm proud of all the lyrics on Dreamtime, ’ he
continues. ‘They’re well sorted because we
had about 18 months to think about them.
‘Dreamtime itself is based on an Aborigine

concept. It seemed to symbolise something to
us — the idea of lost causes and Utopian con-
cepts being overtaken by the harsh realities of
modern life. The Aborigines are a perfect exam-
ple of that; they’ve got this wonderful culture— which is difficult to explain in English— and
slowly they’re being robbed of it.

‘Australian mining companies are realising
that the Aborigine’s sacred grounds are full of
uranium so they’re taking the land off them and
destroying it for purely commerical reasons.
The Aborigines have turned round and said
‘Look, this land is part of our culture. If you’re
going to destroy it, then you’re destroying us’.

‘Dreamtime is the closest word in English
which pins down this concept of Aborigine cul-

ture. They look at the world objectively,
whereas in the modern world western people
see the world subjectively. In the west every-
thing has meaning through you, but the
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Aborigines believe that they’re just an acci-

dent, that the world happens whether you're
there or not, and the world happens anyway
through using you; you’re part of it, but you’re
immaterial.

‘It’s a fatalistic attitude, and it’s not very con-
ducive to the competetive world we live in. At
the same time it pinpoints the importance of
Nature, it gives Nature the central role in life

and everything else is just circumstantial.
‘The Aborigines look at their landscape and

say ‘My forefathers were here and my mother
was born there and now she’s in that rock over
there, and I will become that tree’.

‘It’s a nice way of looking at things because
when they cut down a tree they are cutting
themselves down or one of their parents, so it

makes them aware of their environment.
‘We would probably look at a tree and say

‘Oh well, I’ll cut it down and burn it because it’s

going to make me warm’, whereas they see it

differently. It’s a naive way of looking at things
but an attractive way.’

Utterly fascinating. Go on.
‘ Too Precious is about the diamonds in South

Africa— the black culture there is almost a lost

cause, while Mayan Skies is about the raping
and pillaging of Mexico for commercial
interests by the Spanish a long time ago.

‘You see the way we look upon things now
doesn’t seem to be any more sophisticated
than it was two million years ago— it’s just as
stupid, just as naive, just as self-centred and
just as fucked up as it ever was. Nothing’s
really changed

;
instead of carrying clubs about

,

we’ve all got video screens now.’
And what of the video age?
‘I love it. We’ve just been rehearsing in a

studio and they’ve got a video game there cal-

led Gauntlet. It’s all on different levels, what a
game\ Sorcerers meeting seraphim and grunts
and things, and you get to another level and it

says (adopts deep, authoritative tone) ‘Re-

member on level five, sorcerers can be invisible,

and grunts bite’, and all this. It’s so sophisti-

cated ... I think it’s great.

We’ve just been rehearsing in a

studio and they’ve got Gauntlet.

What a game! Sorcerers meeting

seraphim and grunts and things. It’s

so sophisticated . .

.

I think it’s great.

‘I don’t know where it’s going to end though.
I’m sure that at some stage you’ll be able to buy
a film and take part in it. You’ll

be able write the plot and
determine what happens in the
film because they’ll have a chip
in there which will give you
different possibilities.

‘You’ll be in the film battling against A1 Pac-
cino or somebody, and you’ll have ten options.
Whichever option you take will change the plot
. . . I’m sure it’s going to get like that.’

More tea arrives and Cornwell takes a
breather. Five minutes later he’s back, fuming
about the video for Always The Sun. The video
ran into problems when it was offered to chil-

dren's TV programmes; they objected to
Cornwell firing a gun in it.

‘Ridiculous,’ he says. ‘Every day on kid's
programmes you see 20 people being shot and
blasted by things . I fired the gun not at a person
but at a target. It’s hypocrisy. Anyway, we’ve
done an arty version without the gun so they’ll

be happy now.
‘There are some quite serious references in

the song, but it should be viewed optimisti-
cally. If you wake up in the morning and the sun

isn’t shining, you might as well forget about it.

In the end — whatever goes wrong and how-
ever crazy it gets — as long as the sun comes
up in the morning there’s something to live for.

You’ve got to start worrying when the sun
doesn 't come up in the morning.’
‘And Nice In Nice (which refers to a riot at a

Stranglers gig in Nice a few years ago and
resulted in a spell of imprisonment for

Cornwell), is a humorous memory. I always look
back at it and laugh; it was so stupid.’

The song was reminiscent of the ‘old’ cold
and hard Stranglers’ sound, circa 77/78.

‘Yeah, a certain kind of person bought it,

whereas Always The Sun seems to be going
right across, everyone seems to like that one.’
What sort ofperson buys Stranglers ’ music?
‘All sorts of people ... it doesn’t bother me

who buys our records — be they 70-year-old
groovers or 15-year-old nutters!’

Is it hip to buy a Stranglers ’ album?
Cornwell shifts uneasily in his chair.

‘I’m so busy with my work that I haven’t got
time to worry about that,’ he says. ‘It’s all

meaningless anyway. People that are hip today
are un-hip tomorrow, so I’d rather not be
involved with any of it. It’s absolute nonsense.
That peer group, you know, ‘ We've got a hip
audience, and they haven’t got a hip audience
. . . I mean you’re either doing it because you
enjoy doing it and you want to make a living
from it, or you’re not.’

When The Stranglers first started did you
ever consider that you’d still be together 12
years later?

‘I thought that I’d still be involved in music
as a living, but you never know how you’re



So why are The Stranglers still successful?
‘Audiences are getting older and bigger.

Sometimes I take a mini-cab and the drivers are
45, or 50, and they’ve got the new Dylan or Dire
Straits tape in the car. Twenty years ago,
people of that age weren’t appreciating music
that was around at the time. Audiences are get-
ting much, much bigger and so there’s more
room for people like us to continue and still

have a big audience.’
And the future?
‘I’ve no idea. If the group’s plans don’t con-

flict with individual plans, then there’s no
reason why we shouldn’t continue.

‘It would be sad if we ended up hating each
other. We’re all pretty creative, we’ve been
together so long that we know what works,
everybody’s got their role in the group and it

works well. And although those roles are quite
staid, it’s the most creative way that things
happen. Individual projects are still important
though, because otherwise you stagnate.’
Cornwell looks at his watch, and leaps to his

feet.

‘I’ve got to go, 'he says. ‘I should have been
the other side ofLondon about 1 5 minutes ago.

’

Extraordinary. Any parting thoughts?
‘Yeah, I think we’ve been around so long that

we’ve become part of the establishment. I’m
sure it’s getting to the stage where some
parents who want to buy their kid an album for

Christmas will think ‘I’ll get them The
Strangiers’ one, because they’re bound to like

that.’

‘Now that's a really funny way of looking at

it.’

You said it, Hugh.

SmmmM
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going to end up. I thought we had a pretty good
chance of being together because it was a
strong unit, particularly once Dave Greenfield
joined us on keyboards.’
The new wave coincided neatly with your

arrival.

‘Yes, it was rather fortunate. I’m glad it hap-
pened when it did. It was very funny to see
some of those groups actually manufacturing
their look. There was nothing manufactured
about us — we had torn clothes because that
was all we had.’

The new wave was a backlash against the
lumbering super-groups of the early Seventies,
and yet The Stranglers are still plodding on, 12
years later.

‘Yeah, I’m sure a lot of people look at us as
one of the dinosaurs of rock, just as we did with
Yes and Genesis back in the mid-Seventies. If

they think that, then they should replace us. I’d

be quite happy.
‘But current music is dull. There’s very little

around. I guess if you were talking to a kid of

M Current music is dull. There’s

| very little around. I guess if you
were talking to a kid of 1 5 they’d say

‘Oh no, there’s hip-hop, The Smiths,

The Jesus And Mary Chain’ and so

on, but I can’t see any h
substance there.

15 they’d say ‘Oh no, there’s hip-hop, The
Smiths, The Jesus And Mary Chain’ and so on,
and although I can see certain elements in
those kinds of music which are appealing,
because I’m not a 15-year-old I can’t see any
substance there. The Stranglers have already
been superseded because I’m able to say that,

but at least I’m aware of it.



In which our intrepid hero, life, visa and AmEx
in hand scours the streets of Los Angeles on the

Hollywood Trail
THE flight seemed a lot

longer than eleven hours

and I started to know how
a battery hen feels. No room
to stretch. Nowhere to

walk. Even the odd bursts

of conversation with the

woman who had flown
from Kenya to London,
before joining this plane to

Los Angeles, had died out.

God—she must have been
more screwed up than I

was.
If I ever make a flight of

this length again, I’ll ensure

that whoever is paying is

conned into providing, at

the very least, First Class

i

Accommodation. Because
when you sit for eleven

hours, right behind the

Business Class compart-
ment, you also start to

share the feelings of the

French Revolutionaries.

While your meal comes
complete with an abund-
ance of cling film around a

small portion of neatly

cubed plastic dessert, you
can glimpse the weary
businessmen being served

fresh fruit from a basket
before the stewardess
twitches the curtain— it

can easily become as

potent a symbol of social

inequality as the wall ofthe

Paris commune. Now
where did I put the guil-

lotine?

So I rolled offthe plane in

an advanced state of

paranoia, by now unsure
what lay ahead in this, my
first encounter with
America’s western sea-

board. Actually, my whole
body had no idea of where
it was or what time it

should be. It felt like a long,

exhausted sleep, while the

daylight told it that it was
still late afternoon.

Officially, I was in LA for

purely hedonistic reasons.

Stick around a week and

LM January 1987

soak up some atmosphere.

But what I didn’t tell the

immigration official, who
wanted to know whether
I’d be working (in which
case I could get straight

back on the next plane for

some good ol’ English
unemployment), was that I

had an interview lined up.

An interview with the last

great independent film

director. The man who
invented the nudie film.

The greatest king of exploi-

tation . . . ever!

Or rather— I almost had
an interview lined up. What
followed was at times
nightmare, at times farce,

as messages were left and
appointments made, can-

celled, then reinstated,

through no fault of either

party. The one thing that

could be said of this limbo,

as I awaited the eventual

meeting, was that it gave

me time to explore the City

of Angels.
There is one other impor-

tant feature in this tale. I

was not travelling alone.

For reasons too long and
unbelievably complex to

explain here (plus it could

get libellous if I name
names), I had a companion
whom I had never met
before.

In fact, we hadn’t met
untilwe were within a hour
or so of LA International

Airport, one of the most
dangerous places in this

whole psychotic city. I

heard of a female cab driver

who was pulled out

through the open window
of her cab and mugged.
Like the signs say, ‘Wel-

come to LA’.
Anyhow, my compatriot

and myself decided to

drown out jetlag in the

nearest bar we could find.

We would have drunk at

the hotel, but our failure to

arrange second mortgages
before leavinghome meant
that we’d have been
limited to a choice of iced

water or tepid water.

Instead we ended up
knockingbackWild Turkey
at something like three dol-

lars a shot, and keeping it

happy with pathetic little

cocktail beers. I spent at

least eleven quid in a

couple ofhours ,
and as I did

so it became obvious that

my companion and myself

did not share the same
tastes. The morewe drank,

the more he urged me to

blow another fifty quid on a
coach to Disneyland.

'It’s not what you think,’

he kept saying. ‘It’s not for

kids at all. ’ I remained as

polite as I could, but in my

mind I kept telling myself

that the only way I’d visit

that hell-hole of family

entertainment and good
clean fun was in a state of

terminal craziness, induced

by every dangerous and
illegal substance I could lay

a finger on.

And the Disney organisa-

tion doesn’t look too kindly

on that sort of behaviour.

Disneyland is well
sanitised. Where the odd
realhorse has been allowed
to stray into a parade, there

are Mickey Mouse poop
scoopers following its

every step. Listen, if they

follow a horse because it

might shit, what would
they do with a babbling

journalist in a Hawaian
shirt who kept shouting

obscenities into a tape

recorder strapped to his left

arm?
No, I didn’t feel clean

enough or crazy enough to

try to stormthe wholesome
empire so I vowed to make
my own pilgrimage in this,

the immortal city of a

thousand myths.
Severely hung over and

with abody thatwas still in

a state of not knowing
whether itwas Danton or a

bantam, I stepped off the

bus at Hollywood and Vine.

This is the comer where,

according to legend, it all

started. If Broadway is the

great whiteway because of

its theatre lights, Holly-

wood Boulevard is the

great whiteway because of

the prodigious cocaine

tracks that decay the nasal

cavities of stars, producers

and no-hopers alike.

Now in Los Angeles,

nobody walks. In some
areas of Beverley Hills,

walking is considered such

a suspicious act that you’ll

get arrested for it. True! I

got shown an apartment
block where each dwelling

came complete with a free

Rolls Royce. Considering

you’d almost inevitably

own one of these status

symbols on wheels if you
could afford a flat here, that

would make you a two
Roller family.
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I was travelling by bus
though, when I had to, in a
hot, noisy, wild throng of

street punks and Spanish-
speaking Mexicans from
downtown. And at other
times I was going on foot.

Because that’showyou get
to encounter the street life.

Though I was rather

taken with the musical
knickers, my favourite

piece of haute couture had
to be the male undergar-
ment neatly sewn into the
shape of an elephant. ‘Hey
honey— are you glad to see
me or is it just feeding time
for Dumbo?’

Actually, as I crossed one
side road into the midst ofa
crowd consisting of two
Spanish pimps, four or five

painted whores and a gag-
gle of bikers, I began to

wonder ifa car wasn't abad
idea. But even then you’re
not safe, and the LA PD
seals offareas ofthe city at

night and leaves them to

the mercy of the roaming
gangs.

Still, it was worth it,

because this is where you’ll

find the legendary— like

extreme busker
entertains.

to walk the j

everything in this town is

legendary - Frederick’s of

Hollywood exotic lingerie

shop. For decades now, Mr
Frederick has been supply-
ing split crotch panties and
edible posing pouches by
mail, to the swinging folk of

the mid-West. ‘Elmer, stop
screwin’ that chicken and
see what just came through
the post.’ ‘Ah prefers the
chicken.’

The last important shrine
you reach on Hollywood
Boulevard, if you survive

the pimps, pushers and
flashy, beautiful punks, is

Mann’s Chinese Theatre.
This is the one where plas-

tered stars fall down in the
cement and make their

imprint.
Actually, I challenge any-

body not to be moved by
the messages scrawled in

the pavement. Here are the
words of those who were
driven to early graves by
the very fame that fed

them. Monroe. Garland.
But perhaps more moving
are the early stars, house-
holdnames in their day, but
who has heard of them
now? Such is the fickle

nature of fame.
Linger long enough here

and a tear willcome to your
eye. And as you wipe it

away somebody will steal

your money and you’ll be
mown down by a fast mov-
ing gaggle of tourists on
their half day tour of the
Hollywood high-spots. Blue
rinsed matrons with sav-

age horn-rims, watching
the world go by through a
mini-bus window.
The only way to go now,

as the heat builds up, is to

the ocean. Santa Monica
boasts a pier but little else

in the way of real life. But
turn left any weekend and
you come to Venice, hang
out of weirdoes on roller

skates and some of the
most extreme busking
you’ll ever see. Would you
believe a jazz pianist in the

middle of a beach?! Venice
is a laid back sensual
delight. It’s the place
where the body builders

pump iron in the pen until

they can’t get their arms

Skating over the cocaine tracks

downby their sides. It’s the
place where you buy crys-

tal balls from a stall.

Alternatively, do as I did.

Take the bus to Malibu
beach. Get off just before,

where there’s nothing
much. Just a strip of sand
and waves. Yeah, just sit

there and watch the surfers— black dots on the rolling

ocean, gliding effortlessly

into land.

The sky had become
overcast and a cold sea mist
rolled around. The hot bar-

becue sauce from my
sandwich coasted my
fingers, looking like I’d

been gutting fish. The plas-

tic mug of coffee steamed
bymy feet—and the jet lag
almost felt better.

Disneyland, you can
keep. It’s rank commer-
cialism actively expanding
its coffers by creating and
supporting amyth that will

appeal to the greatest
number of people. The
result is, inevitably, bland
and toothless. But set off

and walk those mean
streets that Chandler refer-

red to, and you’ll become
part of another fantasy. A
grubbier, downright
dangerous, but exhilarat-

ing dream ofa city. And the
real dirt is worth more than
any plastic diamonds.

of the stars.
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BECAUSE we're giving away issue zero ofLM with
a computer magazine, it seemed appropriate to

offer some buying advice on a related subject, and
what goes across the board better than joysticks?

If your old stick is feeling a touch limp from all that

frantic waggling over the last 12 months then
Christmas is a heaven-sent opportunity to per-

suade an unwilling relative into purchasing you a

new one as a stocking filler. Of course, they'll have
no idea what to get, but there’s still a couple of

weeks to go— time enough to advise them. Take
your pick from LM's top selection of tried, tested

old favourites and some of the newer exciting

ideas from the world's leading manufacturers and
suppliers of joysticks.
The testers are Newsfield's various games

reviewers from CRASH, ZZAP! 64 and AMTIX!
magazines. They’ve given an overall rating out of

100 per cent to each for stick and fire button
responsiveness, ergonomics (how easy it is to hold
and use), durability, and value for money.

1.

ARCADE TURBO
Price: £22.95
The Arcade Turbo is well
designed, appealing to look at

and comfortable to hold. A rub-

ber washer supports the steel

shaft, making length of travel

short but life expectancy long.

For table use three rubber feet

on the base give reasonable
stability. The base fire buttons
have a short and springy travel,

making rapid fire easy. Base or

top fire buttons are selectable

although the latter isn’t as easy
to use. Although the stick is a
little stiff when first used, it

soonwears in nicely to become
very responsive, making those
pixel jumps all that more per-

fect. Pricey, but for what it

offers, certainly worth it.

Overall 93%

2.

COMPETITION PRO
Price: £16.95
Big brother to the Arcade Turbo
and just as tough and reliable.

Uses the same mechanics and
so enjoys the same responsive-
ness as the Arcade (only it

doesn’t need as much wearing
in) . Stick travel is slightly longer
than its smaller ‘brother’ and
requires less ‘force’ to gain
appropriate results. Two large,

round fire buttons on the base
offer excellent response and
feedback for both left and right-

handed players. An excellent

joystick that will last through
many delicate, aggressive and
skilled gameplaying sessions

and it’s this quality that jus-

tifies the seemingly high price

tag.

Overall 97%

3.

QUICKSHOT

I

Price: £7.95
The Quickshots I and II are the

most popular of joysticks

because of availability and
because they offer a number of

features for a reasonable price.

Using the Quickshot I is a bit

like holding a banana since it

tapers and has a smooth stem.

It requires some wrenching to

get it from one position to

another. In testing the stem
became very loose and felt as

though it could well break up.

At the top sits one fire button,

the other is on the base. They
aren’t very responsive and
make rapid fire a chore. Cheap
perhaps, but its poor durability

and unresponsiveness make it

inferior.

Overall 53%
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ineffective. It proves extremely
hard wearing and at only £9.99
is below the average price of a
joystick.

Overall 85%

6. BAT HANDLE
Price: £27.99
The Bat Handle is very tough
and pretty simple in design
with a square base and long
tapering stem. The two fire but-

tons are mounted on the base
and on the stem. The long travel

distance between contacts
makes it unresponsive and
rather sluggish especially

when pixel-crucial jumps and
adjustments are needed. It isn’t

very comfortable to hold and
although the base fire button is

good, the top fire button is just

about useless. Generally the
stick just doesn’t seem any-
where near good enough to

warrant its huge price tag.

Overall 77%

7. THREE WAY
Price: £32.99
Effectively a deluxe version of

the Bat Handle, being very simi-

lar in appearance but not in per-

formance and price. The stick

comes with three freely inter-

changeable grips that slip, with
some difficulty, over the steel

shaft. A Red Ball, a Bat and a
Grip Handle are provided. None
are particularly comfortable
and make the shaft feel sepa-
rated from the base. The
responsiveness of the leaf

switch mechanism is undone
by the shaft travel distance,

making the stick slow to

respond to movement. Two dif-

ferent gatelock controls restrict

movement to either four or

eight directions. The grip fire

and base fire buttons, both of

high quality, may be used
together or just the grip. One to

be recommended if it weren’t
for the ridiculously high price.

Overall 87%

8. THE BOSS
Price: £15.99
One ofthe cheapest sticks Wico
produce and one that suffers as
it doesn’t have the same ‘qual-

ity’ feel as the Bat Handle and
Three Way, even though it is

made from heavy duty compo-
nents. A single top fire button
is unresponsive and sluggish to
use. Despite leaf switches the
stick is slow, insensitive and
‘uncooperative’, although its

shape makes it comfortable to

hold. Diagonals are a pain to

get, especially in a tight spot,

and the lack of a base fire but-

ton makes it unfriendly and
awkward to use.
Overall 65%

9. THE JOYBALL
Price: £29.95
Initially regarded with much
cynicism, the ‘ Cherno-ball ’ as it

has affectionately become
known, performs excellently.

You hold it like a mouse, but it

responds like a joystick. There
are two fire functions, either

rapid fire at one of two selecta-

ble speeds— fast or slow—
while the other is a single shot
fire button. ‘Stick’ travel is

short, so the Joyball is sensitive

and proves perfect for precise

movements but diagonals are

not that easy to obtain. It takes
time to get to grips with this

most unusual method of con-

trol, but it’s worth the effort.

The Joyball is a delight to use;

it’s comfortable, responsive,
tough, and adheres to the table

well. Rather expensive, but if

you have the cash to spare then
this is a worthwhile invest-

ment.
Overall 93%

10. THE WIZ CARD
Price: £8.95
This one uses a large floating

button instead ofthe more trad-

itional stick for control. The two
fire buttons are not indepen-
dent but pounding away ontwo
responsive fire buttons is easier

than beating only one to death.
However, the ‘stick’ itself isn’t

so easy to use. It works well
with most platform games, but
it’s not so hot on games requir-

ing hard, fast, precise move-
ments, and diagonals are a pain
to obtain. Overall a very good,
alternative ‘controller’, and
although by no means excep-
tional, it is tough and very
reasonably priced.

Overall 82%

11. PRO ACE
Price: £11.95
This one doesn’t perform too
well. The stick is slow to

respond to movement, and has
a long length of travel which
makes using it a bit like stirring

thick syrup with a plastic

spoon. The fire button is fairly

responsive, although it feels as
if it is also suspended in treacle,

which makes it too sluggish for

effective rapid fire. The
weakest link in an otherwise
powerful chain of quality
Euromax product.
Overall 52%

12. MICRO ACE
Price: £15.95
Between the Pro Ace and the
Micro Ace there are two differ-

ences—a red handle and micro
switches. Obviously the colour

of the handle isn’t too impor-
tant, but the micro switches
are, making it a good joystick

although it has the same fire

button as the Pro Ace. The stick

is responsive, and all move-
ments are met with a positive

micro switch click. It doesn’t
‘feel’ quite as good as the
Euromax Arcade—which is the
same price— but it’s just as
tough and reliable.

Overall 90%

13. MICRO PRO
Price: £16.95
At first glance you might mis-
take this stick for the Euromax
Competition Pro— the two are
identical in looks and price.

However the Micro Pro has
micro switches all round but in

test proves only to be as reliable

as the Comp Pro, not more so.

Initially very stiff, a few wag-
gles soonwear it in very nicely.

Rapid fire is easily obtained,
and both buttons (and the stick

itself) take a lot ofpunishment.
Overall 97%

14. PROFESSIONAL PLUS
Price: £19.95
The first designer joystick?

Don’t be misled by the trendy
chic black casing, yellow fire

buttons and matching bangle
at the base ofthe shaft— it per-

forms as well as it looks. Seem-

4. QUICKSHOT II

Price: £11.95
This joystick starts where the
Quickshot I leaves off. It incor-

porates a better grip with
improved fire buttons and an
autofire facility. Suckers on the
bottom keep the stick stable
during play. The stem is com-
fortable to hold with two fire

buttons at the top forming an
index finger trigger and a
thumb button. In test similar
problems were encountered as
with the Quickshot I— creaks
and groans and the familiar
looseness, but the better con-
tacts make for quicker response
times. The autofire left us unim-
pressed, it shoots in ‘pulses’
rather than a steady stream of
bullets. A reasonable buy for

the delicate of hand but if you

play rough you could well end
up with a heap oftwisted black
plastic.

Overall 62%

5. SUPER CONTROLLER
Price: £9.99
This unusually shaped stick

looks more like a thin wedge
than something to help you
play a game. The two side-

mounted fire buttons can be
rotatedup/down to to suit your
hands. The stem is very short

and mushroom shaped with a
comfortable grip on the top.

Stiff when new, it’s incredibly
responsive once worn in

because of its short travel. The
slim base makes it comfortable
to hold, although the side-

mounted buttons are awkward
and theymake table play pretty

ingly loose to begin with, it

doesn’t take long to get used to
the feel. Microswitches provide
a responsive click and medium
length of travel results in great
speed and precision. An
autofire on/off switch
positioned neatly at the side
stays firmly in position rather
than slipping at inopportune
moments. A bit steep in price
but well worth it as it seems to
have no faults and stands up to
virtually any degree of punish-
ment.
Overall 97%

15. EUTE
Price: £16.95
Two circular pads house the
stick and the fire button. Mic-
roswitches provide a more posi-

tive feel but the thin, tapering
shaft feels slightly loose and
makes diagonals fiddly. The
small size also makes fast

waggling difficult. As an all-

rounder the Elite doesn’t come
up to the mark. It looks great,

but feels strangely delicate—
as if it might break with the
slightest over-exertion. One for

the younger gamesplayer,
perhaps?
Overall 78%

16. MACH 1

Price: £14.95
Based on The Cheetah, the
Mach 1 apparently took nine
months to develop, and is

equipped with microswitches.
It also includes a ‘high grade’
metal shaft and a comfortable
moulded grip. Unfortunately it

is lacking in a few areas. It

doesn’t feel particularly sturdy,

although no major problems
were encountered during play-

testing. Its length of travel is far

too long, making most games
tested surprisingly difficult to

play and diagonals hard to

obtain. The base fire buttons
aren’t overly responsive and
need to be worn in while the top
two fire buttons are superflu-

ous and don’t perform at all well
— the on/off autofire switch
does however.
Overall 80%

The Arcade (1), Competition
Pro (2 ), Joyball (9), Wiz Card
(10), Pro Ace (11 ), Micro Ace
(12), Micro Pro (13 ), Pro Plus (14 )

and Elite (15) are all by Euromax
Electronics Ltd, Pinfold Lane,
Bridlington, North Humberside
Y016 5XR. Tel 0262-601006/
602541

The Quickshots I (3) and II (4)

are by: Spectravideo Ltd, 165
Garth Rd, Morden, Surrey SM4
4LH. Tel 01-330 0101

The Super Controller (5) is by
Atari Corporation (UK)

The Bat Handle (6), Three Way
(7) and The Boss (8) are by Wico,
supplier: CGL, CGL House,
Goldings Hill, Loughton, Essex
IG10 2RR. Tel 01-508 5600

The Mach 1 ( 16 ) is by Cheetah
Marketing, 1 Willowbrook Sci-

ence Park, CrickhoweURoad, St
Mellons, Cardiff CF3 OEF. Tel:

0222-777337
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Dear Lloyd,

I live at home but I think I

should be able to live my life

without having to explain

what I’m doing, who I'm

doing it with, when I’ll be
home and all the other
things my Mum wants to

know. I don't ask her how
she spends her time.

I pay for my keep and I’ve

told her she’s got no right

to ask questions, but
nothing stops her. What do
Ido?
Andrew, Sale, Cheshire

Have you got a problem? Perhaps
LM’s resident confessional box,
LLOYD MANGRAM, can help

Andrew, it’s supposed
to be a free country and so
you have every right to act

like an insensitive pig and
exploit your mother. Lots
of mums put up with it

without complaint, though
I don’t know why. From
what you say in your let-

ter, you get all the benefits

of living at home — cheap
accommodation, maid ser-

vice, someone concerned
about you— yet you won’t
accept that in return it’s

only fair to share part of

your life with your mother
(I’d never advise anyone
to tell everything to their

parents, but a little is a
good idea). Whoever you
live with needs a little con-
sideration. You might
even find your mum’s life

interesting if you found
out more about it.

If you can’t bear the
thought of actually com-
municating with your
mother, then you really

don’t have the right to use
her. Maybe if you got out
and found a place of your
own, and discovered what
that costs in time and
effort, you might lose

some of your interest in

insisting on leading a
totally independent life.

LM

contact them by dialling

the operator and asking
for Freephone Enterprise.

There, how’s that for ser-

vice?
LM

the father but unless you
marry, your girlfriend will

be the sole guardian of the

child and that means she
can choose any name she
likes; hers, yours, a mix-
ture of the two, or some-
thing entirely different.

LM
Dear Sir,

There isn’t a lot of use look-

ing for work here, it just

doesn’t exist. There’s no
way I’m going to be
exploited by the sort of

employer who reckons he
can treat you like dirt, make
you work ten hours a day
without a break, and pay
you peanuts. I’ve experi-

enced it once and it got me
nowhere. I was still made
redundant at nineteen and
a school leaver taken on. I

won’t do that again, and if I

can’t get a decent job I’m
not going to be anyone’s
slave.

Now I’m being hassled
by the DHSS. I’ve had two
letters asking me to go and
discuss why I’m not work-
ing. I thought that was daft

obvious,

Dear Lloyd,

I’m sure I’ve got a money
spinning idea and want to

start my own business. I

have saved some money,
but need help to get it off

the ground. The govern-
ment scheme which pays
new businesses £40 a week
for a year seems the ideal

solution, but is this only for

people who are

unemployed? I’m on a
Youth Training Scheme at

the moment.
Peter S Knight, Rubery,
Birmingham

On checking into my
massive files I found that

the government scheme is

called The Enterprise Allo-

wance Scheme and to

qualify you must have
£1000 to invest in the busi-

ness, plus have been
under notice of redun-
dancy, signing as
unemployed OR on an
MSC sponsored job crea-

tion or training scheme for

at least eight weeks. That
means your period on the
Youth Training Schemes
makes you eligible. Also
talk to the Small Firms Ser-

vice. It operates an excel-

lent advice and counsel-
ling service for anyone
who is considering setting

up a business and you can

— the reason’s
there’s no jobs going. So I

didn’t bother turning up.

Next thing I knew, my giros

stopped.
Can they really do this to

me? I never thought any-
one would be left to starve
in 1986.

F Parry, Oldham , LancsDear Lloyd,

I’ve just had a row with my
girlfriend who is six months
pregnant. Now she says
she won’t give our baby my
surname.

Surely I can insist, after

all I am the father.

G Rainbow, Kent

Sorry Mr Parry, but I’m
afraid the DHSS can stop
your benefit for all sorts of

reasons. Remember, you
receive benefit because
you are unemployed AND
willing and available for

work. Give them a reason
to suspect you are not pre-Technically you may be
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pared to take suitable

work, or not available if a
job comes up, and your
right to benefit disappears.
The fact you didn’t show

up for the interview
suggests maybe you don’t

want to work. So the
money’s stopped until you
make it clear you do. You
will have to go for an inter-

view with the Unemploy-
ment Review Officer, and
you would be wise to show
you understand the condi-

tions attached to getting
benefit. You are expected
to have made some
attempt to find work, and
if you're putting restric-

tions on the type of work
you’ll do, to show these are
reasonable. If your restric-

tions mean it looks like

there’s no chance to get-

ting a job, you run the risk

of having your benefit

withdrawn until you
change them.
I’m not saying that

you’re not quite right to

refuse to consider some of

the jobs on offer these
days. A lot of employers do
try to get young people as

cheap labour, and from
what you say you’ve had
your taste of this. Not all

jobs are that bad, and most
opportunities have to be
looked for, so it’s still

worthwhile putting effort

into trying to find a job you
might enjoy.
LM

Dear LM,
I’m living in a flat and use a
slot meter for electricity.

Recently while I was out at

work, someone got in the
flat and broke open the
meter.
Now the electricity board

say I have to pay again for

the electricity, since they
never got the money.

I don’t think it's fair to

hold me liable. After all I

have paid for the electricity

already. Why should I pay
twice?
J Singh, Wembley, Middx

The electricity board
ought not to hold you liable

if you reported the break-

in to the police right away
and there is no evidence to

suggest it was you, or a
member of your house-
hold,who took the money.

That’s the theory any-

way, but some boards still

try to make the consumer
pay for what is stolen from
their meter.
Don't let them con you

into paying up when you
don’t have to. Start by dis-

puting the matter your-

self, but if you don’t get

anywhere, then contact an
advice bureau or your local

Electricity Consumers’
Council (address in the

phone book) who can back
you up by quoting the law
to the electricity board.

LM

Dear Lloyd,

I left school with no regrets

and no exams, but now I’ve

met a girlwho is a real high-

flyer I wish I had tried har-

der. She says I shouldn’t

worry but sometimes I feel

a real wally when she's

talking with her mates. I’d

like to be on their level, but
my job involves shifts so

evening classes are out of

the question. Is there any
alternative?
Paul, Southampton

Obviously it will depend
on the degree of your per-

sonal application to learn-

ing, but there are a large

number of correspon-
dence courses available

and the best idea is to

choose a college which is a
member ofthe Association
of Correspondence Col-

leges. If you write to the
address below they should
send you details. I found
that when I went back to

studying I got a lot more
satisfaction from learning
a subject than I did at

school, and perhaps you
will too. An extra qualifica-

tion might help on the job

market as well as improv-
ing your small talk with
high-flying girls.

Association of British Cor-

respondence Colleges, 8
Francis Grove, London SW1

I LM

‘A problem shared is a problem halved’, runs the old

adage, but often a problem is one that simply needs a

dose of common sense applied to it, or some hard facts

not available to the sufferer.

If life is getting you down, if your skin problem is out

of hand, if your flat’s in a mess and if your bank balance

is out of this world, you can always try me out for an
answer. I’m a bit of an expert having been something of

a mess myself. Guaranteed results are not offered, but if

half a problem is worse than none at all, then at least it’s

better than a full-scale disaster.

Write to: Hassles,
LM, PO Box 10,

Ludlow, Shropshire
SY8 1DB



The Virgin Games Centres offer you the most exciting range of games this side of Christmas!

A massive selection of computer games on all software formats from Spectrum, Amstrad,

Commodore, Atari, MSXand IBM. Plus Trivia games, War games, Family games, Role-playing

and Fantasy games.

And now, Virgin Games Centres give you the chance to get FREE with our incredible

Stick with Virgin Offer! Spend £5 at Virgin Stores and you get one Stick with Virgin stamp and

a FREE collectors stamp album. Collect 10 stamps and you can choose a FREE game to the value

of £4 from any Virgin Games Centre or Virgin Store! Collect 30 stamps and you can choose

a FREE game to the value of £12 and so on.

Plus Stick with Virgin entitles you to choose FREE Records, Tapes, Compact Discs,

Videos and huge discounts on return flights with Virgin Atlantic Airlines! Pick up a Stick with

Virgin leaflet for full details. Next time you spend £5 or more on games at your Virgin Games Centre

or Virgin Store, present the voucher below and you’ll get DOURLE Stick with Virgin stamps!

the no.1 choice for games
ABERDEEN 46, Union Street BIRMINGHAM 98, Corporation Street BRIGHTON 156/161

,
Western Road

BRISTOL Merchant Street BROMLEY 140/144, High Street (in Burtons Menswear)

GLASGOW 28/32, Union Street LEEDS 94/96, Briggate PLYMOUTH 105, Armada Way

LONDON 1 00, Oxford Street. TOP MAN Oxford Circus. NEW STORES at EDINBURGH 1 31 ,
Princes Street

NOTTINGHAM 6-10, Wheelergate. OXFORD Unit 13, Westgate Centre

COMING SOON in DUBLIN, DURHAM and YORK

DOUBLE Stick with Virgin Stamps

from your Virgin Games Centre

Name —
Address

when you redeem this voucher before December 31st 1986.
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DEFENDER OF FREEDOM, GMESTER AFTER TRUTH AND
JUSTICE

, PRESIDENT OF Th/E GALACTIC TAIL-WAGGERS
CLUE, SEEKER OF WISDOM AND CHEAPO SOUVENIRS,
PRANNIE OF THE UNIVERSE, GALLUMPH/N& GOURMET,
DUNCE OF SMARTS, ANDSTAR OF COMIC- STRIPS!

OHl .... AND H/S COMPUTER. . , ANN PROIP....

A
DISGUISED AS
AN UGLY ALIEN
OF COURSE.

'V

POSSESOR OF AWESOME POWERS Wm,
OF MIND-OVER-MATTER. THIS
GUY CAN CONTROL. ALMOST
ANY SPAIN IN THE WHOLE WIDE
UNIVERSE NEAP M/DpLESB&OUCrf.
NOT MANY AUENS CAN DO THAT'
NOT MANY AUEA1S UVE AROUN’
MIDDLESBROUGH....

BOON’

CAPTAIN OF A MIGHTY STAR'SHIP...
TAXED FOP 6 MONTHS, RECENT MOT.
RECON. ENGINE, NEW CLUTCH, GOOD
TYRES, PREVIOUS OWNER WAS LITTLE

OLD LADY, GOING CHEAP.....
«c+,aiso go/n' Boom - pow- poketta"

'AN' MAK/N' LDTTSAi SMOKE'

z * 2 ? i r
J, W 1
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AN'Guess MOT!... THIS HCRC ALIM IS COMING TO tW
MAGAZOON IN ISSUe1 NCXT MUNF! YgSM IS'. ANP
YOU CAN FOLLOW HIS ADVLNTURgS! YCS YOU CAN!
YOU CAN'T WAIT CAN YOU ?. SO CAN l!
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WIN A CURRY!

Don’t forget to fill in this form and send it with the

crossword. Send a photocopy if you don’t want to cut

up the magazine.

Name
Address

Postcode

ACROSS

I They boss pop (anag) (3,4,4)

6 Help for live band (3)

8 Torturous heavy metal
band (4,6)

9 This band really motored
(4)

10 Elvis’ first label (3)

II Sam Cooke rattled this

one out in 1959 (5,4)

13 Small-time rugby compet-
ition (6)

14 The Kid’s language (6)

17 Pip pip! This band went
like clockwork (6)

19 Gear shifter (6)

23 Drag Lance around to hear
Paul Simon album (9)

24 Streisand finds support in
her first name (3)

25 US state where a hut is

rebuilt (4)

26 What Ben and Tracy have
(10 )

27 Tennis player with cash
(3)

28 The Boss (11)

DOWN

1 His royal purpleness (6)

2 This role was a drag for

Dustin (7)

3 The group that spawned
Heaven 17 (6,5)

4 British singer, possibly
related to 1 down (8)

5 A rope’s rearranged for

these musical productions
(6)

6 Language of The Chicken
Song (7)

7 Calvin Klein’s resigned to
being one (7)

12 Anthony Perkins ’ psycho-
tic motel owner (6,5)

15 One of Daley’s big events
(4,4)

16 It gets hot here for the
Bears and the Redskins (8)

18 Stuart Goddard, the
unyielding pop star (4,3)

20 Picture a John Lennon
song (7)

21 Silver platter (6)

22 Leader ofone of Frankie's
two tribes (6)

Curry favour with the
London Editor! SeeLM in

action! Win an LM cap
and T-shirt!
WHAT’s all this then? Yep, it’s the very first LM prize

crossword, a stunningly difficult and fiendish puzzle
designed and destined to keep you fascinated, thrilled

and enthralled for, oh, at least five minutes.
London Editor David (‘Pass me that curry’) Cheal sus-

sed it within seconds, but Dep Ed Paul (‘Here come my
bhajees’) Strange was still stuck after seven hours
(mind you, crosswords have never been his strong
point; dot to dot puzzles give him a hard time as it is).

Enough of this guff; back to the business in hand.
Since this is a special issue ofLM we thought we’d offer

a stunning and highly unusual prize for the first cor-

rectly answered crossword to come out of the mailbag
after the competition’s closing date.

Not only will you win a highly treasured LM cap and
T-shirt, but the London Editor will treat you to a free

curry at a restaurant of his choice. Alternatively (if you
live nearer LM's Ludlow HQ), the Deputy Editor will

treat you to a free curry at the restaurant of his choice
and show you round LM’s office. Gripping, huh? And if

you don’t like curry, then tough. Oh, all right then, we
could make it fish ‘n’ chips, but it’s not quite the same
is it?

Right, get down to it then, cut out your completed
crossword form, and send it to LM Curry Favour
Crossword Competition, LM, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY8 1DB.

State your T-shirt size — small, medium or large —
although we’ll probably ignore this information
because we’re utter bastards. Closing date for entries

is Friday 19 December, and we’ll publish the solution

in the first edition of LM (on sale 15 January, get your
order in now, nail the newsagent to the floor, etc.). The
prize winner will be announced in LM's second edition.

And that’s it. Simple, huh?
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The Stunning Music Video

Filmed At The NEC Birmingham
Includes:

Pearl In The Shell

You Know I Love You... Don’t You?

Like To Get To Know You Well

No One Is To Blame

Life In One Day

Look Mama
Will You Still Be There?

Always Asking Questions

Hide And Seek

Dream Into Action

What Is Love?

New Song

Things Can Only Get Better

Directed by Wayne Isham

Colour/Stereo/Running Time - 58:30

VHS: 242 005-3 • BETA: 242 005-5

Also Available Now!

The New Album, Cassette & CD

‘ONE TO ONE’



Or £79.95 buys

a CPS 3300L

with detachable

two way speakers

and 5 band

graphic equalizer.

Or £69.95 buys a CFS 240L

with "space sound'' effect

and two way speakers

Or £129.95 buys a

CFS W440L with

double cassette

decks, detachable

two way speakers :

and graphic

equalizer.

Or £99.95 buys a CFS 4000L

with detachable two way

speakers, autoreverse cassette

and 5 band graphic equalizer.
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